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Preface

This book is a collection of scientific papers presented at the German Workshop
on Robotics — a convention of researchers from academia and industry working
on mathematical and algorithmic foundations of robotics, on the design and analy-
sis of robotic systems as well as on robotic applications. As a new event of the
Deutsche Gesellschaft für Robotik (DGR, German Robotics Society), the workshop
took place at the Technische Universität Carolo-Wilhelmina zu Braunschweig on
June 9-10, 2009.

Covering some of the most important ongoing robotics research topics, this vol-
ume contains 31 carefully selected and discussed contributions. All of them were
presented at the workshop that was attended by 80 researchers representing a wide
range of research areas within robotics. The papers are organized in ten scientific
tracks: Kinematic and Dynamic Modeling, Motion Generation, Sensor Integration,
Robot Vision, Robot Programming, Humanoid Robots, Grasping, Medical Robot-
ics, Autonomous Helicopters, and Robot Applications. Two invited talks by Antonio
Bicchi and Atsuo Takanishi presented surveys of research activities in the fields of
human-robot interaction and humanoid robotics.

The Program Committee was comprised of Karsten Berns, Oliver Brock, Wol-
fram Burgard, Martin Buss, Thomas Christaller, Rüdiger Dillmann, Bernd Finke-
meyer, Martin Hägele, Bodo Heimann, Dominik Henrich, Gerd Hirzinger, Alois
Knoll, Helge-Björn Kuntze, Gisbert Lawitzky, Jürgen Roßmann, Roland Siegwart,
Markus Vincze, and Heinz Wörn. After an extensive review and discussion process,
the committee met at February 17, 2009, and composed the scientific program from
a pool of 49 submissions.

Organizing scientific conventions with a high level of originality cannot be per-
formed by individuals alone. One always has to intercommunicate, to discuss, to
exchange knowledge and experiences — to work together. Without the help of many
people, the organization of the meeting would not have been possible. This includes
all Program Committee members as well as all technical reviewers. A special word
of thanks goes to Ilona Engel for her great and diligent support during all stages of
the organization and, in particular, for the work she did during the workshop. Ralf
Westphal organized the Web site in an excellent way, and he was responsible for the
registration procedure. Regarding design and layout of all handouts, Simon Winkel-
bach was our design specialist for all issues concerning the workshop. The greatest
word of thanks is — of course — due to all authors and participants of the German
Workshop on Robotics. Finally, we would like to acknowledge the financial support
of the Technische Universität Carolo-Wilhelmina zu Braunschweig and the KUKA
Roboter GmbH.

Braunschweig Torsten Kröger
June 2009 Friedrich M. Wahl
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Joint Dominance Coefficients:
A Sensitivity-Based Measure for Ranking
Robotic Degrees of Freedom

Klaas Klasing, Dirk Wollherr, and Martin Buss

Abstract. Many robotics applications require a weighting scheme for individual
degrees of freedom in a kinematic linkage. Such schemes are used for example in
path and motion planning algorithms to penalize large end-effector movements or
scale distance computations for the retrieval of nearest neighbors. Most often, the
weights are manually picked and heuristically adjusted for specific linkages. In this
paper we propose joint dominance coefficients as a universal tool for estimating the
influence of each degree of freedom of a robot on the overall robot displacement.
The measure is easy to compute, converges quickly and can be applied to any kind
of parameterized kinematic linkage, including tree-structured and closed kinematic
chains. A mathematical derivation is provided along with application examples for
various robotic linkages. The results show that the method accurately and reliably
yields the desired weights.

1 Introduction

Most robotics applications involve kinematic linkages with several degrees of free-
dom (DoF). These DoF arise from revolute or prismatic joints that connect the robot
links. The overall geometry of the robot is usually parameterized by the DoF of
the base link (movement of the robot base) and the joint values (angles for revolute
joints, distances for prismatic joints), which describe the robot configuration. A cen-
tral question for many applications is how the overall robot displacement depends
on the degrees of freedom of the robot. Such a dependency measure is useful for
example in the context of path and motion planning applications, where DoF that
cause larger displacements must be penalized by corresponding weights.

While for prismatic DoF there is a linear relationship between parameter change
and robot displacement, for revolute DoF the overall displacement is a nonlinear

Klaas Klasing · Dirk Wollherr · Martin Buss
Institute of Automatic Control Engineering, Technische Universität München,
Theresienstraße 90, 80290 Munich, Germany,
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function of the robot configuration. As an example, consider a 20-link serial kine-
matic chain with equally long links connected by revolute joints. When the chain is
fully extended, an angular change in the first joint has a much larger influence on
overall robot displacement than the same angular change applied to the 19th joint in
the chain. However, for a configuration in which the robot is ’folded’ to its minimal
expansion, for both the first and the 19th joint an angular change has the same effect
on overall displacement. The influence of each DoF on robot displacement is there-
fore configuration dependent. The question addressed in this paper is whether there
is a practically feasible way of assessing the influence of each DoF over all possible
robot configurations.

The measure presented in the following provides an automated numeric proce-
dure for assigning a weight to each degree of freedom that correctly captures the
overall influence of the respective DoF on the robot displacement. To the best of
our knowledge there exists no method that is able to generically derive meaningful
coefficients similar to those obtained by our approach.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 briefly reviews
existing related methods. Section 3 presents prerequisites, a derivation of joint dom-
inance coefficients as well as an efficient way to calculate the coefficients in practice.
Section 4 demonstrates the application of the method to a number of different kine-
matic linkages. A discussion of the results and the applicability of the method is
given in Section 5.

2 Related Work

The problem of weighting the links in a kinematic linkage is equivalent to the prob-
lem of scaling an underlying distance metric. In the field mechanism design find-
ing suitable distance metrics for specific linkage topologies is an active research
topic [1, 2]. In the context of sampling-based path planning suitable distance met-
rics are relevant for effective sampling [3], nearest neighbor searching [4] and local
planning [5]. All of these works are related in that they try to provide a consistent
and meaningful notion of distance within the topology defined by the linkage. In
contrast, this paper is not concerned with deriving new metrics for specific linkages.
Instead it aims to provide a universal numeric measure for each DoF in a linkage,
which can then be used to adjust a given metric.

The proposed coefficients can also be used for the analysis of kinematic
linkages. In this respect they are loosely related to swept volume [6, 7], which
represents a powerful tool for analyzing the reachable workspace of a kinematic
linkage. However, for the simple purpose of finding suitable weights for spec-
ifying DoF displacement influence, swept volume methods are somewhat of an
overkill. While weights similar to the coefficients proposed in this paper could be
derived from swept volume methods for many linkages, these methods are compu-
tationally expensive and require detailed geometric considerations. In contrast, the
proposed joint dominance coefficients only need a parametrization of the forward
kinematics as well as a number of representative points on the linkage. Although
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only moderately sized tree-structured linkages are examined in this paper, the
sampling-based nature of joint dominance coefficients makes them perfectly suit-
able for closed-loop parametrizations, such as [8], as well as systems with many
DoF. In both cases analytical derivation of similar coefficients from swept volume
quickly becomes infeasible because of the complexity increase.

Joint dominance coefficients are also loosely related to the individual Lipschitz
constants that can be used to bound robot displacement for iterative collision check-
ing [5]. While our approach provides an average value per DoF, the Lipschitz
constants represent an upper limit for displacement on a per-DoF basis. To our
knowledge there exists no automated generic procedure for deriving these constants;
in fact in most path planning applications that utilize iterative collision checking, the
DoF scaling is usually hand-tuned until certain displacement constants seem to be
met.

3 Methodology

In this section the concept of joint dominance coefficients is derived and a method
for efficient calculation of the coefficients is presented.

3.1 Distance Metrics

In the following we will assume that a robot A (q) has n degrees of freedom that are
parameterized by a vector q ∈ R

n, q = [q1 . . . qn]. The geometry of the robot A is
defined over either R

2 or R
3. The set of all possible robot configurations makes up

the so-called configuration space C , or simply C-space [9, 5]. Each DoF is assumed
to be bounded by joint limits [qi,min,qi,max].

A central prerequisite for all research methods that utilize the configuration space
of a robot is a notion of the distance between two configurations q and q′. For many
applications a simple Euclidean distance in joint space

ρE(q,q′) =
∥∥q−q′

∥∥
2 (1)

works sufficiently well for the purposes of nearest neighbor searching, uniform sam-
pling of configurations etc. However, if the linkage contains many revolute joints,
the metric does not respect the topology of the configuration space1 and for many
pairs of configuration (q,q′) does not reflect the actual displacement of the robot in
the world.

A much better measure is provided by the so-called robot displacement metric [5]

ρD(q,q′) = max
a∈A

{∥∥a(q)−a(q′)
∥∥}

(2)

1 For n+1 links attached by n revolute joints the configuration space has the topology of an
n-dimensional torus.
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that yields the maximum distance that any point on the robot A has been displaced.
Unfortunately, ρD(q,q′) cannot be efficiently computed for generic kinematic link-
ages in practice, however, as we shall see in the following, it is possible to find
efficient approximations.

3.2 Derivation of the Joint Dominance Coefficient Vector

To distinguish between the ’importance’ of different degrees of freedom, a so-called
joint dominance coefficient for each DoF/joint is proposed. This coefficient reflects
how much a given degree of freedom influences the overall average displacement of
the robot.

Fig. 1 Several representa-
tive points on a kinematic
linkage can be used to
approximate the robot dis-
placement metric.

0T1

1T2

2T3

For simplicity of derivation consider the serial kinematic linkage depicted in Fig-
ure 1. Let the position of the end effector (in orange) with respect to frame 3 be
denoted by 3 pe. The values of the rotational joints2 will be denoted by q1, q2, and
q3 and the corresponding homogeneous transformation matrices T1(q1), T2(q3), and
T3(q3). Then, the position of the end effector in world coordinates is given by

0 pe = 0T1 · 1T2 · 2T3 · 3 pe = f (q). (3)

The local sensitivity of the end effector position f (q) with respect to the value of
the ith joint qi is – for a given configuration q∗ = [q∗1, . . . , q∗i−1, qi, q∗i+1, . . . , q∗n] –
given by

∂ f (q)
∂qi

∣∣∣∣
q∗

:= f ′(qi)
∣∣
q∗ . (4)

Note that the sensitivity derivative is a vectorial function of qi. Taking the Euclidean
norm of this vector to obtain its magnitude and integrating over the joint limits of
the respective joint qi yields

σi(q∗) =
∫ qi,max

qi,min

∥∥∥ f ′(qi)
∣∣
q∗

∥∥∥
2

dqi, (5)

2 All derivation steps hold for prismatic joints as well as for more complicated tree-
structured linkages, too.
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which is a scalar measure that indicates how much qi influences end effector dis-
placement over its joint range. Two further adjustments are necessary to obtain a
meaningful coefficient for the entire configuration space: Firstly, sensitivity is a lo-
cal measure that may drastically differ for different configurations. Since the goal is
to have one coefficient per joint for the entire configuration space, the overall mea-
sure is aggregated by randomly sampling ns configurations q∗j , where j = 1, . . . ,ns.
The average influence of joint qi on the end effector position is then given by

σi =
1
ns

ns

∑
j=1

∫ qi,max

qi,min

∥∥∥∥ f ′(qi)
∣∣
q∗j

∥∥∥∥
2

dqi. (6)

Secondly, a good displacement metric should not only take into account the end
effector, but essentially the movement of any link on the robot. The robot displace-
ment metric from (2) would be an ideal measure for this but is hard to calculate
in practice. We therefore propose to use a collection of np representative points
p1, . . . , pnp on the robot for expressing the overall displacement. Obviously, the po-
sition of each point is calculated from a sequence of transformation matrices and
can be represented by corresponding functions f1(q), . . . , fnp(q). Such points would
usually be chosen at the robot base, at the origin of each coordinate frame and at
each end effector. For the simple robot from Figure 1 all highlighted points would
be chosen as representative points.

Then, the overall displacement between two configurations q and q′ is expressed
by the new metric

ρP(q,q′) =
np

∑
i=1

∥∥ fi(q)− fi(q′)
∥∥

2 . (7)

Therefore, the overall average influence of a given joint on the robot displacement
from (7), which we call joint dominance coefficient, is given by

σi =
1
ns

np

∑
j=1

ns

∑
k=1

∫ qi,max

qi,min

∥∥∥ f ′(qi)
∣∣
q∗k

∥∥∥
2

dqi. (8)

When calculated for each joint, the resulting vector σ = [σ1 · · ·σn] of joint domi-
nance coefficients should be normalized to obtain

σ∗ =
1

‖σ‖2
σ =

1
‖σ‖2

⎡
⎢⎣
σ1
...
σn

⎤
⎥⎦ . (9)

This joint dominance coefficient vector indicates what percentage of the overall av-
erage displacement of a robot is caused by each degree of freedom.
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3.3 Calculation of the Joint Dominance Coefficient Vector

In a practical implementation, the calculation of the partial derivatives f ′(qi) as well
as the analytical evaluation of the integral would require a symbolic math engine.
Although the derivatives exhibit a certain structure and can be broken down into a
finite series of sin and cos expressions that stem from the transformation matrices,
arbitrary kinematic linkages may still cause arbitrarily complex symbolic terms that
need to be integrated. For efficient calculation of σ it is therefore desirable to have
a numeric approximation of (8). Such an approximation can be achieved in two
steps: Firstly, the derivative is substituted by a difference quotient, and secondly
the integration is replaced by a summation. To this end each degree of freedom
is gridded at a certain resolution and nr samples qi,1, . . . ,qi,nr are placed evenly
between qi,min and qi,max, i.e. qi,1 = qi,min and qi,nr = qi,max. For notational feasibility,
let q(i,k, l) denote the kth randomly generated configuration vector for which the ith
entry (corresponding to the ith DoF) has been set to qi,l . Then the resulting term for
the approximated joint dominance coefficient is

σ̂i =
1
ns

np

∑
j=1

ns

∑
k=1

nr−1

∑
l=1

∥∥ f j(q(i,k, l))− f j(q(i,k, l + 1))
∥∥

2 . (10)

Since the vector is normalized in the end and ns is the same for all degrees of
freedom the factor 1

ns
can be dropped. After rearranging the order of summation,

one obtains

σ̂i =
ns

∑
j=1

nr−1

∑
k=1

ρP (q(i, j,k),q(i, j,k + 1)) , (11)

where ρ is the displacement metric from (7).
To summarize, σ̂∗ is calculated by generating ns random configurations, comput-

ing – for each configuration – the displacement ρD between each two consecutive
configurations spaced at nr even steps in [qi,min,qi,max] for the ith degree of freedom,
adding all displacements for each i and finally normalizing the vector. Note that the
estimation has a runtime complexity of O(n ·ns ·nr) and thus is linear in the number
of DoF.

3.4 Remarks

Several remarks are in order for the chosen way of calculating the coefficients.
Firstly, the algorithm relies on random sampling to aggregate the local sensitivity-
based measures to an overall measure for the entire configuration space. Random
sampling was preferred over sampling on a grid, because the number of samples
on a grid increases exponentially with the number of DoF. In fact this is the same
problem that led researchers to turn to sampling-based path planning as a means
for solving high-dimensional planning problems. Consequently, much the same
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requirements apply for the sampling sequence. Since we try to achieve a fairly uni-
form covering of the configuration space with a finite number of ns samples, the
sampling sequence should be dense [5]. For our purposes we used uniform random
sampling in the hypercube bounded by the individual [qi,min,qi,max]. A deterministic
(quasi-random) alternative would be the use of Halton points [10]. Since the number
of samples is known beforehand it is also possible to use Hammersley points [11] or
lattice sampling [12].

A second remark concerns the convergence of the computation. A detailed proof
is omitted due to space constraints but can be constructed along the following lines:
The integral in the inner term of (8),∫ qi,max

qi,min

∥∥∥ f ′(qi)
∣∣
q∗k

∥∥∥
2

dqi, (12)

has been replaced by its Riemann sum in (10), which implies asymptotic conver-
gence as nr grows. The convergence of the overall coefficient with growing ns then
depends on the continuous differentiability of the configuration space manifold, and
the denseness of the sampling sequence. An empirical study of the convergence is
presented in the following section, which allows for specifying recommended values
for nr and ns.

4 Application to Kinematic Linkages

To evaluate the meaningfulness of the proposed coefficients, the method was applied
to the four kinematic linkages depicted in Figure 2. All of them represent robots in a

Table 1 Admissable DoF ranges for each robot.

Robot DoF qi,min qi,max

simple3 1 -15 m 15 m

2 -100◦ 100◦

3 -90◦ 90◦

snake6 1,2 -21.5 m 21.5 m

3 -180◦ 180◦

4,5,6 -90◦ 90◦

crab11 1,2 -25 m 25 m

3 -180◦ 180◦

4,6,8,10 -55◦ 55◦

5,7,9,11 -20◦ 20◦

tree11 1,3,4,5,6,8,9,10,11 -20◦ 20◦

2,7 -45◦ 45◦
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Fig. 2 Four robots used for evaluation: (a) A simple robot with 3 DoF (b) A snake robot with
6 DoF (c) A crab-like robot with 11 DoF (d) A tree-like robot with 11 DoF.
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Fig. 3 Joint dominance coefficients of the four robots. Translational and rotational DoF of
the base link have the strongest influence (a), (b), and (c). For each DoF the coefficient nicely
reflects the position in the kinematic tree and the available joint range.
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Fig. 4 Convergence of the first joint dominance coefficient of the crab11 robot.

2D world3. Their respective degrees of freedom are marked by the numbered circles.
The simple3 robot in Figure 2(a) can move in the horizontal direction and actuate
its rotational joints. Both the snake6 robot and the crab11 robot can translate and
rotate freely in the plane and actuate all indicated degrees of freedom. The tree11
robot has a fixed base, but can actuate any of its revolute joints.

Table 1 lists the admissable range of each DoF for all four robots. The transla-
tional DoF were constrained to the ranges usually used in planning scenarios, i.e.
the size of the workcell the robot would move in.

The joint dominance coefficient vectors of the four robots are shown in
Figures 3(a)-(d). The coefficients were calculated with nr = 20 and ns = 100. Quite
clearly, the values nicely reflect the overall influence of each DoF. The translational
DoF of the base dominate because they cause the largest displacement, regardless
of the remaining configuration. After that, the rotation of the base has the great-
est influence, followed by the hierarchy of the individual DoF in the kinematic
tree.

Figure 4 shows the value of the first joint dominance coefficient σ̂∗
1 of the crab11

robot plotted over different values of nr and ns
4. It can be seen that the value con-

verges quite quickly in nr and decently fast in ns. For nr ≥ 10 and ns ≥ 50 the value
remains invariant in the first three significant digits. Individual simulations over nr

and ns for the other robots showed the exact same convergence behavior.

3 Equivalent results would be obtained for a 3D world, as the displacement is measured by
the sum of Euclidean distances and the joints are assumed to have only one revolute or
prismatic DoF each.

4 Since the algorithm uses random sampling, each value was averaged over 20 runs. The
variance was observed to converge proportionally with the mean.
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5 Conclusion

In this paper we have presented Joint Dominance Coefficients, a novel numeric pro-
cedure for estimating the influence of each DoF in a kinematic linkage on the over-
all displacement. The algorithm makes use of random sampling in the configuration
space to assess the displacement caused by a change in each DoF over its range. The
method was observed to converge quickly and yield meaningful weights for various
tree-structured kinematic linkages.

The presented applications mainly stem from our involvement with sampling-
based path planning. In fact the proposed method was developed to overcome the
repeatedly encountered problem of manually having to pick suitable weights for
a given linkage; however, we expect that it can be useful far beyond the domain
in which we have examined it. Future research could aim at extending the method
to the mentioned Lipschitz constants or to providing coefficients for dynamic con-
straints, i.e. maximum joint velocities.
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Learning Kinematics from Direct
Self-Observation Using Nearest-Neighbor
Methods

Hannes Schulz, Lionel Ott, Jürgen Sturm, and Wolfram Burgard

Abstract. Commonly, the inverse kinematic function of robotic manipulators is de-
rived analytically from the robot model. However, there are cases in which a model
is not a priori available. In this paper, we propose an approach that enables an au-
tonomous robot to estimate the inverse kinematic function on-the-fly directly from
self-observation and without a given kinematic model. The robot executes randomly
sampled joint configurations and observes the resulting world positions. To approx-
imate the inverse kinematic function, we propose to use instance-based learning
techniques such as Nearest Neighbor and Linear Weighted Regression. After learn-
ing, the robot can take advantage of the learned model to build roadmaps for motion
planning. A further advantage of our approach is that the environment can implic-
itly be represented by the sample configurations. We analyze properties of this ap-
proach and present results obtained from experiments on a real 6-DOF robot and
from simulation. We show that our approach allows us to accurately control robots
with unknown kinematic models of various complexity and joint types.

1 Introduction

Robotic manipulators typically require a Cartesian controller that maps the three-
dimensional world space coordinates to joint configurations. The equations for the
inverse kinematics can analytically be derived in advance when a robot model is
available. Careful parameter calibration then ensures high accuracy in positioning
tasks.

In the emerging field of home robotics, robots are likely to be assembled without
surveillance of an engineer, meaning that no accurate construction model is avail-
able at design time. Further, home robots need to operate for extended periods of
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Fig. 1 Schematic overview of the proposed controller. Configurations are sent to the robot,
the world-position is visually observed and recorded. Configurations for novel world posi-
tions are obtained by locally interpolating between known configurations.

time, during which they might be subject to damage, inaccurate repairs or other
unforeseen modifications. This requires the development of new approaches to ro-
bust self-adaptation of the robot’s internal kinematic models.

In this paper we introduce methods that can be used to approximate the inverse
kinematic function without an a priori model. The robot visually observes the effects
of its motor-commands on the position of its end-effector. The robot can then use
these observations to estimate the kinematic function using nearest-neighbor meth-
ods (Figure 1). The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 relates
our paper to other approaches on kinematic learning. In Section 3 we introduce our
approach on using nearest-neighbor methods for inverse kinematics estimation and
planning. In Section 4, we analyze the performance and robustness in experiments
on a real robot and in simulation.

2 Related Work

The problem of learning kinematics of robots has been investigated heavily in the
past. In classical engineering, a typical solution starts out with a parameterized for-
ward model, whose parameters are iteratively optimized in order to minimize the
prediction error. However, only few approaches exist that do not rely on such a pri-
ori models of the robot.

Dearden and Demiris [2] present a method which estimates the parameters for
the motion and observation model of a recursive Bayesian filter from visual obser-
vations. Whereas this approach has been applied successfully to a gripper with two
separately controlled fingers, the sheer size of the parameter space prevents us from
the direct application to highly complex robots. Sturm et al.[9] presented an alter-
native method that also uses Bayesian networks to estimate the robot model. In this
work, the networks are learned by visually observing the individual parts of the
robot while performing random movements. The authors estimate the global robot
structure by learning the actuator models and finding the network topology that best
explains the data in terms of data likelihood. The resulting model can then be used
to predict the end-effector pose, so that gradient descent strategies can be applied
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for solving inverse kinematics. Our method presented in this paper, being simpler
in nature, requires only a single marker on the end-effector instead of a marker for
every rigid body part.

In the approach presented by Cheah et al.[1], the robot learns, instead of the end-
effector position, only the Jacobian, which describes the first derivative of the robot’s
kinematics and dynamics, using the visually observed world position of the end-
effector, the joint velocities and configurations. The Jacobian can then be applied for
calculating the inverse kinematics. The approach is evaluated on 2-DOF (degrees of
freedom) robots in a 2D workspace only. In our experiments we demonstrate, that
our approach also works in the full 3D space and also with up to 6-DOF.

In the area of visual servoing (see the work by Malis for an overview [8]) the
robotic arm is typically controlled locally by observing the effect of motor com-
mands on the end-effector in the image space. As visual servoing is a pure online-
technique that relies on visual feedback, it cannot be used for (offline) planning. We
could however apply visual servoing to improve the accuracy of our method after a
plan has been generated.

To sum up, compared to previous approaches our method does not rely on prior
knowledge of the robot model, it scales better even with an increasing number of
DOF, and allows for global planning. Additionally, our approach is able to implicitly
represent the environment and to handle self-collisions.

3 The Model-Free Approach

We collect data by sending a configuration request q = (q1,q2, . . . ,qn) to a robot
with n joints and observing the resulting end-effector position x = (x1,x2,x3) in 3D
space. After m trials, this results in a kinematic database

S =
(〈

q1,x1〉 ,
〈
q2,x2〉 , . . . ,〈qm,xm〉) .

If a collision is encountered, the corresponding sample is rejected. We describe two
online learning methods for estimating the inverse kinematics from the acquired
data. This allows us to generate a valid configuration q for a given target position x.
We furthermore present an approach for planning based on the kinematic database.

3.1 Nearest Neighbor Method

Using a probabilistic formalization, we assume that the collected samples in S are
drawn from a joint probability distribution p(q,x) defined by the unknown under-
lying mechanical model. Estimating a configuration q̂target that is supposed to yield
xtarget then corresponds to finding a configuration that maximizes the conditional
probability

qtarget = argmax
q

p(q|xtarget).
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(a) Nearest Neighbor
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(b) Linear Weighted Regression

Fig. 2 Visualization of our approach for a 1-DOF robot. (a) Shaded areas: Collected samples,
NWN: Nearest world-neighbor of xtarget, Horizontal line: Joint position q̂target associated with
NWN. (b) Circles: Subset of collected samples which are close to NWN in configuration
space, Shaded area: p(q,x), with an assumed linear relationship between x and q. Evaluation
of fitted linear function q(x) at the desired world position xtarget yields desired configuration
q̂target. Lighter shading of samples indicates higher world space distance to xtarget and thus
less influence on the slope of q(x).

As a first approximation, we search for the closest world-neighbor to the target loca-
tion xtarget in our database, and assign the associated joint value to q̂target:

q̂target = argmin
qi∈S

∥∥xtarget −xi
∥∥

2 (1)

This idea is also visualized for a 1-DOF robot in Figure 2a.
There are two obvious disadvantages of this method: First, it is sensitive to the

noise in the observations. Second, the accuracy of the method is directly related to
the sample density in S. Interestingly, it does not rely on the dimensionality of q
or the effective complexity of the mapping between configuration space and world
space; in particular, the database lookups can be implemented very efficiently for
example by using KD-trees [4]. Also, in the noise-free case, the nearest neighbor
(NN) method will converge to the true function in the limit.

3.2 Linear Weighted Regression

To improve the NN method one can interpolate between the k-nearest neighbors
in configuration space. However, this interpolation is not straightforward since the
configurations resulting in a single world position are ambiguous, as a robot may
have multiple ways to approach it. We solve this problem by interpolating only
between configurations that are “close” in configuration space. We start by selecting
the nearest neighbor 〈qw,xw〉 to xtarget in world space and from there select the set
of k nearest neighbors in configuration space:
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S̄ = argmin
S̄⊂S,|S̄|=k

∑
〈q,x〉∈S

‖q−qw‖ (2)

This locally selected subset S̄ of kinematic samples can now be used for interpola-
tion, because all samples in S̄ are neighbors in configuration space.

Note that rotational joints, for example, move the end-effector on a circular path.
Even though it is possible to interpolate between the joint angles, the information
how a joint affects the position of the end-effector is part of the model, which is not
available. We assume that the actuators are locally linear, allowing us to fit a linear
model to the samples in S̄ such that for a 1-DOF robot whe have

∀〈q,x〉 ∈ S̄ : q = w3x3 + w2x2 + w1x1 + w0, (3)

where w = (w3,w2,w1,w0) is the weight vector defining a plane.
Since the data contains observation noise and the assumption of local linearity is

only an approximation, the linear model will not fit perfectly. Therefore, we estimate
ŵ from the least-squares solution

ŵ = argmin
w
∑
si∈S̄

(
qi − (w3xi

3 + w2xi
2 + w1xi

1 + w0)
)2

= argmin
w

‖Xw−Q‖2
2 , (4)

where X ∈ R
N×4 with N = |S̄| is the number of joint neighbors used. Q ∈ R

N×1 are
the corresponding joint values and w ∈ R

4×1 are the weights we want to estimate.
Using SVD [5], Equation (4) can be solved efficiently. To reduce the effects of non-
linearity, we weight the error introduced by a sample and thus its influence on the
slope of the function by the inverse of its squared world space distance to xtarget.
Given the weights ŵ, we can determine the configuration q̂target for a novel world
position xtarget as

argmax
q

p(q|x)≈ q̂target = ŵ3xtarget
3 + ŵ2xtarget

2 + ŵ1xtarget
1 + ŵ0

When this method is extended to multiple joints, the weight vector w needs to to
be replaced by a weight matrix W . This would treat the individual joints as being
independent during the maximization of p(q|xtarget). Of course, this is not the case,
choosing the value of one joint limits the possible values of subsequent joints. Ac-
tually, finding the configuration with highest likelihood of leading to a pose xtarget in-
volves finding the global maximum, i.e., computing argmaxq1...qn

p(q1, . . . ,qn|xtarget).
We suggest to find this maximum greedily by factorizing this probability distribution
according to the chain rule as

qtarget = argmax
q1...qn

p(q1, . . . ,qn|xtarget)

= argmax
q1...qn

p(q1|xtarget)p(q2|xtarget,q1) · · · p(qn|xtarget,q1, . . . ,qn−1)
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and then maximizing the factors one by one, extending the linear least-squares
model from Equation (4) for each joint:

q̂target =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

argmaxq1
p(q1|xtarget)

argmaxq2
p(q2|xtarget,q1)

· · ·
argmaxqn

p(qn|xtarget,q1, . . . ,qn−1)

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ (5)

In this way, the linearization of the kinematic model for each joint takes into account
all previous joints. Note that the factorization in Equation (5) is valid even for an
arbitrary order of the joints.

3.3 Path Planning

With the methods described above, we can infer joint configurations that move the
robot arm to previously un-encountered target positions. The data stored in the kine-
matic database S implicitly encodes information about the robot itself and the sur-
roundings, as it contains only samples from accessible, obstacle-free regions both
in configuration space and world space. In the following, we present a planning
method based on probabilistic roadmaps [7]. Planning is performed directly in the
kinematic database, by using a cost metric combining world space and configuration
space metrics.

From our kinematic database, we create a undirected graph with the nodes cor-
responding to the samples in the kinematic database. Two nodes si,s j ∈ S are as-
sumed to be connected in the graph, when they are close in world space, i.e.,∥∥xi −x j

∥∥
2 < dmax.

The planning problem then reduces to finding the shortest path 〈π(0), . . . ,π(n)〉
through the graph [6]. To avoid long initial paths and to get as close as possible to
the target, we add a starting node at the current configuration qcurrent of the robot,
and an ending node close to xtarget:

sπ(0) = argmin
si∈S

∥∥qi −qcurrent
∥∥

2 , sπ(n) = argmin
si∈S

∥∥xi −xtarget
∥∥

2 .

We find the shortest path using the A∗ algorithm. Our cost function takes into ac-
count differences in world space and in configuration space:

n−1

∑
i=0

(
α

∥∥∥xπ(i)−xπ(i+1)
∥∥∥

2
+β

∥∥∥qπ(i)−qπ(i+1)
∥∥∥2

2

)
,

where α = 1/dmax, and β can be set likewise to 1 divided by the maximum joint
distance. The squared joint-distance causes the planner to prefer many small steps
through the roadmap instead of one large one. This increases the resolution of the
controlled path and simultaneously penalizes shortcuts through potential obstacles
that appear as unpopulated regions in the roadmap.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3 Robots used for testing. (a) Robots with rotational and prismatic (“rails”) joints, (b)
Simulated 6-DOF robot, and (c) Real-world 6-DOF counterpart.

4 Results

We first investigate the performance of both methods for a varying number of joints.
Then, the influence of different joint types is evaluated. Finally we applied the meth-
ods to both a simulated version of our 6-DOF robot and the real robot composed of
rotatory Schunk PowerCube modules.

4.1 Positioning Accuracy

We compared the accuracy of the a simulated robot with 3 versus 6 active joints.
The results are displayed in Figure 4a. For an arm length of 100cm operating in a
hemisphere. The Nearest Neighbor method achieves an accuracy of 9.0cm (3-DOF)
and 10.7cm (6-DOF) with 300 samples, while Linear Weighted Regression obtains
an accuracy of 5.2cm and 8.3cm, respectively. Note that the decrease in accuracy of
Nearest Neighbor can only be attributed to the increasing workspace volume. Linear
Weighted Regression, however, additionally suffers from the increasing dimension-
ality in configuration space, nevertheless it outperforms Nearest Neighbor in both
cases.

Another property we investigated was the ability to cope with different types
of joints. For this purpose, we constructed two robots. The first robot (similar to
Figure 3b) has five rotational joints in the arm. For the second robot (Figure 3a) we
replaced three rotational joints with prismatic joints.

Analyzing the accuracy of both methods, we find that Linear Weighted Regres-
sion outperforms Nearest Neighbor on both robots (Figure 4b). As expected, Nearest
Neighbor performance drops when the workspace volume increases. The accuracy
of Linear Weighted Regression increases since prismatic joints conform to the lin-
earity assumption and are thus better suited for interpolation.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4 (a) Accuracy of our methods on 3 and 6-DOF robots with arm length of 1m. (b)
Prismatic joints (conform to linearity assumption) increase accuracy of LWR, although
workspace volume increases. Contrarily, Nearest Neighbor (NN) performance decreases.
Model A contains only rotational joints, while Model B contains prismatic joints as well.

4.2 Real Robot Evaluation

The following experiments aim at evaluating the general performance of the ap-
proaches with a complex robot, with six rotational joints. Our robot “Zora”, de-
picted in Figure 3c, consists of a B21 base and a robotic arm composed of Schunk
Powercubes on top with a total length of 100cm.

In order to observe the 3D position of the end-effector, we placed a 20cm × 20cm
× 20cm AR-Toolkit [3] marker cube on it (Figure 3c). We inferred the end-effector
position from the 6D pose of the observed markers, with an average observation ac-
curacy of 7.4cm. Alternatively, motion capturing systems or a robot-mounted cam-
era observing its position with respect to the environment could be used.

The database S was filled with 250 samples by sending a joint-configuration to
the robot and observing the resulting world position of the end-effector. The record-
ing took approximately two hours. These joint-configurations were generated by
choosing a random value for each joint.

We evaluated our methods in simulation by determining the accuracy of our sim-
ulated robot with respect to the samples gathered on the real robot for noise-free
ground truth comparison.

With Nearest Neighbor, we achieved a positioning accuracy of 8.2cm (σ =
6.0cm), whereas we determined the accuracy of Linear Weighted Regression to
be 5.7cm (σ = 5.8cm). The reported values were obtained on an arm with a length
of 100cm.

4.3 Path Planning

We qualitatively tested our planning system described in Section 3.3. To this end,
we constructed a simple test environment containing a 2-DOF planar robot and two
obstacles. The robot had to move to random positions in its workspace. We then
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Fig. 5 Planning in configuration space (left) and world space (right). Our method is able to
find a path short in both spaces. Blue regions indicate areas inaccessible to the robot (self-
collisions, obstacles). Yellow: recorded samples. Blue lines: roadmap of Planner. Red lines:
sample trajectory.

analyzed the resulting trajectories. The 2D visualization of world space and the
corresponding configuration space with a sample trajectory is displayed in Figure 5.

Although the trajectory does not run close to obstacles in world space, the corre-
sponding configuration space trajectory is avoiding such an obstacle by following
a curved path. Moreover, the path is curved more than necessary in configuration
space to allow an almost straight path in world space. It therefore seems that our
approach can help to circumvent problems that would occur if planning was only
performed in configuration space.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a general and efficient approach to learn the inverse kine-
matic function for robots with unknown mechanical design. In contrast to classical
approaches, which require the knowlege of the model to determine the kinematic
function, we collect data consisting of visually observed end-effector positions and
the corresponding robot configurations. We then locally approximate the inverse
kinematic function. Further, we showed how a planner can construct a probabilistic
roadmap directly from the kinematic database. In experiments carried out with sim-
ulated and real robots with varying number of DOFs and joint types, we obtained
accurate positioning results.

In future work, we would like to extend the world space representation to full 6D,
i.e., control both the translational and rotational components. For the planning, we
want to additionally include those kinematic samples that were previously rejected
due to (self-)collisions. Thanks to the simplicity and efficiency of our approach, we
plan to realize a real-time implementation on an embedded device in near future.
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Guidelines for Low Mass and Low Inertia
Dynamic Balancing of Mechanisms and Robotics

Volkert van der Wijk and Just L. Herder

Abstract. Dynamic balance of machines is important when, for example, high pre-
cision in combination with low cycle times is necessary. One of the major problems
with dynamic balancing is that considerable mass and considerable inertia need to
be added to the mechanism. So far, only a few studies have been carried out into the
comparison of various dynamic balancing principles in order to reduce these addi-
tions. Based on the findings of these studies, this paper aims to formulate guidelines
for the design of dynamically balanced mechanisms with low mass and low inertia
additions. Furthermore, the influence of limited design space on the resulting mass
and inertia is investigated.

1 Introduction

Whenever mechanisms and robots have to move at high speeds, dynamic motion of
the machine elements induces vibrations (shaking forces and shaking moments) to
their base and surroundings, causing noise, wear and fatigue [6], discomfort [3] and
inaccuracy [12]. Dynamically balanced mechanisms (i.e. mechanisms of which both
linear momentum and angular momentum are constant) however do not induce vi-
brations. Therefore, high accuracy in combination with low cycle times is possible.
Further advantages include that in factories, machines do not influence one another
and floors do not need a special construction to withstand machine’s dynamic loads.
For moving objects and vehicles (at the ground or in space), dynamic balance is
important to maintain position, orientation and stability [5, 1].

One of the major problems with dynamic balancing is that a considerable amount
of mass and a considerable amount of inertia need to be added to the mechanism
[4, 12], while generally also the complexity of the mechanism is increased. As an
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example, Wu and Gosselin in 2005 [14] were the first to completely dynamically
balance a 6-Degree-of-Freedom (DoF) spatial parallel mechanism. However to bal-
ance a payload of 50 grams, 15 counter-masses (CM) and 9 counter-inertias (CI,
counter-rotating elements), totalling 4.5 kg, had to be added, yielding a ratio of bal-
ancer elements’ total mass over payload of 90.

It is likely that this disadvantage is an important reason for the limited research
and application interest in dynamic balancing. In (planar) machines, dynamic bal-
ancing is more common than in (spatial) robotics. To reduce the increase of mass
and inertia, and hence complexity, to an acceptable level, dynamic balancing usu-
ally is done partly. The most common approaches include to only force balance
some elements [6, 7], to dynamically balance some specific frequencies [2], and
constrained optimization of design parameters [9]. However, to reach the accuracy
in combination with the production speed that future mechanisms and robotics will
need to have, complete dynamic balancing (i.e. eliminating all shaking forces and
shaking moments) with a low addition of mass and inertia is necessary.

Only few studies and numerical experiments have been done concerned with the
comparison of general balancing principles regarding their addition of mass and
addition of inertia [4, 12, 13, 11]. These studies argue that, for the investigated bal-
ancing principles, dynamic balancing tends to increase the mass and inertia consid-
erably. In the case that both low mass and low inertia are of concern, the balancing
principle of ’duplicate mechanisms’ (Fig. 1a), where three axial and mirror copies
of the initial mechanism are added and altogether result in a dynamically balanced
system, proved to be the most advantageous balancing principle. It also turned out
that the use of ’Counter-Rotary Counter-Masses’ (Fig. 1b), where the CM for force
balancing also is used as CI for moment balancing, is more advantageous than the
common practice of applying separate CI’s for moment balancing (Fig. 1c).

The objective of this article is to formulate general guidelines for the develop-
ment of dynamically balanced machinery that have a minimum of additional mass
and a minimum of additional inertia, based on the literature cited above. In addition,
the influence of the design space, i.e. the space that is available for the balancing ele-
ments, is taken into account, since in practise this often has a considerable influence
on the performance.

There is a difference between the inertia of an element and the inertia of the
mechanism. This paper deals with the minimization of the inertia of the mechanism,
which is represented by the reduced inertia as defined in [8]. This is the inertia of
the mechanism reduced to the input parameters, in fact the inertia that an actuator
feels when driving the system.

The discussion of low mass and low inertia dynamic balancing is divided in three
different sections. First the influence of the balancing principles and their applica-
tion, i.e. the resulting balancing architecture, on the mass and inertia additions is
discussed. The influence of the balancing parameters, i.e. the masses and dimen-
sions of the elements, is treated in the second section. The third section investigates
the influence of the design space on the mass and inertia additions in dynamically
balanced mechanisms. After these three sections general guidelines for low mass
and low inertia dynamic balancing are formulated and listed.
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2 Influence of Balancing Architecture

The architecture of the elements that are added to the mechanism for dynamic bal-
ancing, influences the addition of mass and the addition of inertia. The architec-
ture of these balancing elements depends both on the choice of balancing principle
with which the mechanism is balanced and how the chosen balancing principle is
applied. In [12] and [13], from literature concerning planar and spatial, serial and
parallel mechanisms, in total three fundamental and generally applicable balancing
principles were found, which are shown in Fig. 1. Figure 1a shows the principle of
duplicate mechanisms (DM). Although for moment balancing a single mirror copy
would be sufficient, three horizontal and vertical mirror copies of the initial mecha-
nism are necessary for the full elimination of the shaking forces in both horizontal
and vertical direction. Figure 1c shows the principle of Separate Counter-Inertias
(SCI), where a counter-mass (CM) (m∗) is used for force balancing only, while mo-
ment balancing is accomplished with a separate counter-inertia (CI) (I∗CI). Figure 1b
shows the principle of Counter-Rotary Counter-Masses (CRCM) where the moment
is balanced by using the inertia of the CM (I∗) itself.

The influence of the architecture of these principles on the addition of mass and
inertia depends on the contribution of the balancing elements to the dynamic bal-
ance [13]. For the SCI-principle, the CM does only contribute to the force-balance,
however the inertia of the CM increases the inertia of the mechanism and since the
inertia is balanced by the CI, the inertia of the CI increases also. For the CRCM
principle, the CM contributes to both the force and moment balance. The inertia of
the CM is directly used to balance the inertia of the mechanism.

The influence of the element contribution to the dynamic balance is also shown in
[10], where a double pendulum is balanced with CRCMs as shown in Fig. 2. There
are various ways to apply the CRCM principle to a double pendulum, for instance
by simply stacking two CRCM-balanced links with the configuration of Fig. 1b.
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Inertias (SCI) (source [13]).
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However the configuration of Fig. 2 showed to be most advantageous for low inertia
addition, since the inertia I∗2 of the CRCM of link 2 is balancing the moment of
link 2 for any motion of the linkage, while it does not influence the inertia I∗1 of the
CRCM at link 1.

Regarding the addition of mass, both the CRCM and SCI principle have the same
problem. Although the CM m∗

2 contributes to the dynamic balance of link 2, it nega-
tively influences CM m∗

1. In fact CM m∗
2 itself must also be balanced, which is done

by CM m∗
1 and is an important source of mass addition. The reason for this is that

CM m∗
2 is balancing link 2 about a moving point, while if link 2 would be balanced

about a fixed point directly, the problem would be eliminated.
An example of this is shown in [11], where a double pendulum is balanced with

only one CRCM (as a balanced pantograph). The problem in this case is that, in
order to balance both the force and moment of each link for any motion, the mass
distribution is not constant, even though the CoM remains stationary at the fixed
point O. This means that the inertia of the mechanism depends on the position and
velocity of the mechanism. Hence it is not possible to balance the moment of this
mechanism solely with mechanical elements (passive balancing). In [11] this prob-
lem is solved by actively counter-rotating the CRCM with an additional actuator
(active balancing). The results indeed show that this approach is more advantageous
than the passive approach with CRCMs.

The contribution of the balancing elements to the dynamic balance is not the
reason why the DM principle turned out to be the most advantageous for low mass
and low inertia dynamic balancing. Since one mirror copy is sufficient for balancing
the moment of the mechanism, the two other copies only contribute to the force
balance, however they increase the inertia of the mechanism. The advantage of the
DM principle will become clear in the next section.

In summary, an architecture in which all balancing elements contribute to both
the force and moment balance and where the mechanism is force balanced about a

Fig. 2 CRCM principle ap-
plied to a double pendulum
in a low inertia configura-
tion. Because the CRCM of
link 2 at point C is driven
by a chain connection with
a gear that is mounted on
the base at O, the inertia
I∗2 of this CRCM does not
influence the inertia I∗1 of
the CRCM at link 1 (source
[10]).
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stationary point directly is most advantageous for dynamic balancing with low mass
and low inertia addition. This applies to any mechanism, from single-DoF planar to
multi-DoF spatial. Expanding the idea of combining the function of force balancing
and the function of moment balancing into the same element to the architecture of
the mechanism itself, it could be stated that for low mass and a low inertia dyna-
mically balanced mechanisms all the mechanism links should be, besides kinemati-
cally relevant, also dynamically relevant by contributing to the dynamic balance.

3 Influence of Balancing Parameters

From the studies in [11], [12] and [13] it can be concluded that the main parameters
of the balancing elements of concern for the addition of mass and addition of iner-
tia are the position of the CM with respect to its center-of-rotation (CoR) and the
transmission ratio of the counter-rotation with the rotation of the mechanism. The
former parameter determines the mass of the CM and the mechanism inertia to be
balanced while the latter determines the inertia of the CI.

Two other parameters that influence the mass and inertia addition are the mass
distribution (inertia) of the CM that is not used for moment balancing and the mass
of the CI that is not used for force balancing. While the former influences the mech-
anism inertia to be balanced, the latter influences the total mass of the system. Of a
CM that is also used as CI, the mass distribution is determined solely by the main
parameters.

Table 1 Equations for force balance, moment balance, mechanism inertia and total mass for
the CRCM and the SCI principle of the mechanisms in Fig. 1 (source [13]).

CRCM principle SCI principle
Force Balance: ml = m∗l∗ ml = m∗l∗

Dynamic Balance: I +ml2 +m∗l∗2 +kI∗ = 0 I +ml2 + I∗ +m∗l∗2 +kI∗cr = 0
Mechanism Inertia: Ired

θ = I +ml2 +m∗l∗2 +k2I∗ Ired
θ = I +ml2 + I∗ +m∗l∗2 +k2I∗cr

Total Mass: mtot = m+m∗ mtot = m+m∗ +m∗
cr

In [13] the influence of these parameters becomes most clear by using the mech-
anisms of Fig. 1 as an example. The equations for the force balance, the moment
balance, the mechanism inertia and the total mass of the mechanisms are given in
Table 1. Substituting the force balance and moment balance equations in the equa-
tions of the total mass and mechanism inertia results for the CRCM principle in

mtot = m

(
1 +

l
l∗

)
(1)

Ired
θ = I + ml2 + mll∗ + k

(
I + ml2 + mll∗

)
(2)
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and for the SCI principle in

mtot = m

(
1 +

l
l∗

)
+ m∗

CI (3)

Ired
θ = I + ml2 + mll∗ + I∗+ k

(
I + ml2 + mll∗ + I∗

)
(4)

For the DM principle the equations for the mechanism inertia and total mass are

mtot = 4m (5)

Ired
θ = 4(I + ml2) (6)

In this example the position of the CM is represented by l∗ and the transmission
ratio by k. For the SCR principle it is visible that besides the influence of l∗ and k,
the mass of the CI m∗

CI influences the total mass and the mass distribution of the CM
I∗ influences the inertia of the mechanism, while these influences do not exist for
the CRCM principle since the inertia of the CM is used as CI. The equations for the
DM principle do not have any balancing parameters. The only possibility is to copy
the initial mechanism three times.

For both the CRCM as the SCI principle holds that a large transmission ratio
results into a large mechanism inertia. According to the equation of the moment
balance in Table 1, a large transmission ratio results into a small inertia of the CI.
This implies that for a low addition of mechanism inertia, the inertia of the CI should
be large. The explanation for this is the quadratic appearance of the transmission
ratio in the equations of the mechanism inertia.

This last observation is the reason why the DM principle proved to be the most
advantageous for the combination of low mass and low inertia dynamic balancing.
The transmission ratio of the DM principle is relatively low (−1) and the inertia of
the counter rotating elements is large, since their inertias depend on the length of
the links which have a relatively large size. Generally, links can be characterized by
having a relatively large inertia with respect to their mass.

A large l∗ results for both the CRCM as the SCI principle into a low total mass
but also into a large inertia of the mechanism. This means that there is a trade off
between the addition of mass and the addition of inertia.

The comparing studies of [11], [12] and [13] were limited to 2-dof mechanisms.
With multi-DoF planar or spatial mechanism, where DoFs influence one another,
optimal values for the mechanism inertia and the total mass are likely to exist.
Whenever the parameter values for the minimum inertia are different than for the
minimum mass, a trade off remains. This still needs further investigation.

4 Influence of Design Space

The previous section showed that for low mass addition, CMs should be placed
far away from their CoRs and for a low inertia addition the inertia of the CIs should
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be large, which by keeping the mass low means a large size. However in practise
the dimensions of the balancing elements are limited by the design space. The com-
parative studies did not take this into consideration yet. Two interesting questions
however arise. What is the optimal design of the mechanism within a specific design
space and in relation with the other machine components, what is the optimal design
space?

Figure 3a shows the CRCM principle of Fig. 1b, however here the CRCM is
designed as a ring to obtain a large inertia. Also the transmission ratio is kept small.
If the workspace of this manipulator by full rotation is the circumscribed circle
about the mechanism, it is not possible to place other machine components within
this space since they would interfere with the manipulator. However, it is possible to
place the balancing elements in this area. By choosing the design space to be equal
to the workspace, no concessions need to be done for the design of other machine
parts.

If the target of the configuration of Fig. 3a is to have a low inertia, l∗ and I∗
have to be large. However by increasing the link length l∗ the size of the CRCM
decreases and hence the inertia of the CRCM decreases. Increasing the size of the
CRCM results into a decreasing l∗. This means that by taking the design space into
account, an optimum for the addition of inertia to the mechanism will exist.

Figure 3b shows a situation in which the design space is outside the workspace
and might depend on, for instance, the location of the other machine components
or the available space behind the machine in the factory. The target is to design the
most advantageous mechanism for low mass and low inertia dynamic balancing. In
Fig. 3b the configuration is shown that has the largest CRCM for a large inertia.
Although both increasing and decreasing the length l∗ makes the CRCM become
smaller, it does not mean that the lowest mechanism inertia is found in this position.
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The ring-shaped CRCM of Fig. 3 requires a large empty space. In fact the CRCM
can attain any shape as long as its CoM is at the CoR of the CRCM. The CRCM can
for in instance be a link as shown in Fig. 4b with transmission ratio k =−1. The DM
principle already showed that counter-rotating links (CRL) are advantageous. Al-
though the length of this CRL is larger than the diameter of the ring shaped CRCM,
the design space that is necessary for the balancing elements is much smaller. With
this solution it is possible to place other machine components nearby.

Figures 3 and 4 showed some approaches, that are also suitable for multi-DoF
planar and spatial mechanisms, of integrating dynamic balancing into machines.
The best solution however, still depends on the wishes of the designer since a trade
off between mass addition and inertia addition must be made. To assist the designer
with this choice, [12] introduces the Mass-Inertia factor μ which is defined as

μ = wM · m̂+∑
j

w j · Î j (7)

and weights the relative addition of mass and the relative addition of inertia with
to be chosen weight factors wM and wj respectively. m̂ and Î j are the mass ratio
and the inertia ratio of input parameter j which are calculated with m̂ = mtot

mo
tot

and

Î j =
Ired

j

Ired,o
j

. mo
tot and Ired,o

j are the total mass and the mechanism inertia per input

parameter before balancing, respectively, and mtot and Ired
j are the total mass and

mechanism inertia after balancing, respectively. For the lowest Mass-Inertia factor,
the balanced mechanism is optimal for low mass and low inertia. An optimization
of the balanced mechanism for low mass and low inertia including also the design
space may be most useful when the complete mechanism is taken into account,
including all other machine parts.
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Fig. 4 Optimizing the mass and inertia addition together with the design space.
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5 Guidelines for Low-Mass and Low-Inertia Dynamic
Balancing

Minimal addition of mass and minimal addition of inertia

• For a minimal addition of mass and inertia, all elements of the mechanism in-
cluding links, counter-masses, and counter-rotary counter-masses have to con-
tribute to both the force balance and the moment balance of the mechanism for
any motion of the mechanism. For existing mechanisms this applies to the addi-
tional elements while for the design of new mechanisms it applies to all elements.
Mechanism links have to be positioned such that they counter-rotate with other
links which means that dynamic balancing already starts within the kinematics
of the unbalanced mechanism.

• For minimal addition of mass and inertia, the design space of the mechanism that is
available for the position and the motion of balancing elements has to be maximal.

• For minimal addition of mass and inertia, the use of separate counter-rotations
must be omitted.

Minimal addition of mass

• For minimal addition of mass, counter-masses and counter-rotary counter-masses
have to be placed at maximum distance from their center of rotation.

• For minimal addition of mass, the balancing elements (counter-masses, counter-
rotary counter-masses, counter-rotating links) have to be positioned such that
they do not need to be balanced by other counter-masses.

Minimal addition of inertia

• For minimal addition of inertia, counter-masses and counter-rotary counter-
masses have to be placed at minimum distance from their center of rotation.

• For minimal addition of inertia, counter-masses that are fixed to their link and
elements that do not contribute to the moment balance must have minimal inertia.

• For minimal addition of inertia, geared counter-rotating elements themselves
must have maximal inertia.

• For minimal addition of inertia, the gear- and transmission ratios of the counter-
rotating elements have to be minimal.

Minimal addition of mass or inertia

• A trade off between the addition of mass and the addition of inertia must be
made. The designer has to decide the relative importance of each for the intended
purpose.

6 Conclusion

Based on the results of some comparative studies into several balancing principles
and by taking into account the limitations of the design space, general guidelines
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for designing dynamically balanced mechanisms that have a low mass and a low
inertia were formulated. Although a trade off between the addition of mass and the
addition of inertia seems unavoidable, by optimization of the balancing parameters
and the design space choices can be made judiciously.
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Probability-Based Robot Search Paths 

Jan Deiterding and Dominik Henrich 1 
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Abstract. The aim of this work is to show that robots can be improved using 
knowledge present or gained in previous executions of the task. Here, this knowl-
edge is used to create search paths tailored to the problem at hand. We describe 
two approaches to create such paths automatically which enable robots to find an 
unknown position faster than standard paths. The solution presented here is not 
limited to the robotic domain, but can also be used for other purposes such as 
searching for injured persons after accidents. Our approach is evaluated through 
simulations and we show that these paths perform adequately well or even better 
than standard paths. 

1   Introduction 

Industrial robots are able to perform complex tasks without symptoms of fatigue, 
exhibiting highest precision and speed. However, these tasks are nearly always 
executed in a fixed environment; that is the precision is gained by ensuring that all 
objects are placed in exactly the same position every time. All parts need to have 
the same dimension, position, orientation, etc. Only by employing external sensors 
such as vision or force/torque sensors, we can enable a robot to deal with impreci-
sions and variations occurring in the objects and the environment. The price for 
this flexibility is that sensor based motions are slow compared to pre-computed 
motions. Especially when searching objects, the time required is significant. 

In [4] we have classified changes that can occur between two executions of the 
same robot program by two characteristics: The origin of the change and the ro-
bot’s reaction to it (Table 1). Here we differentiate four types of change: (a) An 
indeterminacy is something we are not aware of at this moment, but once we have 
learned about it, it will remain constant for a prolonged period of time. (b) Varia-
tions on the other hand occur every time the robot performs the task at hand. (c) 
Faults and errors happen when a sudden, unforeseen change in the workspace oc-
curs. (d) A drift is similar to variations but not caused by the task itself, but by 
gradual changes within the workspace, e.g. the settings of machines and tools 
change over time. 
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In this paper, we are interested in ways of dealing with variations. A search mo-
tion must be performed to determine the variation in the current execution of the 
task. The central idea of this paper is to re-use knowledge gained in previous 
searches to create search paths tailored to the task and thus shorten the time span 
required for the search. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In the next section, we give a 
short overview of related work concerning this topic. Based on this, we describe 
how a search path can be optimized with regard to a given probability density. 
Additionally, we introduce a modification to our sorting algorithm to further op-
timize the path for probability densities with multiple maxima. Then we show the 
validity of our approach in simulations and compare the results with standard 
search paths in a two-dimensional environment. 

Table 1 Classification of changes that can occur between multiple executions of the same 
program [4]. 

Origin of change  

Caused by the task Caused by abrasion 

One-step learning Indeterminacies Faults and errors 
Reaction to change 

Continuous learning Variations Drifts 

2   Related Work 

The topic of robots performing some kind of search is very broad, so we will only 
refer to work dealing with searches in industrial environments and results which 
can be transferred to this domain. 

A good overview is given in [8]. Despite the fact that sensor data processing 
has made significant progress allowing for relatively fast processing capabilities, 
standard search motions which only use minimal sensory information are still 
commonly used in industrial applications. A reason for this is that especially small 
and medium companies lack experts skilled in sensor data processing. Also of in-
terest are the works of [10] and [6] which cover robot motion planning based on 
sensor data and probability densities. 

If a search cannot be avoided, usually cameras are used that supervise the 
search area for the given variation. While this approach is straightforward and has 
the advantage that the localization can be made while the robot performs some 
other task, this is only applicable if the search area can be monitored at all. A typi-
cal example for a task where this is impossible is the assembly of a gear box in a 
car. Tolerances are extremely small and the search area is occluded by other parts 
of the vehicle so camera supervision is impossible and local sensors must be used. 

Sharma [7] incorporates stochastic models into gross motion planning and de-
fines a stochastic assembly process that yields increased performance. 

An important area of research outside the industrial domain is complete cover-
age paths in mobile robotics. Here a robot must cover an area e.g. to search for  
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injured people after an accident. A good overview of this area of research is given 
by [12]. Also of interest is [11], which uses a genetic algorithm approach and 
knowledge gained in previous executions to optimize the path of a mobile robot.  

In summary, efficient search strategies are one of the central problems of robot-
ics. While there are many specific solutions, e.g. [1] and [5], these are nearly al-
ways tailored towards specific tasks and the results can rarely be transferred to 
other areas. Here, we take a more general approach to search motions for indus-
trial applications and outline the requirements for optimized search strategies. In 
industrial applications, the search area is precisely defined and does not change 
over multiple executions. The ideas presented in this paper are independent from 
the type of sensor used, the only requirement is that it provides a binary decision 
whether the goal of the search has been found or not. We only deal with the search 
itself, not with any actions that have to be taken by the robot afterwards, e.g., ac-
tually inserting a peg into a hole. Examples how this can be achieved using sen-
sors are given in [2] and [3]. 

3   Search Paths Based on Probability Densities 

In this section, we present the concept of a search path generated along a given 
probability density. The idea is that the robot stores successful positions from pre-
vious executions and creates a probability density from this knowledge. This can 
be achieved by employing the methods described in [9]. The path is not fixed and 
may change with every update of the probability density. 

3.1   Robot Search Paths 

A search is a motion that covers a specified area in order to locate an object whose 
exact position pg is unknown. Exactly one object is searched for at a time. Here, 
we set the following preconditions: 

1. The search area can be m-dimensional, but its boundary in every dimension 
must be a straight line. The area can be divided into a set S of cells describing 
discrete (hyper) cubes with fixed edge length Δc. When the robot moves to a 
cell, the whole area covered by that cube is probed. The decision whether pg is 
found is binary, so there are no hints guiding us towards the goal. We assume 
that it takes a constant time span to check if the goal is located in a cell. 

2. Any movement between two cells is allowed. There is no need for a neighbour-
ing connection between two cells. No cell lying between the current and the 
next is tested when moving there. 

3. A valid search path P = (p0,…,p|S|) must visit each cell of the whole area at least 
once. We include the possibility that the search fails: Spg ∉ . A search path is 

then an ordered sequence of all cells in S. 
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4. The distance between two cells Scc ji ∈, is relevant when planning the path. 

There is a positive cost function d(ci,cj) describing the time and effort to move 
from cell ci to cj. Two neighbouring cells have unit distance. 

5. There is a probability density φ describing the chance that the object lies within 
any given cell. This density may be continuous. 

Additionally, a change of direction in the search path may slow down the mo-
tion in order to perform the turn along the path. We disregard this factor here. 

Conditions 1 to 4 describe the general requirements imposed on a search path. 
Condition 5 is a new addition describing the knowledge we have about the loca-
tion of the object that we are searching. This allows us to begin the search in the 
most probable cell and descend along the density instead of employing a pre-
determined path. 

There are three criteria along which we compare different search paths to each 
other: Their total (maximum) length l and the expected number of cells visited 
EC(P) as well as the expected length of the path EL(P) for the given probability 
density φ(pi) and path P: 
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A developer faced with the task of designing a search path should consider two 
aspects. On one hand, it may be useful to limit the total length to its minimal 
value, so the path is not exceedingly long. On the other hand, if the (average) 
search time is crucial, it may make more sense to create a search path with higher 
total length but lower expected values. The decision, which of the two expected 
values is more important, depends on the type of search: If the movement between 
two cells is relatively fast compared to the time it takes to check a cell, the number 
of cells visited is significant. In case of slow motions, e.g. controlled movements 
along surfaces, the expected length is of more importance. 

There are two de facto standard search paths for searches in two-dimensional 
environments: A zigzag path and a spiral path. Both paths can be easily extended 
to more than two dimensions. The zigzag path is usually chosen if the probability 
density is uniform, so there is no need to start in a specific cell. The spiral path is 
usually chosen when φ is unimodal, e.g. Gaussian, with mean in the middle of S. 
In this case the search starts in the most likely position and gradually descends 
along φ. Note, that both paths are optimal regarding their length; no cell is visited 
twice.  

3.2   Optimizing Search Paths 

Now, we are interested in finding search paths that optimize the expected values 
for a given probability density. A search path which is minimal in this sense will 
find pg as soon as possible. 

To create a search path P with lower expected values than a standard path for 
the given dimension of S, one has to approach cells with high probability first 
while neglecting cells with low probability until the end of the search. In case the 
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expected length of the path is of importance, it should be attempted to minimize 
huge jumps across S as much as possible. The downside is that the distance of two 
consecutive cells in P now may be much higher than 1. So this search path may 
not be minimal with respect to the total length. 

In a sorting strategy to generate an optimized search path, the cells of S are or-
dered like this: The beginning of the path is the most probable cell, so 
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The remaining cells of the path are chosen by a recursive definition: We always 
choose the next cell according to its probability in relation to its distance d to the 
current cell, so 
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The impact of the distance when choosing the next cell is controlled by the ex-
ponent n, which must not be negative. The choice of this parameter depends on the 
type of application and must be chosen by the developer. The lower the value of n, 
the lesser the impact on the distance in the selection process. So cells with a high 
distance to the current cell may be selected as well. The higher n is, the more the 
selection process favours cells which lie close to the current cell. Note, that if n is 
set to zero, the cells are simply ordered along their respective probability. This 
will minimize the expected number of cells visited, but result in an extremely long 
total path, as it will cover great distances to move from one cell to the next (Figure 
1, left). Vice versa, if n is set to infinity, the path always moves to neighbouring 
cells (Figure 1, right). Technically, we cannot get stuck in dead ends, because of 
Condition 2. But it is possible that we must move to a cell far away from the cur-
rent one, because there are no neighbouring cells left. This strategy is not heuristic 
but always computes the best path for the given probability density and choice of 
n. It may be possible that more than one path exists with the same expected value. 
 

 

 

Fig. 1 Impact of the distance when sorting cells. Both paths start at the center. Left: The 
relative distance between the cells has no impact at all. Right: The relative distance be-
tween the cells is of infinite impact. 
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An example is shown in Figure 1 on the right for a Gaussian distribution. All spi-
ral paths that start in the center will have the same expected value regardless of the 
fact which neighbouring cell is visited first. The strategy presented here only 
computes one of these paths. Which one this will be depends on the ordering of 
cells with the same probability and relative distance to the current cell. 

3.3   Search Space Subdivision 

This ordering works very well if φ has only one maximum or if the impact of the 
distance is chosen so that only cells close to the current cell are selected. But, if 
there are two or more maxima with a significant distance relative to each other 
(Figure 2, left), the path generated by this approach will oscillate between these 
maxima. Because of this, we extend our approach and introduce a divide-and-
conquer strategy to split S into separate regions. We will repeat this process until 
the generated regions only contain one or zero maxima and then generate separate, 
optimized paths for each region with the sorting strategy. Finally, we connect all 
subpaths once more with the sorting strategy.  

The algorithm in pseudo code looks like this: 

(00) createSmartPath(bool top, list<path> paths) { 
(01)  if(findMaxima() == 0) { 
(02)   createZigZagPath(); 
(03)   addThisPathToList(paths);} 
(04)  else if(findMaxima() == 1) { 
(05)   orderCellsByProbability(); 
(06)   addThisPathToList(paths);} 
(07)  else { 
(08)   subspaces = splitSearchSpace(); 
(09)   foreach(subspace) 
(10)    createSmartPath(false, paths);} 
(11)  if(top) 
(12)   finalpath = orderPathsByProbability(paths)} 

The function call in Line 0 takes two parameters: The Boolean parameter top 
describes if this is the topmost function call and the list paths is empty initially. 
Successive calls of this function will add subpaths to this list. In Lines 1 to 6, ei-
ther a standard zigzag path or a probability ordered path is fitted into the given re-
gion, if there is none or only one maximum in that area. The result is added to 
paths. Otherwise the area is split into separate regions (Line 8). A simple ap-
proach is to perform a horizontal and a vertical cut through the geometric center of 
S. Other approaches would be to employ Voronoi diagrams between the maxima 
for a more fitting split. If the area is divided into separate regions, the same func-
tion is called to determine a path for this region (Lines 9 and 10). As a result, we 
have calculated a subpath for every region of the whole area. Now these paths are 
connected to each other by using the sorting strategy (Lines 11 and 12). 

This extension yields the advantage that the path will not oscillate between two 
or more maxima, but remains in the immediate surrounding of one maximum. The 
downside is that – regardless of the value of n – there will always be a significant 
distance we have to bridge between two regions. This will worsen the total length 
of the path.  
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4   Experimental Results 

In this section, we describe simulation results to show how optimized search paths 
compare to standard search paths for various probability densities. We have lim-
ited the simulations to a two-dimensional workspace. In this case, the paths are al-
ready complex compared to a one-dimensional search, but can still be visualized. 

4.1   Simulation Setup 

We have set up a two-dimensional squared workspace with an edge length of 15 
cm. The position we are trying to find is a hole with a diameter of 1.5 cm. We 
have set the size of the cells in S to Δc = 1 cm2. This gives us 225 cells in the 
search area. So, there are 225! possible search paths, which is already too much 
for a brute-force computation. 

We have created three probability densities:  

1. A Gaussian density φg with mean pm = (7,7) cm in the middle of S and σ = 
1 cm. 

2. A mixed Gaussian density φm consisting of four maxima at p1 = (3, 3) cm, p2 = 
(11, 3) cm, p3 = (3, 11) cm, p4 = (11, 11) cm and σ =1 cm each (Figure 2, left). 
A typical example for such a density is a peg-in-hole task on a square plate 
where the hole is not centered and the plate may be rotated by 90°, 180° or 
270°. 

3. An off-centered density φc with a maximum along the third quadrant in a circle 
around pm with radius r = 5 cm (Figure 2, right). A typical example for such a 
density is a peg-in-hole task where the plate may be rotated by any value be-
tween 0° and 90°. 

We have not used a uniform density, because no knowledge is present in such a 
density. To that effect, the expected value of all search paths is identical. The only 
difference will be in the total length. Because of that it is sufficient to use a stan-
dard search path. 

 

Fig. 2 Multi-modal probability density (left) and density where the maximum is along a 
quarter circle in the third quadrant of S (right) used in the simulations.  
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4.2   Comparison to a Standard Search Path 

In two experiments, we used these three densities and generated search paths for 
each one. The first time, we only used the sorting strategy and the second time the 
divide-and-conquer strategy. For each density, we generated paths with varying 
values for n in the range [0;10] with increments of 0.1. We then compared the 
generated paths to a standard spiral path starting in the center and measured the ra-
tio by which the total length and the expected values differ from this standard 
path. Figure 1 shows two paths for the Gaussian probability density with a low 
and a high value for n. Since there is only one maximum present, both strategies 
generate the same paths. Figures 3 and 4 show generated paths for a value of n = 
5.6 for the second and the third probability density. 

We can see that the sorting strategy generates paths that follow the underlying 
density and prefer neighbouring cells. Nevertheless, these paths can lead to dead 
ends. In this case substantial jumps have to be made to reach unvisited cells. The 
 

 

Fig. 3 Generated paths for the multi modal probability density outlined in Fig.2, left. Left: 
The path generated with the sorting strategy starts at (11,11). Right: The path generated 
with the divide-and-conquer strategy starts at (3,3). 

 

Fig. 4 Generated paths for the quarter circle probability density outlined in Fig. 2, right. 
Both paths start at (13,4). Left: Path generated with the sorting strategy. Right: Path gener-
ated with the divide-and-conquer strategy. 
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divide-and-conquer strategy reduces these jumps by separating S into distinct re-
gions. Although here jumps may be necessary as well, these are limited to some 
extent. 

Now we compare both strategies to a spiral path. Figure 5 shows the ratio by 
how much the generated paths relate to the spiral path for different values of n. 
We compare all paths by the expected number of cells visited before pg is found, 
the length of this expected path and the total path length. All results are set into re-
lation to a spiral path starting at the center of S. A value larger than one means, 
that the generated path performs superior to the spiral path. Vice versa, a value be-
low one means that the path performs worse than the spiral path. 

Once more, the results of the divide-and-conquer strategy for the Gaussian den-
sity are not shown, because this strategy generates the same paths as the sorting 
strategy. In all cases, the total path length (blue and brown lines) is worse than that 
of the spiral path, which is already optimal. But, with higher values of n, the paths 
draw near the optimal length. For low values of n, the divide-and-conquer strategy 
produces slightly better results, because in this case, all jumps are limited to the 
current region. 

For low values of n, the sorting strategy generates paths that test significantly 
fewer cells than the spiral path (red line). But, because these cells are far apart, the 
expected length covered (green line) can be worse than that of the spiral path. 
 

 

  

Fig. 5 Comparison of the generated paths to a standard spiral path. Top left: For a Gaussian 
density φg. Bottom left: For a mixed Gaussian density φm. Top right: For an off-centered 
density φc. 
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With higher values for n, the two lines converge, because now neighbouring cells 
are preferred, similar to the spiral path. The higher n gets, the lower the advantage 
of the sorting strategy, because of the dominance of neighbouring cells in the se-
lection process. 

The divide-and-conquer strategy showed no significant improvement in com-
parison to the sorting strategy. In case of the off-centered density, the expected 
number of cells and the expected length of the path (purple and turquoise lines) 
are higher than the spiral path but lower than the sorting strategy. The overall path 
length is only slightly better than the sorting strategy and only for low values of n. 
In case of the mixed Gaussian density, the expected number of cells and the ex-
pected path length are even worse than for the spiral path, because the splitting al-
gorithm cuts the area and only moves to the next subsection, when the current 
subsection is completely covered. Because there are many cells with very low 
probability in every subsection, this lowers the expected values significantly. It 
may be possible to achieve better results with a more sophisticated splitting algo-
rithm, but this exceeds the scope of this paper. 

4.3   Random Probability Distributions 

In the next step, we have generated random probability densities in order to evalu-
ate our strategies for a broader set of probability densities. We have created these 
densities by randomly placing k Gaussians uniformly in the search area. For every 
value of k, we have created 100 different probability densities. Then, the sorting 
strategy was applied to each density with various settings for n. We compared the 
generated paths to the standard spiral path and computed the average for each 
combination of k and n. The results are shown in Figure 6. 
 

 

Fig. 6 Expected length of path (left) and total length of path (right) in relation to a standard 
spiral path for a varying values of k and n. 

We can see that the generated paths perform better than the spiral path for low 
values of k regardless of the choice of n in terms of the expected length of the path 
(Figure 6, left). The more Gaussians are combined the more the overall probability 
density converges to a uniform density. In this case neither the optimized paths 
nor the spiral paths are superior because there is no information present in the 
probability density at all. When we take a look at the overall length of the search 
path (Figure 6, right), once more we can see that paths generated with a low  
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impact of the relative distance between two cells are significantly longer than the 
spiral path. With increasing n, the optimized paths are nearly as short as the spiral 
path. There are two noteworthy aspects: The ratio increases faster for high values 
of k. This is because the Gaussians lie closer to each other. But for high values of 
k and n, the ratio decreases. This is because now there are so many Gaussians in 
the overall density that the path tends to get stuck in corners and large jumps have 
to be made to approach the next free cell increasing the total length. 

5   Conclusion 

The aim of this work is to show that search paths based on probability densities 
are capable of locating the position in question faster than standard search paths. 
The central idea is to search in areas with high probability of success first in order 
to maximize the expected value. 

We have described the general requirements for path planning and three ways 
to rate search paths. While standard paths are optimal with respect to the total 
length, optimized paths can improve these in terms of the average time the search 
takes. We have shown in simulations that, for Gaussian probability densities, the 
optimized paths perform almost as well as standard paths and better if there is 
more information present about the search area. The strategies presented in this 
paper are no heuristics, but always compute the best path for a given probability 
density and choice of the impact of the distance between two consecutive cells. 

The advantage of our approach is that standard search paths can be seen as spe-
cial solutions to the more general approach taken here. The algorithms to create 
optimized paths can be incorporated into the programming environment and no 
additional knowledge is required by the developer. The update of the probability 
density describing the search area and the path planner itself can be completely 
hidden from the developer. 

The next step is to test reasonable splitting algorithms for the divide-and-
conquer strategy to further improve the expected values. Various approaches to 
subdivide the search area, such as Voronoi diagrams, can be taken and compared 
to each other. So far, we have separated the search area into hypercubes. An inter-
esting approach may be to use a hexagonal grid, providing us with more 
neighbours for a local path planner. 
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Abstract. With support of the North-Rhine Westphalian Ministry of Environment 
algorithms are being developed to construct “tree maps” by delineating single 
trees from remote sensing data like LIDAR, ortho photos and satellite imagery. 
These tree maps are in turn used as a basis for a new approach to forest working 
vehicle localization and navigation to overcome GPS limitations under a forest 
canopy. Experiments already showed that the availability of the tree map in con-
nection with statistical sensor fusion strategies greatly improves the accuracy for 
navigation of autonomous vehicles in the forest.  

1   Forest Navigation 

Navigation is not only needed “in the streets and on other planets” but also as a 
part of new logistic approaches in forestry applications. Modern work machines 
like wood harvesters can automatically cut trees, remove branches and cut the logs 
into stems with the desired lengths but an expert is still needed to plan a thinning 
project and to mark the trees to fell by hand. The harvesting and thinning proc-
esses can be made more efficient if the forest ranger can employ IT to mark the 
trees using geographic coordinates instead of colored crosses sprayed on the 
stems. In order to realize a new approach to tree marking based on augmented re-
ality the forest machines have to be able to locate itself accurately. The new local-
ization techniques also greatly support automatic navigation to the next tree to fell.  
Signal absorption in the forest canopy leads to poor results from GPS sensors in a 
forest with errors up to 50m and more. Furthermore the canopy leads to intermi-
tant problems where not enough signals can be picked up for several seconds. An-
other problem is that even if a detailed terrain model is available, other factors as 
understory and ground humidity influence the movements of an autonomous robot 
in the forest. Commonly, wheel spin and slipping further induce errors into a posi-
tion estimation based on forward projection and odometry.  
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Other approaches as described in [7] and [8] use differential GPS (DGPS) sen-
sors as their main source of information on the position. In [8] a DGPS sensor is 
combined with laser scanners and a Kalman Filter approach. However our ex-
periments also with a high precision DGPS sensor showed that also these sensors 
do not  provide the capability – and accuracy – to position the working machine 
with respect to a single tree. Also high-precision DGPS sensors suffer from signal 
loss under the canopy as they also require strong satellite signals to calculate a  
reliable position. 

2   Map Building 

Current car navigation systems use their knowledge – the map-information – to 
correct the position estimation determined by a GPS receiver. If the GPS position 
fix is within a certain range around a street, it will be moved towards the closest 
point on the “virtual street” and displayed at this position. In order to use a similar 
strategy in the forest we first have to think about a map representation of the trees 
and a semi-automatic way to generate an appropriate map.  

2.1   Data Acquisition 

All examples in this paper are based on data recorded in summer 2007 using a 
Riegl LMS-Q560i scanner. The data shows about 450km² in the area “Schmallen-
berg” which is located close to Winterberg, Germany. The resolution of the 
LIDAR data was specified to be between 4 and 6 points per square-meter in gen-
eral and 12 points in some selected areas.  The Riegl scanner delivers full wave-
form data which was processed into one first echo point and one last echo point 
per ray. The point-cloud of the first echoes was directly transferred into a grid-
based representation with a cell-size of 0.4m x 0.4m, the so-called Digital Surface 
Model (DSM), while the last echo data was first (semiautomatically) filtered in 
order to eliminate plants, buildings and other disturbances before it was also con-
verted into a grid-based representation. Due to impenetrability of a dense canopy 
or of buildings the resulting Digital Terrain Model (DTM) shows gaps. To fill the 
gaps it was interpolated which delivers a representation called a Filled Digital  
Terrain Model (FDTM). In a last step a Differential Model (DM, also known as 
normalized digital surface model nDSM or canopy height model CHM) was cal-
culated as the difference between DSM and FDTM. The DM gives the height of 
the crown surface of a tree above the ground. This is the most important LIDAR 
data set for single tree delineation. 

2.2   Data Processing 

The LIDAR DM can be seen in two ways: As a three-dimensional model of the 
canopy or as a two-dimensional height-map (Figure 1). The latter view facilitates 
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the use of a watershed algorithm for single tree delineation [1]. With a standard 
watershed-algorithm the z-axis of the three dimensional data is only used to gen-
erate gradients and calculate affiliations, resulting in a set of areas, each annotated 
with its size. So the size of the region would be the only criterion to decide 
whether a region represents a tree or only a branch of a tree. 

In contrast to this, the use of full 3D-information allows to consider the volume of 
a peak pointing out of the canopy – instead of only the area of a cutting surface. We 
decided to better approximate the peak-volumes by extending the watershed-
algorithm to work on three dimensional data. For the illustration of this advanced ap-
proach, we will use a sectional drawing through a three dimensional DM. Figure 2a 
shows some trees and the sectional drawing above them. To make it easier to imagine 
rainfall and water-flow the sectional drawing is turned upside down in the subsequent 
images with the most significant points – the maximum heights in the original data 
that may represent tree-tops – as local minima of the graph. Figure 2b illustrates the 
idea of a standard watershed algorithm. Water is poured over the area uniformly. The 
water-flow is simulated and the amount of arriving water is measured at all local 
minima.  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 The Source Data: Differential Model in Height Map-Representation and in 3D-
Visualisation. 

To get the volumetric information, we “fill” the DM with water. Then, in each 
cycle, we puncture the point having the “highest water-pressure” acting on it and 
measure the amount of water streaming out of this opening. (Figure 2c) The result 
is a value which is always higher or equal to the real volume of the peak. The in-
teresting feature is that the result is far away from the real volume for the most ex-
treme points (for the most likely treetops) but very close to the real volume for the 
critical peaks that are hard to decide. This way, the tallest trees in a surrounding 
are preferred during the generation - which is usually the best solution. 

For each opening that receives a volume higher than a user-specified threshold, 
a tree is generated in the map using the x and y position of the puncture - which is 
always the highest point within its peak –, the z value taken from the FDTM. The 
tree is annotated with its height which can be derived from the DM. Figure 2d 
shows a situation where only one peak is left. The remaining volume is below the 
threshold so there will be no additional tree generated at this position.  
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a) 

 

b) 

 
c) 

 

d) 

 

Fig. 2 Single Tree Detection in LIDAR data. a) Trees and LIDAR Information, b) Water-
shed-Algorithm, c) Volumetric Algorithm – First Cycle, d) Last Cycle. 

In contrast to the known 2D approach, the volumetric approach adds another 
dimension to the data used for calculation and makes it easier to decide whether a 
peak is a tree or just a branch of a tree. This is especially valuable for the available 
data because the z-axis of the grid-based DM-model has a resolution of 1cm com-
pared to the 0.4m-resolution of the x- and y-axis.  

In areas where no LIDAR data is available, image data can be used to extract 
tree positions. A LIDAR DM and a greyscale photo are quite similar, the main dif-
ference is the fact that treetops in the spectral image may have the same brightness 
but represent different heights. This lack is not important when we generate a map 
of tree-positions which is enough for localisation purposes. It turns out that the 
volumetric algorithm performs well on LIDAR and spectral data. 

By using the volumetric algorithm, the percentage of correctly detected treetops 
could be increased significantly compared to the watershed-algorithm.  

2.3  Data Processing 

The described algorithms were implemented in the Verosim 4D-GIS. The  
volumetric algorithm only needs one threshold so it can easily be controlled inter-
actively and adjusted to different forest conditions. The threshold value for this al-
gorithm depends on age and density of the forestry unit. The result of changing the 
threshold is displayed in real-time to help the user finding the correct value for 
each forest unit. 
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Fig. 3 Results of the volumetric 
Algorithm in comparison to trees 
measured in the field. 
 

 
 

To test the precision and reliability of the volumetric algorithm the position of 
all trees at a test-site were collected in the field. Figure 4 shows these ground-truth 
trees in red while the automatically generated trees are marked in blue (spruce) 
and brown (beech). The algorithm proves to deliver results up to a detection rate 
of 95% in coniferous units which are ready to harvest. A comparison between the 
volumetric algorithm and the 2d watershed can be found in [4]. 

The volumetric approach generates a database of single trees calculated from 
remote sensing data. Along with the trees and their geo-coordinates the height and 
the diameter at breast-height are determined. This data can be used to generate a 
tree-map with a mean error between 0.5 and 1.5m which is still below the mean 
tree distance of about 2.5m.  

3   Localization 

In order to test the algorithms described below, a virtual model was created based 
on the calculated tree map. It contained the forest as well as a wood harvester, 
which was operated as an autonomous robot. Furthermore the harvester was 
equipped with virtual laser scanners to retrieve the required information about the 
surrounding. 

The first tests were conducted in a virtual environment. In order to take the 
evaluation of the algorithm a step further a data logging part was added to the al-
gorithm. It allows recording sensor data on a real machine and provide it for  
playback. 

3.1   “Visual GPS” 

Based on the tree map, which was generated from remote sensing data, and the 
tree group, which was detected by one or more laser scanners, a matching  
algorithm can be run.  
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Fig. 4 Laser scanner beams and  
extracted tree group. 

 

 
 

Therefore a particle filter algorithm as described in [5] was implemented. A 
single tree as a landmark cannot be associated with its corresponding tree in the 
map, however patterns of tree positions can be matched. As an initial guess the 
position of an inaccurate GPS sensor is used and the particles are distributed in an 
area with the GPS position at its center. As shown in figure 2, a square area was 
chosen to guarantee even particle distribution and short calculation time. Each par-
ticle represents a hypothesis for the position of the vehicle and is tested for its 
probability to represent the searched position. 

 

  

Fig. 5 Particle initialization and Particle concentration after resampling. 

As not only the location of a vehicle in the forest is unknown but also its orien-
tation, the heading has to be estimated along with the position.. Therefore the 
probability measure used in the propagation step was enhanced. Instead of em-
bracing only the distances of the trees, their relative position is used considering 
the heading ϕ tof the current particle:  

wt
[m ] ∝ min

tree candidates

(xtree,rot − xR ) − (xcandidate − xt ) +

(ytree,rot − yR ) − (ycandidate − yt )tree group

∑

with xtree,rot = xtree ⋅ cos(ϕ t ) + ytree ⋅ sin(ϕ t )

and ytree,rot = −xtree ⋅ sin(ϕ t ) + ytree ⋅ cos(ϕ t )
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The rotation variant approach directly calculates the heading of the vehicle but 
the sensibility towards rotation, which results from the new probability measure, 
leads to a higher number of particles which have to be used during the initializa-
tion step. 

Fig. 6 The modified  
wood-harvester. 

 

 
 

3.1.1   Local Search 

To overcome the high calculation time the number of particles has to be reduced. 
Therefore the initial position is estimated by using an ordinary GPS sensor or the 
last known position. Although the GPS measurement is faulty in the forest it can 
limit the search to a restricted area. Machines most often start at the edge of a for-
est stand, at a forest road or an opening. At these spots the canopy usually is trans-
parent and GPS sensors work with higher precision. Therefore they provide a 
good initialization for the algorithm.  

In the following steps the previous position can be used instead of or in combi-
nation with the output of the GPS sensor for determining the search area. The pre-
vious position provides a better initial pose estimation than the GPS sensor and 
therefore gives the opportunity to further decrease the search area. On the con-
trary, the GPS position provides important information during the startup phase 
and in can be used to solve the “kidnapped robot”-problem.  

To reduce the number of trees for which the distance has to be calculated, trees 
with a distance from the initial pose estimation xGPS  below the sum of the estima-
tion of the maximal position error and the maximal distance of the trees in the 
scanned tree group from the reference position are extracted from the tree map.  

Rtree
grouptree

errorGPScandidate r xxxx −+<− max  

4   Results 

The simple criterion presented here proved to be reliable in the vast majority of 
cases. Problems can occur when the tree group contains trees, which are not part 
of the tree map (“false positive”). This can happen due to missing trees in the tree 
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map or faulty tree cognition in the local laser scanner measurement. In the first 
case the understory might not have been detected in the airborne laser scanner 
data. In the second case other objects like the harvesters aggregate might have 
been mistaken to be a tree or the laser beams might have hit the ground and a tree 
is detected in the irregular measurement due to the structure of the ground. How-
ever the used algorithm to identify trees in the laser scanner measurements was 
adapted to prevent the detection of false positives. 

The case of trees not detected in the local laser scanner measurements but con-
tained in the tree map (“false negative”) does not lead to problems in the pose  
estimation step. The reason for this is that the algorithm searches for a correspond-
ing tree for each unit in the tree group. For a false positive no corresponding tree 
can be found whereas a false negative is simply not considered. However if the si-
ze of the tree group is too small the estimation errors grow. The minimum number 
of trees depends on the search area radius. At a size below 15 trees the number of 
faulty position increases rapidly as more similar patterns can be found. 

To evaluate the accuracy of the system on a real wood harvester a surveyors  
office was instructed to measure the vehicles position at 7 distinct locations. At 
each position the sensor input data was written to file for several seconds. This 
data was evaluated and for each location more than 45 pose estimations were cal-
culated. The differences of the calculated and the measured positions are shown in 
figure 7  
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Fig. 7 The modified wood-harvester. 
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The mean error amounts to approximately 0.55m.  
Furthermore the algorithm was tested in action on non-flat surface. Although 

the laser scsanner beams hit the ground several times, the algorithm worked relia-
bly as long as enough trees could be found and matched. 

5   Conclusion 

The presented algorithm – as a method which combines a new single tree delinea-
tion approach with advanced robot localization and sensor fusion techniques – 
proved to be an excellent basis for the development of forest work machines into 
“autonomously working  robot”. Practical tests – e.g. of the localization features in 
preparation of the KWF fair 2008 – were very successful and proved that the de-
sired accuracy to navigate to single trees in the map can be achieved. Furthermore, 
the applications showed that the required sensors and the computational power can 
be integrated into standard forest work machines in a professional manner without 
“voiding the guarantees”.  

Currently, the sensor fusion idea of the algorithm is taken further to be able to 
update the map based on the data generated by the machines at work. The ideas 
are somewhat related to known SLAM approaches, again combining forest spe-
cific knowledge with autonomous robot know how. 
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Abstract. Dynamic environments, in which robots and for example humans share 
a common workspace impose a variety of requirements on path planning algo-
rithms, including real-time capabilities and collision tests based on sensor input. 
We propose a randomized-roadmap-based path planning algorithm that limits the 
number of collision tests and distance calculations to a volume achievable in real-
time, while still being able to achieve high path clearance and statistical complete-
ness given an unlimited number of planning cycles. It does so by exploiting the 
knowledge about static portions of the environment using a static, collision-
checked roadmap and by interleaving planning and execution. Image-based dis-
tance measurements are induced by the graph search algorithm and interpolated to 
allow planning of time-optimized paths on the roadmap with a reduced number of 
distance measurements. 

1   Introduction 

Robots are emerging from their stereotyped role as dumb, mechanical tools in 
separated environments and becoming user-friendly, cooperative workmates. 
Thus, sensible reactions to dynamic environments are becoming a predominant is-
sue. Safety and intuitive usability during user interaction are important aspects, as 
well as efficiency and availability on the process side. A building block for these 
kinds of robots is the ability to detect and cope with objects in the robot’s work-
space in a reactive fashion. 

Planning in the presence of dynamic obstacles is a challenging problem, espe-
cially if these obstacles are unknown in advance, meaning that the information 
about their location and geometry has to be acquired by sensors. For robots with a 
high degree of freedom, it is hard to explicitly translate workspace obstacles into 
configuration space in order to reconstruct the free/occupied configuration space 
as a whole. In consequence, collision tests or distance measurements to obstacles 
are time-consuming for each robot configuration. 
                                                           
Thorsten Gecks · Dominik Henrich  
Lehrstuhl für angewandte Informatik III, Universität Bayreuth, 
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The demand for a high-clearance planning method is generated from two sides: 
a psychological component and a safety component. Humans do not feel comfort-
able when faced with a speedy, heavy-duty robot arm in close proximity. This  
becomes even more relevant, when the worker is performing a different task re-
quiring his full attention and, due to distraction, no immediate reaction to errone-
ous robot movements is possible. The safety component requires the robot to  
reduce its speed in the vicinity of dynamic obstacles so it could react safely to un-
foreseen obstacle movements within the remaining time to collision. This  
distance-based robot speed regulation generally favors high-clearance paths for 
time-optimized path planning. 

2   State of the Art 

Distance-optimized or maximum-clearance path planning has long been a field of 
research that has produced a variety of methods. Principally, these methods ex-
plore a local portion or the global, complete workspace or configuration space of 
the robot, computing a path from the start to the goal, while maintaining a great 
distance to all obstacles all along its way. 

The most reactive and real-time capable algorithms are the family of potential 
field methods [7]. Simulated potential fields allow the calculation of repulsive 
forces that can be translated into robot movements. While several extensions exist, 
this method is generally susceptible to local minima that prevent the robot from 
reaching the goal. Those extensions commonly rely on a specific modelling and/or 
a complete knowledge of obstacles in the robot configuration space [1]. 

Another family of methods relies on geometric information about obstacles  
(either in workspace or configuration space), that is easy to decompose in that it 
relies on simple geometric primitives (i.e. B-Reps with planar surfaces). Based on 
a decomposition of the free space, it is possible by searching the connectivity 
graph to find a path from the start to the goal with maximized clearance [11]. This 
technique can be combined with the previously mentioned potential fields if  
each decomposed cell contains a local potential field that repels the robot  
away from the cell boundaries, while still allowing it to react to dynamic  
obstacles [8]. 

A combination of artificial forces and roadmap-based planning was presented 
in [2, 10]. The elastic strip method initially uses an arbitrary planner to produce an 
optimal path from the start to the goal. Upon execution, the path is deformed by 
any moving dynamic obstacles due to artificial repulsive forces associated with 
those obstacles. While this approach is real-time capable and complete, the path 
can become highly inefficient if obstacles deform it from the initial state to such 
an extent that re-planning becomes necessary. Also, paths that were originally ob-
structed can become viable if obstacles move, but are not considered after the  
initial path planning. 

For the class of probabilistic roadmap planners, several algorithms have been 
proposed to either sample configurations on the medial axis of the free space [6] 
or to retract the path to the medial axis in a post-processing step after planning 
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through a standard probabilistic roadmap [3]. Both methods rely on detailed 
knowledge of the obstacle surfaces in the planning space. 

As we have seen from this section, the approaches presented so far either pro-
vide real time reaction to dynamic obstacles but can become caught in local min-
ima (and thus are incomplete) or rely on the exact knowledge of the configuration 
space or the execution of a high number of collision tests, which is impractical for 
robots with a high degree of freedom. In the following section we will outline a 
path planning algorithm that is able to provide real time path planning while  
generating high-clearance paths in dynamic environments. 

3   Real-Time Shortest-Path Planning Algorithm 

In this section, we will give a short overview of the basic techniques that we use 
as a basis for path planning in dynamic environments. Section 4 extends these 
techniques towards time-optimized path planning. For further details on the fol-
lowing, see [4]. 

The basic algorithm described below is real-time-capable under the assumption, 
that the most computationally intensive part of planning is the collision tests (or 
distance calculation) and not the graph search. In our case, each collision test 
takes 1…5 ms to compute, while the graph search without collision tests on a rea-
sonably-sized roadmap has an average runtime of well below 10 ms. To separate 
graph searching and collision tests, the graph search algorithm rests upon an ab-
stract layer, which provides the edge costs determined by the collision test. The 
number of collision tests/distance calculations used is then adaptable and transpar-
ent to the graph search algorithm. Thus, the overall runtime can be tailored to the 
real-time demands imposed of the application. 

The proposed path planning algorithm is based on a static randomized roadmap 
G(V, E), consisting of a set of vertices V and a set of edges E. Edges and vertices 
are tested in an offline setup step for collision with a known static environment. 
Online tests refer to the unknown, dynamic objects in the environment, which are 
detected by sensors, such as multiple surveillance cameras. As these online tests 
are relatively expensive, their number is reduced by several techniques such as 
lazy collision checking and interleaving of planning and execution. The following 
pseudo code outlines the major components. 

In the function planPath the start (current) vcurr and the goal robot configuration 
vg are connected to the roadmap G via connect(v), which constructs a new vertex 
v, if it does not already exist. It then adds collision-tested connections from the 
new vertex to its k neighbors. As long as the target is not reached, planning 
searchShortestPath(vg, vcurr) and execution phases executePath(P) are interleaved.  
The function searchShortestPath(…) finds the shortest path from vcurr to vg via the 
roadmap G using the graph searching algorithm A*, if it exists. If no path is re-
turned by searchShortestPath(…) and the goal does not collide with unknown ob-
stacles (detected by collision(Ounknown, vcurr)), the function addVertex(V) samples a 
new node (uniform or non-uniform, see [3]) and connects it to theroadmap. 
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A valid path is executed in the function executePath(P). The function testPath 
(Ounknown, vcurr, P) tests the given path P from the current robot position vcurr to-
wards the goal. The depth of the test only depends on the available computing 
power and the given collision test costs. If a collision occurs, the current edge  ecurr 
is invalidated and omitted in the next path planning phase. Non-invalidated edges 
thus form a dynamic subgraph Gvalid, which incrementally adapts to the current ob-
stacle situation as path execution proceeds. Invalidated edges are revalidated using 
various methods described and evaluated in [4]. As a consequence of collision 
checking before execution, the algorithm is guaranteed to find a collision-free path 
to the goal and because of the randomized roadmap approach it is statistically 
complete. 

4   Time-Optimized Path Planning 

In the context of human-robot cooperation and in general when dynamic obstacles 
are involved, robot speed must be adapted to the current obstacle distance, thus 
being able to react to movements of the unknown objects before a collision be-
comes unavoidable. The planning method described beforehand typically follows 
the configuration space surfaces of the workspace obstacles, as it searches for the 
shortest, collision-free path to the goal. In combination with speed regulation this 
leads to rather long path execution times. Optimizing solely for maximum clear-
ance on the other hand could lead to highly inefficient path planning, producing 
detours and also resulting in high path execution times, too. Thus, clearance com-
petes with path length. In the following sections we will outline how to solve this 
conflict and how to meet real-time demands at the same time. 

4.1   Basic Planning Algorithm 

As a basic requisite for using the A* graph search, it is necessary to define edge 
costs. Edge costs define vertex costs f(v) via the sum g(v) of edge costs from the 
start vertex to the current vertex. Together with an estimation of costs to the target 
h(v), we get: f(v) = w · g(v) + (1 − w) · h(v), the well known cost function of the 
A* (here we choose w = 0.5). For time-optimized planning, edge costs are defined 
by the time it takes to travel them (Eq. 1). 
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In this general (approximating) term, the edge from va to vb is subdivided into L 
segments (v(ui), v(ui+1)), and a travel time is calculated for each one by dividing 
the segment length by the robot speed s(dξ), which is derived from the average dis-
tance dξ to the workspace obstacles along the segment (v(ui), v(ui+1)). The dis-
tance-regulated speed may be a linear function (for some k > 0) of the form: 
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To address the real-time demands, the presented algorithm needs to reduce 
costly distance calculations. Thus, the overall number of distance calculations is 
limited per invocation of the path planning algorithm and unknown distances have 
to be estimated at the roadmap points and along edges of the roadmap, as the  
geometry of the configuration space obstacles is only implicitly known through 
the collision test. 

Edges are not subdivided to calculate distances along the edge, as the distances 
between the subdivision points would have to be estimated again in an infinite re-
cursion, so that there is no obvious reason to do so. The distance function along 
the edge is thus estimated from the distances determined at its vertices. The  
following two sections describe the edge distance estimation techniques and the 
vertex distance estimation from calculated vertices, which is also necessary due to 
the limitation of distance calculations. 

4.2   Distance Estimation for Roadmap Edges 

In this section we will simplify all possible distance curves along a roadmap edge 
to a discrete model, deriving several useful conclusions. The distances in the verti-
ces of the edge from va to vb are given by da = d(va) and db = d(vb). Given a linear 
connection in configuration space, the edge can be represented by v(λ) = (1 − λ) va 
+ λ vb. We want to derive the distance curve d(λ). The environment is considered 
to be static, that is, no model of obstacle movements exists, as no model of the ob-
stacles in configuration space exists. 

In the proposed model, we subdivide λ into L discrete steps Δλ = λ / L. For each 
step, any point of the robot can move by a certain maximum distance, conserva-
tively approximated by the MAXMOVE method [5]. Thus, the distance to obsta-
cles can increase or decrease maximally by Δd = MAXMOVE−1(Δλ(vb− va)). The 
distance distribution starts at (0, da) and ends at (1, db). The resolution of the grid 
can be adapted so that (1, db) can be represented by a discrete grid point (if 

Q∈bd ). 
Within this model, the possible spectrum of distance curves can be represented 

by sequences of L additions of the vector (1, ±1). To simplify the syntax, we will 
reduce this to a sequence of L ±1-steps. Two invariants hold true for all possible 
sequences: 
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• The number of steps is fixed and given by the resolution of the grid. Specifi-
cally, this means that the sum of the occurances of +1 and −1 in the sequence is 
constant: #(+1) + #(−1) = L 

• As the endpoint (1, db) must be reached, the following equation needs to be sat-
isfied: #(+1) − #(−1) = (db − da) / Δd 

Based on these two invariants, it is clear that the number of +1-steps and 
−1-steps is constant and each sequence is simply a permutation of any other valid 
sequence. Following this result, there are two limiting distance curves of maxi-
mum distance and minimum distances, as seen in Figure 1. 

 

 

Fig. 1 Left: Model of distance curves. The gray area defines the range of all possible dis-
tance curves, the dashed curve represents a discrete example curve. Right: Point distance 
estimation with estimated distance ranges expanding from calculated distances at point q0 
and q1 to estimated point q2.  

Thus, at least two distance curve estimations can be derived directly from this 
model, a pessimistic edge distance estimation (the minimum distances curve) and 
an optimistic edge distance estimation (the maximum distances curve). A third es-
timate that can be derived naturally from this model is the average edge distance 
estimation. In the following, we will derive the equation of the latter estimation. 

In the following, n is the number of +1-steps in the sequence and m the number 
of −1-steps, such that L = n + m. The absolute number of all possible curves Call is 
then given by (selection without repetition, order does not matter): 
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For the calculation of the average edge distance estimation, we take a look at 
the expectation Edist(i) of the distance difference from step i to step i+1: 

)()()( dpdpiE iidist Δ−+Δ+= −+                                       (4) 

Where pi
+ is the probability that a +1-step is at the i-th position and pi

- the prob-
ability for a −1-step. The probability pi

+ is the number of all curves C1(i) with a +1 
at step i divided by the number of all possible curves Call: 
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pi
+ is thus independent of i. With pi

−= m/L the resulting Edist is independent of i: 
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Thus, the average difference vector in each step is (Δλ, Edist). If we sum up all 
difference vectors from (0, da), we get: 

))(,1())(,1(),(),0()1( abadista dddΔdmnLEdd −+=−=Δ+= λ ,         (7) 

which is the endpoint of all curves. So in effect, the average edge distance estima-
tion is a linear function connecting (0, da) and (1, db). 

4.3   Distance Estimation in Roadmap Vertices 

The distance d(v) to unknown obstacles in vertex v is estimated based on the dis-
tance of the neighbour vertices vpred. Generally, the distance d(v) may vary in the 
range of d(vpred) ± MAXMOVE−1(v – vpred). An estimated distance in a roadmap 
vertex is thus represented as interval [l, h] describing the range within which the 
true obstacle distance falls. 

If a new distance is measured in a vertex, the intervals of estimated neighbour 
vertices and their successors in the roadmap need to be adapted. As it would be 
very costly to update all dependent vertices of a roadmap upon distance calcula-
tion of a single vertex, the distance estimation of a vertex is updated in the expan-
sion steps of the graph searching algorithm. This may change edge costs, thus the 
graph search algorithm D* [9] is used in a slightly modified form, to update all 
dependent vertices in the search tree efficiently. Intervals are updated by using the 
distance information (either calculated or an estimation interval) of connected 
neighbour vertices, that are “more informed” (see also Figure 1, right). First, the 
distance information of the neighbouring vertex is propagated along the connect-
ing edge using: 

],[],[ MMpredMMprednewnew dhdlhl +−=                            (8) 

With dMM = MAXMOVE−1(v – vpred). For vertices with a calculated distance 
dcalc, the interval reduces to a point l = h = dcalc. 

Second, the interval of the current vertex vcur (which is [−∞, +∞] initially) is 
updated to the smallest common interval: 

)],min(),,[max(],[ newcurnewcurcurcur hhllhl =                           (9) 

For edge cost calculation a single distance needs to be selected from the inter-
val. Three different selection functions can be specified similar to the edge  
distance estimation: an optimistic vertex estimation fdist(v) = h, a pessimistic vertex 
estimation fdist(v) = l and an average vertex estimation fdist(v) = (l+h)/2. 
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5   Discussion 

Translated into a speed, the pessimistic edge or vertex estimations may cause the 
goal to be unreachable, because the distances are estimated below the minimum 
speed distance before the goal is reached on any possible path through the road-
map. To prevent this, a speed slightly above zero is chosen as minimum speed in 
the speed function s(d) for path planning. This is safe, as the path is tested to be 
collision free before execution and invalidated edges are just skipped by the plan-
ner. If a calculated vertex distance indicates a collision, all edges connected to that 
vertex are invalidated. 

Besides these basic considerations, the chosen estimation technique influences 
the generated course of the path. The pessimistic vertex estimation biases the 
planner to prefer shorter paths in estimated regions of the roadmap because of 
high costs, while the optimistic estimation reduces path costs in the calculated re-
gions of the roadmap, because of low costs in the estimated regions. This leads to 
obstacle evasion behaviour in the optimistic case and a goal-oriented behaviour in 
the pessimistic case. This is confirmed by experimental results (Figure 2e, f). For 
the edge estimations, the pessimistic edge estimator biases the path towards an ex-
tended clearance in comparison to the optimistic edge estimator. 

In a dynamic environment, the distances calculated become invalid quickly  
and thus need to be reset before execution of the planning algorithm each system 
cycle. With only this limited environment information, the path planner can get 
trapped in local minima or cycle in endless loops. Parameters influencing this be-
haviour are the number of vertices and edges and the number of available distance 
tests per execution of the planner. In an environment with more or less static ob-
stacles, this behaviour is undesirable. If the planner can detect whether obstacles 
move, it can keep distance calculations already done in previous planning cycles. 
As safety is assured by the underlying collision testing before path execution, this 
detection does not need to be exact. The planner may only degrade in performance 
with respect to time-optimized paths when planning on distances that have 
changed slightly due to small obstacle movements. The sensor system can thus de-
liver an underestimation of the workspace dynamics, indicating a static environ-
ment upon only small obstacle movements. 

6   Experimental Results 

In the following sections we present experimental results for a 2D simulated con-
figuration space and in a real world application with a six-degrees-of-freedom in-
dustrial robot. The 2D simulation environment operates the robot using the same 
parameters (including the distance-speed-function s(d), see Eq. 2) and configura-
tion space size used in the real world application. The collision test and distance 
calculation are slowed down artificially to resemble the behaviour of the  
real-world sensor-based counterparts. The simulation environment ensures repeat-
ability of the experiments and is well-suited for visualization of the results. The 
real-world application shows the feasibility of the approach. 
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6.1   Simulation of a 2-DOF Robot 

The simulation experiments were carried out with the shortest-path algorithm out-
lined in Section 3 and the distance-enhanced algorithm from Section 4 to allow for 
speedup comparisons. The experiments comprised several standard benchmarks. 
Some of the setups and results are depicted in Figure 2. All static roadmaps are 
 

 
 

a) 

 

b) 

 
c) 

 

d) 

 
e) 

 

f) 

 

Fig. 2 Robot paths in simulated 2D environments. Executed paths are indicated by dashed 
lines. For the benchmarks SIMPLE (a,b) and DETOUR (c,d), the shortest path (left) and the 
time-optimized path (right) are planned in a roadmap with random sampling. The start of 
the planning task is at the left end of the path, the target at the right. Switchbacks that may 
be present originate from insufficient planner information about the environment. Images 
e), f) show a planning step (the robot’s progress is denoted by the dashed line and the 
planned path is indicated by the solid dark gray line) with a moving object (movement indi-
cated by arrow). Both images use a time-optimized planner on a regular grid. e) Uses a  
pessimistic estimator for roadmap vertices and f) an optimistic estimator. The optimistic es-
timator biases the graph searching D* to evade the obstacle, while the pessimistic biases it 
to reduce path lengths to the target. 
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initialized with either random or regular vertex sampling with two different sizes 
(500 and 4000 vertices). Table 1 shows true complete path execution times sorted 
by benchmark. The planning cycle time of the system is < 100 ms. The time-
optimizing planner speeds up the execution time from the start to the goal position 
by up to 63 percent in the DETOUR benchmark. 

Table 1 Benchmark results for shortest-path and time-optimizing planning algorithms, 
Benchmark SIMPLE (1), SIMPLE with a moving object (2), DETOUR (3). Listed are av-
erage path execution times in seconds. The planning time in each system cycle is less than 
100 ms, thus achieving an update rate of >10 Hz on a 2.2 GHz standard workstation. 

  Optimistic Edge 
Distance Estimation 

Pessimistic Edge Dis-
tance Estimation 

Average Edge Distance 
Estimation 

Bench
-mark 

Short-
est-Path 

Optim. 
Vertex 

Pessim. 
Vertex 

Optim. 
Vertex 

Pessim. 
Vertex 

Optim. 
Vertex 

Pessim. 
Vertex 

1 29.7 13.9 15.7 13.3 15.9 13.9 15.7 

2 16.3 12.4 12.7 12.3 11.6 12.0 12.2 

3 31.4 13.3 12.9 11.4 12.1 12.8 12.8 

6.2   Real-World Application with a 6-DOF Industrial Robot 

In this application (Figure 3), the robot speed is scaled up to a maximum of ca. 
500mm/s based on its clearance. The system operates at 10 Hz frame rate. The 
roadmap contains 5000 points, each one connected to ca. 15 neighbouring  
vertices. 

 

 

Fig. 3 Robot path in a real-world application. The original robot path is indicated by the 
dashed line in a). The robot evades a worker entering to perform a maintenance task. The 
robot executes the path indicated by the dashed line in c). 
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7   Conclusion 

We have presented a time-optimizing path planner for robots with high degree-of-
freedom. The planner offers real-time performance by limiting the number of dis-
tance calculations and collision tests, while being statistically complete and thus 
being able to reach the goal even in cluttered environments given an unlimited 
number of planning cycles. The costs of the collision test are further reduced by 
offline testing the static environment. The distances are estimated and propagated 
through the roadmap to benefit from a few calculated distances as much as possi-
ble. In the presence of distance-based speed regulation in human-robot coexis-
tence, massive speedups of up to 63 percent compared to the shortest-path solution 
can be realized. 
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Analysis of Strain Transfer to FBG’s for Sensorized 
Telerobotic End-Effector Applications 

Dean J. Callaghan, Mark M. McGrath, Ginu Rajan, Eugene Coyle, 
Yuliya Semenova, and Gerald Farrell 1 

 

Abstract. Sensorized instruments which cater for the measurement of interaction 
forces during surgical procedures are not available on current commercial Mini-
mally Invasive Robotic Surgical (MIRS) systems. This paper investigates the  
effectiveness of advanced optical sensing technology (Fiber Bragg Grating) as sur-
gical end effector strain/force sensors. The effects of adhesive bonding layer 
thickness and length are specifically addressed owing to their importance for ef-
fective strain transfer and ensuring compactness of the resulting sensing arrange-
ment. The strain transfer characteristics of the compound sensing arrangement are 
evaluated by the examination of shear transfer through the fiber coating and adhe-
sive layers. Detailed analysis of the sensing scheme is facilitated through the use 
of FEA. Validation of the resulting models is achieved through experimentation 
carried out on an application-specific evaluation platform. Results show that strain 
values from an FBG are comparable to that of an electrical strain gauge sensor. 

1   Introduction 

Current commercially available MIRS systems greatly augment the surgeon’s 
ability to carry out an operating procedure effectively but lack the facility to relay 
haptic (kinesthetic and tactile) information to the user. 
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This failure to provide for force measurement at the instrument end-effector re-
stricts the effectiveness of MIRS systems in the detection of interaction, cutting 
and grasping forces during surgical tasks. A major obstacle in the provision of 
force feedback in MIRS systems is attributed to the actual measurement of the  
interaction forces [1].  

Research is ongoing into the use of strain/force sensors for the measurement of 
interaction forces at the instrument-tissue interface. Resistive strain gauge tech-
nology has been utilized either in the form of a modular sensor [2, 3] or attached 
onto the instrument trocar [4-7]. These arrangements only measure interaction and 
bending forces on the trocar and do not measure grasping and cutting forces. One 
approach to overcoming this problem is the placement of strain/force sensing 
transducers either onto the instrument tip or as close as possible to it. Resistive 
strain gauges have been attached onto the tips of surgical graspers [8-10] and sub-
sequently provide for the measurement of the forces during grasping operations. 
Sterilization of the arrangement as well as appropriate protection and shielding of 
the sensors are two of the primary issues associated with the use of resistive strain 
gauges on instrument tips. 

Optical fiber sensors are being used as strain and force sensors in a number of 
areas including robotic surgery. Moreover, this mode of sensing offers a number 
of advantages, including, compact dimensions, immunity from electromagnetic in-
terference and multiplexing capabilities.  

The NeuroArm neurosurgical robotic system which is designed to be MRI com-
patible and can be used within a closed magnet bore [11] utilizes optical sensing 
methods. A three DOF optical force measurement scheme provides a sense of hap-
tic perception to the user. It is unclear from the system description whether or not 
it has the capacity for measurement of grasping and scissor-cutting forces.  

Park et al are investigating the feasibility of using FBG sensors in detecting the 
deflection of surgical needles in an MRI environment [12]. Results indicate that 
the FBG sensor can be used to estimate the tip deflection, but have also exhibited 
some hysteresis due to ineffective bonding at the sensor-needle interface.  

Work carried out by Greenish et al employed “U” shaped strain gauge sensors 
(Entran ESU-025-1000), in the investigation of the forces generated along a pair 
of scissor blades, whilst cutting a range of anatomical tissues [13]. Forces on the 
scissor blades were found to be in the range of 2 N to 30 N for a range of biologi-
cal tissue types. An evaluation testbed developed by Callaghan et al [14] facili-
tates the measurement of blade forces while cutting a range of synthetic tissue 
samples. Force values are in the range 2 N to 14 N with maximum blade strain of 
121 µε.  

This work presents preliminary investigations into the use of FBG’s as force 
measurement sensors for robotic surgical end-effectors. An investigation was car-
ried out to ascertain the minimum bond length required to ensure uniform strain 
over the FBG sensing element. Experimental validation of the FE results was car-
ried out on a novel application-specific test rig incorporating a simplified geomet-
rical realization of an actual surgical scissor blade. The rig design allows for the 
bonding of both an electrical strain gauge (ESG) and a 5 mm FBG sensor, ena-
bling their respective performances to be evaluated for loads up to 30 N. This 
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loading induces strain values of up to 350 µε in the blade allowing the effective-
ness of strain transfer from blade structure to the FBG sensor to be evaluated.  

2   FBG Working Principle 

An elementary fiber Bragg grating comprises of a short section of single-mode op-
tical fiber in which the core refractive index is modulated periodically using an in-
tense optical interference pattern [15], typically at UV wavelengths. This periodic 
index modulated structure enables the light to be coupled from the forward propa-
gating core mode into backward propagating core mode generating a reflection  
response. The light reflected by periodic variations of the refractive index of the 
Bragg grating, having a central wavelength λG, is given by [16], 

2G effnλ = Λ                                                          (1) 

where neff  is the effective refractive index of the core and Λ is the periodicity of 
the refractive index modulation. 

The basic principle of operation of any FBG based sensor system is to monitor 
the shift in the reflected wavelength due to changes in measurands such as strain 
and temperature. The wavelength shift, ΔλS, for the measurement of applied uni-
form longitudinal strain, Δε, is given as, 

(1 )S G αλ λ ρ εΔ = − Δ                                                   (2) 

where ρα is the photo elastic coefficient of the fiber given by the formula, 
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where ρ11 and ρ12 are the components of the fiber optic strain tensor and υ is the 
Poisson’s ratio. For a silica core fiber the value of (1 - ρα) is usually 0.78. Thus, by 
measuring the wavelength shift, using techniques such as those described in [17], 
changes in temperature or strain can be determined depending on which parameter 
the FBG sensor is being used to measure. 

A single mode optical fiber (SMF28) with an acrylate coating, containing an 
FBG of peak reflected wavelength of 1550 nm and a peak reflectivity <70%, was 
used in this experimental work. A 15 mm portion of the coating is removed to al-
low the 5 mm FBG to be written into the fiber core. A polyimide recoat, with a 
stiffness value greater than that of the acrylate, had then been applied over the 15 
mm portion, providing for enhanced strain transfer. The shift in the FBG reflected 
wavelength due to strain is measured using an FBG interrogator from Smart Fi-
bers Ltd. (Wx-02). The internal temperature sensor of the interrogator is used to 
compensate for ambient temperature fluctuations. 

2.1   Strain Transfer Theory 

Initial theoretical investigations into the strain transfer from a host material to a 
cylindrical fiber were carried out by Cox [18]. The resulting derived solution is  
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Fig. 1 (a) Structure of an optical fiber embedded within a host material (b) Material  
displacements and radii. 

 
adapted in this work to a four-layer cylindrical model for the purpose of identify-
ing the strain transfer parameters which influence strain transfer between host ma-
terial and fiber core. Following this, the derived expression is amended enabling 
the embedded model to be utilized for a surface mounted arrangement.  

A bare fiber encapsulated within a protective coating, adhesive layer and the 
host material is illustrated in Fig. 1. The host material is the only element to which 
an axial load (z-direction) will be directly applied. The resulting strain will be 
transferred to the bare fiber as a result of shear strain within the two intermediate 
layers. The average strain transfer coefficient (ASTC)α , is defined as the ratio of 
the average strain over the bonded fiber, ,fε to that of the host material, εm, and 

can be calculated using the following expression, 
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where L is the length of the FBG sensor and k is the shear lag parameter encapsu-
lating the material and geometric properties of the fiber, coating and adhesive lay-
ers and is given by, 
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where Gc and Ga are the shear modulii values for the protective coating and adhe-
sive layer respectively and Ef  being the Young’s modulus of the fiber material. 

A surface mounted fiber differs from an embedded fiber in that the host mate-
rial does not fully encapsulate the coated fiber (Fig. 2(a)). A correction term  
introduced by [13] which incorporates the adhesive layer thickness ta into expres-
sion (5) ensures its applicability to a surface mounted fiber. 
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Fig. 2 (a) Surface bonded FBG sensor (b) View of the optical fiber within the adhesive 
layer. 

2.2   FE Strain Transfer  

In practice the adhesive layer will take up a flattened profile (Fig. 2(b)) which is 
approximated as an ellipse for the purpose of this FE model. A previous study [19] 
demonstrated that variation in side width and top thickness of the elliptical profile 
had negligible effect on the strain transfer from host material to fiber core. It was 
shown, however, that the adhesive layer thickness, ta, between the protective coat-
ing and the host material surface greatly influenced the average strain in the fiber 
core. FE models in this work are being used to study the effects of varying the ad-
hesive layer thickness, bond length and stiffness values on the ASTC in a manner 
representative of a surface mounted FBG.  

A 0.03% uniform strain was applied to the host material in the axial (z) direc-
tion for each simulation. The following parameters were varied and the strain  
distribution along the fiber core monitored after each simulation,  

• The thickness of the adhesive layer between fiber coating and host material was 
varied from 10 µm to 200 µm. 

• The Young’s modulus of the adhesive was set at either 2 GPa or 3 GPa. 

The strain distribution along the fiber core for an adhesive Young’s modulus of 
3 GPa over a range of thicknesses from 10 µm to 200 µm is shown in Fig. 3(a). 
Trends in the data show that the strain distribution over the bonded 5 mm length is 
uniform over a region of approximately 1.5 mm for adhesive layer thicknesses be-
tween 10 µm and 30 µm. A further reduction in the uniform strain length is ob-
served for layer thicknesses between 50 µm and 200 µm. The average value 
obtained from each of the hyperbolic strain curves in Fig. 3(a) represents the strain 
in the fibre core. Shear concentrations through both the adhesive and protective 
coating layers indicate that 100% uniformity in strain over the FBG length is 
unattainable by bonding the 5 mm FBG length only. The ratio of the average core 
strain to that of the host material (ASTC) is plotted in Fig. 3(b) for five different 
adhesive layer thicknesses and Young’s modulus values of 2 and 3 GPa over a 
5mm bond length only. Comparing the FE and the theoretical ASTC values it can 
be seen that strain transfer is most effective when the adhesive layer thickness is 
smallest (10 µm) and its Young’s modulus is greatest (3 GPa). Reducing the stiff-
ness of the adhesive from 3 GPa to 2GPa has the effect of reducing the ASTC by 
an average of 2%. 

(a) (b) 
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Fig. 3 (a) FE strain distribution along fiber core (b) FE and theoretical ASTC values for 
5mm bond length. 

2.3   Influence of Fiber Bond Length 

It can be seen from (4) that the ASTC is influenced by the shear lag parameter, k, 
which incorporates material and geometrical properties including adhesive layer 
thickness. The fiber bond length, L, also influences the effectiveness with which 
the host material strain is transferred to the FBG core. Achieving accurate strain 
measurement necessitates that a uniform strain distribution is obtained along the 5 
mm grating region. This ensures that, 

1. The strain sensitivity of the FBG (1.2 pm/µε) is valid, as this value is based on 
the assumption of strain uniformity.   

2. No spectral broadening or distortion of the reflected wavelength spectra occurs 
which can result in measurement errors.   

FE analysis was carried out to establish the minimum FBG bond length which 
ensures strain uniformity over the 5mm grating. Five models were created using 
properties taken from an FBG employed in our experimental investigations, with 
the bond length being the only variable. Ideally, the adhesive layer thickness 
should be maintained as small as possible as outlined in Section 2.2, however 
achieving values in this range is prohibited by the technique employed for attach-
ment of the fiber to the blade surface. This technique utilizes the dimensions of the 

Fig. 4 FE strain distribu-
tion for various adhesive 
bond lengths at a fixed ad-
hesive thickness of 58.5 
µm. 
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original Acrylate coating (250 µm) either side of the recoated portion (133 µm), to 
maintain a consistent bond thickness of 58.5 µm along the bond length. Results 
from the simulations showed that for an adhesive layer thickness of 58.5 µm, and 
a 4 µm thick polyimide coating, a minimum bond length of 11 mm ensures uni-
form strain distribution along the 5 mm FBG (Fig. 4).  

2.4   Sensor Placement 

Strain measurements from the FBG sensor can be compared with those obtained 
from the FE model provided the strain field being measured by the sensor is  
uniform along the bonded grating length. Assuming that the scissor blade can be 
approximated as a uniformly tapered cantilever beam the point of maximum strain 
as well as the strain distribution over the bonded region of the fiber is established 
using the following expression, 

 
( )2
6 ( )

2 tan

F L z
z Eb W z
ε

φ
−=

−
 (6) 

where z is the distance from the blade pivot point, F is the applied load, W is the 
thickness of the blade at its pivot, b is the width of the blade, E is the Young’s 
modulus of the blade material and φ is half the angle of the blade (Fig. 5(a)). 

The maximum strain was found to occur at a location 14 mm from the blade 
pivot point (Fig. 5(b)). Minimal strain variation (0.003%) is estimated between 
11.5 mm and 16.5 mm on the blade surface onto which the FBG sensor is at-
tached. This small strain field variation will have negligible adverse effect on the 
reflected FBG signal.  

Preliminary investigations into the nature of the strain values for blades of propor-
tionately smaller dimensions revealed sufficiently large deflection and strain values 
still exist. Analysis of a small blade with L = 5 mm, b = 1.5 mm and W = 2 mm re-
veals that for loads up to 10 N, maximum strain values of up to 270 µm are achieved.   
 

 

Fig. 5 (a) Blade geometry (b) Strain distribution on blade upper surface over a range of ap-
plied loads. 
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3   Experimental Validation 

An experimental testing platform has been developed allowing investigation into 
the effects of adhesive layer thickness and bond length on the transfer of strain 
from a host material to an FBG fiber. The test rig consists of a simplified blade ar-
rangement which is representative of one blade of a scissor end effector (Fig. 6). 
Blade dimensions (L = 39 mm, b = 2.286 and W = 7.1 mm) are comparable to that 
of a pair of straight blade Metzenbaum-Nelson scissors (nopa® instruments AC 
110/18).  The blade is symmetrical about its pivot point allowing for the simulta-
neous evaluation of an FBG strain sensor and an ESG. A self temperature-
compensated ESG (N11-MA-2-120) with a polyimide backing substrate was used 
as the reference strain sensor. This established strain measurement technology 
serves as the best available sensing technique or performance comparison. These 
ESG readings represent the blade surface strain mε at the fiber location, allowing 

an indication of the ASTC value (4) to be obtained.  
Bonding of the FBG sensor to the surface of the blade was achieved using a 

special fixture incorporating four linear stages. This fixture allows the fiber to be 
fixed at one location while the blade is aligned in the x, y and z planes prior to the 
addition of the adhesive layer. After satisfactory alignment, the blade is lowered 
and the adhesive layer is manually applied over the bond length (11mm). The 
blade is then raised to its original position where it meets the fiber which is held in 
position by an applicator containing a 250 µm deep groove. This groove ensures 
that the fiber is fixed securely to the blade without squeezing the Acrylate coating 
at the points of contact between applicator and blade (either side of the recoated 
fiber). This technique is important since squeezing of the Acrylate coating during 
bonding results in curvature of the recoated fiber and consequently an inconsistent 
adhesive thickness along the adhesive bond length.   
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Fig. 6 Experimental test apparatus with surface mounted FBG and ESG strain sensors. 
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A range of loads in increments of 2 N between 0 and 30 N were applied to one 
end of the symmetrical blade resulting in an equal load being applied at the oppo-
site end. This technique induces equal strain fields in each side of the blade. The 
reflected spectra of the FBG sensor were measured using an optical spectrum ana-
lyzer (Agilent 86140B). The measured spectra for zero strain and maximum ap-
plied load have the same bandwidth with only a peak shift due to the induced 
strain being observed (Fig. 7). This confirms that uniform strain is being induced 
over the grating length, as an appropriate bond length of 11 mm is being used. 

Fig. 7 FBG spectrum at 
zero load and maximum 
load. 
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The experimental data from the FBG and the ESG over the loading range of the 
blades are presented in Fig. 8(a). Blade strains obtained using FE and elementary 
beam theory are also presented. The strain values from the FBG sensor are in good 
agreement with those from the surface mounted ESG with a maximum of 2.8 % 
variation in strain being observed over the full range.  

The theoretical ASTC is estimated using expression (4) where fε is the uniform 
strain within the fiber core and εm is the uniform strain on the blade surface meas-
ured by the surface mounted ESG. The FE simulation indicates that an ASTC of 1 
is obtainable using an appropriate bond length, adhesive layer thickness and coat-
ing thickness. An ASTC value of 0.98 is calculated using FBG and ESG strain 
values (Fig. 8(b)). This indicates the sensitivity of the FBG is comparable to that 
of the more established ESG technology signifying its suitability for the proposed 
measurement application. It is observed that the strain values from the FBG sensor 
correlate closely with both the analytical and FE values also indicating that a high 
level of strain transfer from blade to FBG is attained.  

4   Conclusions 

The aim of the present study is to assess the factors influencing strain transfer be-
tween the structure of a simplified scissor blade and the core of an FBG strain sen-
sor. FEA has been employed to improve on the theoretical analysis by creating a 
more representative model of a surface mounted FBG sensor. Results revealed that 
for a fixed bond length, a thin adhesive layer with a high Young’s Modulus value 
allowed maximum strain transfer to be achieved along the middle portion of the 
fiber only. It is essential that the fiber experiences a uniform strain over its full 
sensing length so that accurate strain readings from an FBG can be obtained. Fur-
ther FE analysis based on the properties of the fiber revealed that for an adhesive 
layer thickness of 58.5 µm, a minimum bond length of 11 mm ensures both  
uniform strain distribution and maximum strain transfer to the FBG core.  

A novel evaluation testbed was used which allows FBG and ESG strain read-
ings to be assessed simultaneously. Results show that the sensors are in good 
agreement with a maximum variation of 2.8% between respective strain readings. 
The ratio of the strain measured by the FBG to that of the ESG was found to be 
0.98. Analysis of the reflected FBG spectrum at zero and maximum load reveals 
that no errors occurred in the FBG strain measurements as a result of strain non-
uniformity along the grating. This indicates that 11 mm is an appropriate bond 
length for the 5 mm FBG used, allowing strain uniformity and complete strain 
transfer to be obtained. 

It has been shown that an FBG sensor can be used in the measurement of strain 
on a simplified scissor blade arrangement as effectively as an ESG sensor. Ensur-
ing appropriate bonding layer thicknesses and short fiber bond lengths widens the 
potential application of FBG sensors in the field of telerobotic surgery where the 
associated end-effectors have compact dimensions. Ongoing work involves incor-
porating the strain sensor into the blade structure, the aim of which is to make the 
FBG an integral part of the sensorized end-effector unit. In conjunction with this, 
an appropriate temperature compensation technique is being implemented which 
will improve the accuracy of the strain/force measurement system. 
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Intuitive Collision Avoidance of Robots Using
Charge Generated Virtual Force Fields

Alexander Winkler and Jozef Suchý

Abstract. This article presents an approach to intuitive collision avoidance of hand-
operated robots. Hand-operations are realized by means of zero-force impedance
control using force/torque sensor. Impedance control is then combined with the
method of artificial potential fields exerting force on the end-effector. This force can
be felt by human, who acts on the manipulator and cooperates with the robot. The
way to generate potential fields in this work is based on virtual electrical charges
placed on the obstacle surfaces. In comparison with other approaches this method
is quite universal and can be flexibly used for all forms of obstacles. It may be
favourable to implement an additional artificial damping field to prevent hurting ob-
stacles in the case of higher end-effector velocities. It is also possible to use this
approach with moving obstacles. In this situation the charges would be placed de-
pendent on sensor information provided e.g. by camera.

1 Introduction

To guarantee physical integrity of human operators, industrial robots usually worked
behind safety fences. In the last several years the so called safety controllers were
developed and they became more and more acceptable, [10]. The application of
safety controllers permits human-robot interaction which means coexistence and
collaboration between human and robot in the shared workspace, [7], [8].

One kind of human-robot interaction is hand-operation of robots by means of
forces and torques affected by operators on the manipulator arm or end-effector.
Forces and torques can be measured by force/torque wrist sensor or by joint torque
sensors. Possible applications are assistance tasks where workpieces are handled
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jointly by human and robot. Furthermore, in this way the robot can learn and record
a complex task from operator. Moreover, human-robot cooperation is not restricted
just to industrial robots. It can be assigned also to service/domestic and to humanoid
robots.

In this context it may by useful to consider obstacles and restrictions within the
workspace in an intuitive manner. This means that in the present paper the operator
feels physically boundaries when operating the manipulator. One method to realize
this functionality is the integration of virtual potential fields in the workspace which
will result in vector force fields acting on the robot. Using potential fields is a well
known and investigated approach to planning paths of mobile or stationary robots,
[3], [9]. However, it makes also sense to apply virtual force fields in real time during
human-robot-interaction or robot-robot interaction. In comparison with commonly
used methods to generate the artificial potential field [6] in this contribution the
approach of virtual charges is preferred, because it is quite universal and can be used
for almost all forms and combinations of obstacles. The common effect of using
algorithms based on charges is their easy implementation in the robot controller in
contrast to high computing time. Though, nowadays the relatively high available
computing power makes this aspect more and more irrelevant.

In this paper the application of virtual force fields is focused to hand-operation
of robots. For this reason the next section delivers short insight into the field of
force guided or force controlled robots based on zero-force impedance control. Sec-
tion 3 introduces the new approach to real time generation of virtual forces around
obstacles and near restricted areas in the workspace. Within this approach due to
the presence of wrist force and torque sensor the algorithm lets the operator physi-
cally feel the neighborhood of real or virtual obstacles. It is based upon virtual point
charges placed on the obstacle surfaces. After implementation of hand-operation
via impedance control and generation of the artificial force vector field, some exper-
iments will demonstrate the performance of the algorithm. The presented algorithm
may be improved by some additional features, e.g. by adding artificial damping
field near obstacles [1], described together with other features in section 3. Finally,
in section 4 the short conclusion is given.

2 Hand-Operation of Robot Manipulators

Hand-guiding or hand-operation of robots by a human operator acting by means
of forces and torques on its end-effector or on the whole manipulator arm can be
understood as a special kind of robot force control, namely the zero-force-control.
For this purpose the robot is, as a rule, equipped with a wrist force/torque sen-
sor or with joint torque sensors. So, hand-operation can be performed in Cartesian
or in joint space. Another method is the estimation of the interaction forces and
torques from the joint motor currents in the case when these values are available,
[14]. Further approaches are possible in the future, e.g. the application of tactile
matrices.
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2.1 Hand-Guidance in Operation Space

With a six component force/torque sensor mounted in the robot wrist it would be ob-
vious to control the robot in operation space. Measured interaction forces will result
in linear motions of the robot tool, and interaction torques will generate rotations of
the tool. The relationship between interaction forces/torques and robot behavior can
be described by the general mappings F v and Fω

v = F v(F) and ω = Fω(T) (1)

where F and T are the vectors of measured interaction forces and torques, respec-
tively. v is the vector of the linear velocity and ω represents the angular veloc-
ity of the tool frame. It will be also possible to compute the Cartesian interaction
forces/torques in tool frame from measured values of joint torque sensors. This,
however, seems not to be expedient because contact forces on the whole manipula-
tor arm are then taken into consideration.

2.2 Hand-Guidance in Joint Space

A different behavior of the robot in comparison with the operation space approach
can be achieved using the joint space approach to force guidance, [13]. For this
purpose the interaction joint torques τ have to be measured by joint torque sensors.
Alternatively, they can be calculated from measured values of force/torque wrist
sensor using the geometric Jacobian matrix J:

τ = JT
[

F
T

]
(2)

These joint torques will result in the motion of the particular joint similarly
described by

q̇ = F q(τ) , (3)

where q̇ is the vector of joint velocities.
The advantage of hand-operated robot arms in joint space is that the generated

motion matches the expected motion of the particular mechanical system repre-
sented by its kinematics. Besides, it is eventually possible to pass singularities which
divide the task space of the manipulator without any problem, [12].

2.3 Linear Impedance Dynamics of the Hand-Operated Robot

The relationship between interaction forces/torques and the robot motion can be
understood as the enforced dynamics of the force controlled robot. Dynamics may
be comparatively freely defined by control algorithms. However, some restrictions
have to be taken into consideration. The parameters of this kind of dynamics have to
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match the dynamics of robot joint drives and the dynamics of operator to guarantee
the safety.

The common version of robot dynamics during hand-guidance is the dynamics
of mass-damper-system for each joint or each Cartesian degree of freedom. These
virtual mass-damper-systems can be implemented in the robot controller by

τi = Miq̈i + Diq̇i or Fi = miẌi + diẊi (4)

for motion generation in joint space or in operation space. In (4) τi and Fi represent
the interaction joint torques or the Cartesian interaction forces/torques, respectively.
Robot joint angles are given by qi and Xi are the Cartesian coordinates of the tool
frame (Ẋ = [vx vy vz ωx ωy ωz]T = [v ω ]T ). Whichever algorithm of hand-operation
will be implemented its dynamic behavior can be adjusted by the parameters of
virtual masses or mass moments of inertia mi, Mi and damping coefficients di, Di.
Hence, the zero-force controlled robot is realized by special type of well known
impedance control, [5].

3 Collision Avoidance Using Virtual Force Fields

Using hand-operation as a method of human-robot collaboration not desired colli-
sions between robot and environment should be avoided. Especially, when contact-
ing stiff surfaces high interaction forces may result in uncoordinated robot motions
endangering the operator.

It would be preferable if the human interacting with the robot could feel obstacles
during hand-guiding. One idea how to implement it is to make use of virtual forces
emitted by the obstacles and boundaries. These forces act against the interaction
force and show intuitively restrictions to the operator. The application of artificial
potential fields is a well known and investigated approach to path planning of mobile
and stationary robots, [3]. In contrast to scalar potential fields the application of
vector force fields to human robot interaction induces a lot of new possibilities.
They can be also combined with the impedance control of the robot.

3.1 Generation of Virtual Force Fields

Convenient approach to generate the virtual force fields within the robot workspace
is based on virtual electric charges, which generate virtual electrostatic field in their
neighborhood. The electrostatic force F12 between two charges Q1 and Q2 acts
according to:

F12 = − 1
4πε

Q1Q2

||r||2
r

||r|| (5)

In (5) ε represents the electric permeability and r is the position vector between the
charges. The absolute force is reciprocally proportional to the square of the distance
between both charges. However, for realization of virtual force fields this particular
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form of dependence is not obligatory and (5) can be generalized introducing force
function F :

F12 = F (||r||) r
||r|| (6)

Hence, the function F describes the relationship between distance and virtual force.
For the generation of virtual force fields surrounding complex obstacles several

charges are necessary. Let the number of charges be n. It will be favorable to place
them on the whole surface of obstacle. In contrast to some other approaches taking
the form of obstacles directly into consideration when generating the force field, this
method is universal and easily programmable. Now, for the calculation of the virtual
force FV acting against the operator near obstacles the principle of superposition
gives

FV =
n

∑
i=1

(
Fi (||p− ei||) p− ei

||p− ei||
)

, (7)

where pT = [px py pz] is the current position of the robot end-effector and eT
i =

[exi eyi ezi ] describes the location of arbitrary virtual charge with respect to the world
frame. Force function Fi of each particular charge can be chosen individually. Nev-
ertheless, it may be convenient to choose one common function for all charges.

When choosing hyperbolic or exponential force functions the absolute force has
to be limited to avoid dangerous situations for the human operator. Furthermore,
a maximum action distance between charge and end-effector should be defined.
Outside of it the resulting force should be set to zero.

After processing the superposition of all force components the resulting virtual
force vector FV acts against the real interaction forces FH , thus giving rise to the
resulting force F:

F = FH −FV (8)

It does not seem to be expedient to generate virtual torques in the neighborhood of
an obstacle although it might be possible. It can be anticipated that the reaction of
the manipulator arm within the virtual force field depends on the mode of hand-
guiding. Using hand-guiding in operation space will result in position changes only
and the orientation of the tool will be kept constant. On the other side the joint space
approach will cause orientation changes, too.

3.2 Hand-Guided Industrial Robot Influenced by Virtual Forces

To demonstrate the approach to intuitive collision avoidance a six axis articulated
robot STÄUBLI RX90B was used. It is equipped with a 6-DOF JR3 force/torque
wrist sensor to realize force guidance. The robot workspace can be seen in
Fig. 1. There are a number of virtual charges placed on the ground floor and on
the surface of the storage rack located on the left side. In the here presented case
the distance between every two charges is 100mm. This value was chosen to reduce
computation time of the robot program running on the commercial CS7B robot con-
troller. Obviously, the smaller distance would result in the smoother force field. The
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x
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z

Fig. 1 Several virtual charges placed in the robot workspace.

force function of each charge is set to F (r) = 40000Nmm2 ·r−2, where r = ||p−ei||.
The force effect of each individual charge is limited by the distance of 150mm. The
resulting force of all virtual charges is saturated to the value of 15N.

Fig. 2 shows the force field in front of the robot generated by the charges placed
on the ground floor located at z = −400mm with respect to robot world frame. For
this purpose the absolute value of the virtual force vector on different planes has
been plotted. It can be seen that the maximum force value of 15N is reached at
the distance of approximately 50mm between end-effector and charge layer. As can
be seen, some valleys appear in the gaps between the charges. This effect may be
reduced by increasing the number of charges.

The force in dependence of distance between the end-effector and the border of
workspace can be seen in Fig. 3. For this purpose the y-coordinate is fixed to zero.
Because of the point charges the force field is somewhat wavy. Nevertheless, this
property will not downgrade the functionality of intuitive collision avoidance.

The functioning of this approach can be seen in Fig. 4. A human operates the
manipulator by acting on its end-effector. The interaction force vectors are displayed
by the dashed arrows. Close to the ground floor some charges are placed which
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Fig. 2 Force field emitted by the ground floor charges on different distance planes.
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Fig. 3 Force field in dependence of obstacle distance.

generate the virtual force field. When the robot is guided closer to the obstacle the
repulsive force increases. This can be seen observing the solid arrows. For better
visualization the x-coordinate was kept constant by the operator. The combination
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Fig. 4 End-effector path and force in the neighborhood of an obstacle with virtual charges.

of the human interaction force and the virtual force emitted by the charges, results
in the corresponding end-effector path are also shown in Fig. 4.

3.3 Additional Aspects and Features

3.3.1 Limitation of Interaction Force Vector

Guiding the robot end-effector closely toward an obstacle a dangerous situation may
occur if the interaction force is higher than the virtual repulsive force emitted by
the obstacle. It is then possible that the end-effector crosses the charge layer and
crashes into the object because behind the charge layer the direction of the virtual
force vector suddenly changes. On the other side it will not be convenient to do
without limitation of the force function when r → 0 because dangerous situations
for the operator may also occur.

A very simple way to prevent overrun of the charge layer and crash is the satura-
tion of the interaction force of the human operator. It has to be guaranteed that the
maximum value of ||FH|| is always smaller than the maximum value of ||FV||. This
can be easily realized in the robot program. The charge layer is then an insurmount-
able barrier and protects the object.

3.3.2 Virtual Damping Field

Another aspect which has to be taken into consideration is the following one: The
force field may be seen as a variable virtual non-linear spring which brings the robot
back into a position far away from the obstacles. Regarding the dynamics of the
hand-guided robot defined in (4) together with the virtual spring the behavior of the
manipulator will result in a non-linear spring-mass-damper system. If one considers
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the additional time delay of the human operating the manipulator and feeling the
obstacles it may easily occur that the whole system begins swinging. In the worst
case it will become unstable.

One approach to avoid this situation is the implementation of an additional virtual
damping field generated by the method of point charges. The simplest way is that
the virtual damping dV depends directly on the virtual force FV :

dV =
[

dVx dVy dVz
]T = dV (FV ) (9)

As the result dV will decelerate the current robot motion together with the dampings
of the linear impedance dynamics from (4) and stabilize the system.

3.3.3 Sources of Virtual Fields

Until now the virtual charges were placed manually during implementation of the
robot program. This method is applicable when the layout of the robot workspace is
simple. Another way might be to use the data from CAD of robot work cell. Then
the locations of the charges could be generated automatically.

Yet another possibility is collision avoidance between multiple moveable objects
using virtual force fields, e.g. between two robots [2] or a robot and a movable mech-
anism. In this case the positions of the charges located on the movable obstacle are
changing in every computation cycle. If so, the primary application of intuitive col-
lision avoidance during hand-operation becomes secondary. The effect of the virtual
force field can rather be seen as a kind of the so called non-contact impedance con-
trol, [11]. Using this approach with commercial industrial robots, standard motion
control algorithms have to be combined with impedance control.

Besides the application of virtual force emitting robots to avoid collisions in
robot-robot collaboration the here presented approach will be extended for the pur-
pose of human-robot collaboration. The position of a worker in the robot work cell
can be detected by a 3D-camera, [4]. After that the human will be ”cropped” with
virtual force charges. The resulting force field will prevent the manipulator from
touching the worker.

4 Conlusion

In this paper an approach to generating artificial force fields within the robot
workspace has been presented. The source of the field is a set of charges which can
be seen as electric charges. This force field can be applied to intuitively control colli-
sion avoidance when hand-operating the robot manipulator. If the robot is equipped
with a wrist force/torque sensor and the human performs hand-operation by push-
ing or pulling the end-effector he or she feels the virtual force field and brings the
robot away from the restricted areas. Usually the charges have to be placed on
the surfaces of obstacles. Thus, this approach is quite universal and can be easily
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implemented. The algorithm presented here was successfully verified on an indus-
trial robot hand-operated by a human.

In the next future further analysis concerning the force functions seems to be nec-
essary. The number of charges and the force functions assigned to them determine
the characteristics of the force field.

Besides human-robot collaboration an interesting scope of application may be
the robot-robot cooperation in the shared workspace. In this case virtual force fields
emitted by the robots will help to avoid their collisions. For this purpose the com-
monly used algorithms to control the robot motion have to be extended to include
the non-contact impedance control.

Furthermore, additional sensor information may be combined with the presented
approach to the force field generation. A camera or laser scanner can monitor the
work cell during human-robot collaboration. Human worker generates the virtual
force field by charges placed on his body to keep the robot away from himself. The
location of the charges is modified during every interpolation cycle by the camera
information.
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6D Pose Uncertainty in Robotic Perception

Wendelin Feiten, Pradeep Atwal, Robert Eidenberger, and Thilo Grundmann

Abstract. Robotic perception is fundamental to important application areas. In the
Joint Research Project DESIRE, we develop a robotic perception system with the
aim of perceiving and modeling an unprepared kitchen scenario with many objects.
It relies on the fusion of information from weak features from heterogenous sensors
in order to classify and localize objects. This requires the representation of wide
spread probability distributions of the 6D pose.

In this paper we present a framework for probabilistic modeling of 6D poses that
represents a large class of probability distributions and provides among others the
operations of fusion of estimates and uncertain propagation of estimates.

The orientation part of a pose is described by a unit quaternion. The translation
part is described either by a 3D vector (when we define the probability density
function) or by a purely imaginary quaternion (which leads to a prepresentation of a
transform by a dual quaternion). A basic probability density function over the poses
is defined by a tangent point on the 3D sphere (representing unit quaternions), and
a 6D Gaussian distribution over the product of the tangent space of the sphere and
of the space of translations. The projection of this Gaussian induces a distribution
over 6D poses.

One such base element is called a Projected Gaussian. The set of Mixtures of
Projected Gaussians can approximate the probability density functions that arise in
our application, is closed under the operations mentioned above and allows for an
efficient implementation.
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1 Introduction

As a basic tool in robotic perception, probability density functions of 6D poses need
to be represented. In order to be able to represent and process weak information from
imperfect sensors, widely spread densities need to be covered by the representation
and the inference mechanisms.

The more critical part in the representation of a rigid transform is the rotation.
The requirements concerning the parameterization of the rotation are contradictory,
but our design goal is to satisfy them as well as possible:

• Unique: There should be only one representation for each orientation
• Minimal: The rotation should be represented with few parameters
• Composable: There should be an easy way to derive the parameters of the com-

posed rotation from the parameters of two rotations in the composition
• Smooth: The rotation should be an at least continuous, or better still a differen-

tiable function of the parameters.
• Distance and area preserving: Properties like areas or distances in the parameter

space should be preserved under rigid transform. This is important when we deal
with probability density functions over the rotations or transforms.

The formalism for the probability density function of the 6D poses should satisfy
the following properties:

• Coordinate System Independent: A coordinate change should only change the
arguments to the pdf, not the structure or the parameters of the pdf.

• Information Fusion: The formalism supports the fusion of two probability density
informations (for example maximum likelihood estimation).

• Information Propagation: The formalism supports the propagation of uncertain
information (i.e. a pose estimate) through an uncertain transform.

• The representation of the pdf uses not too many parameters, much fewer than for
example a particle set.

Since each position and orientation w.r.t a given coordinate system is the result
of a translation and a rotation. Position and translation can be and will be used
synonymously in this paper, as well as orientation and rotation. Also, pose and
(rigid) transform are used synomymously.

In Section 2 we will recapitulate various approaches to the parametrization of
rigid transforms and corresponding probability density functions. None of them ful-
fills all requirements listed above, but they provide ingredients to our synthesis.
In Section 3 we will present our approach to probability density functions over
rigid transforms. In Section 4 we will recollect the presented system and indicate
directions of future work.
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2 Previous Work

The representation of rigid transforms, and especially of orientation, in 3D is a cen-
tral issue in a variety disciplines of arts, science and engineering, and contributions
from various disciplines are available.

The most popular representations of a 3D rotation are rotation matrix, Euler an-
gles, Rodrigues vector and unit quaternions. For rotation matrices, renormalization
is difficult, Euler angles are not invariant under transforms and have singularities,
and Rodrigues vectors do not allow for an easy composition algorithm.

Stuelpnagel [9] points out that unit quaternions are a suitable representation of
rotations in 3D with few parameters, but does not provide probability distributions.

Choe [7] represents the probability distribution of rotations via a projected Gaus-
sian on a tangent space. However, he only deals with concentrated distributions, and
he does not take translations into account.

Goddard and Abidi [4, 5] use dual quaternions for motion tracking. They also
capture the correlation between rotation and translation. The probability distribution
over the parameters of the state model is a uni-modal normal distribution. This is an
appropriate model if the initial estimate is sufficiently certain, and if the information
that is to be fused to the estimate is sufficiently well focused. Dual quaternions pro-
vide a closed form for the composition of rigid transforms, similar to the transform
matrix in homogeneous coordinates (see also Kavan et al. [13]).

Antone [6] suggests to use the Bingham distribution in order to represent weak in-
formation. However, he does not give a practical algorithm for fusion of information
or propagation of uncertain information. Also, Love [10] states that the renormal-
ization of the Bingham distribution is computationally expensive. Furthermore, it is
not (yet) clear to us how the Bingham distribution for rotations could be extended
to rigid transforms.

Mardia et al. [12] use a mixture of bivariate von Mises distributions. They fit
the mixture model to a data set using the EM algorithm. This allows for modelling
widely spread distributions. However, they do not treat translations.

In general, the Jacobian is used to propagate the covariance matrix of a random
variable through a non-linear function. Kraft et al. [11] use an unscented Kalman
Filter - this technique could be applied also in our setting. However, it would have
to be extended to the mixture distributions.

From the analysis of the previous work, we synthesize our approach as follows:
We use unit quaternions to represent rotations in 3D, and dual quaternions to obtain
a concise algebraic description of rigid transforms and their composition. The base
element of a probability distribution over the rigid transforms is a Gaussian in the
6D tangent space, characterized by the tangent point to the unit quaternions and
the mean and the covariance of the distribution. Such a base element is called a
Projected Gaussian. We use mixtures of Projected Gaussians to reach the necessary
expressive power of the framework.
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3 Pose Uncertainty by Mixtures of Projected Gaussian
Distributions

We assume that the quaternion as such is sufficiently well known to the reader. In
order to clarify our notation, at first some basics are restated.

3.1 Quaternions

Let H be the quaternions, i.e H = {q|q = a+ ib+ jc+ kd} , where a is the real part
of the quaternion, and the vector v = (b,c,d) is the imaginary part. The imaginary
units {i, j,k} have the properties i2 = j2 = k2 = i jk = −1, i j = k, jk = i,ki = j. The
quaternions can be identified with R

4 via the coefficients, q = a + ib + jc + kd ∼
(a,b,c,d). The norm of a quaternion is defined as ‖q‖2 =a2 + b2 + c2 + d2, the
conjugate of a quaternion as q∗ = a − ib − jc − kd .With the above properties of
quaternions we have ‖q‖2 = q ∗ q∗.

Analogously to the way that unit complex numbers z = cos(φ)+ isin(φ) = eiφ

represent rotations in 2D via the formula prot = zp for any point p ∈ C, unit quater-
nions represent rotations in 3D.

A point (p1, p2, p3) in 3D is represented as the purely imaginary quaternion
p = ip1 + jp2 + kp3; a rotation around the unit 3D axis v by the rotation angle θ

is given by the quaternion
q = cos(θ/2)+ sin(θ/2)(iv1 + jv2 + kv3).
The rotated point is obtained as prot = q∗ p∗q∗ . Clearly, q and −q represent the

same rotation, so the set U of unit quaternions is a double coverage of the special
orthogonal group SO(3) of rotations in 3D.

The set U of unit quaternions is identified with the 3-dimensional unit sphere
S3 in R

4, and probability density functions on U are defined by probability density
functions on S3.

3.2 Base Element

For a sufficiently expressive set of probability density functions on the rotations we
choose a mixture of base elements.

Each base element is obtained by projecting a Gaussian distribution defined on
a tangent space onto the sphere of unit quaternions. This technique is illustrated in
Figure 1 for the example of a 1-dimensional unit sphere in R

2. Note that the peaks
are lower due to renormalization.

Definition 1: Let S3 be the 3-dimensional unit sphere in R
4 and r0 be an ar-

bitrary point on S3. Further, let T (r0) ∼ R
3 be the 3-dimensional tangent space

to the sphere S3 at the point r0, with a local coordinate system that has the
point q0 as origin. Further, let N (μ ,Σ) be a Gaussian distribution on TR (r0) and
the corresponding probability density function be pT . With the 2-valued central
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Fig. 1 A base element on
the unit circle, obtained by
projecting a Gaussian on a
tangent line.

projection Πr0 :TR (r0)−→S3 (Figure 1 illustrates how a probability density func-
tion is induced on the unit sphere S1 ⊂ R

2), a density function is given on S3 by
pS(r):= 1

C pT
(
Πr0

−1(r)
)

with C =
∫

S pT
(
Πr0

−1(r)
)

dr. The set of these pdfs pS is
called set of Rotational Projected Gaussians or RPG. The subset of pdfs for which
μ = 0 in the corresponding Gaussian on the tangent space TR is denoted as RPG0.
Note that this definition is not valid for points r⊥ ∈ S3 that are orthogonal to r0.
pS
(
r⊥) :=0 is the continuous completion.

In practice, the RPG is represented by its tangent point and the basis of the
tangent space, and by the parameters of the corresponding Gaussian distribution:
pS ∼ N (TR (r0) ,μ ,Σ). Note that the same distribution can be represented by RPGs
with antipodal tangent points.

3.3 Pose Uncertainty

The pose uncertainty is modeled along the lines of the rotation uncertainty by in-
cluding the translation.

Definition 2: Let SE(3) be the group of rigid transforms in R
3, the rotation rep-

resented by a unit quaternion or equivalently a point on S3 and the translation by a
vector in R

3, SE(3) ∼ S3 ×R
3. Let x = (r0,t) be a transform (or pose), with rotation

r0 and translation t. The tangent space to x is given by T (r0) :=TR (r0)× R
3 ∼ R

6,
where TR (r0) ∼ R

3 is the tangent space to the rotation part. Let N (μ ,Σ) be a Gaus-
sian distribution on TR (r0). With the 2-valued mapping
Π(r0,t) : T (r0) −→ S3 ×R

3,
Π(r0,t) (y1,y2,y3,y4,y5,y6) =

(
Π(r0) (y1,y2,y3) ,(y4,y5,y6)

)
a density function is given on S3 ×R

3 by p(r, t):= 1
C p
(
Π(r0,t)

−1(r, t)
)

with
C =

∫
S3×R3 p

(
Π(r0,t)

−1(r,t)
)

drdt. The set of these pdfs p is called set of Pro-
jected Gaussians or PG. The subset of pdfs for which μ1 = μ2 = μ3 = 0 in the
corresponding Gaussian on the tangent space is referenced as PG0.

Note that S3 × R
3 is a double coverage of SE(3) in the same way that S3 is a

double coverage of SO(3). Note also that we do not shift the origin with respect to
the position part of the pose. Again, in practice the PG is represented by the tangent
space as p ∼ N (T (r0) ,μ ,Σ).
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3.4 Fusion of Projected Gaussians

In analogy to the fusion of Gaussian pdfs pertaining to the same phenomenon, we
now describe the fusion of two PGs. The approach is to find a common tangent space
that can represent both of the original PGs reasonably well. A detailed analysis
based on the approximation theory of the MPG framework exceeds the scope of
this paper - a valid heuristic for PG0 type distributions is to fuse PGs if the angle
between the tangent points is less than 15◦, or, equivalently, larger than 165◦. Below
we describe the fusion process for PG in general - in practice we use PG0.

Let p1 ∼ N (T (r0,1) ,μ1,Σ1) and p2 ∼ N (T (r0,2) ,μ2,Σ2) be two pose pdfs
with cos(r0,1 · r0,2) ≥ 0.966 (if cos(r0,1 · r0,2) ≤ −0.966, use −r0,2 instead of r0,2,
the rest is unchanged).

1. Select r0,3 = 1
‖r0,1+r0,2‖ (r0,1 + r0,2) as the first tangent point for a common tan-

gent space T (r0,3). The basis of the space can be selected arbitrarily (we use a
random basis).

2. Restate p1 in T (r0,3): We define the transfer function f1,3 : T (r0,1) −→ T (r0,3)

by f1,3(y):=Π(r0,3,t)
−1
(
Π(r0,1,t)(y)

)
, and the Jacobian of this transfer function at

the mean value μ1of the original distribution p1: J1,3 = ∂ f1,3
∂y

∣∣∣
μ1

. The statistical

moments of the distribution p1 represented in T (r0,3) are then estimated as μ3,1 =
f1,3 (μ1) and Σ3,1 = J1,3 ·Σ1 · J1,3

T , so p3,1 ∼ N (T (r0,3) ,μ3,1 ,Σ3,1).
3. Restate p2 in T (r0,3) as p3,2 ∼ N (T (r0,3) ,μ3,2 ,Σ3,2). Note that while this is

technically well defined even for large angle difference and wide spread distri-
butions, it only makes sense for rather small angle differences and concentrated
distributions. If wide distributions are needed, we use mixtures (Section 3.6).

4. Fuse p3,1and p3,2: These pdfs are now stated in the same R
6, so the fused pdf

is p3 ∼ N (T (r0,3) ,μ3 ,Σ3), with the parameters Σ3 =
(
Σ3,1

−1 +Σ3,2
−1
)−1and

μ3 = (Σ3,1 +Σ3,2)−1 · (Σ3,2 ·μ3,1 +Σ3,1 ·μ3,2). The resulting probability density
function on S3 ×R

3 needs to be normalized according to definition 2.
5. Generally, μ3 �= 0. Since it is advantageous to refrain to base elements of type

PG0, p3 is restated according to step 2, with the new tangent point r0,4 =
Π(r0,3,t) (μ3). Finally, the resulting base element is renormalized.

3.5 Composition of Transforms

It is required to model uncertain transforms of uncertain poses, for example if a
sensor is mounted on a mobile robot and the pose estimate is needed in world coor-
dinates. In our framework, transforms and poses are represented as dual quaternions
in order to calculate the probability distribution function of the composition, see
Goddard [4] for more detail.
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3.5.1 Dual Quaternions

A dual quaternion q1 = q1,1 + eq1,2 is composed of two quaternions q1 and q2 and
the dual number e, with e ·e = 0. Summation of dual quaternions is per component,
q1 + q2 = (q1,1 + eq1,2)+ (q2,1 + eq2,2) = (q1,1 + q2,1)+ e(q1,2 + eq1,1).

The product of dual quaternions is

q1 ∗q2 = (q1,1 + eq1,2)∗ (q2,1 + eq2,2) = (q1,1 ∗ q2,1)+ e(q1,2 ∗ q2,1 + q1,1 ∗ q2,2).

The conjugate of a dual quaternion is q∗ = q1
∗ + eq1

∗.
Let qr be the rotation unit quaternion, and qt = [0, t1, t2, t3] be the quaternion de-

rived from the translation components, then the dual quaternion q = qr +e0.5qt ∗qr

represents the transform. A point (p1, p2, p3) is embedded into the dual quaternions
as p = [1,0,0,0]+ e [0, p1, p2, p3] , and with this convention the rotation and trans-
lation is q∗p∗q∗. The composition of two transforms, or of a transform and a pose,
is represented by the product of the dual quaternions,

p̂ = q2 ∗ q1 ∗ p∗ q1
∗ ∗ q2

∗ = q2 ∗ q1 ∗ p∗ (q2 ∗ q1)∗.

The composition function g will be used to derive the covariance:

q3 = g(q1,q2) = gT (y1,y2),

where the yi are the 6-dimensional vectors on the corresponding tangent spaces, and
g and gT are related via the central projectionsΠ(r0,1,t) and Π(r0,2,t).

3.5.2 Calculation of Composition

This algebraic formulation justifies to set the tangent point of the composed base
element to r0,3 = r0,2 ∗ r0,1, which for PG0 is also the mean value. For base elements
in PG\PG0 , the mean values in the describing pdfs need to be projected to S3 ×R

3,
then propagated and projected back to the tangent space.

The Jacobian of gT is used to derive the covariance matrix of the base element
describing the composition. With

JC = ∂gT
∂ (y1,y2)

∣∣∣
(0,0)

and ΣC =
(
Σ1 0
0 Σ2

)
the resulting covariance matrix of the

composition is Σ3 = JC ·ΣC · JC
T .

3.6 Mixture of Projected Gaussians

As stated above, a precondition for the fusion PG base elements is that their tangent
points are sufficiently close to each other and that they are sufficiently well concen-
trated. For this reason, widely spread probability density functions should not be
modeled in a single base element.

Instead, we use a mixture of PG or PG0 base elements. Thus let pi ∈ PG
or pi ∈ PG0 be base elements, then the set of Mixtures of Projected Gaussians
MPG or Mixtures of Projected Gaussians with zero mean MPG0 is defined as
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{
pm = 1

n ∑
n
i=1πi pi |0 ≤ πi ≤ 1,∑n

i=1πi = 1} . The techniques of fusion and composi-
tion carry over to mixtures in a similiar way they work for mixtures of Gaussians [1].

Let pm,1, pm,2 ∈ MPG, pm,1 = 1
n ∑

n
i=1π1,i p1,i, pm,2 = 1

l ∑
l
j=1π2, j p2, j. The base

elements of the fused mixture are obtained from fusing the base elements of the
original mixtures: pm,3 = f (pm,1, pm,2) =C ·∑n,l

i, j=1λi, j ·π1,i ·π2, j · f
(

p1,i, p2, j
)
, with

a normalizing constant C =
(
∑n,l

i, j=1λi, j ·π1,i ·π2, j

)
−1. The weights π1,i and π2, j are

those of the prior mixture.
The plausibility is composed of two factors, λi, j = αi, j ·δi, j.

The factor αi, j = e−aarccos((r0,1,i·r0,2, j)2) says whether the mixture elements can
share a tangent space and thus probably pertain to the same cases in the mixture.
The angle distance is controlled by the factor a. Plausible results were obtained
with a = 5, but this lacks a rigid mathematical justification.

The factor δi, j =
(
μ3,1,i − μ3,2, j

)
·
(
Σ3,1,i +Σ3,2, j

)−1 ·
(
μ3,1,i − μ3,2, j

)
T is the Ma-

halanobis distance of the mean values and covariances transported to the common
tangent space. It expresses that even if the mixture elements could share a tangent
space, they could still not be compatible.

The composition carries over in a similar manner.

pm,3 = g(pm,1, pm,2) = C ·∑n,l
i, j=1π1,i ·π2, j ·g

(
p1,i, p2, j

)
,

with C =
(
∑n,l

i, j=1π1,i ·π2, j

)
−1. In this case, there is no question of whether two

base elements could apply at the same time, since the two probability distributions
are assumed to be independent, so the factor λi, j is omitted.

Note that in both cases the individually fused or combined resulting base ele-
ments are assumed to be renormalized.

4 Conclusion and Outlook

In this paper we present the framework of Mixtures of Projected Gaussians that
allows for modelling a large variety of possible probability distribution functions of
6D poses. In contrast to a particle filter approach, much fewer parameters are needed
to describe the distribution. Like particle filter appraoches, it allows for classical
probabilistic inference rules like the Bayes update.

The MPG representation of probability density functions is part of our overall
architecture for robotic perception [3]. In this larger framework we also use particle
filter representations [2]. We can transform the probability density models between
the different representation forms. Currently, we use rejection sampling in order to
sample from MPG distributions to obtain particle sets, and we use a variant of the
EM algorithm in order to estimate MPG parameters from sample sets.

The operations of fusion, propagation or multiplication of MPG distributions
generally result in a large number of mixture elements. However, many of them have
practically zero weight, while others are approximately identical. The approach for
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identifying doublettes described in [1] will be carried over to the MPG. Similar com-
ponents are merged, negligible ones are omitted and the weights are renormalized.

The algorithms for probabilistic inference (fusion, propagation, multiplication)
are fully implemented in Mathematica and ported to C. The single time consuming
step is the integration in renormalizing the components. Here, we hope to find a
quadrature function that takes full advantage of the special structure of the integrand
to speed up the processing.

The covariance matrices are currently estimated using the Jacobian of the non-
linear transforms. These estimates could be improved by using the unscented esti-
mation technique (see Julier and Uhlmann [14])

In this paper we focus on the perception of static objects. The MPG framework
can be extended to the dynamic case as well, following concepts by Goddard [4]
and by Brox et al. [8].

Further work needs to be done on the analysis of the errors made in the approx-
imations by mixtures of projected Gaussians. This includes also the selection of an
appropriate statistical error measure, which in turn might very well depend on the
application.

Acknowledgment. This work was partly funded as part of the research project DESIRE
by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) under grant no.
01IME01D.
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3D Shape Detection for Mobile Robot Learning  

Andreas Richtsfeld and Markus Vincze1 

 

Abstract. If a robot shall learn from visual data the task is greatly simplified if 
visual data is abstracted from pixel data into basic shapes or Gestalts. This paper 
introduces a method of processing images to abstract basic features into higher 
level Gestalts. Grouping is formulated as incremental problem to avoid grouping 
parameters and to obtain anytime processing characteristics. The proposed system 
allows shape detection of 3D such as cubes, cones and cylinders for robot affor-
dance learning. 

1   Introduction 

Humans can solve even complex tasks such as manipulating or grasping objects 
by learning and using the relationship of object shape to the intended behaviour - 
also referred to as affordances. Robotics would profit considerably if a robot could 
learn these affordances [1] and relate them to visual percepts. However, at present 
visual perception delivers only image-based features. It is the objective of this 
work to present a method that extracts the basic 3D shape of objects for enabling 
more realistic robot learning. Fig. 1 gives an example of a robot that attempts to 
learn concepts such as moveability of objects. 

There are several paradigms of making robots learn affordances. [2, 3] present 
an approach where a mobile robot observes the environment and autonomously 
learns a prediction model from its actions and observation data. An overhead cam-
era is used to track colour blobs of the robot and the objects. Another possibility is 
to discover object affordances [4]. To track objects and estimate the object behav-
iour, they are also using colour blobs and a set of visual features to describe the 
2D blob shape. As an example, a circle can roll but a rectangle cannot. Another 
possibility is learning high-level ontologies, as proposed in [5, 6], by clustering 
the point data from a laser range scanner with an occupancy grid map.  

                                                           
Andreas Richtsfeld · Markus Vincze 
Automation and Control Institute, Technische Universität Wien, 
Gußhausstraße 27-19 / E376, 1040 Wien, Austria, 
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Fig. 1 Robot attempting to learn moveability of objects and the basic learning loop of plan-
ning robot motions, detecting objects (the focus of this paper) and gaining insights [2]. 

All these approaches for autonomous learning are dealing with simple vision 
data, which are determining relative positions of objects and use image-based 
point or blob features. However, to understand the usage of different objects the 
capability to abstract shapes from images into 3D shapes is necessary. This is par-
ticularly true for object grasping but also holds for navigation, where an abstrac-
tion of point data into geometric features reduces complexity, thus enables  
efficient learning and yields an effective description of affordances. 

Hence we propose a system using methods of perceptual organisation to  
estimate basic object shapes in a hierarchical manner such that affordances can 
link to different abstractions as required. This aims at offering a generic tool for 
autonomous learning of robots in their environments. 

2   Related Work 

Perceptual recognition is a well known problem in computer vision and was re-
search topic since the Eighties. Seminal works regarding the theory of perceptual 
recognition of simple objects are [7] and [8]. Biederman [7] proposed that there 
are non-accidental differences between simple objects, which can be derived 
through so called geons. [9] discusses the potential of geons in computer vision 
systems. Perceptual grouping is a bottom-up method to estimate Gestalts, where 
new hypotheses will be estimated from Gestalts of lower-level Gestalt principles. 
It can also be seen as geometric grouping, because most of the Gestalt principles 
implements geometric restrictions.  

The main challenge of perceptual grouping is to limit the combinatorial explo-
sion. Indexing and thresholding of less salient hypotheses are normally used to 
solve this problem [8, 10]. Indexing divides the search space for relations between 
elements into bins and each element will be allocated to a bin depending on the 
grouping relationship. Further all elements in a bin can be analysed whether they 
fulfil the given relation or not. A method for indexing in image space is proposed 
in [11], where search lines for a Gestalt feature are used to find intersections. In-
dexing into the image pixels limits the search space and avoids the problem of 
comparing all combinatorial possibilities to find connections. Depending on the 
type of search line, different types of groupings can be found.  
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A dilemma of using search lines is the length definition. When the length of the 
search lines is too small, some important Gestalts could not be found and on the 
other side, if they are too long, enhancement of computation time could be pro-
voked because many combinations may occur. This problem can be avoided with 
incrementally growing search lines [11], where in every processing circle another 
search line grows one pixel. When drawing into the indexing image, intersections 
with existing search lines are detected immediately in the respective bin. The big-
gest advantage of this method is that any preset parameters or thresholds are now 
moved into longer and longer processing. The results are no longer dependent to 
the line length, but to the processing time. The longer the process operates, the 
more junctions can be found and thus more other Gestalts can be detected. This 
gives a possibility to evaluate the best possible hypotheses for a limited processing 
time and on the other side this makes it feasible to obtain results at any time (a 
quality referred to as anytimeness). This grouping approach is suited for robotics, 
since it allows to sequential group higher level Gestalts such as cubes or cylinders 
in short processing time. 

3   System Overview: Perceptual Grouping to Detect Object 
Shape 

We propose an incremental grouping method to enable efficient abstraction of  
image pixel data into a hierarchy of basic geometric Gestalts shown in Fig. 2. 
Triggered by search lines in the image each Gestalt creates new hypotheses and 
delivers them to Gestalts of higher levels for robot learning.  

When following the proposal of [11] it is possible to build a perceptual group-
ing system which processes most of the Gestalt principles incrementally. To ex-
tend from this work, we firstly applied the idea of incremental indexing to ellipses. 
Hence, we insert the Ellipse-Junction as Gestalt element. Boxes in the non-shaded 
area of Fig. 2 are referring to basic geometric features, whereas the boxes in the 

 
Fig. 2 Gestalt tree: basic 
geometric features and 
higher-level Gestalts  
incrementally built up 
(shaded). 
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shaded area indicate Gestalts obtained by incremental processing. This shows that 
the essential Gestalts are the Line- and Ellipse-Junctions. They are are providing 
the system with incremental indexing capabilities. 

In a first processing step the basic features are processed all at once and group-
ing uses neighbourhood constraints. Next, incremental processing of Line- and  
Ellipse-Junctions starts and the higher level Gestalts receive new input incremen-
tally: each cycle extends one search line and all new hypotheses are processed at 
once to obtain new Gestalt hypotheses. If one of the Gestalts can hypothesise for a 
new Gestalt one level up the tree, the Gestalt from the next higher level begins to 
work, and so on. Hence the next junction will not be processed until all higher Ge-
stalts are processed and no more hypotheses can be produced. This functionality 
of the processing tree guarantees that the best Gestalt hypotheses for the detected 
junctions are calculated in every processing circle.  

The steps for building new Gestalts are the creation of new hypothesis, the 
ranking and masking, see Fig. 3. Whenever a Gestalt is informed about a new  
hypothesis, the processing starts and tries to build new hypotheses within this in-
coming Gestalt. The creation of new hypotheses exploits Gestalt principles from 
geometric constraints. 

 

Fig. 3 Processing pipe for a Gestalt in the Gestalt tree. 

After creation of new Gestalt hypotheses they will be ranked by quality criteria 
using the geometric constraints. Ranking is important to firstly calculate the best 
results and secondly for the masking of hypotheses. Masking is used to prune the 
poor results, e.g. when different hypotheses disagree about the interpretation of 
one element. Masking Gestalts is optional and is used to increase the performance 
and also to avoid combinatorial explosion in the following high-level principles.  

4   Gestalt Principles 

In this section we explain which Gestalt principles are used to build up the Gestalt 
tree of Fig. 2. The grouping of Edge-Segments into Lines, Arcs, Convex Arc 
Groups and Ellipses has been described in [11, 12]. Here we start with an explana-
tion on how Line- and Ellipse-Junctions are formed to then introduce the approach 
to obtain the basic 3D shapes Cube, Cone and Cylinder.  

Line-Junctions 
The fundamental principles for incremental processing are Line and Ellipse- Junc-
tions. Each processing circle starts with incrementing one search line of a line or 
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an ellipse. Depending on which search line was chosen, the next hypothesis can be 
an Ellipse- or a Line-Junction. Line Junctions are connections between two lines. 
For each line six different search-lines are defined, as shown in Fig. 4, at each end 
one in tangential direction and two in normal direction. Different combinations of 
intersecting search lines are generating different junctions. We distinguish be-
tween Collinearities, L-Junctions and T-Junctions, where T-Junctions could also 
be interpreted as two L-Junction. 

 

Fig. 4 Search lines for lines and ellipses and different junctions of lines and ellipses. 

Ellipse-Junctions 
Ellipse-Junctions are connections between a vertex of an Ellipse and a Line, which 
can also be found with search lines. Ellipse-Junctions have been defined to detect 
the higher-level Gestalts Cone and Cylinder. The search lines for Ellipses are 
growing on the main axis of the Ellipses, beginning at the vertices into both direc-
tions. For the growing of the search lines, we are using the same growing algo-
rithm as for the search lines of Line-Junctions. Fig. 4 shows the search lines  
defined for Ellipses on both vertices. 

Closures 
Closures are closed convex contours, built from the Gestalts Lines and Line-
Junctions, as proposed in [11]. Whenever the principle will be informed about a 
new Line-Junction, a new closed convex contour could be detected. The task is 
formalised as followed: 

• Connect neighbouring lines to form a graph G = (V,E) with Lines as vertices 
(nodes) and Junctions between Lines as edges E of the graph. 

• Perform a shortest path search on G, while making sure this path constitutes a 
roughly convex polygon. 

To find these contours, Dijkstras algorithm for shortest path search is used, where 
only paths consisting of non-intersecting Lines, Collinearities and L-junctions of 
the same turning direction are allowed, thus ensuring simple convex polygon  
contours. 
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Rectangles 
Rectangles can be directly derived from Closures by using geometric restrictions, 
which are given through the description of Rectangles in a perspective view. 
When considering these perspective projections as shown in [13] and neglecting 
one vanishing point (one-point projection), it is possible to recognize Rectangles, 
whenever a new Closure appears. We build a new Gestalt hypothesis, when: 

• A Closure contains four L-Junctions, and 
• Two opposing Lines between the four L-Junctions are approximately parallel. 

Flaps 
A Flap is a geometric figure consisting of two Rectangles that do not overlap and 
that have one line in common. Detecting Flaps is the intermediate step for detect-
ing Cubes, because two sides of a Cube are always building a Flap in a perspective 
view of a camera. When seeing a Cube aligned to one side only a Rectangle or 
Flap is visible, making the Flap an obvious Gestalt element. We can formalise: 
Whenever a new Rectangle is hypothesised, a new Flap can be built, if 

• It is possible to find another Rectangle, which shares one line with the new hy-
pothesised Rectangle, and 

• The two Rectangles do not overlap. 

Cubes (Cuboids) 
An image taken from a camera may show different perspective views of three-
dimensional objects. In the case of a cube there may be one, two or three rectan-
gles visible. The chance that one observed rectangle indicates a cube is small and 
increases for a flap, but both can occur accidentally. Only when we are able to 
find three adequate rectangles, we can conclude that the robot observes a cube. 
Cubes and cuboids can be built up from Flaps, Lines and Junctions in two differ-
ent ways, shown in Fig. 5. We can formalise the detection of Cubes in the follow-
ing way: Whenever a new Flap is hypothesised, build a Cube, if 

• There are two Flaps (upper line in Fig. 5), which share one Rectangle with the 
new Flap (area 1 and 2) and the two Flaps are sharing one Rectangle (3), or 

• There is one L-Junction and Lines that close the Flap from the two outer cor-
ners at the smaller inner angle of the Flap (lower line in Fig. 5). 
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Fig. 5 Composing a cube from three Flaps or from a Flap with two Lines and an L-junction. 
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The second method for finding cubes is more general than the method with three 
Flaps and leads to more poor results, because connections between corners of one 
Flap can also occur accidently. On the other side it gives the possibility to detect 
cubes, where one rectangle could not be detected. 

Extended Ellipses 
Extended Ellipses are Ellipses with Lines attached trough Ellipse-Junctions. They 
are needed to build later the higher-level Gestalts Cone and Cylinder. We can de-
scribe the building of Extended Ellipses in the following way: Whenever a new 
Ellipse-Junction could be hypothesised: 

• Build a new Extended Ellipse, if there is not one with the delivered Ellipse, or 
• Assign the new Ellipse-Junction to the existing Extended Ellipse. 

Cones 
Cones are geometric figures consisting of ellipses (circles), lines and junctions  
between these components. We are using Extended Ellipses, Lines and Line-
Junctions to find the object shape as given in Fig. 6. Building cones can be de-
scribed in the following way: 

• Whenever an Extended Ellipse (with at least one E-Junction at both vertices) 
could be hypothesised, build a Cone, if there is one L-Junction and Lines, 
which can close the Extended Ellipse. 

• Whenever a new L-Junction can be hypothesised, build a new cone, if it is pos-
sible to close an Extended Ellipse with one Junction at both vertices. 

 

Fig. 6 Composing a cone and a cylinder from lower level Gestalts. 

Cylinders 
The object shape of a cylinder consists of an ellipse and lines, as shown in Fig. 6. 
Therefore Cylinders can be grouped from Extended Ellipses, Lines and Junctions. 
Building new Cylinders can be formalised to: 

• Whenever an Extended Ellipse (with at least one E-Junction at both vertices) 
could be hypothesised, build a Cylinder, if there is another Extended Ellipse, 
whose lines are connected with the lines of the new Extended Ellipse.  

5   Experiments and Results 

The incremental grouping method has been evaluated with a mobile robot moving 
among simple geometric 3D objects. Fig. 7 shows an example image and the edge 
image containing several three-dimensional objects. The picture indicates the  
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Fig. 7 Original image (left) and edge image with underlying half-transparent image (right). 

 
a)       b)             c)                  d) 

Fig. 8 Search lines (a), closures (b), the best ten lower level results (c) and simple object 
shapes (d) after 184ms (first row), 328ms (second row) and 468ms (third row). 

typical problem of grouping, namely that shadows or image noise creates spurios 
features such as lines or arcs. A grouping into higher level Gestalts sometimes ac-
cidentially includes a wrong feature though, more often the Grouping principle 
constrain the search to actual higher level Gestalts.  

With the incremental approach object detection depends on processing time. 
Fig. 8 shows in every row the results for different processing times. The first im-
age (a) presents the resulting search lines, the second (b) the detected closures, the 
third (c) the best results of lower level Gestalts and the right column (d) the de-
tected basic object shapes cube, cone and cylinder. 

Fig. 9 shows eight images from a sequence of a robot to a playground-scene 
with cubes (see Fig. 1). The whole sequence consists of 148 images, where  
404 cubes could be observed in all images. For the detection of some cubes the  
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Fig. 9 Results for every 21 image from a 148 image sequence (from left to right) in a play-
ground scene with 280ms runtime per image. 

 

Fig. 10 Detected high-level Gestalts in an office and living room scene. 

processing time was too short or the view to the object too bad to detect the cube. 
In these cases the highest level Gestalt detected is shown. In nearly every image is 
at least one rectangle or a flap of a cube visible. Hence it is fair to assume that 
tracking of rectangles would be sufficient to follow cubes over degenerate views. 
For this sequence we evaluated the cube detection rate depending on processing 
time. The detection rate is 46% at 220ms processing time per image, 71% at 
280ms (examples shown in Fig. 9) and 82% at 350ms, calculated with an Intel 
Core Quad Q6600 with 2.40GHz. We can see that the detection rate grows for in-
creased processing time as expected, but we note that increasing processing time 
to more than 500ms does not lead to further improvements: search lines are long 
enough to detect what is possible.  

This clearly indicates the potential of the approach. Fig. 10 shows therefore  
results of real world images in an office and living room scene. While previous 
robot learning methods had to cope with pixel data [5] or 2D blobs [4] this could 
be exploited to learn from object to robot relationships in 3D in [3]. 

6   Conclusion and Further Work 

We presented a hierarchical visual grouping system for the detection of basic 
geometric Gestalts such as cones, cylinders and cubes. With the incremental  
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processing approach the problem of having parameters for each Gestalt principle 
is reduced to the single parameter processing time. The evaluation shows that ba-
sic shapes are detected with more than 80% detection rate. This makes it possible 
to follow the object motion over sequences. In [3] this has been used to learn af-
fordances such as moveability and relate it to object size. And Fig. 10 indicates 
that this method is capable of extracting the outlines of objects in everyday scenes 
for future use in service and home robotics.  

In future work it is interesting to investigate how the approach in [4] can be ex-
tended from learning affordance relations to 2D image blobs to different object 
shapes and their behaviour when pushed or grasped. This would also exploit the 
ability to calculate the relative 3D positions of the objects and also of size and ori-
entation under the condition of knowing the mounting point of the camera to the 
ground plane when using a triangulation.  

Presently added is shape tracking using lower-level Gestalts. With such a track-
ing algorithm there will be no need to observe the objects from a viewpoint where 
several or all sides are visible. Once a three-dimensional object is detected, it is 
possible to follow it, e.g., when only a rectangle or a flap of a cube is observable. 

Acknowledgments. The work described in this article has been funded by the European 
Commission's Sixth Framework Programme under contract no. 029427 as part of the 
Specific Targeted Research Project XPERO ("Robotic Learning by Experimentation").  
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3D Collision Detection for Industrial Robots  
and Unknown Obstacles Using Multiple  
Depth Images  

Markus Fischer and Dominik Henrich1 

 

Abstract. In current industrial applications without sensor surveillance, the robot 
workcell needs to be rather static. If the environment of the robot changes in an 
unplanned manner, e. g. a human enters the workcell and crosses the trajectory, a 
collision could result. Current research aims at relaxing the separation of robot and 
human workspaces. We present the first approach that uses multiple 3D depth im-
ages for fast collision detection of multiple unknown objects. The depth sensors 
are placed around the workcell to observe a common surveilled 3D space. The ac-
quired depth images are used to calculate a conservative approximation of all de-
tected obstacles within the surveilled space. Using a robot model and a segment of 
its future trajectory, these configurations can be checked for collisions with all de-
tected obstacles. If no collision is detected, the minimum distance to any obstacle 
may be used to limit the maximum velocity. The approach is applicable to a vari-
ety of other applications, such as surveillance of tool engines or museum displays.  

1   Introduction 

In current industrial applications, human and robot workspaces are completely 
separate and it is forbidden for them to share a common workspace. When a hu-
man enters the robot workcell, additional safety systems must ensure the safety of 
the human. There are many applications for coexistence of robot and human. Ro-
bots would require less space if no physical barriers are needed to isolate them and 
a technician could perform maintenance of other machines in the workcell. The 
first commercial product using image processing sensors is available [15]. This 
product checks for intrusion in virtual safety zones around robots and dangerous 
equipment. 

As the main objective of such surveillance, collisions between the robot and 
any obstacle must be avoided, as these could lead to severe injuries if the robot 
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collides with a human. The second objective is velocity control based on the prox-
imity of the robot to any obstacle. By limiting its current maximum velocity, the 
robot can always be stopped before it encounters an obstacle. 

The approach introduced here is the first that aims to use multiple depth sensors 
for online collision detection. Since depth sensors already provide volumetric data, 
no correspondence problem has to be solved, as is the case with raw data from ste-
reo cameras. The sensors are placed around the workcell and observe a common 
space called the surveilled space. In each collision detection cycle, the sensors  
acquire new, synchronised depth images. An approximate and conservative repre-
sentation of all objects within the surveilled space is computed using these images. 
With a geometric (CAD) model of the robot and the current robot configuration, it 
is possible to identify the robot as one of the objects, and the remaining objects are 
classified as obstacles for the robot. For a given segment of the future trajectory, 
the robot model may then be adjusted and checked for collisions with the obsta-
cles. One way to avoid the potential collision is to decelerate and stop the robot 
[17]. It may then proceed with its trajectory if no collision is detected in succeed-
ing collision detection cycles. Another way to avoid the potential collision is to 
calculate a new trajectory for the robot [4]. As long as no collision is detected, the 
proximity can be used to limit the maximum velocity [9, 10]. 

In summary, the contribution of this paper is a fast reconstruction of the entire 
robot environment, including multiple unknown objects, of multiple depth images 
for use in an online surveillance system. 

2   State of the Art 

This work is related to reconstruction in computer graphics, to human detection in 
computer vision, and to surveillance in safety systems.  

In computer graphics, the visual hull concept [13] uses object silhouettes in 
various colour images. The silhouettes define cones containing the object and the 
object volume is defined by the intersection of these cones. In [12], a stereo algo-
rithm is used to improve the volumetric approximation of the visual hull. The pre-
sented system calculates 4 frames per second fps for a scene that contains a single 
object.  

A mesh-based CAD model of an object based on multiple depth images pro-
vided by laser scans from different perspectives is presented in [16]. Merging 
these images results in a precise CAD mesh model. Constructing the mesh and 
merging each perspective at a resolution of 110x128 pixels requires about 6 min. 

These algorithms target reconstruction of single objects in empty space and are  
not suitable for fast fusion of multiple depth images containing multiple objects to 
obtain polyhedral representations. 

In computer vision, several approaches for human detection are presented [7]. 
Most of those approaches use models for object recognition, but object models 
limit the capability to detect arbitrary unknown objects. 

In safety systems, existing strategies provide 1½D, 2½D or 3D surveillance, 
depending on the type and number of sensors used. 
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In [17] a single laser range finder acquires 1½D distance information within a 
plane just above the floor of the workcell. Any dynamic obstacles detected are as-
sumed to be standing humans and are approximated by a vertical cylinder. The 
smallest distance between this cylinder and the robot limits the maximum robot 
velocity. However, other obstacles, humans in a stooping posture or humans be-
hind the detected individual may not be correctly approximated. 

In [18, 19] a tri-ocular camera system acquires colour images of the shared 
workspace from above. The human’s hands and neck are detected based on the 
characteristic colour and texture features of the skin. The minimum distance be-
tween human body parts and the robot is used to limit the maximum robot veloc-
ity. This system was extended with a tri-ocular stereo vision system acquiring 
2½D information from above. It remains unclear whether this method can cope 
with larger work pieces or obstacles other than exposed human body parts. 

[15] calculates 2½D data about the surveilled space from a single stereo image 
and checks for intrusions into predefined safety zones. Entry into such a safety 
zone leads to deceleration or stoppage of the robot. During active surveillance, 
these zones are static and cannot be changed. 

[21] presents an approach for 2½D surveillance of a robot workspace with a 
single time-of-flight camera. A robot model is calculated and suppressed in the 
depth image and a safety zone for each robot link is defined and checked for inter-
section with the depth image. A collision detection cycle is about 200 ms, with ad-
ditional time necessary for acquiring the depth images. 

All of the above systems use multiple colour cameras or a single depth sensor, 
but none of them involve full 3D surveillance by means of depth sensors. 

This work extends now the SIMERO system [3, 6], which provides global sur-
veillance of a robot workcell with multiple colour cameras and collision detection 
in 3D. By means of pixel classification [4], dynamic unknown objects are distin-
guished from the workspace background. Since no depth information can be ob-
tained from colour images, only deviations from reference images can be used to 
detect dynamic unknown objects. 

3   Problem Description 

In this section, the theoretical background of the introduced surveillance approach 
is described. 

The visible volume V of a sensor is defined as part of the space within the sen-
sor’s aperture angles. Here, multiple depth sensors observe a common volume of 
the three-dimensional workspace (Fig. 1a). The intersection of their Vs is called 
the surveilled space S. All collision detection results obtained are respective to S. 

Each image pixel (x,y) describes a straight line lx,y from the focal point f of the 
sensor into V. This lx,y is provided by the sensor calibration. In every time step t, 
the depth sensor measures the distance to the nearest obstacle along lx,y. The point 
px,y(t) is defined as the first intersection of lx,y with this obstacle’s surface. For each 
t, the depth image is a matrix of all distance values of the (x,y). Adjacent pixels in 
both image directions (lx,y, lx+1,y, lx,y+1, lx+1,y+1) define a sub-volume Vx,y of V. The 
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mesh mx,y(t) is a triangulated surface with px,y(t) as vertices within Vx,y. Assuming 
that the angle between adjacent rays is small enough, none of the surface within 
Vx,y will differ significantly from the real object’s surface. mx,y(t) divides Vx,y into 
two parts. All points in Vx,y sharing a side with f are empty space Ex,y(t), all other 
points in Vx,y are occluded space Ox,y(t). The union m(t) of all mx,y(t) represents the 
measured surface within V and divides V into E(t) and O(t) (Fig. 1c). V is clipped 
to the volume of S (Fig. 1d). Adjacent portions of O(t) within S are classified as 
detected objects oj(t) with O(t) = o0(t) +…+ ol(t) (Fig. 1f). 

These definitions must be extended for a multi-sensor system. The index i of 
the current sensor is added to the parameters of a set as a superscript, e.g. Vi as V 
of the ith sensor. The space surveilled by multiple depth sensors is determined by 
intersecting the Vi: 
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This is a lossless representation of the complete content of S. While the union 
of all Ei(t) leads to a conservative approximation of empty space, the intersection 
of all Oi(t) produces a conservative approximation of present objects (Fig. 1h). 

 
 

 

Fig. 1 Overview of the complete surveillance cycle viewed from above. Using the current 
depth images (c) and data about the robot (b), the minimum distance between the robot and 
any detected unknown object can be calculated (l). 
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Known objects should not be checked for collision with the safety zones 
Z(t) = z0(t) +…+ zl(t), but are also detected in the depth images. A model database 
provides geometric data for known objects, e. g. a robot, and safety zones, e. g. an 
expanded robot model, at any time (Fig. 1b). Virtual depth images of an empty 
space containing only known objects (Fig. 1e) produce virtual detected objects 
km(t) with K(t) = k0(t) +…+ kl(t) (Fig. 1g). Their intersection (Fig. 1i) is a subset of 
O(t) from real depth images and results in the detected unknown obstacles 
O(t)\K(t) within S (Fig. 1k). For each t, the Z(t) are defined (Fig. 1j) and the inter-
section of Z(t) with O(t)\K(t) results in the detected collisions (Fig. 1l): 

))(/)(()()( tKtOtZtC ∩=                                    (2) 

4   Fast Collision Detection Algorithm 

Initially, the algorithm contains the following assumptions: (a) The algorithm is 
initialised with a user-determined number of depth sensors. (b) All of these sen-
sors are calibrated. (c) The CAD model of the robot and its complete trajectory are 
known. (d) The number of configurations to be checked for collisions is user-
determined. (e) S may include multiple unknown objects and additional objects 
may enter or leave S at any time. (f) The position, geometry and orientation of 
these objects may change over time. 

The presented algorithm implements the collision detection defined in the pre-
vious section and consists of three computational steps: 

A. Calculate the oj(t) within S by the fusion of all current depth images. 
B. Calculate the km(t) within S to suppress them in the collision detection. 
C. Calculate the zn(t) and their minimum distance to any unknown obstacle. 

The first two steps must be done once per surveillance cycle. The last step must 
be done once for each future robot configuration to be checked for collision. 

4.1   Fusion of Depth Image Data 

The first step is to calculate the objects in each depth image. The algorithm uses 
the bounding box of S within the workspace as the clipping volume for Vi. This is 
a conservative approximation of the portion of Vi within S. Adjacent portions of 
the mi(t) within this bounding box are segmented. The oi

j(t) are the result of a con-
vex hull computation [1] for all segmented parts of mi(t). The convex hull is a 
conservative approximation of these detected objects. In computational geometry, 
efficient algorithms for convex hulls are presented. Since real sensor values in-
clude error pixels with incorrect distance values, one characteristic of the convex 
hull is very useful; if a single point is measured behind the real surface, it is “ab-
sorbed”, since it lies within the convex hull. If a single point is measured above 
the real surface, the convex hull is extended by this point. This is a conservative 
approximation of the convex hull of the real surface. 

To get the space occupied by all oj(t), the oi
j(t) of all depth images have to be 

intersected. Since this is computationally expensive and most intersections of oi
j(t) 
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Fig. 2 Illustration of a pseudo-object calculation. S (white area) contains two real objects. 
Both depth sensors detect two objects oi

j(t) (a). The intersection of the oi
j(t) (b) results in 

real objects (blue) and a pseudo-object (blue hatched) that does not necessarily represent a 
real object. 

from different real objects results in empty volumes, only the intersection of their 
bounding boxes is calculated initially and is then iterated for all cameras. The re-
sult of this computation is a list of bounding boxes for all possible objects. The  
detected objects within the non-empty bounding boxes are then intersected, result-
ing in the oj(t). 

A non-empty intersection of oi
j(t) from different real objects can produce a vir-

tual object with no correspondence in reality (Fig. 2). This virtual object is  
denoted a pseudo-object. Since only depth information is used to calculate the oc-
cupied space, this object is indistinguishable from a real object in S. No depth sen-
sor has information about this portion of S. The pseudo-object may contain no or 
one or more real objects. For a conservative approximation in S, pseudo-objects 
[14] have to be treated as real objects. 

4.2   Space Occupation of Known Objects 

Since the number of sensors is limited, they cannot measure the entire surface of 
all known objects. Given the limited number of perspectives, the known objects 
must be approximated and some areas of S adjacent to known objects cannot be 
seen by any sensor and therefore produce obstacles during collision detection. 
Thus, virtual depth images containing only the oi

j(t) of known objects are gener-
ated and their intersections km(t) are used instead of the real known object geome-
try. In the current implementation, this is done for the robot model and the current 
robot configuration. Additional known dynamic objects in S such as conveyor 
belts could be included in the same way, too. 

4.3   Safety Zone Calculation and Collision Detection 

The polyhedrons calculated in step A and B are used to calculate the minimum 
distance between the zn(t) and the detected unknown objects within S. A minimum 
distance of zero indicates a collision. 
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For the robot configuration to be checked for collisions, the volume occupied 
by the robot model is calculated. If objects other than the robot itself have to be 
checked for collisions with detected unknown objects, additional zn(t) can be de-
fined. As with the robot model, these zn(t) may change their geometry in each new 
collision detection algorithm cycle, but in the current implementation, only the  
robot itself is used as a safety zone. 

The detected unknown objects are the subset of detected objects excluding 
known objects. However, the difference operator results in non-convex polyhe-
drons. An intersection volume of zn(t) and oj(t) outside the km(t) indicates a  
detected collision C(t) ≠ Ø. 

The collision detection step must iterate over all zn(t) and oj(t). The loop can be 
stopped if a collision is detected or continued with the next iteration if the distance 
[2] is greater than zero. If the distance between zn(t) and oj(t) is zero, there is an in-
tersection and its volume is calculated by intersecting convex polyhedrons. For all 
km(t), this intersection volume is checked for complete inclusion. Since the inter-
section volume and all km(t) are convex, it is sufficient to check all vertices of the 
intersection volume for inclusion in the km(t). There are three possible results: All 
vertices are included, none of them are included, or there are vertices both inside 
and outside of km(t). If all vertices are included in km(t), the volume is within the 
known objects and is assumed not to be an unknown obstacle and no collision is 
detected. Otherwise, the intersection volume has to be a detected collision, the 
minimum distance is set to zero and the loop is stopped. The minimum distance 
and the indices of zn(t) and oj(t) are then reported to the control program. 

5   Experimental Results 

The presented algorithm was tested in both a simulation system and an experimen-
tal setup. 

5.1   Simulation Results 

The simulation system is used with a virtual robot workcell. Its geometry is user-
determined and was set during testing to the size of the robot workcell used for the 
prototype experimental setup. The simulated workcell includes a stationary robot 
model and additional defined objects such as humans or tables, which are all  
represented as polyhedrons. Up to six unknown objects were used during experi-
mentation. A pinhole model is used to simulate the depth sensors and their num-
ber, position, orientation, resolution and aperture angles are user-determined. Up 
to 8 depth sensors were simulated in an experiment.  

There is no structural difference between simulated and real depth images. The 
only differences are due to noise in measurements made with real sensors. With 
these simulated depth images, the presented surveillance algorithm can be applied.  

The system was implemented in C++, compiled with gcc version 4.1.0 and op-
timised with the –O3 flag running on SUSE Linux 11 (i586). A standard CPU 
(AMD Sempron 3000+, ~ 2GHz, 512 KB Cache) and 512 MB RAM were used. 
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Fig. 3 Diagrams showing the average computation time for calculating a sequence of 1500 
collision detection cycles. The algorithm was tested for an increasing number of unknown 
objects in S (left) and for an increasing number of depth sensors (right). 

The average computation time for a sequence of 1500 frames containing the 
simulated workcell and an increasing number of objects within S and an increasing 
number of implemented depth sensors was calculated (Fig. 3). 

As shown in Fig. 3 left, the number of objects within S has little influence on 
the surveillance cycle time. The object detection step calculation time directly de-
pends on the number of objects detected by each depth sensor. However, most  
intersection-bounding boxes produced by oi

j(t) from different real objects in S are 
empty and are thus removed within the calculation. The intersection of bounding 
boxes itself is not expensive, leading to fast computation for an arbitrary number 
of objects. The collision detection computation time also directly depends on the 
number of detected objects. The performance for increasing numbers of objects is 
important, since robot workspaces generally contain multiple detected objects. 

The number of depth sensors implemented is significant for use in real applica-
tions. As the number of perspectives available increases, the frequency of occlu-
sions within S leading to pseudo-objects or small minimum distances between  
robot and detected objects will decrease. Since the fusion of depth images directly 
depends on the number of depth sensors, calculation time for object detection sig-
nificantly increases proportionally to the number of depth sensors (Fig. 3) but the 
number of depth sensors does not influence the other computational steps. 

5.2   Experimental Results 

The prototype system is implemented as a master-slave architecture, with all data 
processing steps done on the master. Each depth sensor has an own slave, which 
only acquires the current depth images and transfers them to the master. This is 
done via a local area network. 

The prototype setup is built in a workcell containing a Stäubli RX130 robot 
(Fig. 4, left). The CAD model of the robot is known and a direct connection  
between the robot control and the master is established. At any time, the current 
robot configuration can be requested from the robot controller and a velocity for 
the current trajectory segment can be sent to the controller. 
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Fig. 4 Left: Prototype setup in a workcell containing an industrial robot and PMD cameras 
placed in the upper corners of the workcell. Right: Visualisation of the minimum distance 
calculation between robot (orange) and detected unknown objects (blue). The small images 
display the results of the object detection in the depth images. The fused objects are shown 
as 3D representations. The minimum distance (red line) is used for velocity control  
(diagram). 

Two PMD cameras [11] are used in the current configuration of the prototype 
setup. The model Vision 19k used has a resolution of 120x160 pixels and an aper-
ture angle of 40°. Since PMD cameras are active sensors, each of them must use a 
different modulation frequency. Multiple PMD cameras using a single modulation 
frequency would cause interferences within the measured depth images. The shut-
ter time is user-controlled and was set within an interval from 25 to 50 ms. Sensor 
noise increases with decreasing shutter time. Up to 15 fps can be provided by the 
camera to its slave using Firewire. 

To obtain lateral calibration of the PMD cameras, a standard algorithm was 
used [20]. For depth calibration, constant offsets dependent on the modulation fre-
quencies were calculated for the measured correspondences. A mean deviation of 
two pixels in lateral coordinates and 25 mm in depth values was the result. 

Due to the variation in the measured values, the quality of the depth images 
needed to be improved with filters. In the prototype system, averaging filters were 
applied to the raw depth images and morphological filters (erosion, dilation, open, 
close) were used on the segmentation images. By adjusting filter parameters, the 
quality of the depth measurement and object detection was increased significantly. 
The best results were achieved for an 3x3 averaging filter and an 3x3 Open filter. 

The detected objects were calculated for these depth images. The robot model 
(consisting of one cube per robot link) for the current robot configuration was 
generated and used in the known object calculation. In the 3D representation 
(Fig. 4, right), the model itself is displayed as an orange volume and the calculated 
known object as an orange mesh. The robot model generated was used as a safety 
zone for the collision detection step by calculating the minimum distance between 
the robot and the nearest detected unknown objects. The minimum distance meas-
ured was used to limit the maximum velocity of the robot (Fig. 4, right). A loga-
rithmic mapping determined the velocity limitation for the current distance. The 
maximum acceleration since the last algorithm cycle is limited, too. 
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Fig. 5 Diagrams showing a sequence of logged surveillance cycle data from experiments in 
a static and dynamic robot environment with two depth cameras. The calculation times for 
each computational step and the complete cycle time are displayed (left). The minimum 
distance measured is used for simple velocity control (right). 

The diagrams in Fig. 5 show logged sequences of surveillance cycle data from 
different experiments. The robot program loop was a circular movement between 
both ends of the conveyor belt. In the static environment, some boxes were placed 
on the table in front of the robot (Fig. 4, left). In the dynamic environment, a hu-
man entered S, left it and also placed boxes on the table or removed them. 

Of all computational steps in the surveillance cycle, object detection consumes 
the majority of the algorithm cycle time. All other steps are almost constant. The 
measured distances in the right-hand diagram show that the repeated accuracy of 
measurements is within an interval of centimetres. It also shows that because of 
measurement errors, single frames lead to minimum distances much smaller than 
the real distances due to appearance of a small pseudo-object near the robot base. 

6   Conclusions 

This paper introduced the first approach for online collision detection of industrial 
robots with multiple depth cameras. The main contribution is fast, 3D reconstruc-
tion of robot environments containing multiple unknown objects. Previous surveil-
lance and collision detection approaches use multiple colour cameras or only one 
depth sensor. Using an integrated robot model, a collision detection algorithm is 
applied to the space occupied by detected unknown objects within the surveilled 
area. Minimum distances between the robot and any detected unknown object may 
be used for velocity reduction or trajectory adjustment. 

The main advantage over image-based surveillance systems like the current 
SIMERO system or SafetyEye is the high independence from external light 
sources. Dynamic lighting conditions or changes in object texture within the sur-
veilled space cause fewer problems. The latter system also does not provide  
dynamic safety zones and require complete separation of humans and robots. 

The algorithm introduced is usable with an arbitrary number of depth sensors. 
The current version should be used with a small number of sensors for applica-
tions with stringent time limitations, since the cycle time is directly dependent on 
the number of sensors used. The algorithm can be adapted to a variety of other 
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surveillance and security applications, depending on a redefinition of the safety 
zones applied. For instance, in museum surveillance this can be a static safety 
zone around the displays, resulting in an intrusion or proximity alert. 

Positioning of the depth sensors is important for the quality of results, because 
with few sensors, an object located between sensor and robot can lead to com-
puted distances much smaller than actual distances. With optimised positioning, 
the robot and unknown objects can be separated in at least one depth image.  

Further research will address automatic positioning of the depth sensors around 
the surveilled space. The quality of approximation is strongly related to an optimal 
number and position for variable geometry of robot workspaces. 
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Reducing Motion Artifacts in Mobile Vision
Systems via Dynamic Filtering of Image
Sequences

Christoph Walter, Felix Penzlin, and Norbert Elkmann

Abstract. Artifacts like motion blur are a common problem for vision systems on
mobile robots, especially when operating under low light conditions. In this con-
tribution we present a system that increases the average quality of camera images
processed on resource-constrained mobile robots. We show a solution for estimat-
ing the magnitude of motion artifacts for every element of a continuous stream of
images using data from an inertial measurement unit. Taking estimated image qual-
ity into account we describe an effective solution for congestion control between
acquisition and processing modules. We build that upon a middleware that supports
flexible flow control at a per-image level.

Keywords: robot vision, motion blur, congestion control, mobile robot.

1 Introduction

While the presence of motion artifacts in images from moving cameras can also be
exploited in several ways, it is usually a troublesome effect. Objects may become
unrecognizable because of blur; self-localization may yield poor results because of
geometric distortion, and so on. At the same time, image processing tasks usually
require significant resources and may easily exceed the capabilities of the computer
hardware present on a mobile robot. In the following sections we describe our ap-
proach to lessen the effects of both problems. At first we discuss motion artifacts in
more detail. After discussing related work we present our data processing scheme
including approaches to image quality estimation and congestion control. We also
present results achieved with our system.
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2 Motion Artifacts

Cameras acquire images by exposing a light-sensitive element for a given period
of time. Camera movement while the sensor is exposed may result in a number of
image artifacts. The type and intensity of these artifacts depend on the exposure
time as well as on several other parameters of the camera. In this section we discuss
a number of common artifacts, in particular motion blur and geometric distortion.
We use a pinhole camera model. Lens distortion is considered to have a negligible
impact and is therefore not modeled here.

2.1 Motion Blur

Motion blur can be induced by moving either objects in the camera’s field of vision
or the camera itself. For simplicity we consider only a static scene and disregard any
moving objects.

2.1.1 Translation of Camera

We distinguish between two kinds of camera movement. On the one hand there is
translation in direction of the optical axis; on the other hand there is motion in the
plane orthogonal to that axis. In the second case, the magnitude of blur b on the
image sensor for an object is in inverse proportion to the distance to the camera
plane dcam (See Eqn. 1).
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Fig. 1 Motion blur in case of vertical or horizontal translation (left) and translation parallel
to the optical axis (right).

b =
1

dcam
∗ m∗ f (1)

For movements parallel to the optical axis the intensity of blur b for an object
depends on its distances from line of view v and camera plane and the displace-
ment dcam. For a point at the optical axis, this kind of translation has no impact
(See Fig. 1). If objects are relatively far away from the camera, translation becomes
insignificant.
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2.1.2 Camera Rotation

When rotating the camera, the magnitude of blur also depends on the position of a
given object relative to the optical axis. Figure 2 shows that such a camera rotation
results in a blur b roughly perpendicular to the axis of rotation. Its strength depends
on the actual angle of rotation and on the angle between the rotation axis and the
view direction. The distance to an object does not matter for rotational blur.

Fig. 2 Motion blur in case
of rotation.
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2.2 Distortion

Geometrical image distortion is another common artifact that can be found with
moving cameras. It occurs when different portions of the image sensor are exposed
sequentially to light. This mode is called “rolling shutter” and is implemented in
various CMOS-based cameras.

Here, different phenomena can be observed. A sudden change in illumination may
influence only portions of the image. If the camera is moved horizontally or rotated
around the vertical axis, skew can be observed. Vertical lines appear to lean to the
left for moving to the left or the right side for the opposite direction of movement.
Vertical movements as well as rotations around the horizontal axis result in stretching
respectively shrinking of objects vertically. Altering the direction of movement at
a high speed (in case of vibrations) is called “wobble”. When rotating the camera
around the optical axis, straight lines get bent around the image center.

3 Related Work

Researchers have dealt with techniques to prevent, detect and remove motion arti-
facts in the past. There are also several commercial solutions available that imple-
ment such techniques. Instead of removing motion artifacts it would be beneficial
to avoid them all together. The first approach means compensating the motion of
the camera. Here, special hardware with accurate actuators is required. One solu-
tion is to stabilize the whole camera on a special platform, as shown in [11]. Similar
platforms are available for cine camera mounted on helicopters or cars to counter-
vail vibrations actively. Other solutions are shiftable image sensors ([13], [1], [2])
that counteract camera shake. Therefor an inertial sensor captures the movements
of the camera to compute the appropriate shift. Instead of a shiftable sensor other
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agile optical components can be used like a floating lens element, which is utilized
in some digital SLR cameras, a variable fluid prism [10] or a movable mirror [7].
A simple solution for hand-held cameras tries to delay image exposure in case of
camera shaking, which is determined using acceleration sensors.

A different class of solutions does not circumvent motion artifacts during acqui-
sition, but tries to undo artifacts at a later point. For instance one approach ([4])
merges blurred and sharp but under-exposed images of the same scene to obtain an
overall improved image. A number of algorithms for global shutter ([8], [6]) and for
rolling shutter ([3], [9]) cameras have been developed. In general, a correction in
software is time-consuming and consists of two steps. In the first step the artifacts
are identified, in a second step these artifacts are removed from the image. Another
method for dealing with motion artifacts is to use redundant information sources.
Using this method is highly application dependent. For example: The authors of
([12]) have used data from inertial sensors in case of fast and camera-data in case of
slow or no motion when tracking motion of humans.

4 Data Processing Scheme

While researchers made various efforts to deal with motion artifacts, many of them
are not well suited for mobile robot applications. Evaluating the content of individ-
ual images is time-consuming. Undoing blur is even more computationally expen-
sive and yields mediocre results in real life. Adaptive triggering of image acquisition
depending on current camera movement is a promising and computationally inex-
pensive approach. However, it is a disadvantage that a sudden increase in camera
movement during exposure cannot be predicted.

In our system, we chose to continuously acquire images as well as motion data
and apply a selection process at a later stage. One advantage is that the actual move-
ment of the camera during image exposure is known. Another advantage is that
potential ’bad’ pictures are not prevented but may be used in case of adverse camera
movement for a prolonged period of time. We achieve such behavior by introducing
an acceptance test for individual images that incorporates not only estimated image
quality but also a system load indicator.

In this section we discuss our solution for the estimation of the image quality by
predicting image artifacts through evaluation of angular rates of rotation of the robot.
We also describe our approaches to system architecture as well as congestion control
when using time-consuming image processing algorithms as data consumers.

4.1 Data Flow and Flow Control

We based the implementation of the image filtering approach on our existing
CORBA-based [5] software architecture. Its main focus is on data flow and dis-
tributed processing. In our system, an application is constructed by combining soft-
ware modules that provide functionality to other modules via a generic interface.
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Fig. 3 A service provider
offers data to clients via
named buffers.

The modules are loosely coupled and may be arbitrarily distributed over a number
of computers connected by a network. We call such a module a “service”. Modules
that only access functionality offered by other services are called “service-clients”.

The interface of the services is data-centric. It allows services to offer data via
named buffers to other services or clients. Each buffer represents a time series of
specific data objects (See Fig. 3). A service can represent a data source, a processing
module or a data consumer. Services that represent sensors or sensor systems may
provide data that contains a single measurement, a time series of measurements, a
vector, an image, or any other type of data that is generated by the sensor system.
The data flow of the application is modeled by connecting the services via the pub-
lish/subscribe paradigm. In this communication model, the services play different
roles. Please note that in our system a client does not subscribe to specific data el-
ements but to notifications on when such elements become available. We allow the
subscriber to specify a notification queue size. This allows the data source to pro-
duce a certain number of data elements in advance, even though the subscriber is
still busy processing a previous element. Flow control is achieved by preventing a
service from generating new data elements in case the notification queue gets full.

The data objects that are being exchanged between services satisfy a given
scheme. They consist of binary data and metadata in XML syntax. The most impor-
tant element of the metadata is the timestamp, which indicates the recording time of
the original data. The timestamp acts as a key for the data object within the given
data buffer. The binary data can contain information in any format. A client can
request individual data elements or arbitrary blocks of data elements from a buffer
(See Fig. 4). This is achieved by sending structured queries with a simple syntax

Fig. 4 Structure of a single
buffer.
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to the desired service. The client can then process these data items and/or eventu-
ally offer the results to further clients. The foundation of the used timestamps is
the Newtonian time model. Timestamps are generated based on synchronized local
clocks.

4.2 Image Quality Estimation

As discussed in 2, camera translation results only in marginal artifacts for objects
at medium or large distances, which we consider dominant in many mobile robot
scenarios.

For a camera mounted in the middle of the robot with a wheelbase of 0.5 m
climbing an obstacle of 10 mm height the rotation results in motion artifacts for an
object in a distance of 2 m seven times greater than by the translation component.

Hence we can simplify the tracking of camera movement by measuring rotation
only. Angular rate gyroscopes were used for that matter. Because the strength of
artifacts b depends on the angle between rotation axis and view direction, it varies
across the image. In order to be able to decide, whether an image is too disturbed
to be passed to image processing or not, we need a single quality estimate for the
entire image. Several possibilities exist to calculate such an estimate, including the
average or the maximum strength of motion artifacts of all regions of the image. We
decided to go with another approach and focus on the region around the immediate
image center only (See Eqn. 2).

b =
shutter

∑
i=1

√
(xi − xi−1)2 +(yi − yi−1)2 (2)

Reasons that support that decision are: (1) cameras are usually arranged so that
objects of interest are located near the image center; and (2) it leads to further sim-
plification of the tracking of camera movement. Rotation (roll) around the optical
axis of the camera does not contribute to artifacts at the image center. Hence we
only need to measure rotation (yaw and pitch) around two axes parallel to the image
plane. This setup gives a good estimation of the projection of the actual rotation axis
onto the image plane if the distance between the camera’s pinhole and the gyroscope
unit is small. The strength of motion artifacts can then be calculated in a trivial way
by integrating rotation present during image exposure.

To express the image quality q ∈ (0,1] we map the strength of motion artifacts
b to the interval from 0 to 1, where 1 stands for an immobile camera. The quality
reaches 0 for an infinitely high artifact strength (See Eqn. 3).

qimage =
1
eb (3)
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4.3 Image Acceptance Test and Congestion Control

We consider mobile platforms to have in general a limited computing capacity. At
the same time we assume that image processing tasks consume significant resources.
This is especially true if multiple image processing tasks are running simultane-
ously. Examples are visual SLAM, marker detection, terrain classification, object
recognition, and so on. Here, the frame rate of a camera may easily exceed the im-
age processing capacity. The system becomes congested and individual frames have
to be dropped.

Fig. 5 Structure of a system
containing a mediator ser-
vice for congestion control.

Instead of dropping random frames, we can apply a simple, yet effective conges-
tion control scheme. Having a normalized image quality value available for every
frame enables us to compare it directly to the current system load, which is de-
termined by the amount of pending images. Images are only accepted for further
processing if their image quality is greater than the system load indicator. This im-
plies that in case the system is idle, even images containing heavy motion artifacts
are accepted for further processing. This ensures that it is not possible to reject every
image for an extended period of time. However, a minimum required quality level
can also be introduced if needed. The implementation shown in Figure 5 is self-
explanatory. We chose to implement the acceptance test in form of a mediator that
is arranged in between the data source (camera service) and a client that implements
the image processing task. The system load can easily be computed by monitoring
the current size of the notification queue as described earlier in this section. It is then
normalized to the same interval as the quality.

5 System Evaluation

In this section we show results achieved with our approach to image quality estima-
tion. We also present improvements of a scenario where markers are to be detected
by a mobile robot while driving on a bumpy floor.
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5.1 Evaluation of Motion Artifact Detection

In a first experiment we checked the correlation between motion blur in camera im-
ages and the calculated quality based on angular rate measurement. A mobile robot
was equipped with a front facing camera and was driving towards a board placed
in front of it. We did various measurements at different lighting conditions ranging
from 300 lux to 600 lux, with a shutter time between 60 ms and 30 ms. The robot
passed various bumps of a maximum height of 1 cm, which resulted in displace-
ment as well as rotation of the robot. Two examples of images of different quality
are shown in Figure 6. In image A (left) a strong motion blur in vertical direction
can be observed, which resulted in a low quality estimate. Image B is significantly
sharper, hence produces the better quality value. In Figure 7, the corresponding
measurements from the gyroscopes are depicted. The intervals of image exposure
are shown in gray.

Fig. 6 Example images
containing only slight (right)
and strong motion blur
(left).

Fig. 7 Measured angular
rates of rotation during
image exposure (in arbitrary
units).

For Figure 8 we compared the computed quality values 50 images to blur near the
image center. The values for blur radius were generated by manual measurements.

5.2 Improving a Marker Detection Scenario

We applied our approach to dynamic image filtering to a scenario where optical
markers were to be recognized by a moving mobile robot. The computing capac-
ity onboard the robot is limited. Therefore not all images acquired by the onboard
camera can be processed. The lights were set to about 300 lux, which resulted in
an average integration time of 60 ms. A 2/3 inch monochrome CCD sensor and a
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Fig. 8 Correlation between
quality estimate and actual
strength of motion blur.

Fig. 9 Test setup of the
marker detection scenario.

4.8 mm fixed focus C-Mount lens were used in the experiment. The iris was opened
completely to allow as much light as possible to pass through. The robot was ap-
proaching a board from a distance of approximately 13 meters. Markers of different
sizes were attached to the board (See Fig. 9). The goal when approaching the board
was to recognize the markers as often as possible.

Images and motion data were recorded in order to compare results achieved
with uncontrolled frame drops against results with dynamic filtering. In case of un-
controlled frame drops, the image quality was not taken into account. Here, the
acceptance test was only considering queue utilization. The total number of im-
ages acquired during the approach was 319. The average processing time per frame
required by the marker detection algorithm was approximately 1.6 times the inter-
arrival time of new images. Table 1 shows the number of images in which a marker
could be identified for one particular approach. The results were consistent when
repeating the experiment. Please note that the largest marker was only visible in 246
out of 319 images. This is because it went out of view when the robot came close to
the board. In general, markers could not be recognized in all 319 frames because at
first they were too far away or they were obscured by motion blur. In the first run ev-
ery image has been analyzed by the marker detection regardless of processing time.
In the next run arriving images were dropped whenever the image-buffer was used
to full capacity. In the third run images were discarded in the discussed manner.

It can be seen that the improvement in the total number of images with recognized
markers increases with the decreasing size of the marker. This is because smaller
markers are harder to recognize and are easily obscured by blur.
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Table 1 Improvements of recognition results when applying dynamic filtering.

Marker Images with marker
recognizable

Marker recognized
(uncontrolled)

Marker recognized
(filtered)

Improvement (pct.)

large 246 154 161 4.5
medium 272 159 178 11.9
small 99 62 71 14.5

6 Conclusion

Here we presented an approach to improve the performance of image recognition
tasks on mobile robots equipped with robust low-cost cameras. Concrete improve-
ments have been achieved for an optical marker detection scenario. The basic idea
presented was to improve the quality of processed images by estimating the amount
of included motion artifacts for every image and rejecting bad ones. Our system is
well suited for resource-constrained robots where the camera’s frame rate exceeds
the processing capabilities of the onboard computer. Based on our results, we are
confident that the performance of a number of different image processing tasks can
be improved through this approach.
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A Software Architecture for Model-Based
Programming of Robot Systems

Michael Geisinger, Simon Barner, Martin Wojtczyk, and Alois Knoll

Abstract. While robot systems become more and more elaborate, the need to sim-
plify programming them grows as well. Regarding the high degree of internal
heterogeneity in the sense that different microcontroller platforms, protocols and
performance layers are used in a single robot application, it is not feasible to have
specialists dedicated to each individual task. This motivates the need for tool support
that allows an abstract view on a robot’s sensors and actuators, means to program in-
dividual components as well as to define their interaction. In this work, we present
how the model-based development and code generation tool EasyLab can be ex-
tended to support programming of all parts of a robot, including the main controller
as well as peripheral devices like smart sensors. We show three typical use cases in
the context of mobile platforms and highlight EasyLab’s advantages in each domain.

1 Introduction

Complex robot systems often consist of highly heterogeneous components and com-
munication protocols. A typical example is the TAMS Service Robot (TASER) pre-
sented in [17], whose parts are connected via Ethernet, CAN, RS-232 and others.
Developing software for each component individually is a time-consuming process.
A better approach is to specify the system components at a high level of abstraction.
This specification is condensed in form of a model, which in turn can consist of
various parts: the device model specifies the hardware components, their interfaces
and dependencies. The application model formalizes the actual task to execute. Fi-
nally the distribution model specifies how software components are deployed in a
distributed environment and how they interact with each other.

The model-based code generation tool EasyLab [3] uses this modular strategy
to allow specification of application requirements and behavior at a high level of
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abstraction. It currently supports device and application models. The integrated code
generation engine can be used to transform the models into executable machine code
optimized for the respective target platform.

EasyLab was originally designed for software development of mechatronic sys-
tems and includes components for mathematical computations, control systems
(e.g., PID controllers) and communication over media typically used in industrial
environments. However, due to its extensibility, EasyLab is also suitable for appli-
cation in the field of robotics. This work will show how EasyLab can be extended
to allow programming of all parts of a robot system. We show that different modes
of model execution are a crucial point in this context and present uniform software
interfaces for application deployment, debugging and monitoring of such systems.
On the one hand, EasyLab can be used to generate code for the firmware of micro-
controller systems. On the other hand, it also provides engine-driven execution of
programs on the robot’s controller system (based on an operating system or some
kind of middleware).

In this paper, the term programming denotes the overall process of designing
and implementing the control software of robot systems, whereas deploying means
transferring the application to the target system. Since the latter one is our point of
view, we also refer to it as the local system (in contrast to remote systems).

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: First, we summarize some related
work in the domain of robot software architectures. In section 3, we show the main
features of the model-based development tool EasyLab and point out the uniformity
of some of our software architecture’s interfaces in section 4. After three illustrative
examples in section 5 we conclude with a summary and a section about future work.

2 Related Work

The usage of EasyLab in the domain of robotics requires to compare it to exist-
ing frameworks that tackle the challenging task of programming robot systems. We
distinguish between different levels of abstraction:

• At the lowest level, a multitude of libraries have been created for robot systems
to perform tasks like mathematical computations for kinematics, dynamics and
machine vision [6, 10, 12]. EasyLab already provides this functionality partially
through components for the mobile robot platform Robotino R© introduced in sec-
tion 5.1. In contrast to the approaches mentioned above, EasyLab also allows to
specify required hardware resources of each component, which makes it possible
to avoid inconsistent access to shared hardware already at the modeling level.

• In the field of robotics, middlewares are often used to hide complexity re-
garding inter-component communication. OpenRTM-aist [1] is a CORBA-based
middleware for robot platforms that uses so-called robot technology compo-
nents (RTCs) to model distribution of functionality. The Orca project [5] is a
component-based framework for building robotic systems, which provides ab-
straction layers for communication and focuses on reuse of software. The Player
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component of the Player/Stage project [9] provides a network interface to a vari-
ety of robot and sensor hardware based on TCP/IP. While EasyLab itself is not a
middleware, it provides concepts to integrate them. On the one hand, this involves
design and implementation of components, which is currently researched by in-
tegrating OpenRTM in such a way that the application logic of RTCs is modeled
in EasyLab. On the other hand, support for distribution models is needed, which
is subject to future work.

• Skill and behavioral based robot programming deals with the question how tasks
and goals can be described intuitively and at a high level of abstraction. URBI [2]
is a universal robotics software platform with built-in support for parallel execu-
tion and event-based programming. CLARAty [15] is a framework for generic
and reusable robotic components and consists of a functional layer and a deci-
sion layer, whereas the latter allows high-level specification of tasks to execute.
Until now, EasyLab was primarily applied to the field of automation and there-
fore only data-flow and state-based task specifications and adequate execution
concepts were required. However, EasyLab’s component-based architecture and
its language primitives for explicit parallelism form a possible approach for the
integration of the high-level concepts mention above.

The Ptolemy project [8] has a broader scope and is not restricted to the field
of robotics. It provides a wide range of models and modes of execution for the
design of real-time systems, which is also one of the goals of EasyLab. In addition to
that, EasyLab explicitly models the target hardware and provides means to generate
hardware-dependent code for different platforms from the same model.

3 EasyLab

EasyLab is a model-based development tool for the software component of embed-
ded systems. It is part of the EasyKit1 project, which aims at providing a method-
ology for the efficient development of mechatronic systems (i.e., systems with a
tight interaction of mechanics, electronics and software) using hardware/software
co-design. While EasyKit provides a modular hardware construction kit for the as-
sembly of hardware prototypes of mechatronic systems, EasyLab allows to define
software models for interaction with the respective hardware and features both a
template-based code generator (the current output language is C) and an engine-
driven model execution mode. Models can be specified in EasyLab using visual
programming languages (see section 3.1). Using predefined primitive components
from an integrated library, a user does not have to write a single line of code in or-
der to develop an application for a mechatronic system. EasyLab can also be used
to monitor the running system and tune certain parameters over serial lines or bus
communication protocols such as Modbus [14].

1 See http://easykit.informatik.tu-muenchen.de/.
This work is funded by the German Ministry of Education and Research under grant
02PG1241.

http://easykit.informatik.tu-muenchen.de/
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3.1 Application Model

One of EasyLab’s primary goals is to facilitate the way of programming target sys-
tems. For this purpose, it currently supports two visual modeling languages (for
details see [3]):

1. Structured flow chart: The SFC language describes the states of a program, how
state transitions are performed and which actions are taken when the program is
in a certain state (typically execution of a data flow program as specified below).
The SFC language was designed in the style of EN 61131-3 [11] (part “SFC”).

2. Synchronous data flow: The SDF language describes a directed multigraph
where each node is the instance of a certain actor type (also called function
block). An actor type is defined by a set of typed input and output connectors
as well as internal state variables. Furthermore, the actions start(), step() and
stop() define an actor’s effect on the input data and calculation of the output
data. Edges in the SDF graph denote the data flow between actor instances. The
SDF language was designed in the style of EN 61131-3 [11] (part “FBD”) and
also supports multi-rate data flow.

3.2 Device Model

In EasyLab, not only the application logic is modeled, but also hardware-related as-
pects of the system (e.g., the microcontroller being used). This is especially impor-
tant for code generation, as low-level driver code must be generated differently for
different types of hardware platforms. EasyLab’s device descriptions are modular
and can be nested to obtain composed devices (e.g., a robot system) from primitive
devices (such as specific controllers, sensors and actuators). The library of primitive
devices can also easily be extended.

Device behavior is defined by specifying handlers for the following actions:
open() and close() are called when a connection to a device instance is to be es-
tablished or dropped, respectively. start() and stop() are called just before a device
will be used or when it should go “idle”. read() and write() are called when data
should be requested from or forwarded to the hardware (these operations are per-
formed all at once for all data to ensure consistent sensor values and actuator control
signals).

3.3 Modes of Execution

Once the application and device models are specified within EasyLab, they can be
executed in different ways. The first approach is to generate code (currently: C code)
from the models that is then executed natively on the target platform. If an operating
system is available on the target, the model can also be transferred to the target
platform and directly interpreted (local execution or model interpretation). A third
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Fig. 1 EasyLab modes of execution against requirements and typical usage scenarios in ital-
ics. (a) Code generation and native execution fits best the needs of simple controller appli-
cations as found in smart sensors. (b) Local execution can run on any target with operating
system. (c) Using remote execution, the task is simulated on a host PC and control signals are
exchanged with the hardware.

possibility is to execute the model directly within EasyLab and exchange control
signals with the target (remote execution or model simulation), which requires an
adequate proxy application running on the target.

Figure 1 shows EasyLab’s modes of model execution in correlation with different
application domains. Some execution modes imply the existence of an operating
system (OS). The graph also shows rough boundaries for the clock speed of the
respective processor.

3.3.1 Code Generation and Native Execution

The process of code generation and the provided interfaces are shown in figure 2.
It is currently used for small applications without operating system (typically 8-bit
microcontrollers). In the field of robotics, such systems are used to implement smart
sensors or actuators that perform some kind of additional processing. EasyLab can
be used to model the application logic of these systems and also the communica-
tion backend that allows other components to access them (see section 5.3 for an
example). The template-based code generation approach provides the flexibility to
generate code for different platforms such as middlewares or operating systems (see
[3] for details).

EasyLab currently supports (but is not restricted to) the following compilers:
avr-gcc for Atmel AVR2, mcc18 for PIC 18F3 and fcc907s for Fujitsu F164.
Generating code for SFC programs is implemented using the continuation-passing
style pattern. For SDF programs, static scheduling [4, 13, 16] is used to ensure

2 http://www.nongnu.org/avr-libc/
3 http://search.microchip.com/searchapp/searchhome.aspx?q=SW006011
4 http://www.fujitsu.com/us/services/edevices/microelectronics/microcontrollers/

datalib/softune/
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Fig. 2 Native execution use case: The compiled image is sent to the target via the deployment
interface. The target executes the program (indicated by circular arrows) and interacts with
the hardware using device drivers. A debugging interface enables inspection and step-wise
execution during development. The optional service interface can be used to maintain and
tune the system after deployment or to visualize and modify data using a human-machine
interface (HMI).

efficient execution and predictable timing. Schedules for parallel periodic tasks (e.g.
multiple SDF programs running at the same time) can be computed in advance us-
ing the concept of logical execution time [7]. However, programs cannot be modi-
fied after deployment without a new code generation run, which is different in the
execution concepts described in the following sections.

3.3.2 Local Execution

By the term “local” we refer to execution of a program on the target hardware (i.e.,
on the robot). In contrast to code generation, local execution is performed by “inter-
preting” a program modeled in EasyLab using a console-mode version of EasyLab
(i.e., a specially crafted version without graphical user interface). Figure 3 illustrates
this use case.

An operating system is used to reduce the complexity of the interpreter and
facilitates the implementation of tasks like host-to-target communication, model
storage and dynamic loading of shared libraries. Interpretation of SFC programs

Deployment
interface

Debugging
interface

Service
interface

Target with OSEasyLab

App. Model
Dev. Model

Third-party
service tool

Interpreter
Sensors

Actuators
Device
drivers

HMIService
interface

Fig. 3 Local execution use case: the complete application model is transferred to a console-
mode version of EasyLab (interpreter) running on the target system. Debugging and service
interface serve the same functionality and use the same communication protocols as in native
execution mode.
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is straightforward. For SDF programs, a dynamically linked library is specified for
each actor type that provides the following C++ interface: The start() method is
used to initialize the actor. The step() method is called each time the respective
actor is executed according to the schedule. A stop() method is used to finalize
the actor. The libraries for each actor are cross-compiled for the respective target’s
operating system and dynamically loaded on demand using a plug-in system. The
same approach is also used for device drivers. This execution concept also allows to
change the program while it is running by updating or retransmitting the model and
the necessary plug-ins.

3.3.3 Remote Execution

Remote execution means that the application is not executed on the actual target
system, but instead on a host PC running EasyLab (usually the machine where the
application is being modeled). The target runs the console-mode version of EasyLab
and only acts as a proxy that forwards sensor readings to and awaits control signals
from the host. Figure 4 illustrates this configuration.

Deployment
interface

Target with OS

Proxy
Sensors

Actuators
Device
drivers

EasyLab

App. Model
Dev. Model

Device
interface

Fig. 4 Remote execution use case: The console-mode version of EasyLab running on the
target is used to translate between requests from the host PC (on the left) and the actual
device drivers. Deployment is realized by transferring device descriptions and drivers to the
target. A service interface is not available on the target.

An advantage of this setup is that changes in the application model are immedi-
ately reflected in the behavior of the system. This makes it easy to modify or extend
the program while it is already running. Only if the underlying device model is
changed, the device proxy running on the target needs to be exchanged (redeploy-
ment). Another advantage is that the performance of the application is better if the
processor of the host PC is more powerful than the one in the target system.

Note that remote execution could also be applied to target platforms without op-
erating system. This would require to implement an adequate device interface and
has not yet been researched.

4 Interfaces

As pointed out in [3], expandability is one of the primary design goals for EasyLab
that is achieved by a clear separation of models, code-generation templates, execution
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and also GUI plug-ins. In addition to that, the concept of interfaces abstracts intro-
spection and manipulation of execution instances. Since these interfaces are also used
on embedded targets (native execution), the current implementation is based on C (a
C++ version that integrates with the existing plug-in architecture is planned).

Access to variables is performed via unique identifiers. Possible implementations
are the variable’s RAM address (if known in advance) or arbitray identifiers that are
mapped to the variable using look-up tables. The latter implementation is required
in remote execution mode and for native execution in conjunction with dynamic
memory allocation (i.e., when a variable’s address can not be known in advance).

4.1 Debugging Interface

The debugging interface is only available during development. It is used to visualize
and manipulate the current state of execution and all variable values directly in the
graphical representation of the model and consists of the following functions:

getProgramId() retrieves a unique number that is used to match the model with
the executed program instance. getFlags() retrieves variable flags (e.g., read/write
access). read() retrieves the current value of a variable, while write() sets its value.
There is support for transactions (atomic execution of multiple read and write op-
erations). A transaction is initiated with beginTransaction() and executed on com-
mit(). getCurrentStack() retrieves the execution stack and is used to determine and
visualize currently active model items. command() sends commands to the target
to run, break, step or reset it and to set or remove breakpoints.

4.2 Service Interface

In contrast to the debugging interface, this interface allows to monitor a running
application and to change selected parameters of deployed programs (i.e., in “release
mode”), which is a requirement for the use of programs generated by EasyLab in
the field of automation. The local service interface can be used to connect to the
running application from the target side. For native targets (code generation) this
is implemented by linking another application into the final executable such as a
human-machine interface (HMI). The remote service interface can be connected to
over any communication medium supported by the target. An application scenario
in context of the EasyKit project is to have a third-party service tool running on a
mobile device to perform maintenance, diagnosis and benchmarking tasks.

5 Applications

In this section, we give three examples where model-based development using Easy-
Lab is applied in the context of robot systems. They demonstrates how the different
modes of execution pointed out in section 3.3 can be applied while using the same
abstract types of device and application models at the topmost layer.
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5.1 Mobile Robot Platform Robotino R©

Robotino R© is a mobile robot platform mainly used in education and research. It is
not only equipped with a drive system allowing for omni-directional moves as well
as distance, infrared and inductive sensors, but also features a camera with VGA
resolution. Figure 5 (a) shows the default configuration.

The robot is equipped with a PC104 controller with a clock speed of 500 MHz
(there are however newer versions with faster CPUs). The robot runs a real-time
Linux operating system and can be controlled remotely over wireless LAN. The
console-mode version of EasyLab runs directly on the robot (local execution, see
section 3.3.2). However, the limited computational capacity of Robotino R© prevents
the implementation of extensive tasks like complex image processing, which is why
the robot is mostly operated in remote execution mode (see section 3.3.3). For this
purpose, the device model components in EasyLab establish the connection to the
target. A library of customized SDF function blocks is available for reading the
robot’s sensor values and controlling its movements. To make this possible, a proxy
for interactions with sensors and actuators is running on the robot. Typical applica-
tions are camera-based navigation (e.g., line following), induction-driven fine posi-
tioning and distance-based collision avoidance.

An advantage of this approach is its flexibility: users can easily explore the
robot’s functionality and intuitively understand how changes to the program are
reflected in the robot’s behavior. As the basic hardware components of the robot
are fixed, the proxy application does not need to be adapted when modifying the
program. The software Robotino R©View is a special version of EasyLab that only
supports remote execution with a fixed hardware model.

5.2 F5 Platform

The F5 platform is another mobile platform for which EasyLab device models have
been defined. It is shown in figure 5 (b). In comparison to Robotino R©, this platform
is not only intended for education and research, but also for carrying out service

Fig. 5 Applications; (a)
mobile robot platform
Robotino R©; (b) F5 plat-
form in the current stage
of expansion. Note that the
images are not at the same
scale. Images courtesy of
Festo Didactic and REC
GmbH.

(a)

(b)
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tasks. It has larger proportions and is prepared to be extended by a robot arm to in-
crease its versatility and ability to manipulate the environment. In previous projects,
we demonstrated a robust and reproducible sample management process in a biotech
pilot plant [18] carried out by an autonomous, mobile manipulator which is going
to be succeeded by the F5. Precise movements and gentle device interactions are as-
sured by the utilization of a camera for image processing and a force/torque sensor
attached to the tool of the manipulator to prevent damages.

Since the platform is equipped with a rather powerful computer (standard PC run-
ning at 2 GHz and a touch screen), it is suitable to perform both remote and local exe-
cution of arbitrary EasyLab models such as image processing, localization, mapping
and path planning. A typical scenario for local execution is the previously mentioned
sample management process, which is carried out autonomously by the mobile plat-
form. Alternatively, a remote user may connect to the platform and utilize the remote
execution of EasyLab models to carry out surveillance tasks and lab walkthroughs.

5.3 Smart Sensors and Actuators

Modularization is a long-standing concept in system design that fosters reuse of
well-tested components and thus both improves quality and helps to cut cost. Hence,
also in the area of robotics decentralization and the need for local ”intelligence” for
both sensors actuators is becoming more and more important. The term smart sen-
sors refers to ordinary sensors that have been augmented with local preprocessing
(like calibration, statistics, . . . ) and offer the additional benefit of a simple interface
to clients. The term smart actuator is intended to transfer this principle to the do-
main of actuators (e.g., a drive systems with integrated control unit). For many of
these components, already a microcontroller offers enough computational power. In
the course of an integrated development process, code generation and native exe-
cution as described in section 3.3.1 can be used to implement the necessary signal
processing and control software. Hence, the same level of abstraction can be used
for all computation units of a robot.

As an example for a smart sensor application, we set up a PT100-based temper-
ature sensor that was enhanced with a microcontroller and external EEPROM. The
sensor provides calibrated and preprocessed data over Modbus. An example for a
smart actuator is the “intelligent” pneumatic cylinder detailed in [3].

In both setups, we used the debugging interface to verify the application model
during development. Compared to conventional smart sensor and actuator code
development, the high level of abstraction fostered readability of the programs,
facilitated debugging and thus reduced the potential for errors.

6 Summary

In this paper we argued that model-based development is a possible solution to the
heterogeneous controller and communications architectures that are widespread in
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the field of robotics. While the raised level of abstraction hides implementation de-
tails and thus enables a more efficient and less error-prone development process,
the approach followed in EasyLab still yields implementations that are adopted to
the respective target platform. This is achieved by a threefold notion of model exe-
cution, namely native, local and remote execution, which were illustrated by three
demonstrator implementations. The concept that is actually used depends on factors
like processing power of the target system, presence of an operating system and
whether tuning or altering the program while it is running should be supported.

7 Future Work

EasyLab’s support for programming robot platforms is still to be extended in various
directions. One of the most important features is distributed modeling, which will
allow multiple components of a robot or networked system to be modeled within
one EasyLab model. Data exchange can then be expressed at a very high level of
abstraction by specifying producers and consumers of data. We consider to use the
time-triggered approach because of its well integration with the SDF language. Go-
ing one step further, tasks such as acquiring and processing sensor data as well as
controlling actuators can be distributed in the style of a service-oriented architecture
(SOA), where each component offers services to the other components. An exten-
sion that goes in a different direction is support for multicore architectures. As both
the SFC as well as the SDF language provide the possibility to explicitly model par-
allel execution of tasks, it is meaningful to distribute the load of these tasks in an
intelligent manner among different computation cores, if available.
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Intuitive Robot Programming of Spatial Control  
Loops with Linear Movements 

Katharina Soller and Dominik Henrich1  

Abstract. Programming by demonstration (PbD) is a promising approach to facili-
tate the use of robots. The bandwidth of PbD systems extends from simple play 
back to artificial intelligence methods. Our approach is based on the former. This 
paper aims to introduce and examine intuitive programming of spatial loops, i.e. 
program loops whose body changes according to a spatial variable. The loop is 
programmed by executing e.g. the first, the second, and the last run. The system 
then determines all components of the loop so they can be used to generate a pro-
gram. The focus of this paper lies in automatic determination of the variables for 
the start, the step and the end of spatial loops. This method of robot programming 
has interesting applications in the field of industrial robotics, especially with re-
spect to small- and medium-sized enterprises, as well as for service robotics. 

1   Introduction 

One of the largest tasks involved in expanding the application range of robots (e.g. 
for use in household applications or frequently changing applications in small en-
terprises) are the typically difficult and time-consuming methods of programming 
them. The usual way to program an industrial robot is to write a program (either 
offline or online) and teach the positions used in the program directly on the robot. 
One major drawback of this procedure is that the programmer must have some 
competence in the field of robot programming. In addition, this type of program-
ming does not support the typical work flow used in small enterprises or  
households, because it is time-consuming and unwieldy. 

For these reasons numerous efforts have been made to make robot program-
ming more intuitive. One approach is called “Programming by Demonstration” 
(PbD). The idea behind this approach is to program a robot by executing the task 
instead of programming it textually. The task demonstration is either performed in 
the real environment or in a virtual environment [2]. The latter approach has some 
disadvantages: it is not easy to navigate in a virtual environment and such pro-
gramming does not support the work flow. Data gloves and head-mounted dis-
plays are not typically tools cooks or carpenters want to deal with while working. 
Alone the time needed to put on such devices restricts the applicability.  
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A further distinction may be made with regard to whether the demonstration is 
performed using the robot or not. In the former case, also called kinesthetic learn-
ing [5], the robot’s internal sensors can be used for measuring trajectories, other-
wise further sensors in the environment are required (e.g. cameras) or must be 
worn by the programmer while performing the demonstration (e.g. data gloves). 
The disadvantages of wearing sensors have already been mentioned above. Envi-
ronmental disadvantages of sensors are possible occlusions and a restricted trans-
portability. Our approach for PbD concentrates on the remaining alternative: 
measuring trajectories using the (internal) sensors of the robot while the user 
moves the robot via zero-force control. In general our approach is applicable to all 
of these approaches, as long as they make use of trajectories. Table 1 shows an 
overview of the different approaches and a small selection of references for each 
of them. A description of a system utilizing a robot model in a simulated  
environment for PbD could not be found in literature. 

 
Table 1 Classification and evaluation of approaches to Programming by Demonstration 
(PbD). 

 

 With Robot Without Robot  

In real  
environment 

[12] 
[10] 
[5] 
This paper 

[7] 
[11] 

– Need for highly structured  
environment and/or good ob-
ject recognition techniques 

In simulated 
environment 

Just simulation, no 
PbD 

[1] 
[2] 
[9] 

– Need for integrating  
knowledge into simulated  
environment 

– Unwieldy VR-hardware 

 – Need for high 
safety 

+ Gives the user a  
better feeling for 
robot motions 

– Need for adapting the 
human demonstration 
to the robot’s kine-
matic 

+ Independence of robot

 

 

Work on PbD can also be classified with respect to the abstraction level [5]. 
High-level approaches regard complete actions and skills (see e.g. [7]), while low-
level approaches concentrate on trajectories and basic robot actions. A high-level 
approach for loop structures can be found in [11]. 

Since the topic of our paper is the intuitive programming of spatial loops, com-
posed of trajectories, it clearly involves a low-level approach. Spatial loops are  
repetitive movements of the robot that differ in one or more parameters (e.g. pa-
rameters for translation or rotation). For example, coating a surface consists of 
many similar movements (strokes of the brush) distributed equally over the sur-
face. Such spatial loops may be programmed in a textual and ordinary manner by 
specifying three values for the loop parameter and a body that makes use of this 
loop parameter. Programming this task with the simple play back method, in 
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which the robot directly repeats the demonstrated motion, requires one to perform 
each individual repetition. In addition, such an approach will not lead to a uniform 
loop due to demonstration insufficiency. 

The system should be programmable via the following program flow structures, 
which are more than enough for writing general computer programs [3]: sequence, 
choice, loop, subroutine and break. The goal is to transfer the essential parts of 
general programming languages to intuitive robot programming, thus, inheriting 
the potential of computational completeness. In this paper, we concentrate on 
loops. With our approach it is possible to program a spatial loop in an intuitive 
way by demonstrating a portion of the desired task, for example the first, the sec-
ond and the last cycle. The system then identifies the parameters of the loop, the 
values (start, step width and end) and the body, freeing the user from calculating 
or measuring these values. In addition such programming of loops makes sense 
even for applications which are required just once but contain many repetitions or 
for which the precision of the robot is needed to attain an exact distribution of the 
repetitive movements.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The next section gives an over-
view of the research related to PbD, especially low-level approaches. The third 
section briefly describes the proposed approach, where the component for loop 
programming should be embedded. The loops themselves and different ways to 
demonstrate them are covered in the fourth section. The fifth section formally de-
fines the problem of deriving plausible spatial loops from a demonstration and 
presents a simple implementation. Based on this, we programmed translational 
spatial loops, and describe them in the sixth section.  

2   Related Work 

Our approach to PbD directly builds upon the playback (walk-through) method. 
This method is well known but its application was mainly restricted to early  
painting robots. Since these robots were heavy and dangerous, this kind of pro-
gramming fell into misuse, but thanks to new technologies and standards these 
problems have been resolved [12]. 

Other problems associated with this method are demonstrations made insuffi-
cient by tremor and noise and high storage space requirements. [13] suggests 
smoothing of piecewise linear paths by removing unimportant points. Other ap-
proaches comprise B-Spline smoothing, Fourier transformation or Kalman-based 
smoothing (e.g. [6]). In [12] and [4] systems are described in which the user can 
modify the trajectory after demonstrating. Another approach to get rid of the in-
sufficiency of a single demonstration is to interpolate several demonstrations. All 
these techniques just modify the trajectories and no interpretation of the user’s in-
tention can be drawn from them. 

Some research addresses generalization of several demonstrations, allowing the 
robot to cope with uncertainties such as differing object positions. For example, 
the system described in [5] extracts the relevant features of trajectories (i.e. rela-
tive and absolute position constraints) from several varying demonstrations. The 
positions of the objects are obtained by a vision system. This way, the robot can 
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apply the learned program to situations with new object positions. While this is a 
powerful method to generalize demonstrations, the number of needed demonstra-
tions is dependent on the user’s experience. In contrast to our work, this approach 
concentrates on the learning of task-specific constraints, while we concentrate on 
the kinesthetic definition of a loop structure. 

To our knowledge, there is no approach that allows programming of looping 
movements by demonstrating just two or three movements. The idea is to give the 
user the possibility to implicitly define the variables and values needed for the  
execution of a loop structure. 

3   Overview of System Concept 

This section gives a brief overview of the system concept. The programmer uses the 
robot and a control panel to demonstrate the task he wants the robot to assume. For 
this purpose the demonstrator must be able to move the robot, e.g. via zero-force 
control, a joystick or a tracking device (for the latter, see e.g. [8]). Together with the 
signals from optional external sensors, this information forms the demonstration. 
The system then analyzes and interprets the demonstration and generates a corre-
sponding robot program. The analysis and generation of the program are based on 
sets of control structures, movement primitives and variable types. The user then ob-
tains a visualization of the spatial loop and can review the result.  

4   Spatial Loops and Demonstration Types 

The classical types of loops are condition-controlled loops (while loops), infinite 
loops and count-controlled loops (for loops)2. In the case of a condition-controlled 
loop, a Boolean variable or function is required that indicates e.g. if a button is 
pressed or a certain amount of time has passed. A loop is called infinite loop if 
there is no such condition or if this can never be met. In contrast to this kind of 
loops, count-controlled loops are stopped, when a variable – the counter – reaches 
a given end value. In all cases, the body of the loop either can be unchanged, i.e. 
the execution is a repetition of exactly the same behavior, or it can contain varia-
tions based on variables. In the case of condition-controlled and infinite loops, 
there is no general possibility to derive the break condition from the demonstration 
of two or three loop cycles, so for these loop types it is enough to determine the 
type and size of the step that is done between two consecutive cycles. In contrast, 
for count-controlled loops the number of cycles also has to be determined. For this 
reason we only regard count-controlled loops. The ideas are transferable to the 
other types.  

In classical programming languages, a count-controlled loop consists of four 
components: three values for the loop parameter (initial value, boundary value and 
step size) and the body. 

                                                           
2  Modern programming languages utilize further types of loops, e.g. for-each loops. We 

neglected these because they do not apply to the context of pure trajectories without fur-
ther sensory input. 
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Table 2 Overview of loop types and their components. 
 

Count-controlled loop 

 
Condition-
controlled 
loop 

Infinite 
loop Demonstration 

Type 1 
Demonstration 
Type 2 

Demonstration 
Type 3 

Demon-
stration 
Type 4 

Condition 
Boolean 
expression 

– – – – – 

Start 
value 

First trajectory First trajectory First trajectory (auto) 

Step 

For vary-
ing the 
body 

For 
vary-
ing the 
body 

Second  
trajectory 

Second  
trajectory 

(auto) 
First  
trajectory 

Number 
of steps 

Numerical  
input 

(auto) 
Numerical  
input 

Numerical  
input 

End  
value 

Break by 
condition 

– 
(auto) 

Third  
trajectory 

Third  
trajectory 

Second  
trajectory 

 
In the case of spatial loops, the three values consist of spatial variables (e.g. co-

ordinates). The start value and end value of such a spatial loop can be defined by 
movements. Such a movement is called a sub-trajectory. The size of the step can 
be regarded as transformation on these sub trajectories. The body includes some 
robot commands that use the spatial variable and create the motion. There are ba-
sically four3 alternatives for specifying a count-controlled spatial loop (Table 2). 
Depending on some circumstances, which we will examine next, it is possible to 
determine the last of the four values (start value s, step size δ, number of steps k 
and end value e) using the other three. The idea is outlined in 2D in Figure 1: The 
left side shows the different Demonstration Types 1 to 4. They all define the same 
spatial loop shown on the right. It is easy to see that in this case three of the four 
values are enough to determine the fourth with the following formula: k · δ = e – s.  

  

Fig. 1 Four alternatives for programming a translational 
loop consisting of six linear sub trajectories. 

Fig. 2 Two possible spatial loops 
(dark grey and light grey) for 
Demonstration Type 3. 

                                                           
3  Of course it would be possible to use all four components or even more sub-trajectories for 

the demonstration to increase robustness of the loop calculation, but we want to keep the 
demonstration as short as possible and focus on the minimum number of needed values. 
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We now look at the transformations that can be used for spatial loops. We do 
not consider the orientation of the tool center point here, i.e., we regard the orien-
tation as fixed. In the context of this paper the transformation that describes how a 
trajectory for loop cycle i + 1 is derived from a trajectory for loop cycle i, can be 
translation and rotation, i.e. rigid body transformations. We do not regard reflec-
tion or scaling. Affine transformations that are more complex than the chosen 
transformations (e.g. shear) are also neglected because we regard them as less in-
tuitive. We also restrict ourselves to linear interpolation for the generation of the 
loop, i.e. the steps between the cycles are all of the same size δ. 

Considering the Demonstration Types 1, 3 and 4, we see that for translational 
transformations there is a unique mapping of the demonstrations to the spatial 
loops since a straight line is defined by two constraints. This does not hold for cir-
cular transformations, where three constraints are needed for a unique definition. 
Figure 2 shows an example with Demonstration Type 3. The input consists of two 
demonstrations (start value and end value) and the number of steps. Two spatial 
loops that both fit the demonstration are shown. Each rotation of a matching spa-
tial loop around the axis defined by the start and end value leads to another match-
ing spatial loop.  

The situation is similar regarding the question whether a demonstration should 
be mapped to a translation or a rotation. Since a straight line can be considered as 
a circle with infinite radius, this distinction can not always be made with Demon-
stration Types 1, 3 and 4 without further knowledge.  

On the one hand, since the use of always the same modality (e.g. position input) 
is more intuitive than multiple modalities (e.g. position and alphanumerical input), 
we suggest that Demonstration Type 2 is more intuitive than the other types. On the 
other hand, the other demonstration types have advantages as well. If the number of 
steps is essential for a certain application one of them might be the better choice.  

5   From Demonstrations to Program Loops 

In this section, the procedure of programming a spatial loop by Demonstration 
Type 2 and translational transformation is described. After instructing the system  

 

 

Fig. 3 Trajectory of Demonstration Type 2, 
divided into its sub-trajectories. 

Fig. 4 The interpretation of the loop 
body depends on the set of motion 
primitives. 
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that a spatial loop is desired (e.g. via the control panel), the user demonstrates the 
first, the second and the last run of the loop and marks the beginning and the end 
of each cycle on the control panel, leading to a segmented trajectory that will then 
be analyzed. 

At first the system has to decide whether the demonstration is a valid demon-
stration of Type 2. Since for Type 2 there have to be three demonstrated sub-
trajectories, there must be six cuts, otherwise the system shows an error message. 

5.1   Problem Description 

A trajectory r = (p1, …, pn) is a sequence of n coordinates pl ∈ ℝd, l ∈ {1, …, n}, 
where d is the dimension of the coordinates. As mentioned above, we also have m 
− 1 cutting points cj, 1 ≤ j ≤ m − 1, on the trajectory, which divide the trajec-
tory in sub-trajectories r1,…rm. Let m(i) be the number of cuts needed for demon-
stration type i.4 Then there are m(i) + 1 sub-trajectories r1,…,rm(i)+1 in a valid dem-
onstration for Demonstration Type i. The trajectories we are interested in are those 
with an even index. All other trajectories are just transfer movements, which are 
neglected in this paper. Figure 3 shows an example with Demonstration Type 2. 

Let R be the set of all trajectories in a given representation and T a set of trans-
formations on these trajectories: T = T = {f | f: R R}. Let : RRℝ≥0  be a 
measure for the difference between two trajectories in R. Then the problem of 
finding a corresponding spatial loop to these trajectories can be stated as follows 
for Demonstration Type 2:5 

].1,0[)),),(()1()),((( withminarg 6242
N; 2

∈−+
≥∈∈

αλαλα rrfrrf k
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With the first term of the formula, the loop r2 is fitted to the second sub-
trajectory r4 and with the other to the last one (r6). With the parameter α, it is pos-
sible to change the weighting between these terms.  

There are many degrees of freedom in this problem formulation: The represen-
tation of the trajectories, the set of transformations and the measures. The concrete 
transformation of a demonstration to a spatial loop is dependent on the choice of 
those. Since the purpose of this paper is to introduce the idea of spatial loop  
programming, we restrict ourselves to comparatively simple representations  
(Section 5.2), transformations and measures (Section 5.3).  

5.2   Representation of Sub Trajectories 

There are various options for representing trajectories. The most obvious possibil-
ity is to let them as they are – an ordered list of points. They also can be repre-
sented for example as parameterized primitives (e.g. straight lines, circles …), as 
Splines of different degrees or in Fourier space.  

                                                           
4  m(2) = 6, m(i) = 4, i ∈{1,3,4}; 
5  In the case of other demonstration types, this problem formulation differs slightly. 
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The body of a loop can consist of a single primitive motion or may be com-
posed of different consecutive primitive motions. Of course, for a given sub-
trajectory it depends on the set of primitive motions of the given system, whether 
it is atomic or composed. 

The trajectory in Fig. 4 consists of three demonstrations for a loop (Demonstra-
tion Type 2). It is easy to see, that every sub-trajectory has a bulge in its center. 
Depending on the system’s representation of sub-trajectories, this body can either 
be interpreted as one primitive (e.g. as a parameterized curve) or as composition 
(e.g. linear movements and a circle segment). 

In this paper we start with the simplest loop bodies that consist of one single 
straight line represented by its two end points. 

5.3   Transformations and Measures 

The choice of the transformation is highly dependent on the representation of the 
sub-trajectories. If a sub-trajectory is defined via some points, the transformation 
can be any transformation that is applicable to points. Such a transformation might 
treat the different points of a sub-trajectory in a different manner or in the same 
way. The former allows the scaling of lines. In this paper we concentrate on trans-
lations and rotations.  

For comparing two sub-trajectories, a measure is needed to describe the degree 
of similarity of the sub-trajectories. In the case of straight lines the most obvious 
measure is the sum of the Euclidean distances between the two pairs of corre-
sponding end points. Like the transformations, the measure is also highly depend-
ent on the representation of the sub-trajectories. Both have to be compatible with 
the representation. 

5.4   Implementation  

The concept was implemented on the industrial robot Stäubli RX130. The robot is 
equipped with a force/torque sensor (JR3 KMSi 90M31-63) on its wrist, allowing 
the user to demonstrate the trajectory. The cuts are set with a button on the teach 
pendant. 

Given the trajectory and the cuts, the system has to decide what type of trans-
formation fits best. Since we restrict ourselves to translation and rotation and do 
not consider combinations of them, we classify according to geometrical criteria. 
This section concentrates on transformations that work on the whole trajectory and 
not on the individual points.  

Translation and rotation are rigid body transformations, so a common criterion 
for them is that the length of the strokes does no vary except for the user’s impre-
cision. 

For pure translations with Demonstration Types 1, 3 or 4 it must be checked, 
whether the two strokes have the same orientation.  

For a Demonstration of Type 2 we regard the angle between the cutting points 
at the beginning and at the end of the sub-trajectories and the distance between  
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them. Let j  be the point of a sub-trajectory that emerged from cut cj and 
1, 2, , 3 ∈ [0,1]  be pre-set thresholds. To be classified as translation, a dem-
onstration has to comply with the following conditions:6 
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The threshold 1  should be near zero while the others should be near one. The 
first two formulas assure that both points are translated equally. If they were not, 
the transformation can not be a translation. The other two formulas measure the 
angles ∢( 5,1,3 γγγ )  respectively ∢( 6,2,4 γγγ ). If  
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there are k + 1 loop passes altogether. The new points of the spatial loop can now 
be calculated easily from the direction of 15 γγ −  and k. A similar condition can 

be established for rotations but it is skipped here for lack of space.  
As soon as a demonstration is assigned to a transformation, the points for all 

loop cycles can be calculated and used for the generation of the robot movement. 
The transfer movements consist of an approach to the first point of a line and a 
depart movement from the second point.  

6   Experiments and Results 

We demonstrated translational spatial loops with this system with Demonstration 
Types 1 to 3. We skipped Demonstration Type 4, since it is symmetrical to Dem-
onstration Type 1. The robot was programmed to draw six straight lines with a re-
silient ball pen. The demonstrations were carried out via the zero-force control and 
the cutting points were set via the teach pendant. Figure 5 schematically shows the 
strokes the robot should be programmed to draw. At first, the robot drew a master 
on a fixed piece of paper. This provided the basis for measuring the deviation of 
the intuitively programmed loop from the textually programmed loop used for the 
master. We took the Euclidean distance in x- and y-direction (i.e. the points were 
projected onto a plane parallel to the table and perpendicular to the axis of the 
pen) as measure. The deviation in the z-direction was not included because of  
the compliance of the pen. The user then programmed the loop by repeating the 
strokes as accurately as possible by grabbing the pen (see Figure 6). For measur-
ing the deviation we calculated the mean of all deviations of corresponding points 
of the ideal loop and the programmed loop. For each experiment and demonstra-
tion type, six experiments were conducted. 

                                                           
6  The symbol ||•|| denotes the Euclidean norm and <•,•> is the inner product. 
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Fig. 5 Three experiments: pure point-based translation, pure transla-
tion working on the whole line and scaling of the lines by point-based 
translation. 

Fig. 6 The user 
grabs the pen and 
moves the robot. 

In the first two experiments the strokes are simply translated. The first experi-
ment was conducted with a point-based transformation, i.e. the translations for the 
start points and the end points are deduced separately. For the second experiment 
an implementation was chosen that calculated the translation vector from the mean 
of the two vectors derived with the implementation from the first experiment. The 
third experiment was conducted only for point-based transformation. With each 
cycle, the stroke becomes shorter, the points approach each other. This is a kind of 
scaling, but it is the result of the point-based transformation. This could not be 
achieved by a rigid body transformation that works on the whole line. 

The diagrams in Figure 7 show the mean error of all points of each experiment. 
It is in evidence that Demonstration Type 1 is much more error-prone, since the 
error in the demonstration accumulates with the number of cycles while for Type 
3 the error of the execution is limited by the error in the demonstrations. Demon-
stration Type 2 is dependent on the choice of parameter α. In our experiment, α = 
0.5, since we take the mean of the two vectors. For α = 0, Demonstration Type 2 is 
like Demonstration Type 3 except that sub-trajectory 4 is used to derive the num-
ber of cycles instead of numerical input. For α = 1 the same holds with Demon-
stration Type 1 and sub-trajectory 6. This explains why Demonstration Type 2 lies 
in between the other two demonstration types in most cases. 

 
 

   

   
Fig. 7 The mean deviation in mm for the three experiments and for Demonstration Types 
1, 2 and 3, measured in the x-y-plane. 
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7   Conclusions 

We introduced the concept of intuitive spatial loop programming, where the pa-
rameters of a loop are derived automatically. We identified four demonstration 
types and compared them according to the uniqueness of the demonstration and 
the intuitiveness. Demonstration Type 2 turned out to be less ambiguous than the 
other types. After the comparison we analyzed the different components needed 
for spatial loop programming and presented possible candidates to be used. We 
implemented the concept and showed the applicability with an experiment. 

Future work will focus on further kinds of transformations, particularly on 
combined transformations. Pushing a button to segment the sub-trajectories turned 
out to be annoying and error-prone, so an automatic segmentation will be consid-
ered. Since spatial loop programming was only tested on pure trajectories we  
intend to augment the concept with further sensor data such as forces.  
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Model-Based Programming “by Demonstration”– 
Fast Setup of Robot Systems (ProDemo) 

Jürgen Roßmann, Henning Ruf, and Christian Schlette1 

 

Abstract. This article describes a new integrated approach to robot programming 
which combines online and offline methods in an efficient, synergetic way. It aims 
at reducing the cost, the effort and the steepness of the learning curve to set up ro-
botic systems, which are key issues to support the economic use of robots in small 
and medium enterprises. The innovative approach of the system lies in the use of a 
task-oriented description and modeling of the work cell as well as the intuitive 
commanding of the program flow. The input of a tracking system is used to define 
trajectories and to model obstacles in the work cell. All tasks are coordinated in-
tuitively via a Graphical User Interface, which includes visual programming. A 
simulation system is then used for collision checking, visualization and optimiza-
tion of the programs. This paper focuses on MMI’s developments of the GUI and 
the modeling capabilities of the system.  

1   Introduction 

ProDemo is a research project funded by the German Federation of Industrial Re-
search Associations (AiF), which is a non-profit association for the promotion of 
applied research and development. The project is accompanied by a consulting 
committee consisting of representatives from small and medium enterprises 
(SME) that are interested in the use of automation technology. Our (MMI) main 
research partner in ProDemo is the Laboratory for Machine Tools and Production 
Engineering (WZL) of RWTH Aachen University. Besides other contributions, 
WZL developed a low budget, robot-based optical tracking tool for the use in 
ProDemo.  

Online and offline are two different approaches to programming robot systems 
[10]. With the conventional Teach-in method, poses are collected by moving  
the robot to the intended positions and saving the joint values as future targets  
for the robot. Then, program logic has to be defined by coding in a  
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Fig. 1 Robot programming methods: online, offline and ProDemo. 

manufacturer-specific programming language. With the offline method the same 
steps are carried out virtually in a simulated work cell. This comes with the advan-
tages of collision detection, visualization, optimization and programming while 
the real robot system keeps being operational. The disadvantage of the offline 
method is the additional need to measure and model the work cell, which is time 
consuming and requires expert skills. The additional effort for modeling is toler-
ated only if the modeling of the work cell can be achieved easily and fast [9]. The 
offline approach to robot programming needs a simulation system as a basis, 
mainly for collision detection and visualization (Fig. 1). 

The ProDemo project uses the CIROS simulation environment [3], which is be-
ing developed by RIF e.V., Germany. The Institute of Man-Machine-Interaction 
uses the CIROS environment as a basis for several projects, not only in robotics 
but in diverse fields such as virtual reality [8], geographic information systems 
(GIS) or work machine simulation. The method of Projective Virtual Reality [4] 
was developed for space robotics and allows the remote controlling of robots in 
space by using Virtual Reality. 

The term “Programming by Demonstration” describes an intuitive interaction 
technique where a user carries out a certain task which is then repeated by the ro-
bot. One approach for teaching the task is moving the robot equipped with special 
force sensors manually [6], another is tracking the motion of a tool or a work piece 
with external sensors [5], which makes the collecting of spatial information much 
easier. In most works, Programming by Demonstration is only used to capture the 
motion of the user in order to repeat it by the robot in exactly the same way. Our 
approach is more similar to the conventional Teach-in insofar that the user only 
defines waypoints instead of complete trajectories. This way, it is easier to find 
motion segments that can be altered, reused or combined with program logic in a 
later stage of the programming process. 

The spatial information gained by an external tracking system can be visualized 
in an Augmented Reality system, which allows the user to see the virtual and real 
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objects at the same time [11] A method for defining program logic without the 
knowledge of special programming language lies in the use of graphical represen-
tations. Both research institutes participating in ProDemo gained experience with 
visual programming in former projects [2, 7]. Other authors developed a complete 
style guide for manufacturer-independent, icon-based programming [1].  

These works focus on particular aspects of intuitive robot programming and 
flexible operation of automation technology. In contrast to that, our new approach 
integrates the advantages of the offline and online methods in a single system: the 
setup is done directly in the work cell and at the same time the optimization ca-
pacities of the simulation system are used without the time consuming step of 
modeling the work cell from the scratch in full detail (Fig. 1). 

The measurement process required to collect spatial data is automated using a 
tracking system. The output of a pointing device is mapped to a cursor object in 
the simulation corresponding to it. This cursor is used for the definition of trajec-
tories and for modeling purposes. Program logic is defined by using a visual  
program editor, while spatial information is included in the program by assigning 
collected poses to Move command blocks. The resulting visual program flow can 
be automatically translated into robot code and tested with the simulation system. 
After checking for collisions and other optimizations of the program, it is trans-
ferred to the robot control to be executed in reality. The process from measuring 
poses to the upload of the final program is shown in figure 2. 

 

 

Fig. 2 Processing chain from tracking data to executable program code. 

This paper is organized as follows: First, the GUI concept of the ProDemo sys-
tem is presented in section 2, followed by a discussion of the modeling capabilities 
in section 3 and visual programming in section 4. Some early experimental results 
are presented in section 5 before the conclusion, section 6.   

2   User Interface 

The user interface is designed for intuitive usage and easy access. It consists of 
three major sections (Fig. 3). The Tree Menu is a new hierarchical menu structure 
that is used to present the available commands to the user in a given situation or 
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step in the process. In terms of GUI programming, the Tree Menu is a mixture of 
the concepts Menu, Toolbox and Wizard and was developed for ProDemo in order 
to address the non-expert staff of SMEs. Every menu level can contain commands 
and submenus, while only the commands of the currently opened submenu are 
shown. This allows the presentation of many commands in a single menu while 
always having the option to return to each previous menu with a single click. For 
testing we use a tracking system featuring a pointing device with a thumb stick 
and additional buttons. These buttons can be used for navigation in the Tree Menu 
while operating in the work cell. For this purpose the text size of the menu is big-
ger than average so that it can be read even from longer distances. Next to the 
Tree Menu is an area for additional controls depending on the currently selected 
submenu, for example lists of available pose, lists of available CAD models for 
import or wizard-like instructions. 

The most prominent section of the GUI is the 3D visualization of the simulated 
scene. The scene contains virtual representations of the robot and other machines 
in the work cell as well as graphical metaphors to show system states and relevant 
properties of the objects: 

• Poses are shown as spheres 
• Trajectories are shown as a series arrows connecting poses 
• A cursor object shows the current position of tracked pointing device 
• Transparent hulls show coarsely defined collision hulls for obstacles 
• Inflated hulls show the amount of uncertainty that results from positioning with 

a pointing device 

3   Modeling by Demonstration 

The goal of modeling by demonstration is the fast acquisition of a work cell model 
without the use of specialized modeling software. Therefore, the model is only 
created as detailed as necessary for the intended interactions such as collision de-
tection. A tracking system is used to acquire spatial data in order to avoid the 
elaborate measuring of the work cell. The system combines different approaches 
to modeling. First, it is possible to import detailed CAD models of machines and 
other components. A second way of modeling is assembling objects from geomet-
ric primitives such as boxes and cylinders. A third way of modeling is the coarse 
definition of obstacles with convex hulls generated from point clouds. 

Import of CAD-Models 

For simulation systems such as CIROS it is well-known practice to provide librar-
ies of standard objects that are common in industrial applications. In the ProDemo 
project we extended the use of standard CAD libraries by the capability to place 
the inserted objects in the work cell by using a pointing device. To define the 
placement that corresponds to the object position in the real world, the user has to 
designate at least three key points. A number of candidates for key points are 
stored in the model that is to be inserted. After the user has made his choice from 
the library, the new object is pre-inserted in the middle of the work cell, using 
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Fig. 3 User Interface partition: Tree Menu, context-dependent area with pose list, 3D visu-
alization using different metaphors (arrows for trajectory, cursor object, convex collision 
hull, box with collision hull displaying uncertainty). 

transparency to visualize the temporary state of the insertion (Fig. 4). Using the 
Tree Menu, the user can now switch between the key points of the object and 
choose the ones that are easy to reach in the work cell. After three points have 
been registered, the positioning is executed, but not finished. Any additional point 
raises the precision of the placement and obvious errors can be corrected. After an 
initial placement, the user has the option to accept the result or to cancel the inser-
tion. If accepted, the inserted object looses its transparency and gains an inflated 
hull to visualize the potential error that originated from the placement process. 

Modelling with Geometric Primitives 

Many common objects can be easily approximated by an assembly of geometric 
primitives such as boxes, cylinders and spheres. In ProDemo, the placement and the 
definition of geometric attributes of primitives are carried out at the same time by 
specifying characteristic points with the pointing device. After the user has chosen a 
geometry type from the Tree Menu, the context dependent area next to it shows an 
instruction which point to input next. These points do not necessarily correspond to 
corners of the object, but help to define its geometric parameters. For example, the 
first two points used for modeling a box define one edge. The third point defines the 
depth of the first face and does not have to be located on the edge, but can be any-
where on the straight line originating from it. A fourth point is necessary to define 
the height of the box in a similar way. 
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Fig. 4 Visualization of key points for the 
placement of imported CAD models. 

 

Fig. 5 Coarse approximation of a tool  
machine with a convex hull. 

Modeling Convex Hulls 

For many applications, the exact geometry of obstacles does not have to be known 
in full detail, for example if there is a complex machine in the work cell the robot 
does not interact with. In that case neither an exact CAD model nor an obstacle ob-
ject assembled from geometric primitives is necessary. The easiest way to define a 
coarse obstacle is by using a convex hull. An advantage of this kind of geometry is 
that the order of point insertion does not matter. The user starts modeling by choos-
ing the convex hull option from the Tree Menu and then extends the obstacle point 
by point until it resembles the intended shape close enough (Fig. 5). This method is 
especially easy because it is not required to plan the modeling in advance. With 
every new point the hull geometry is computed automatically from the set of input 
points. Naturally, it is impossible to model concave objects this way. 

Integration with the Simulation System 

One of the main advantages of using a simulation system is the ability to detect 
collisions between geometric objects while a robot program is being executed. The 
computation is not carried out between the objects themselves, but between colli-
sion hulls with a certain distance to the surface to the objects. These distances can 
be parameterized to consider safety intervals and the possible error of position 
measurements with a tracking system. A potential problem with modeling by 
demonstration is the possible loss of precision compared to exact modeling with a 
CAD system. Therefore the visualization of uncertainty is vitally important. The 
collision hulls discussed before are not only used for computations but for visuali-
zation as well. They are rendered transparently in order not to obscure the original 
object (Fig. 7 right). The simulation results can be visualized even more realisti-
cally by using a VR-system, which is supported by the CIROS environment [3] 
we used in our setup. 
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4   Visual Programming 

The system uses a graphical editor that also enables non-expert programmers to 
define the intended program logic of the robot. Beyond defining movements, basic 
logic programming is possible on the basis of inputs and outputs. Conditional 
statements and break conditions of loops can be defined based on input values. 
Also input and output values can be queried or set as an interface to external com-
ponents, which enables basic sensor integration. If the user opens the submenu for 
visual programming in the Tree Menu, a toolbox with all available command 
blocks appears in the area next to it. It is possible to assemble a program flow by 
dragging the icons from the toolbox to an appropriate position in the programming 
area (Fig. 7). The command set in use follows the Morpha Style Guide [1]. Each 
command belongs to one of the four color-coded groups Program Control, Robot 
Motion, Input / Output and Application. 

As a prerequisite for execution, every program needs to be compiled by the 
simulation system. To decouple from any specific manufacturer-dependent pro-
gramming language, the visual program editor uses a generic output in XML. In a 
second step, an external tool is used to translate this output into the specific pro-
gramming language of a given robot. So far, only an elementary set of commands 
can be interpreted by this tool, which maps blocks of XML-tags to corresponding 
lines of code in the designated robot language. 

Trajectories are defined as a series of spatial poses. The user can create new 
poses with the current position and orientation of the cursor object with a com-
mand from the Tree Menu. The order of move commands in the program editor 
defines a trajectory for robot motion. There are different blocks for each kind of 
movement (LIN, PTP) and their speed can be specified as well as additional  
options, for example continuous movement. 
 
 

  

Fig. 6 Visual Programming using Drag and Drop to assemble the program flow. 
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5   Experimental Results 

In cooperation with WZL, we set up a first test bed using an industrial robot with 
five degrees of freedom. A conventional camera is attached to the robot for track-
ing purposes. The work cell consists of a work piece carrier and milling machine 
(Fig. 7). The robot has to perform a simple pick-and-place task: taking a box-
shaped work piece from the carrier, placing it into the wrench inside the milling 
machine, waiting for the execution of the process and after that taking it out and 
putting it back to the work piece carrier. Besides the opening and closing of the 
gripper, the task requires I/O operations when checking the state of the machine 
door and waiting for the machine to finish. In the setup, a pointing device is used 
for modeling. For the definition of poses a work piece equipped with a marker is 
tracked directly. 
 
 

 

Fig. 7 Test scenario with a pick-and-place task in reality and in the simulation. 

The following observations have been made with the test bed: 

• Tracking system: Flexibility and good coverage are required. Ultrasonic sys-
tems are not applicable in industrial environments with noisy heavy machinery. 
The sensors need a good coverage of the work cell space because it can be nec-
essary to track objects inside machines or on the ground. 

• Placement of CAD models: The precise locating of a certain point that is high-
lighted in the 3D visualization can be difficult if it does not lie on a sharp edge 
of the real object. Also the tip shape of the pointing device influences the 
measurement. We are planning to measure the variation in precision of differ-
ent users trying to locate the same point. 

• Modeling with primitives: The modeling of boxes is easy and intuitive. Cylin-
ders and Spheres are more difficult because they cannot be reasonably modeled 
by indicating their center points, if these are not reachable or identifiable.  
Instead, several points on the surface have to be indicated. 
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• Obstacle definition with convex hulls: The method is easy but unpractical when 
it is necessary to define points below knee level. For modeling obstacles stand-
ing on the ground a new feature could be implemented that extrudes a convex 
hull to the floor. 

• Tracking of poses: For the tracking of a work piece it is necessary to define a 
gripping pose which specifies the position of the work piece coordinate system 
(the marker for optical tracking) relative to Tool Center Point (TCP) of the ro-
bot when gripping it. In the test scenario, that offset was determined with a 
user-guided calibration process. 

• Suitability of robot hardware: The Tracking system developed by WZL re-
quires an instantaneous influence on the robot control to move the camera dur-
ing the tracking process. The interface of the robot we used in our initial setup 
proved not to be fast enough for the fluid motion aimed for. Therefore, our next 
test bed will be equipped with another robot, providing a more efficient access 
to robot control. 

• Visual programming: The concept is easy enough to understand for non-
professional users. We are planning to improve the synchronization between 
the program editor, the position list and the simulation process. As a result, the 
programming block that is currently being executed by the simulation will be 
highlighted to make understanding and debugging of the program easier. 

• Overall precision: The precision we achieved with an optical marker-based 
tracking system is sufficient to define collision free trajectories. But in regions 
of the work cell where the robot manipulates objects in narrow spaces it can 
still be required to correct the poses. 

6   Conclusion 

This paper presents a new integrated approach to robot programming that com-
bines methods from online and offline robot programming in a synergetic way. 
After 1½ years into the project, the consulting committee valued the newly devel-
oped methods as being promising for the application in SMEs. They can help  
non-expert technical staff to benefit from a simulation system’s capabilities such 
as collision detection, visualization and optimization, without the time consuming 
steps of measuring the work cell in great detail and coding in a specific robot pro-
gramming language. The major contribution of this work is the application of new 
ideas to “robust” graphical modeling and the seamless integration of advanced 
techniques for modeling and programming into a new, intuitively operable, task-
oriented user interface. Compared to conventional approaches, the setup process 
for robot work cells using the developed system can be carried out safer, in less 
time and with less expert knowledge. Therefore, the new approach appears to be a 
promising enabling technology for small and medium enterprises to whom the 
easy and efficient setup of automation technology has not yet been available. 
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New Concept for Wrist Design of the Humanoid  
Robot ARMAR  

Albert Albers, Jens Ottnad, and Christian Sander1 

 

 

Abstract. The development of a humanoid robot within the scope of the collabo-
rative research centre 588 has the objective of creating a machine that can cooper-
ate with humans closely. In contrast to industrial robots – for which mechanical 
rigidity, precision or high velocities are primary requirements – the key aspects 
here are prevention of hazards to users, a motion space that corresponds to that of 
human beings, and a lightweight design. In order to meet these requirements, the 
robot must have humanlike appearance, motion space, and dexterity. This article 
gives insight into the design of a new wrist for the next generation of the human-
oid robot ARMAR. The goals of the development project are both to improve the 
motion space and to achieve a humanlike appearance. The new mechanical design 
is described in detail completed by a study of a first prototype. 

1   Introduction 

The mechatronic design of a humanoid robot is fundamentally different from that 
of industrial robots. The key goal for humanoid robots is not accuracy, but the 
ability to cooperate with humans. In order to enable a robot to interact with hu-
mans, high standards are set for sensors and control of its movements. The robot’s 
kinematic properties and range of movements must be adjusted to humans and 
their environment [1].  

The collaborative research centre 588 “Humanoid Robots – learning and  
cooperating multi-modal robots” was established by the “Deutsche Forschungs-
gemeinschaft” (DFG) in Karlsruhe in May 2001. In this project, scientists from 
different academic fields develop concepts, methods, and concrete mechatronic 
components for a humanoid robot called ARMAR (see figure 1) that can share its 
working space with humans. The long-term target is the interactive work of robots 
and humans to jointly accomplish specified tasks. Communication between robots 
and humans should be possible in different ways, including speech, touch, and 
gestures, thus allowing humans to interact with the robots easily and intuitively.  
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Fig. 1 Upper body of the humanoid robot 
ARMAR III. 

 

 
 

 

The focus of this paper is the design of a new wrist for the next generation of 
the humanoid robot ARMAR. The wrist serves as the connection between forearm 
and hand.  

The wrist of the current version, ARMAR III, has two degrees of freedom [2] 
and its rotational axes intersect in one point. ARMAR III has the ability to move 
the wrist to the side (± 60°) as well as up and down (± 30°). This was realized by a 
universal joint in a compact construction. One of the main points of criticism on 
the current version of the wrist is the offset between the rotational axes and the 
flange, as shown in figure 2 (left). Due to the joint design, this offset distance is 
necessary in order to provide the desired range of motion. Also other wrists of 
humanoid robots show a similar design [3, 4, 5, 6]. That offset is even greater due 
to the placement of the 6-axis force and torque sensor. The resulting movement, a 
circular path performed by the carpus, does not appear as a humanlike motion. 

The German Aerospace Centre DLR (Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raum-
fahrt) has been working on seven degree of freedom robot arms for several years. 
The wrists of the lightweight arms of the third generation imitate human wrist 
movements by a pitch-pitch combination with intersecting axes (kardanic). An al-
ternative pitch-roll configuration is also utilized, mainly for applications using 
tools [7]. Both versions have an offset comparable to the current wrist of 
ARMAR III. 

 

 

offset

 

Fig. 2 Offset between the rotational axis and the hand flange at the wrist of the humanoid 
robot ARMAR III (left) and a concept for a “Powered Wrist Joint” [8] (right). 
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Henry J. Taylor and Philip N.P. Ibbotson designed a “Powered Wrist Joint” [8] 
(figure 2 right) in order to load and unload space shuttles. In a smaller version, the 
basic idea could be reused in humanoid robot’s wrist. The second degree of free-
dom (pitch) of the wrist is guided by a spherical joint. Such an assembly provides 
a slim design and relatively wide range of motion. The actuators for the second 
degree of freedom (yaw) are located directly at the joint; therefore, the drive units 
are quite simple. On the other hand, miniaturization seems to be very difficult due 
to the dimensions of common gears and motors. 

2   New Concept 

2.1   Requirements and Design Goals 

Due to the fact that the robot is designed to interact with humans, the ability to 
move like a human is as important as a human-like appearance; therefore, specific 
demands [9] on kinematics, dynamics and the design space must be considered. A 
human wrist consists of many different elements and has a relatively wide range 
of motion. Figure 3 illustrates the different possible movements of the human 
wrist along with the corresponding reachable angular positions of the joints. 

In order to implement a human-like wrist movement, two orthogonally ar-
ranged rotational degrees of freedom are necessary. Both axes are orthogonal to 
the forearm’s axis and intersect in one point. The two degrees of freedom need to 
be put in a kinematical series. 

The requirements and design goals for a humanoid robot’s wrist can be de-
duced from the range of motion of the human wrist. The first degree of freedom 
should have a ±30° range of motion and the second ±90°. 

The wrist will be attached to the forearm’s structure on one side and provides 
the connection to the hand. It should be possible to disconnect the mechanical 
joint between the hand and wrist in a simple way in order to enable a modular de-
sign. To measure the load on the hand, a 6-axis force and torque sensor must be 
fitted between wrist and hand. The electronic cables and pneumatic tubes supply-
ing power to the hand actuators are the same as those used in the previous models 
of ARMAR [11, 12]. 

The design space for the robot’s wrist is based on human dimensions as much 
as possible; therefore, one aim is to keep a sphere of approximately 100 mm in di-
ameter as a boundary. At the same time, the control strategy aims to operate all 
degrees of freedom as individually as possible. 

 

 

Fig. 3 Human wrist and range of 
motion: a = palmar flection 70°, b = 
dorsal flection 90°, c =radial abduc-
tion 20°, d = ulnar abduction 40° 
[10]. 

 

b
d

a
c
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In keeping with the standardized drive concept of most modules of the robot, 
electronic motors are used as source for actuation. The drive units need to be di-
mensioned for a load of 3 kg. All gears are designed to be free from backlash and 
not self-locking. But friction, e.g. in case of a loss of power, leads to a slow and 
damped sinking of the arm instead of abrupt movement. That is of great impor-
tance for an interactive application of the robot in a human environment. On the 
other hand, stick-slip effects in the gears are avoided, which is a clear benefit for 
the control system. 

Finally, the mechanical structures should be as light as possible in order to save 
energy during dynamic movements. A lower mass of the wrist can contribute sig-
nificantly to a reduced energy consumption of the whole arm and has a strong  
influence on the gears and motors used for the drive units for the elbow and 
shoulder degrees of freedom. 

2.2   Concepts 

A reduction of the current wrist’s length by only minor and simple modifications 
of certain elements is impossible. The main reason is that the joint design in com-
bination with the drive unit for the second degree of freedom does not allow a 
mounting of the hand in the rotational axis. Formulated in an abstract way, the de-
velopment goal is to shift material from the intersection point of the two axes to a 
different location in order to gain free space in the center position. 

As a result of these basic considerations a new concept is depicted in figure 4. 
It consists of a curved track solution for the first degree of freedom (A). As this 
first rotation is limited to ±30°, there is enough space left for the bearings of the 
second degree of freedom, which may be realized, e.g., by a simple shaft (B). This 
configuration allows a relatively wide range of motion and a high capability for a 
reduction of the wrist’s length. The challenges for this concept include search for a 
technical solution for the curved track and designing it for the proper stiffness in 
the structures. 

 

Fig. 4 The principle curved track solution. 

 

 

2.3   Embodiment Design 

By an appropriate design of the shaft (figure 4, named B) it is possible to gain still 
more space for the 6-axis force and torque sensor. Figure 5 illustrates a cross-
section view of the modified shaft which allows efficient sensor integration. 

Fig. 5 Basic idea for the shaft of the 
second DOF of the wrist. 
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Fig. 6 Basic CAD implementation of the new concept by using a curved guide (left) and the 
alternative using a roll timing belt combination (right). 

The depth of that shell corresponds with the radius of the curved track and  
enables a mounting of the hand exactly in the point where the rotational axes in-
tersect. This is achieved by shifting the mechanical connection in the negative  
direction along the center axis of the forearm. 

For the technical implementation of the curved track, a curved guide, called 
HCR manufactured by THK [13] could be selected. Used for medical applications, 
THK produces curved guides with a radius of approximately 100 mm. From a 
technical point of view a further reduction of the radius is possible in order to 
meet the requirements for a humanoid robot’s wrist. For economic reasons, how-
ever, this was not a feasible option for the collaborative research centre.  

Therefore the curved guide is replaced by rollers in combination with a timing 
belt. This allows the integration of two different functions in one machine ele-
ment: the timing belt functions as a part of the drive unit while also providing  
sufficient preload to avoid a gap between the rollers and the track. Figure 6 shows 
the basic CAD models of each design. To investigate the new concept, different 
analyses and simulations were conducted and are described in the next section. 

3   Simulation 

3.1   Basic Geometric Considerations and FEM Simulation 

Based on the new concept introduced and explained in section II, an analytic 
model can be set up. Therefore all geometric parameters based on the nature of the 
human body have to be adapted to the model. Using parameter optimization the 
best combination of values for a design proposal can be found in order to achieve 
reasonable preloads for the belt.  

Two main load cases were used whereas the angle of the initiated force φ can 
vary. Figure 7 illustrates these two load cases. Here the calculated force F (36 N) 
is the substitute for all external loads and self-weight [2]. M is the appropriate 
torque resulting from the arm of lever and is about 3.14 Nm. To avoid a displace-
ment of the cap the preload FV has to be chosen great enough. 
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Fig. 7 Load case I (left) and load case II (right) in two different directions. 

Load case I: The external load F is applied in a variable angle φ towards the verti-
cal line. The maximum required preload for an offset of the bevel wheels (d) of 
37.5 mm is about 1 kN. When d is increased to 42.5 mm, the required force is less 
than 0.63 kN. Thus, the required force decreases by about 37 % when the offset of 
the beveled wheels is increased by about 21 %. By doubling the distance from 
35 mm to 70 mm, the required preload force is reduced by 90 %. The calculated 
critical angle of the load φ is 36°. 

Load case II: Calculations have shown that the influence of the substituted shear 
force F is negligible for this load case. Therefore only the over-all torque M is 
used for the analysis. FV is dependent upon the angle ς and the wheel distance e. 
The calculated maximum force for the timing belt is 0.28 kN. 

The calculated forces are all in a reasonable range compared to the technical 
elements that can be used for the construction. Consequently the concept can be 
realized in a physical system with standard bearings and materials. Therefore on 
the basis of these analytic results a modified CAD model is implemented (see  
figure 8). 

In a next step the CAD model is simulated numerically using finite element 
method (FEM) in order to gain further information of the system’s behavior.  
Especially the elasticity of the different structures and the resulting interaction ef-
fects are of interest. The preload force and the orientation of the external force 
were varied systematically. The primary object is to get values for the displace-
ment of the cap towards the global coordinate system. All deformable parts are 
simulated with isotropic material except the timing belt. Due to the fact that the 
timing belt is composed of a steel cord with polyurethane backing and teethes, an 
anisotropic material parameter is used in the model. The angle φ of the external 
load takes the value of 0° and 36° which is identified in the analytic calculation as 
the most critical. Figure 9 illustrates the result of the FEA.  

 

Fig. 8 CAD model based on the results of the analytical 
considerations. 
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Fig. 9 Stress distribution (von Mises) for load case II. 

The stresses, obtained by the FEA show a reasonable distribution. The  
displacement of the cap tested with high preload forces is minimal due to the FEA. 
For a preload of 0.6 kN the displacement for load case II is about 4.4·10-3 mm and 
for load case I 1.39·10-2 mm. Compared with a preload of 1 kN the displacement 
doesn’t highly decrease. For load case II the displacement takes the value of about 
4.07·10-3 mm and for load case II 1.29·10-2 mm. These values for the different pre-
loads show that in the range between FV=0.6 and 1.0 kN only a small increase of 
positioning accuracy due to less displacement can be reached. But the high addi-
tional costs in the construction of the wrist for preloads higher than 0.6 kN can’t 
be justified. For this reason, and for practical implementation, it is not meaningful 
to use forces greater than 0.6 kN. For preloads lower than 0.25 kN the position de-
viation increases dramatically and the system becomes statically indeterminate. 
The displacement of load case I with φ=36° is for every point smallest compared 
with load case I (φ=0°) and load case II. Therefore, it appears that a preload  
between 0.25 kN and 0.6 kN would be most suitable. 

3.2   Lightweight Design by Topology Optimization 

In order to achieve a lightweight design, topology optimization [14] can be very 
useful for the determination of the basic layout of a new design. It involves the de-
termination of features such as the number, location and shape of holes, and the 
connectivity of the domain. A new design is determined based upon the design 
space available, the loads, possible bearings, and materials of which the compo-
nent is to be composed. A topology optimization scheme is basically an iterative 
process that integrates a finite element solver and an optimization module. Today 
it is also a common tool in the industrial design process [15]. 

For the topology optimization the complete system is disassembled and only 
the cap with the connecting shaft, still a rigid body element, is used for the simula-
tion. This simplification is necessary to avoid enormous computing time caused 
by a very fine mesh for the cap and a huge number of load cases. All interactions  
between the cap and disassembled parts are replaced by corresponding forces and 
interactions, such as the preload of the timing belt of 450 N. For example five load 
case combinations are set for three different rotational positions of the second 
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Fig. 10 Design space and FE model (left), design proposal as results of the topology opti-
mization for a lightweight design (middle) and CAD implementation of the cap (right). 

DOF (0°initial-red arrows in figure 10, ±30°). In total 15 different configurations 
of the cap are used for the topology optimization. The design proposal as a result 
of the topology optimization is shown in figure 10. 

The mass is reduced by approximately 45 % of the original design space. For a 
final design the components (e.g. the bearing carriers) need to be modified and 
adapted to a certain manufacturing process. The final mass and structure of that part 
will of course depend also on the used materials but the optimization results can give 
a first design proposal. On the basis of the design proposals obtained from the topol-
ogy optimization a CAD model is implemented (see figure 10, right). 

3.3   Functional Prototype 

Based on the positive results obtained by the different simulations, a functional 
prototype was developed. That was necessary mainly because different functions 
were integrated in the toothed belt, which is usually used in a different manner and 
not all material parameters were available so that estimated values were used. 

As the purpose of the prototype is to prove basic functionality of the design, a 
few simplifications are made. For the bevel wheels complete rolls are used and the 
cap does not show the holes from the topology optimization for instance. Further-
more, the construction allows the possibility to implement an s-beam force sensor 
(Lorenz K-25). Figure 11 shows two pictures of the assembled functional proto-
type with a one kilogram weight attached at the hand’s position.  

Multiple static and dynamic tests show that this configuration is very accurate 
and has a high stiffness for small preloads of about 300 N. Hereby the wrist is 
hand-held at the forearm tube and statically loaded by huge forces between 
 

 

 

Fig. 11 Functional prototype. 
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20-80 N or moved dynamically in all different directions. Even for very fast “hand 
actuated” motions, which were approximately five times of the maximum velocity 
of the robot arm, the assembly remained free from backlash. 

4   Conclusion 

In this paper a new concept for humanoid robot’s wrist is presented. Especially the 
different steps of the development process are described. Based on the basic ideas, 
different analyses and simulations are conducted. Due to the design proposal ob-
tained by the topology optimization, a lightweight design is implemented in the 
CAD model. Finally, a functional prototype is presented which is a kind of proof 
of the concept. 

The next step will be the integration of the drive units for the second degree of 
freedom. Here different solutions are possible, e.g. like Bowden Cables or a direct 
actuation in combination with harmonic drive gears. In order to achieve a further 
reduction of mass, composite materials may be used for some of the structural 
components. The new wrist will be developed in the next months and is to be 
manufactured and assembled during the next year. 

Acknowledgment. The work presented in this article is funded by the “Deutsche 
Forschungsgemeinschaft” (DFG) within the Collaborative Research Centre 588 "Humanoid 
Robots - Learning and Cooperating Multimodal Robots". 
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Biological Motivated Control Architecture and
Mechatronics for a Human-Like Robot

Thomas Wahl, Sebastian Blank, Tobias Luksch, and Karsten Berns

Abstract. In this paper the lower levels of a biological inspired control architecture
for dynamically moving legged robots are presented. This architecture features a
hierarchical distributed reflex based high level controller as well as the possibility
to adjust the compliance of a stiff actuated joint. Furthermore the respective mecha-
tronical setup for that approach is presented, that includes the actuation and energy
storage in parallel springs. The approach is verified on a prototype leg mounted on
a vertical slider, that is capable of performing a cyclic squat jump. The reflex based
control concept is tested in a physics simulation environment. The experimental
validation shows that no series elastic elements are required to receive compara-
ble results with respect to the resulting motion. The low level stiffness controller
is implemented on a DSP-board and tested using an experimental setup with two
motors.

1 Introduction

Bipedal locomotion has been a field of high interest in robotics during the last
decades. This is among other things due to the fact that human environment fa-
vors this kind of locomotion over e.g. wheel based approaches. If mastered it offers
highly versatile and energy efficient movements that will allow the robot to advance
into areas that were not accessible to machines in the past.

Amongst the important aspects of a bipedal robot is a sound concept concerning
mechantronics and control aspects. The biological representatives of two-legged
locomotion show high energy efficiency and the ability to adapt to external dis-
turbances compared to state-of-the-art technical implementations. Thus, biological
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mechanisms seem to be promising as a guideline for the design process without try-
ing to copy them but rather make use of nature’s concepts. The short-term goal is
to deduce a system including mechanics, a reflex-based control architecture and a
suited actuator control approach that can be used in a walking machine later on.

To evaluate these basic concepts, the work presented here advances a single leg
prototype with biological motivated joints and control from an earlier project1 [15].
The demonstrator is to perform cyclic squat jumps stabilized in a vertical slider.
This highly dynamic motion is a meaningful benchmark as it poses considerable
demands on the mechatronics and the control system.

2 State of the Art

Contemporary bipedal robots can be classified into two major groups: On the one
hand the robots with fixed trajectory planning and no compliance, e.g. ASIMO,
LOLA [12] and on the other the robots with elastic actuation respectively passive
elastic elements inspired by the passive walkers by Tad McGeer et al. [16]. Those
ideas were employed in the actuated passive walkers by e.g. Collins et al. [5] and
Anderson et al. [2]. The second group tries to adapt more biological principles.
These principles are optimized by evolution for energy efficiency. Elastic actuated
robots can be divided once more in two basic approaches to acquire compliance. The
first one makes use of specialized hardware with elastic elements while the other
realizes the desired behavior using software with compliant control techniques.

A representative for the hardware approach is the Series elastic actuator (SEA)
[6, 19]. This method combines an inelastic actuator like DC motor or hydraulic ac-
tuator with a fixed elastic element. A drawback of SEAs is non-trivial control of the
desired stiffness. Other approaches that control the stiffness independently from the
position have to make use of more than one actuator. The mechanically adjustable
compliance and controllable equilibrium’s position actuator (MACCEPA) [7] uses
two separate servos. One servo controls the position and the second servo controls
the stiffness of the joint. The drawback of these approaches is that the energy of the
second actuator is lost in respect to movement. The fluidic muscles [10] use the an-
tagonistic principle as can be found in biology. The antagonistic principle makes use
of the nonlinearity of the elastic elements. Unfortunately this increases the control
overhead at the same time.

Their are two major approaches that use a software solution: Virtual Model Con-
trol [18] and Impedance Control Methods [1] . Common for all these approaches is
a stiff and retardant actuator. Obligatory for a software solution is a very fast sensor-
controller-actuator-loop. This is reachable by distributing the control architecture on
different CPUs.

1 The initial leg prototype has been developed within the program ‘Bionik - Innovationen
aus der Natur” of the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF).
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3 Concept

Based on these biological motivated aspects a system should have the following
components:

• actuator that can deliver high torques
• gearbox that allows free swing of the legs
• parallel elastic elements to store energy
• no explicit series elastic elements
• controller to adjust the stiffness of the joints
• reflex layer based on neurological concept
• easy to distribute functional units
• distributed control components for enhanced scalability

3.1 Mechanical Design

In consideration of the fact that the biped performs highly dynamic movements, the
delivery of high torques is recommended. These high torques could be produced by
either pneumatic or hydraulic actuators as well as DC motors. Due to the autonomy
of the system the DC motors are the preferred solution. Another important detail is
the controllability of such actuators. The control of pneumatic actuators is highly
nonlinear and the antagonistic principle requires a second actuator.

In the swing phase of a walking gait the robot should use its mechanical dynamics
to save energy. Hence the gear ratio has to be low. That allows the joint to be non-
retardant in comparison to the commonly used harmonic drives.

For the energy storage during the squat phase parallel springs are attached to
each joint [4] . These springs may not be too heavy such that all the benefit is
compensated by their weight. There are three suitable kinds of springs. Two of these
are the mechanical linear and rotary springs. They are very light and easy to handle.
The third option is a pneumatic spring: they are slightly heavier and have a nonlinear
force response.

3.2 Joint Control

In a jumping sequence an elastic configuration is required to avoid hard impacts at
touchdown. Besides that in normal walking gaits the leg should use the mechanical
dynamics by just relaxing the joint. On the other hand the joint has to be very stiff
when the leg is in the support phase. These cases are nearly impossible to control
with passive series elastic elements. Due to that the joint controller adjusts the stiff-
ness of the joint. To perform these highly dynamic tasks the controller is built up
hierarchical. The innermost loop has to be a very fast current-controller. The current
is directly correlated to the output-torque of the motor. The current measurement is
the most difficult for that controller, because it has to be very fast and synchronized
to the PWM.
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Fig. 1 Schematic view of the hierarchical closed loop controller.

Based on this current controller a speed and a position controller are imple-
mented. A schematic layout and the interfaces of the controller are presented in
Fig 1. The speed controller has no interface to the higher reflex layer. Biology shows
that there is no need for an exact speed control. The desired position and torque im-
pact of the controller output can be set using respective weight parameters named
wpos and wtor. By decreasing wpos the stiffness at a desired position is reduced. wtor

is proportional to the influence of a desired torque. This is e.g. the case during the
pushoff phase: there is no need for an exact position since the maximum torque is
required. In this phase wpos is zero and wtor is one with the maximum desired torque.
To hold a fixed desired position wpos is one and wtor is zero.

3.3 Reflex Control

The joint control just mentioned presents the interface for the next layers of the con-
trol system. Complying with the biological motivation of this work, again concepts
transferred from nature should be employed. The system described in the next para-
graphs is based on a control approach for bipedal locomotion already published in
more detail [14, 13].

Neurological control of cyclic motions seems to be a result of feedback and feed-
forward components. Bizzi, Ivanenko, and others have analyzed synergies of muscle
activity during locomotion and suggest that the nervous system is of hierarchical
layout [3, 11, 8, 9]. Based on the current phase of locomotion, coordinated patterns
of activity are generated from a central unit and stimulate muscle groups to achieve
the desired motion. Depending on this phase, reflex responses are modulated from
spinal or supraspinal levels as well [21, 22].

Based on these and other results from biomechanics and neurology, the approach
followed in this work suggests a hierarchical network of control modules to gen-
erate dynamic locomotion of legged robots. Control units are distributed and local
to reduce the modelling effort and the complexity. Reflexes introduce a tight sen-
sor/actor coupling for fast responses to stimuli and can be inhibited or modulated
depending on the phase or mode of locomotion as it is the case in biological con-
trol. Motor patterns allow for temporal synergies of cooperating joints by generating
synchronized torque impulses. No explicit joint trajectories are used so the natural
system dynamics can be exploited and natural and energy-efficient motions emerge.
Figure 2 illustrates the structure of the proposed approach. Skills represent control
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Fig. 2 The proposed control approach is structured as a hierarchical network of skill, reflexes
and motor patterns.

units hierarchically above reflexes and motor patterns. The actual control compo-
nents selected and designed to achieve the aspired motion are based on reflexes,
muscle synergies and EMG data found in biological research and adapted to the
technical system. The control network is implemented using a behavior-based con-
trol framework that was successfully used before on various robots by the authors
and others and allows to implement the characteristics just mentioned [20].

4 Prototype

4.1 System Description

The single leg prototype is comprised of two actuated joints (hip, knee) and two
limbs (thigh,shank). The hip joint is fixed to a vertical slider that allows for free
movement in z-direction while restricting lateral change of position as well as ro-
tation. In order to emulate the very sparse biological sensor concept the prototype
is only equipped with two positional encoders located at each actuated joint and a
load cell mounted in the middle of the lower limb. The construction is intended to be
highly modular in order to be able to replace components or expand the kinematic
setup with e.g. a passive foot construction. The dimension of the leg is human like.
The height of the leg is nearly one meter and the weight is around 16 kg.

In order to acquire valid simulation results a dynamic model of the leg is needed
to represent the actual one as closely as possible while allowing to introduce a few
simplifications to reduce the computational overhead. Thus, the weight points as-
sumed for each part are located in a position that represents the actual load distribu-
tion in the best possible way. The model is presented in figure 3(a).

The actuated joints consist of a DC motor, a gearbox with low gear ratio and
parallel elastic elements. Finding a suited actuator for this kind of application is not
an easy task since the restrictions in respect of dynamic properties can only be met
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Fig. 3 Schematic model used for simulation purposes (left) and a photograph of the prototype
leg (right).

by very few actuators. A motor with a rotor disc seems to be ideal here since it
offers very good dynamic properties due to its low inertia and high peak torque. The
selected model offers a zero motion torque of approximately 13.72 Nm. Employing
a gear ratio of 32 : 1 and neglecting the loss at the gearbox this would result in a
maximum obtainable torque of 439 Nm. Unfortunately this can only be achieved for
a very short time interval before the hardware would be destroyed due to a resulting
current of more than 100 A. Thus, the sustainable peak torque is assumed to be 150
Nm for the simulation process.

4.2 Low Level Closed Loop Controller

The low level closed loop controller is implemented on a DSP-board. The DSP-
board is connected via CAN-bus to the PC. Because of the encapsulation of the
different reflexes there is no realtime capability required. The reflexes which need
fast sensor informations, like touchdown reflex, can be directly implemented on the
DSP.

The hip and the knee motor are connected to one DSP-board. For the speed and
position measurement an optical-encoder is attached to the motor shaft. The en-
coders are connected via the CPLD to the DSP. The current measurement for each
motor is realized by a shunt. Because of the non-continuous current due to the PWM
the synchronisation of the measurement is a big problem. The solution is a timer that
is synchronized in the DSP-hardware with the PWM and the AD-converter. The
direction of the current is dedicated by the sign of the default PWM.
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To reduce the noise of the measured current a simple lowpass-filter is imple-
mented. The cycletime of the standard PI-controller is 1ms. That is fast enough to
have an average risetime of about 8ms for a given desired current. This is concur-
rently the limiting setpoint setting of the speed controller and the desired torque.
These two values are fusioned in a weighted sum (see equation 1). The fusion of the
desired torque and the desired speed influences the stiffness of the joint. To avoid
damage of the hardware the desired current is limited.

currentdes =
w2

pos ∗ torspeed + w2
tor ∗ tordes

wpos + wtor
(1)

The speed controller is also a classic PI-controller. The integral-portion is limited
to avoid windup-effects when the weight of the position is very low. The third hier-
archical controller is a position controller. Due to the integral portion of controlled
system the position controller has no need for an integral portion. The acceleration
of the speed controller is also limited. This is required to ensure the stability of the
system (see [17]).

4.3 Reflex Control for Jumping

The jump is controlled by units on both the spinal cord and the muscle level. The
spinal cord is the coordinating instance while the reflexes on the muscle level gen-
erate the actual commands for the joint controllers. The functionality on the spinal
cord level is achieved through a behavior based module that acts as finite state ma-
chine (FSM) while the four reflexes are closely coupled with the hardware (see
figure 4).

The Push off Reflex is intended to start in a squatted position that is reached using
either the spinal cord level function to initialize the jump or the squat reflex during
repetitive jumping. Once the reflex is stimulated, the leg is stretch out by applying
torque to either actuated joints. Experiments have shown that the naive approve
of applying the maximum momentum at both joints is contraindicated by the fact
that this would cause undesired lateral force due to the closed kinematic chain of
the leg. Thus the hip is relaxed almost entirely while the main share of the work is
performed by the knee actuator. Torque is applied until leg remains slightly bend and
is the entirely withdrawn to reduce the lateral movement in negative x-axis direction
after the liftoff. Besides eliminating undesired movement this also helps to reduce
the energy consumption of a jump motion. Once the foot point loses contact to the
ground the activity of the reflex is withdrawn by the coordination function.

The Inflight Reflex is activated after lift-off. The intention behind the inflight re-
flex is on the one hand the necessity to ensure a proper landing posture in order to
minimize the mechanical stress on the joints and segments and on the other hand
to maintain favorable joint angles to maximize the amount of impact energy that
can be restored in the subsequent push off attempt. The approach taken here is the
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combination of both by using two concurrent reflexes: the already mentioned inflight
reflex and a touchdown reflex that will be introduced in the next section. The activity
of this reflex (and therefore the stiffness of the joint angle controller) decreases the
closer the sensed joint configurations approaches the desired one (slightly bend).
Once the target configuration is reached within a certain threshold the activity is
kept at a level of approx. 30 % to ensure the posture remains roughly the same. The
reduction of the activity has proven to be very useful at the moment of touchdown
since a desired amount of joint compliance can be realized this way. The stimula-
tion is entirely withdrawn from the reflex as soon as a ground contact is detected
and thus the landing can be assumed.

The Touchdown Reflex as mentioned above is pre-stimulated at a certain point
in time while the leg is still in the air. Once ground contact is detected the reflex
intends to gradually slow down the drop until the leg comes to a complete rest at
a defined position. The former is achieved through the touchdown reflex while the
latter is managed by the squat reflex to be described in the next section. The activity
of this reflex is adjusted in respect to the angular velocity. The higher the angular
velocity the more counter momentum (i.e. torque) is applied to the actuated joints.

The Squat Reflex is once stimulated at the beginning of the landing phase. The
squat reflex is as already stated responsible for controlling the legs configuration
into a defined resting position (hip angle ≈ 30◦, knee angle ≈ 60◦ ) by means of
position control. By co-activating the touchdown reflex one can be sure to reach
that position with only rather low velocity and thus tolerable mechanical stress for
the hardware.
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The Touchdown Preflex is intended to reduce the impact stress. The idea is to
adjust the speed of the contact point to the ground. This results in adduction of the
leg after the peak of the airborne phase is passed. The timing is very critical. If the
preflex is activated too early it is no longer active during the impact since the inflight
reflex is trying to maintain a safe landing position and thus useless. If it is activated
too late it can not unfold its full effect.

5 Experiments and Results

5.1 Compliant Controller

In order to be able to test the implemented controller under the best possible condi-
tions, the second actuator is mounted on the same shaft as the first one. This results
in a direct and stiff connection of the two gearboxes. One of the motors is controlled
using the hierarchical controller while the other is used to simulate a controlled load
by directly applying the PWM ratio. To test the desired compliant properties, the
controller was set to a ”soft” position control (wpos < 1, wtor = 0) and the second
motor was used to generate a sudden and heavy distortion. The results can be found
in figure 5.

As expected the tolerance to deviation in position increases with decreasing wpos.
In figure 5(a) and 5(b) the controller is stiff enough to compensate the position
deviation nearly completely. A very small deviation is left in the intermediate case.
The compliant controller is not able to hold the desired position. With a higher wpos

setting the controller reacts more aggressive (in respect to magnitude and time) to an
occurring distortion. With a lower value the behavior is more relaxed and the current
overshoot is way smaller. The applied counter momentum in the static case is equal
for all parameter setups. The time delay between the load jump and the reaction of
the position is caused by the loose connection between the two motors.

(a) stiff (b) intermediate (c) compliant

Fig. 5 Qualitative performance of the real compliant position controller based on the stiffness
weight. The dotted line represent the current measured in Ampere, the solid one stand for the
current position denoted in degree while the dashed graph indicates the load applied by the
second motor in voltage.
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5.2 Simulated Jump Cycles

In order to be able to optimize the jumping process without putting the actual hard-
ware in jeopardy a simulation environment consisting of an hardware abstraction
layer and the physics simulation engine Newton was employed. The results of an
undisturbed jump cycle can be found in figure 6.

Fig. 6 Sensor data recorded during one jump sequence.

The dashed graphs (top) denote the hip torque and angle, while the dotted ones
(middle) stand for the respective knee values. On the bottom the load cell data (left,
solid) and the hip-joints z-position (right, dot-dashed) are marked. The cycle starts
with the pushoff phase t = 1.9 s until the liftoff is reached at t = 2.1 s. The impact
occurs at t = 2.5 s as visible in the load cell data. The recording continues until the
initial squatted position is reached again after a cycle time of t = 1.1 s. The acquired
jump height is approximately 15 cm. The lion’s share of the work in the phase prior
to liftoff is performed by the knee, because the hip actuator is only able to apply
vertical forces to the leg. The ratio shifts after the leg is airborne. In this phase the
hip motor has the role to bring the leg in the landing position. Due to the inertia of
the tibia, the knee motor can be relaxed to reach the desired knee angle. The preflex
helps to reduce the impact force of formally over 350 N to approx. 230 N. We have
compared the hip and the knee angle with such of humans. Although it was not our
goal to copy the trajectory of humans the behavior is approximately equal.

6 Conclusion and Outlook

In this paper the lower layers of a biologically motivated control architecture for
biped robots were derived. The approach features compliant behavior and dis-
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tributed control. The performance of the reflex-like control was evaluated using sim-
ulated cyclical jumps of a single leg with passive elastic elements. The biological
motivated actuator controller was implemented and tested within an experimental
setup of the prototype leg.

As can be seen in the experimental results, a behavior similar to a SEA could
be obtained with a standard DC motor. This is possible by employing a low-friction
gearbox and a fast hierarchical compliant controller. However the actively controlled
stiffness can be altered by changing a single parameter. This might lead to an en-
tirely stiff joint behavior on the one side or an unrestrained limb movement on the
other. The approach has shown its potential during repetitive jumping in a simulated
environment.

The next step will be to execute jumping motions with the prototype leg. Fur-
thermore experiments concerning the effectiveness of a passive ankle joint will
be pursued. After that the physical distribution of the reflexes will be taken into
consideration.
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Using the Torso to Compensate for
Non-Minimum Phase Behaviour in ZMP
Bipedal Walking

Houman Dallali, Martin Brown, and Bram Vanderborght

Abstract. In Zero Moment Point (ZMP) bipedal walking, the conventional method
is to use the cart-table model for generating the reference trajectory [1]. However,
due to modeling and tracking errors and external disturbances, such as uneven ter-
rain, the generated trajectory must be adapted by a stabilizer that uses sensory inputs
from force and torque sensors placed in the robot’s feet. The problem with the cart-
table model is that it is non-minimum phase which causes a significant, undesirable
undershoot in the ZMP in order to cancel the effect of disturbances. In this paper,
a novel scheme is proposed for ZMP feedback stabilization that utilizes the upper
body to balance the humanoid robot. This method increases the performance and
robustness of walking by reducing the undershoot and maintaining a desired band-
width. The effectiveness of the proposed scheme is demonstrated using simulation
and open problems are discussed.

1 Introduction

A current and interesting robotics research area is walking bipedal robots. Study-
ing bipedal robots introduces interdisciplinary challenges in applied mathematics,
mechanical, computer and control engineering. During the past two decades, signif-
icant advances have been made in this area and current bipedal robots are capable of
walking in well structured environments, on flat and sloped terrains [2],[3],[4],[5].
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In bipedal locomotion, cyclic walkers have been a focus of recent attention. This
consists of energy shaping approaches which are based on nonlinear control theory
[6],[7] and hybrid control approaches based on the notion of virtual constraints [8].
However, both approaches have only been implemented for 2D robots and the ex-
tensions to 3D is still under study. In addition, versatility, where a robot walks on
discrete footholds and to turn or change its limb coordination, is an integral part of
locomotion that can not be achieved using a cyclic walking approach. One practical
scheme to control humanoid robots is based on the concept of Zero Moment Point
(ZMP)[9]. ZMP is defined as the point on the ground plane about which the total
moments due to ground contact forces become zero. For stability the ZMP must al-
ways reside in the convex hull of the ground contact points. In order to satisfy this
criterion, [10] considered the non-minimum phase problem of balancing and pro-
posed a nonlinear invariant control approach for planar robots. A conventional ZMP
based trajectory generation method that can be implemented in 3D is the cart-table
model that approximates the dynamics of a bipedal robot by a running cart on a
pedestal table which is a linear and intuitive model [1]. It should be noted that the
robots that fit in this scheme must be fully actuated and position controlled.

Due to the modeling and tracking errors, external disturbances such as the ground
type and unknown external forces the actual ZMP trajectory will be different from
the desired reference trajectory. The actual ZMP trajectory is obtained from mea-
surements, such as force and torque sensors placed on the foot. The deviation of the
actual ZMP trajectory from the desired reference trajectory has to be tracked by a
controller (stabilizer) to generate the required change in the joint torques. However,
these deviations can be large enough to destabilize the robot. HRP-1S can perform
stable walking in simulation, but falls in practice [12]. The addition of a feedback
stabilizer means that robot is also able to walk in experiments because it is able to
cope with (limited) unknown disturbances. The tracking of the desired horizontal
motion of Johnnie is suspended whenever the ZMP approaches an instability region
[13]. However, the cart-table model is non-minimum phase and hence the stabilizers
will have limited tracking performance of such errors, in terms of the bandwidth and
the amount of undershoot

In this paper, an overview of the cart-table model for ZMP trajectory generation
and its non minimum phase behaviour is given in section 2 and a two mass inverted
pendulum is introduced to model the robot’s upper body and introduce actuation
in the hip. In section 3 these two models are combined to solve the non-minimum
phase behaviour of the cart-table model, by including an upper body model. The dy-
namic performance is analyzed theoretically and in section 3.2, and an LQR optimal
controller is formulated for the new multi-variable system to generate the reference
walking trajectories. In section 3.3 a ZMP stabilizer is proposed to use the torso in
balancing the robot. Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed scheme is evaluated
by simulation and open problems are discussed.

2 Literature Review

In this section, an overview of the cart-table trajectory generation model is provided.
This includes analyzing the model’s unstable zero which causes the non-minimum
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phase behaviour and discussing the implications for control design. Next, a simple
two mass inverted pendulum model of the robot’s hip and torso is reviewed, and its
benefits and limitations are mentioned [17]. This is to motivate the combination of
the two models in section 3.2.

2.1 Linear Inverted Pendulum and Cart-Table Model

In [14] a 3D linear inverted pendulum model for bipedal walking trajectory gen-
eration was introduced. The 3D inverted pendulum is constrained to move along a
plane which results in linear state space equations as illustrated in figure 1. In [1]
it was shown that this directly corresponds to the dynamics of a running cart on a
pedestal table and the cart-table dynamics are:

px = x − zc
g ẍ

py = y − zc
g ÿ

(1)

where px,py are the zero moment points in X and Y directions, respectively, zc is the
height of the cart and g is gravity. In this paper, the problem is studied in the frontal
plane (i.e. ZMP in X direction is considered) but under certain assumptions the
motion in both frontal and lateral planes can be decoupled. Therefore, the models in
this section and the proposed model in section 3 are also valid for 3D walking [14].
Equation 1 can be represented in state space form using a new variable ux which is
the time derivative of the horizontal acceleration (jerk) of center of mass, d

dt ẍ = ux:

ẋ =

⎡
⎣ 0 1 0

0 0 1
0 0 0

⎤
⎦x +

⎡
⎣0

0
1

⎤
⎦ux , px = [1 0 −zc

g ]x (2)

where x = (x, ẋ, ẍ)T . The cart-table model provides a convenient framework to
generate a reference trajectory for the bipedal robot. However, in ZMP feedback
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Fig. 1 In (a) constrained linear inverted pendulum is shown that assumes that ZMP is in the
origin (0,0,0) (origin corresponds to the robot’s ankle) and the ankle torque is zero. In (b) the
cart-table model is shown for ZX (frontal) plane where the ZMP can move in the foot (table’s
contact with the ground) and the ankle’s torque is not necessarily zero.
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stabilization a problem arises from the non-minimum phase behaviour of equation 2.
The transfer function of the equation 2 is:

G(s) =
px(s)
ux(s)

=
1 − (−zc

g )s2

s3 =
(

−zc

g

) (−g
zc

)− s2

s3 (3)

This is unstable because it has three poles at the origin (triple integrator) but this can
be overcome using pole placement. However, equation 3 also has two zeros. Using
feedback will not affect the positions of the zeros and this will cause problems in the
control design. The left half plane zero has a scaling effect on the response which
can be solved by dc gain adjustment, but the right half plane zero will limit the
achievable bandwidth of the system and produces an undesirable undershoot [15]
as the inverse is unstable. For ZMP feedback stabilization, consider the case where
the desired ZMP is in front of the actual ZMP of the robot. The hip must accelerate
in the positive direction and according to equation 2 the ZMP will initially move
backward and hence diverge as illustrated in figure 2. Therefore, it is important to
investigate methods for minimizing/overcoming this behaviour in order to increase
the robustness to disturbances such as uneven surfaces.

In general, perfect tracking control of such systems without future information
of the tracking signal is not possible and it is necessary to approximate the non-
minimum phase system with a minimum phase system to design controllers with
bounded tracking error [16]. In addition, controller design based on right half plane
pole-zero cancelation is fundamentally flawed, due to the loss of internal stability
as such designs rely on unstable pre-filters. Therefore, performance limitations, due
to the right half plane zeros, will be present in any design leading to inevitable
compromises between the speed of response and the amount of undershoot in the
system’s step response. In figure 2 this is shown for the cart-table model which is
stabilized using pole-placement.
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Fig. 2 Cart-table model step response with poles placed at pole1=[-2,-4,-6], pole2=[-4,-6,-
10]. In the first case (dotted line) the ZMP rise time is 1.04s and ZMP undershoot is 27%
(notice the slow response of center of mass) while in the second case (solid line) the ZMP
rise time is 0.275s and ZMP undershoot is 84% (in this case the center of mass quickly
approaches the steady state). This shows the trade off in bandwidth and undershoot criteria.
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2.2 Two Mass Inverted Pendulum Model

The non-minimum phase problem of one-mass inverted pendulum model which rep-
resents the center of mass of a robot was first analyzed in [17] and a two mass
inverted pendulum was proposed that results in a multi-variable minimum phase
system, as illustrated in figure 3. Linearization about the origin produces the follow-
ing state space equations:

ẋ =
[

0 I2×2

0 0

]
x +
[

0
I2×2

]
u , px = [c1 c2 0 0]x +[d1 d2] u

c1 = (m1+m2)l1+m2l2
m1+m2

, c2 = m2l2
m1+m2

, d1 = −m1l2
1+m2(l1+l2)2

(m1+m2)g , d2 = −m2(l1+l2)l2
(m1+m2)g

(4)

where x = (θ1,θ2, θ̇1, θ̇2)T and u = (u1,u2)T = (θ̈1, θ̈2)T and px are the input vector
and scalar output of the two mass inverted pendulum, respectively. It can be shown
that this has no right half plane zeros provided the second link’s length is non-zero.
The transfer function matrix of two mass inverted pendulum can be obtained as
following:

G(s) = C(sI − A)−1B + D = [
c1 + d1s2

s2

c2 + d2s2

s2 ] (5)

It should be noted that the zeros in multi-variable systems are different from their
SISO counterparts, and they are associated with the directions of input and out-
put of the system. To obtain the zeros of equation 5, the transfer function, G(s), is
epxressed as:

G(s) =
Π(s)
DG(s)

, Π(s) = [c1 + d1s2 c2 + d2s2] , DG(s) = s2 (6)

The roots of greatest common divisor of Π(s) determines the zeros of the transfer
function matrix G(s), which in this case does not have a root.

Therefore, the transfer function does not have any zeros and hence the double
inverted pendulum is minimum phase. However, as mentioned earlier, this scheme
has limitations due to the linearization of the two masses around the vertical line.
This can produce large errors as the robot’s hip is required to move in a large op-
erating range that cannot be approximated by linearizing about a single operating

Fig. 3 The two mass in-
verted pendulum model
relies on linearization of
both upper and lower pen-
dulum links. This is not the
case for the robot as the mo-
tion of the hip is completely
nonlinear and it can lead to
large modeling errors for the
trajectory generation.
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l1

l2
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point [11]. In addition, the inverted pendulum models assume ZMP in the ankle and
ankle torque is zero, while in the cart-table model, the ZMP is located in the foot
and ankle torque is not necessarily zero. In section 3, a new model is proposed that
combines the advantages of cart-table model and two mass inverted pendulum.

3 Generalized Two Link Inverted Pendulum

In this section firstly a new model is proposed which combines the advantages of
the cart-table and the two mass inverted pendulum models. The new model does not
assume linearization of the lower mass that corresponds to the robot’s hip motion.
Secondly, a trajectory generation for the model based on preview control of ZMP
is described in section 3.2 . Thirdly, a solution to ZMP stabilization is proposed in
section 3.3.

3.1 Modeling

Consider the pendulum-cart-table model shown in figure 4. The equation for torques
around the ZMP gives:

τzmp = −Mg(x − px)+ Mẍzc − (mg + mz̈2)(x2 − px)+ mẍ2(zc + z2) = 0 (7)

where z2 = l cos(θ ), x2 = x + l sin(θ ), and l is the pendulum’s length. . Assuming
small deviation on the torso and linearizing around the vertical axis where z2 = l
and x2 = x + lθ , this results in the following linear relationship:

px = x +
ml

(M + m)
θ − Mzc + m(zc + l)

(M + m)g
ẍ − ml(zc + l)

(M + m)g
θ̈ = (1,c1,0,0,c2,c3)x (8)

Fig. 4 The new pendulum-
cart-table model in 2D.
The cart represents the hip
and the actuated pendulum
represents the torso.
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where x = (x,θ , ẋ, θ̇ , ẍ, θ̈ )T is the state vector and the control input vector is u =
(u1,u2)T where u1 = d

dt ẍ and u2 = d
dt θ̈ . Therefore, the system for control of ZMP

can be defined as:

ẋ =
[

0 I4×4

0 0

]
x +
[

0
I2×2

]
u , y = px =

[
1 c1 0 0 c2 c3

]
x (9)

The transfer function matrix for this system is given by:

G(s) = C(sI − A)−1B =
1
s3

[
1 + c1s2 c2 + c3s2

]
(10)

and in a similar fashion to section 2.2 the system does not have any zeros. Therefore,
one can design a multi-variable controller to achieve the desired bandwidth required
for the purpose of feedback stabilization.

3.2 Trajectory Generation Using Preview Control of ZMP

Consider the dynamics of pendulum-cart-table model given by equation 9. The dis-
crete time dynamics can be expressed by:

x(k + 1) = Ax(k) + B u(k), y(k) = Cx(k) (11)

where x(k) = (x(k),θ (k), ẋ(k), θ̇ (k), ẍ(k), θ̈ (k))T , u(k) = (u1(k) u2(k))T and A,B
are the discrete time versions of equation 9 with sample time T . To add robust-
ness to the control, integral action is introduced by using incremental control,
Δu(k) = u(k)− u(k − 1), and state, Δx(k) = x(k)− x(k − 1), [19]. The state vector
is augmented as x̃(k) = (px(k),Δx(k))T and the dynamics now become:

Ã =
[

I CA
0 A

]
B̃ =

[
CB
B

]
C̃ =

[
1 01×6

]
(12)

An optimal control problem is formulated by minimizing:

J =
∞

∑
i=k

[eT (i)Qee(i)+ΔxT (i)QxΔx(i)+ΔuT (i)RΔu(i)] (13)

where e(i) = px(i)− pre f (i), and the optimal control is given by [19]:

uo(k) = − GI

k

∑
i=0

e(k) − Gxx(k)−
NL

∑
i=1

Gd(i)pre f (k + i) (14)

where pre f is the reference ZMP trajectory in x direction. The parameter NL deter-
mines the horizon of the future desired ZMP. The optimal gain is determined by
solving the discrete time algebraic Riccati equation:

P̃ = ÃT P̃Ã− ÃT P̃B̃(R + B̃T P̃B̃)−1B̃T P̃Ã + Q̃ (15)
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where, Q̃ = diag{Qe,Qx}. Hence the optimal gain is defined by:

K̃ = [GI Gx] = (R + B̃T P̃B̃)−1B̃T P̃Ã (16)

and the optimal preview gain is calculated using the recursive formula:

Gd(l) = (R + B̃T P̃B̃)−1B̃T X̃(l − 1),
X̃(l) = Ãc

T
X̃(l − 1), l = 2, ...,NL,

(17)

where Ãc = Ã − B̃K̃, Gd(1) = GI and X̃(1) = −Ãc
T

P̃[1 01×6]T . A numerical ex-
ample is given in the section 4 where the generator is producing the desired motion
of center of mass. In the next section, the stabilization issue associated with ZMP
based walking is considered.

3.3 Stabilizer Design

In section 3.2, a walking reference trajectory generator based on the new pendulum-
cart-table model was introduced. However, due to imperfect ground conditions,
modeling errors and unknown disturbances, a real time feedback stabilizer must
be used to adapt the generated trajectories based on the sensor information. This
section proposes a ZMP feedback stabilization scheme to increase the robustness in
bipedal walking.

Consider equation 9 with outputs modified as:

ẋ =
[

0 I4×4

0 0

]
x +
[

0
I2×2

]
u , y =

[
p1

p2

]
=
[

1 0 0 0 c2 0
0 c1 0 0 0 c3

]
x (18)

where p1 and p2 are the ZMP outputs corresponding to hip and torso, respectively.
Reference tracking using feedback can then be implemented by considering the sys-
tem defined in equation 18 in compact format as:

ẋ = Ax + Bu , y = Cx (19)

Define the integral of error, z, between reference vector r and the system’s output
vector y, ie. ż = r − y, then the new state space system is:[

ẋ
ż

]
=
[

A 0
−C 0

][
x
z

]
+
[

B
0

]
u+
[

0
I

]
r , y =

[
C 0
][ x

z

]
(20)

Since the system in equation 20 is controllable, it is possible to use feedback u =
−[K1 K2]x to stabilize the system and track the reference vector r. As a result of
feedback the closed loop system is:[

ẋ
ż

]
=
[

A − BK1 −BK2

−C 0

][
x
z

]
+
[

0
I

]
r , y =

[
C 0
][x

z

]
(21)

A numerical example for the ZMP stabilization is given in section 4 and the results
are compared with the old cart-table model.
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Fig. 5 An illustration of the reference ZMP trajectory generation using the new pendulum-
cart-table model. The location of torso is kept in the vertical direction, however it can be
moved depending on the ground slope. The control input signals are shown in the lower
figure.
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Fig. 7 An illustration of the state evolution in the pendulum-cart-table model. Note that the
upper body is moving by maximum of 0.24rad.

4 Comparison and Simulation Results

In order to implement ZMP based walking, a stable trajectory of center of mass
that satisfies the desired ZMP must be generated and during trajectory following a
real time stabilization mechanism must be used to adapt the trajectories and react
to unknown disturbances. Therefore, the results of this paper are two fold. Firstly,
a numerical example is provided to illustrate the reference trajectory generation
introduced in section 3.2. Simulation results of ZMP tracking and the location of
center of mass (robot’s hip) associated with the pendulum-cart-table model is given
in figure 5, and the controller and model parameters are given as follows: g = 9.81,
zc = 0.6m, m = 8Kg, M = 12.5Kg, l = 0.3m, T = 0.005s; preview time T prev = 2s,
Qe = I 2×2, Qx = I 6×6, R = 10−3 × I 2×2 and the simulation time is 8sec. Secondly,
a numerical example of the real time feedback scheme that was introduced in sec-
tion 3.3 is illustrated in figure 6. Note that the step height is 0.1 m and the system
poles are placed at [−6−6−8−8−10−10−12−12]. The undershoot correspond-
ing to the hip is reduced from 5.6cm to 2.4cm by using the upper body movement,
which is a 57% reduction in the total ZMP of the new pendulum-cart-table model.
At the same time the settling time in cart ZMP step response is 0.53s and in the
total ZMP response the settling time is 0.74s. That is the new model can achieve a
reasonable tracking speed, and avoid the undesired undershoot. In addition, due to
practical limitations, the range of upper body movement must be as small as possi-
ble. This is achieved and demonstrated in figure 7.
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5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, the non-minimum phase problem associated with using the cart-table
model for ZMP reference trajectory generation has been described and a solution
has been proposed based on actuating the torso. The new pendulum-cart-table model
combines the advantages of existing models and makes use of the torso to compen-
sate the unknown ZMP deviations. The effectiveness of this model has been shown
by numerical examples both for pattern generation and for ZMP feedback stabiliza-
tion. In ZMP stabilization the torso is used for reducing or ideally canceling the
undesired effects of undershoots and bandwidth limitations. However, this method
can be used in combination with existing stabilization schemes that use ankle actua-
tion. All the results mentioned in this paper are valid for the three dimensional case
where the sagittal and lateral motions can be decoupled. The future, work should
combine the ankle and torso actuation for the purpose of stabilization, as it can be
observed in human walking.
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Object-Specific Grasp Maps for Use in Planning
Manipulation Actions

Franziska Zacharias, Christoph Borst, and Gerd Hirzinger

Abstract. Humans use learned knowledge to solve reaching tasks and to manipulate
objects and tools. We believe that representations of manipulation characteristics of
an object and of the reaching capabilities of a robotic arm can speed up low-level
planners, like grasp planners. They also enable sophisticated scene analysis and
reasoning for high-level planners, like task planners.

We present object-specific grasp maps to encapsulate an object’s manipulation
characteristics. A grasp planner is shown to use the grasps maps and a representation
of the reachable workspace. The exploitation of the provided knowledge focuses the
planning on regions of the object that are promising to yield high quality grasps.
Speed ups of factor 2-12 are reported.

1 Introduction

In the course of life a human learns to use his arms but also to grasp and use tools and
objects. Thus the human can rely on knowledge about the world and about himself to
decide which regions are reachable for him and how to approach objects. It could be
imagined that this knowledge is saved in the form of a model that can be referenced
in action planning. Our goal is to use models of a robotic arm’s capabilities and an
object’s manipulation properties to guide the task planning process at a high level
of abstraction. The models can furthermore be used to parameterize path and grasp
planners and enable them to solve a problem more quickly (Fig. 1). We introduced
a representation of a robotic arm’s reachable workspace [13] that characterizes re-
gions w.r.t. their reachability from various directions. Using this representation it
can easily be determined whether an object in the scene is reachable and from what

Franziska Zacharias · Christoph Borst · Gerd Hirzinger
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Münchner Straße 20, 82234 Weßling, Germany,
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directions. While an object may be reachable for the robotic arm, the question
whether stable grasps can be realized from the corresponding approach direction is

Fig. 1 Knowledge about the world and
about the robot is used to guide and pa-
rameterize planning processes.

still open. An object like a coffee pot for
instance is not graspable equally well in
all regions of its geometry model. Grasps
which are not suited to the hand kinemat-
ics (Fig. 2(a)) should be discarded early. Due
to the object’s orientation a prefered grasp
(Fig. 2(b)) may not alway be reachable and
other grasps (Fig. 2(c)) have to be used. Or
all grasps may be unreachable (Fig.2(d)). A
model of an object’s manipulation properties
should reflect these issues. A high-level plan-
ner could use this model to determine if good
approach directions are accessible. In case of
cluttered scenes, it could be analyzed whether
a rearrangement of the scene or a reposition-
ing of the mobile manipulator is required.
In path planning research, workspace knowl-
edge [14] and knowledge about the capabilities of a robotic arm [5] is used to
speed up planning. However to the authors’ knowledge neither current high-level
planners like a manipulation planner nor low-level planner like a grasp planner use
knowledge about an object’s manipulation characteristics or representations of the
reachable workspace. Instead state of the art grasp planners [9], [10], [7] integrate
additional algorithmic frameworks to ensure particular characteristics. For instance
a robotic arm’s inverse kinematics is directly integrated into the grasp planner to
ensure that grasps are reachable by the robot arm. In the long run this leads to huge
monolithic planning systems. The representation of good grasps has also received
attention. In manipulation planning often fixed manipulation points on the objects
[12], predefined grasps [1] or simple rules for grasp generation are used [2] instead
of versatile grasp planners. These methods discard a lot of manipulation possibili-
ties especially for multifingered hands. Pelossof et al. [11] use an SVM approach to
learn from a set of good grasps how to generate grasps for similar objects. Gienger

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 2 Various ways to reach for and grasp a coffee pot.
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et al. [6] represent a continuous set of power grasps by a Rapidly-exploring Ran-
dom Tree. The object-specific grasp information is used in motion optimization to
speed up motion planning. However, these representations where not designed to be
efficiently exploited by planners like grasp planners, or task planners.

In this paper we take a first step towards this goal and introduce a simple repre-
sentation of an object’s manipulation capabilities. We show how a grasp planner can
use this representation and a previously published representation of a robot arm’s
reachable workspace to avoid wasting planning efforts on regions of the object to be
grasped that do not participate in reachable high quality grasps.

2 Grasp Maps for Use in Grasp Planning

In this section we demonstrate the benefits of including object information into grasp
planning. We summarize the grasp planner introduced by Borst et al. [4]. We de-
scribe the derivation of simple grasp maps and adapt the grasp planner presented by
Borst et al. [4] to use this object knowledge. We assume that a geometric triangu-
lated model of an object is available. No preprocessing steps are necessary.

2.1 The Grasp Planning Algorithm

The main aspect for a planned grasp is to hold an object firmly and safely, also in the
presence of disturbances acting on the object, e.g. during transport motions. Grasps
that have this property are called force-closure grasps. Unbound forces in the con-
tact points are assumed. In this paper a grasp is composed of k point contacts with
friction, with one contact per finger (precision grasp). We focus on multi-fingered
force-closure precision grasps. Borst et al. [4] presented an intuitive measure for
evaluating the quality of a grasp. They furthermore proposed an efficient generate
and test algorithm to plan good but not optimal grasps for robotic hands independent
of a robotic arm in very short time.

The grasp quality measure is based on the two concepts of the grasp wrench space
GWS and the object wrench space OWS. A wrench is composed of the forces and
torques acting in a contact point. The GWS of a given grasp describes disturbances
that a grasp can counterbalance. The OWS of a given object describes which distur-
bances may occur. The largest factor by which the OWS can be scaled to just fit in
the GWS was identified as an intuitive physically motivated measures of a grasp’s
quality. Based on this measure a generate and test grasp planner was introduced. It
includes the following steps:

1. Contact points are generated by randomly sampling a face of the triangulated
object model (uniform distribution).

2. Heuristic fast prefiltering steps roughly check force closure and gripper con-
straints. The tests are conservative since no solutions are discarded.

3. Grasp quality and robustness is evaluated
4. Gripper configuration is determined
5. Collision checks of the hand with the object to grasp are performed
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All combined the grasp planner can produce good grasps for arbitrary 3D objects
online. Depending on the object complexity to generate a grasp the planner needs
between 20 ms-180 ms on an Intel Pentium D 3 GHz with 2 GB main memory.

2.2 Grasp Maps

A grasp planner based on random sampling strategies produces high and low quality
grasps. We believe that some regions of an object’s geometry contribute to high qual-
ity grasps more than others. When thinking of objects like the coffee pot (Fig. 2),
a martini glass or a cup this immediately becomes obvious. In the grasp map, we
intend to represent how specific regions of an object participate in manipulation.
The geometric object model will be attributed with region specific aspects. Did a
specific region participate in force closure grasps? What quality did these grasps
have? The grasp planner presented in the last section places contact points on the
object without any knowledge of the kinematics of the robotic hand. Therefore a lot
of grasps are sampled that are kinematically infeasible or cause collisions between
the object and the hand. The object-specific grasp maps will provide this knowledge
to the grasp planner at the earliest stage. Using these grasp maps a grasp planner
can automatically bias the generation process to concentrate the search for grasps in
regions promising to yield higher quality force-closure grasps faster.

We illustrate the grasp map generation using an object constructed of primitive
shapes (Fig. 3). A cube, a cylinder and a cone are concatenated. Using the grasp
planner described in the preceding section we generate a number of n grasps per
geometric object model. For each face we register its participation in valid force
closure grasps. Furthermore we iteratively compute for each face the minimum, the
maximum and the mean of the grasp quality measure for the grasps it participated
in. Using these attributes important manipulation characteristics can be visualized.
Fig. 3 shows two views of the grasp map for our example object. In Fig. 3 (left)
the color encodes the absolute frequency of a face participating in a force closure
grasp. Regions that were often part of grasps are light gray. Those that were seldom
used are dark gray. In Fig. 3 (right) the color encodes the mean grasp quality value
from low quality (dark gray) to high quality (light gray). This object shows a clear
regional preference w.r.t. where high quality grasp can be found i.e. they are most
often found on the cube part. Combining the information in both pictures it can be
seen that high quality grasps are also found on the cylinder but seldom.

Fig. 3 (Left) Absolute frequency of a face participating in a grasp. (Right) Mean quality per
face.
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2.3 Feeding the Grasp Planner with Object Information

As a first step the object specific manipulation knowledge represented by the grasp
maps will be used in a modified version of the grasp planner presented in section 2.1.
We will show that by integrating the grasp map into the grasp planning algorithm
higher quality grasp can be generated significantly faster, especially for complex
objects. Borst et all. showed that for 4 or 5 finger grasps on a glass only 8% to 15
% of the sampled grasps were force closure grasps. Research in motion planning
has already discovered workspace biasing methods and resulting non-uniform sam-
pling distributions to lead to significant speedup in planning [3], [14]. Therefore we
will modify the contact generation step of the grasp planner presented in section
2.1. Here contact points were placed on randomly sampled faces using a uniform
distribution. Using the object’s grasp map, we bias this sampling process to prefer
regions of an object that promise to yield good force-closure grasps. We use the bi-
asing method presented in [14]. Specifically we bias the distribution to favor faces
that have a high max grasp quality measure and were often part of valid grasps.
These two characteristics need to be combined. Otherwise given a high max grasp
quality measure a face that e.g. participated only in one grasp would be treated the
same as a face that was often part of valid grasps.

2.4 Discussion of Results

We evaluate the impact of using object-specific grasp maps in the grasp genera-
tion process using the objects in Fig. 4. For each object we generated the grasp
map offline based on a set of 20000 grasps. The grasps were generated with the
original grasp planner described in section 2.1. It should be noted that the cof-
fee mug and the martini glass have interior regions which are also considered by
the grasp planner. To measure the improvement we computed the time to gener-
ate one grasp and the mean grasp quality measure (Tab. 1). Since the grasp plan-
ner incorporates a random-sampling process the values were averaged using 1000
grasps. As expected using grasp maps for objects of rotational symmetry achieves
practically no improvement. The reason for this is that valid force closure grasps
are uniformly distributed across the object surface. However, a clear improvement
w.r.t. time and quality was achieved for the martini glass and especially for the
coffee mug. Here our assumption that not every region of an object participates in
valid grasps is intuitive and valid. The object-specific grasp map prevents the grasp
planner from exploring unpromising regions. For the coffee mug these regions are

Fig. 4 Objects for testing
the enhanced grasp planner.
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Table 1 Time (in ms) and grasp quality measurements for all objects.

original planner grasp map planner
time mean quality time mean quality

sphere 22 0.59 26 0.575
banana 17 0.09 24 0.098

martini glass 75 0.085 35 0.1
coffee mug 119 0.127 21 0.164

the inner regions and the handle. For the martini glass the regions on the stem are
found to be rather insignificant for force closure grasps.

3 Reachable Grasps

Up to now it could be argued that a set of valid force closure grasps could equally
well be generated for each object and saved in a database instead of biasing the
grasp planner using grasp maps and computing grasps online. However as soon as
the hand is attached to a robotic arm the advantages of using the grasp map strategy
become evident. Reachable grasps cannot be saved for each object since they de-
pend on the object’s position w.r.t. the robot. Assuming a database of grasps for an
object is available two strategies could be pursued. In the first strategy each grasp
in the database would need to be checked for reachability using the robotic arm’s
inverse kinematics. They would furthermore have to be checked for collisions with
the environment. Especially for cluttered scenes and complex objects that are diffi-
cult to grasp this can be an expensive process. A second strategy could be similar
to that presented by Berenson et al. [1]. Here a database of grasps for each ob-
ject is assumed to exist. The grasps are then ranked by combining several heuristic
values that take the robot kinematics and the environment into account. However
each grasp has to be tried out and evaluated till a valid reachable and collision-
free configuration of arm and hand is found. In this section we show that reach-
able grasps can be generated without introducing heuristics. We generate grasps
online by using the grasp map approach. By using a representation of a robot arm’s
reachable workspace we decouple the grasp planner from the inverse kinematics of
the arm.

3.1 Ensuring Modularity by Using the Capability Map

Humans use internal models to solve reaching tasks [8], to infer which regions are
reachable from what directions. Possessing a similar abstraction of a robot arm’s
capabilities in its workspace is important for task planning. We previously intro-
duced a model that can be used for this purpose [13] and will summarize its main
points.
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3.1.1 The Capability Map of the Robot

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 6 Sphere inscribed into the cube (a), ex-
emplary frames for a point on the sphere (b),
valid inverse kinematics solutions on a sphere
(c).

The theoretically possible robot arm
workspace is enveloped by a cube and
subdivided into equally-sized smaller
cubes. Into each cube a sphere is in-
scribed and on this sphere n points are
uniformly distributed (Fig. 6 (a), (c)).
Frames are generated for each point
and serve as the target tool center point
(TCP) for the inverse kinematics of the
robot arm (Fig. 6 (b)). The point on the
sphere determines the z-axis of the TCP
frame. The orientation of the x-axis and
y-axis is subsampled. The result of the
inverse kinematics is registered in the data structure that is visualized by the sphere.
Reachable points on the sphere are visualized as black lines. The spheres visual-
ize the reachability for a region and are therefore called reachability spheres. Fig. 6
(c) shows a sphere where only some points are reachable. The reachability sphere
map is the aggregation of all spheres. It can be used to visualize and inspect the
reachability across the workspace and to approximate the shape of the robot arm
workspace. It was shown that the reachability sphere map of the DLR robot arm is
regularly structured [13]. The lines on the reachability spheres form cone-like struc-
tures in outer workspace regions. These cones then open out and become cylinders
in the center of the workspace. Towards the inner workspace regions the cylinders
change into cones again. Due to this observation, cones and cylinders were fitted to
the reachability spheres to capture the data. The quality of the fit was measured by

Fig. 5 The capability map for the right arm of the humanoid robot Justin.
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Fig. 7 Gradient of the SFE in grayscale for the capability map for the right arm of the
humanoid robot Justin.

the relative error of an approximation, called the shape fit error (SFE). The capa-
bility map of the robot arm is a representation of the reachability sphere map. It is
derived by replacing every sphere by the best fitting shape. Fig. 5 shows the capa-
bility map for the right arm of the DLR robot Justin. The location where the hand
was attached to the robot arm serves as TCP for the map computation. It is marked
by a coordinate system. The SFE is represented in grayscale in Fig. 7. Here cubes
replace the cones and cylinders to allow the isolated inspection of the gradient of
the SFE. Light gray indicates low error (0) and dark gray indicates high error (100).
The mean SFE of 8.33 shows that the capability map is a valid representation of the
reachability sphere map.

3.1.2 Filtering Grasps Using the Capability Map

Using the capability map, it can easily be determined whether an object of the scene
is reachable and from which directions. Fig. 8 (a) shows a bottle placed near the
outer border of the workspace. In this region cones are used to represent the direc-
tions from which the areas can be reached. Fig. 8 (b) shows the same bottle placed
at the center of the robot arm workspace. Here cylinders are predominantly used to
capture the reachability data. The possibilities to approach and manipulate the ob-
ject are more numerous as is directly evident from the capability map. We provide
the grasp planner with the capability map as a model of the robot arm’s reachable
workspace. The grasp planner then uses this model to predict the reachability of a
grasp. A grasp is composed of 4 finger contact points on the object, 4 surface nor-
mals at these contact points and a frame TH defining the position and orientation
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 8 (a,b) A bottle in different areas of the workspace, (c) test for reachability.

of the hand in a reference coordinate system. This frame TH is tested against the
capability map to determine the reachability of the grasp. The frame is mapped to a
region of the capability map. To test its reachability the inner product between the z-
axis of the TCP frame and the axis of the respective shape is computed. This is then
compared to the opening angle of the shape (Fig. 8 (c)). If the test fails the grasp
is discarded as unreachable. The filtering step using the capability map is added to
the Fast Prefiltering step of the grasp planner. To evaluate the achieved improve-
ment we measure the time to generate one reachable grasp with the original system
and our improved grasp planner that uses grasp maps and the capability map of the
robot arm. The original grasp planner does not determine a grasp’s reachability by
a robotic arm. Therefore we first create a grasp using the original grasp planner and
check it for reachability using the arm’s inverse kinematics. If it is not reachable a
new grasp is generated. The execution times averaged over 1000 grasps are listed in
table 2. A clear improvement is visible. The objects were placed in the center of the
reachable workspace. The speed up ranged from factor 2 to 6 depending on object
geometry. For different positions and orientations of the objects in the workspace
speed ups up to factor 12 were observed. The effect was more pronounced in the
bordering workspace regions since here fewer grasps are actually reachable. Orien-
tation dependency can be observed for objects like the coffee cup. The orientation
of the handle in the workspace influences the speed up to range from factor 3 to 12
given the object position is kept.

Table 2 Time (in ms) and grasp quality measurements for all objects.

original improved
time mean quality time mean quality

sphere 120 0.58 95 0.576
banana 91 0.067 94 0.074

martini glass 306 0.075 158 0.084
coffee mug 395 0.130 68 0.157
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4 Outlook and Future Work

In this paper we introduced the idea of object-specific grasp maps. We presented the
capability map and the grasp maps as resources for a grasp planner. The random-
ized grasp planer was able to exploit the provided knowledge to bias the exploration
towards the most promising regions. In the best cases a good grasp was found 12
times faster than before. In most cases also the mean grasp quality was significantly
improved w.r.t. to the original planner. Thus the grasps produced with the grasp map
based system have a higher quality than grasps produced with the original planner.
In the long run we expect the capability map and the object-specific grasp maps
to be a valuable resource for a number of planning subsystems (Fig. 1). Future ver-
sions of the grasp maps will contain not only information w.r.t. good finger positions
but also identify good approach directions. In a cluttered environment a reasoning
component could use the representations to determine whether an object is reach-
able and graspable at all. Using this information, a scene could be judged to be too
difficult if a lot of approach directions are obstructed for the object manipulation. A
rearrangement planner [12] could be triggered to simplify the scene setup and make
it possible to achieve the task goal.

The quality of the grasps produced using the grasp maps is dependent on the
features chosen, e.g. max quality measure, and their corresponding weights. To ob-
tain an even better performance these weighting factors could be learned using the
method described in [14]. If a robot often handles a specific object or if it does
not know an object before hand and is able to build a geometric model online it is
also imaginable to learn the grasp maps iteratively online and thereby improve the
grasping process. This is a clear advantage compared to relying on a database of
grasps.
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Vision Controlled Grasping by Means of an
Intelligent Robot Hand

Giulio Milighetti, Moritz Ritter, and Helge-Björn Kuntze

Abstract. In this paper a new visual servoing concept for dynamic grasping for
humanoid robots will be presented. It relies on a stereo camera in the robot head
for wide range observing in combination with a miniaturized close range camera
integrated in a five finger hand. By optimal fusion of both camera information using
a fuzzy decision making algorithm a robust visually controlled grasping of objects
is achieved even in the case of disturbed signals or dynamic obstacles.

1 Introduction

Within the last years a new challenging field of robotics has arisen in which assisting
robots cooperate and interact with humans, both imitating their behavior patterns
and performing with them and/or in their environment diverse complex tasks. Due
to the ambitious tasks and the complexity of a time varying environment, these
“humanoid” robots have to be provided with much more intelligence in comparison
with the current industrial robots available on the market. That means first of all,
that the robot has to be equipped with human-like senses which enable it to cope
with these extreme conditions. Thus, the robot has to dispose of a large variety of
sensors with the capability of extracting, combining and analyzing their information
in order to react autonomously in the most appropriate way. Moreover, in order to
cope with a manifold of different possible situations, the robot has to be able to
manage specific skills in a human-like manner.

In order to properly develop these issues the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft
(DFG) has established the long-term Collaborative Research Centre SFB 588 ”Hu-
manoid Robots” in which the various aspects of the multifaceted interaction
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Fig. 1 ARMAR III grasping
a cup [4].

between robots and humans are investigated. Within this framework, the Fraunhofer
Institute IITB is responsible for the development of a modular and flexible super-
visory control concept which allows the robot to cope with different skills. Typical
implemented basic skills are for example the fitting of parts into holes (e.g. key into
key hole), the balancing instable parts on a tray or the lifting and carrying of smooth
objects by adherence [1].

One of the most important basic skills which is needed for a robot in almost
every daily situation is the capability of grasping randomly placed objects by means
of vision (see Figure 1). Contrary to industrial robots with very stiff and accurate
arm mechanics, the required accuracy of a humanoid light weight arm can only be
achieved by sensor based feedback control concepts. Moreover, the position of the
target object in an unstructured environment could change during the task execution
and dynamic obstacles could hinder the robot motion. For these reasons, the desired
trajectory has to be planned dynamically and a constant supervision of the whole
process has to be assured by appropriate vision based control concepts (“Visual
Servoing” [2, 3]).

Assuming simplified geometric conditions and limited robot dynamics, visual
servoing problems like grasping objects from a moving conveyor belt have been
solved at Fraunhofer IITB even in the early eighties [5]. Thanks to tremendous
improvements in processor performance, the capability of vision based control con-
cepts has grown considerably within the last years. Thus, more and more ambitious
robotic applications within complex environments under critical conditions can now
be solved. Especially in the automotive industry camera driven robotic systems are
used more and more frequently, for example for assembly and manipulation [6] or
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to guide welding robots [7]. Robot positioning [8] and collision free motion in a
dynamic environment [9] are applications still distant from the industrial field but
essential in service robotics.

In this contribution a new visual servoing concept for a grasping task in a com-
plex unstructured environment will be presented. It relies on two cameras: one wide
range stereo camera integrated in the robot head as well as one close range camera
embedded in a five finger robotic hand. By optimal fusion of both camera informa-
tion using a fuzzy decision making algorithm a robust visually controlled grasping
of objects is achieved even in the case of disturbed signals or dynamic obstacles. The
paper is organized as follows: after a brief description of the vision-based grasping
concept in section 2, the experimental set-up is presented in section 3. The theoret-
ical background for a fuzzy-based combination of the two cameras is then summa-
rized in section 4. Finally first experimental results are presented in section 5.

2 Vision-Based Grasping Concept

As already pointed out, a humanoid robot has to act in a time-varying and unstruc-
tured environment where it has to cope with both internal (kinematic) uncertainties
and uncertainties about its surroundings. Hence, there is the need for a constant vi-
sual feedback during the task execution in order to ensure an optimal positioning of
the robot hand with a collision free trajectory.

Fig. 2 Coordination of head
and hand camera.
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The simultaneous use both of a close range camera in the hand (hand camera) and
of a wide range camera in the head (head camera) makes the grasping process more
robust and accurate. By means of the head camera the robot can obtain a first rough
estimation of the goal position and can align its hand camera with the object. During
the approach, while the accuracy of the head camera measurement remains almost
constant, the object localization by means of the hand camera becomes more and
more accurate. By intelligently fusing the two sensors, the robot can obtain in every
condition an optimal estimation of the object position. Moreover, the concurrent use
of two cameras is advantageous in the case of occlusions due for example to the
robot arm or to some obstacle (see Figure 2). The allocation of the head camera
for the execution of parallel tasks (e. g. giving the attention to a human during a
dialogue) is also permitted without loosing accuracy in the grasping. In order to use
the most appropriate camera for assuring at any instant a reliable measurement, the
robot has to evaluate both sensors depending on their properties (e. g. their position
relative to the object) and on the actual environment conditions (e. g. illumination of
the room) using some optimal criterion. The adopted decision algorithm is presented
in section 4.

3 Experimental Set-Up

For developing the presented vision-based basic skill, the experimental set-up es-
tablished at Fraunhofer IITB has been used. This section gives a short description
of the robotic platform and more detailed specifications of the five-finger hand. An
overview about the used control architecture is also given.

3.1 Multi-sensor Robot Platform

The experimental test platform available at Fraunhofer IITB consists of two robot
arms each with 7 degrees of freedom (DoF), a 2DoF pan-tilt sensor head and a 5
finger fluid hand which will be described in detail in the next paragraph.

For coping with a variety of basic skills the robot is equipped with several re-
dundant and complementary sensors (see Figure 3(a)). The head is equipped with a
stereo camera able to track predefined objects and with an acoustic sensor (micro-
phone array) able to determine the position of sound sources. Moreover, a miniatur-
ized camera for accurately localizing objects at close range is integrated in the palm
of the hand. For the tactile inspection two force-torque sensors are mounted on the
wrists and the fingers of a gripper are equipped with tactile arrays. Moreover, a slip
sensor can be installed in one of the grippers in order to detect the relative motions
between end-effector and surfaces in contact with it.

Both cameras as well as the acoustic and slip sensors are connected to a dedi-
cated computer where a first processing of the data takes place. The results are then
sent via UDP/IP communication to the main computer where the robot control is
implemented.
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(a) Two arms system (b) Smart hand with camera

Fig. 3 Multi-sensor robot platform at IITB.

3.2 Smart Hand

The five-finger hand mounted in one robot arm at IITB is a collaborative development
with the Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe. The requirements of a hand for humanoid
robots can be summarized by light weight, high dexterity, compactness, robustness
and by the ability to provide the needed grasping forces. The developed hand provides
all these human capabilities by a design which mimics a natural hand and its funda-
mental kinematics. Thus, it has 8 active DoF (one DoF in the small finger and in the
ring finger and two in the other fingers) with the possibility of opposition movement
of the thumb (see Figure 3(b)). Every DoF is driven by a flexible fluidic actuator inte-
grated in the finger joint, which is suitable for a weight saving construction, granting
at the same time the needed forces [10]. In order to investigate new solutions for vi-
sion controlled grasping processes, a small camera has been mounted in the ball (see
Figure 3(b)). The chosen camera is a Point Grey color camera with a resolution of
640x480 pixels, able to grab images with a frame rate of 30 fps.

3.3 Control Architecture

The basic discrete-continuous structure of the supervisory concept developed in or-
der to drive the robot throughout its visual-controlled task is shown in Figure 4 and
presented in detail in [11]. The state of the robot and of the environment in which it
acts are supervised with the help of proprioceptive (e.g. encoder) and exteroceptive
sensors (e.g. camera, microphone, force-torque). A hierarchical two-level control is
then responsible for the interpretation of such an information.

In the upper level, a discrete control processes the measurements coming from the
sensors and uses them in order to generate diagnosis signals that contain quantitative
information about the continuous state of the system (e.g. position of objects, sounds,
forces). As a second step, this information serves for the identification of the discrete
state or event providing the qualitative information about the present situation (e.g.
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Fig. 4 Discrete-continuous control concept.

occurrence of a certain event). By interpreting the acquired knowledge about both
the continuous and discrete state of the system, a decision unit supervises the actual
task sequence, introducing a new appropriate action or adapting the present one for
overcoming unexpected situations and reaching the initial desired goal.

In order to generate a flexible task sequence and to have the possibility of a fast
on-line task adaptation, a discrete task structure has been developed which assures
a transparent and efficient instrument for an on-line decision making algorithm. In
the proposed architecture every task is handled as a chain of elementary actions
called Primitive Skills (PS), each with its own sub-goal. Once the decision unit has
determined the PS sequence that has to be performed and the most appropriate con-
troller to execute the currently active PS, in the lower hierarchy level the continuous
control ensures an optimal system response and the attainment of the desired values.

4 Decision Making Algorithm

An online supervision concept for monitoring the conditions of the two cameras has
been realised by means of a fuzzy-based decision making algorithm. Using the theo-
retical background given in [11] the two optical sensors have been associated with the
two basic actions ”approach by hand camera” and ”approach by head camera” which
are implemented as two primitive skills. The decision about how to optimize the use
of the two available cameras, is based on the heuristic utility function given by

ν = E ·a (1)

which has to be maximed by choosing the most appropriate PS.
In (1) the factor a represents the affinity of a PS, that is an a priori suitability for

achieving the given goal. It is used to give a time independent preference between
different PS. Its value is related for example to the nominal (or average) accuracy
in reaching the goal and to the nominal (or average) execution time. The value 1
corresponds to the optimal PS for the given goal. In this case an affinity of 1 has
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(a) Head camera (b) Hand camera

Fig. 5 Membership functions for the quality evaluation of the two cameras.

been given to the approach by hand camera (more accurate and faster) and a value
0.8 to the approach by head camera.

The factor E measures the efficiency of the PS, that is its current suitability by
analysing how good the resources needed for its execution are presently functioning
with respect to the actual state of the system. The efficiency of a resource k can be
expressed by

Ek(t) = avk(t) ·ϑk(t),
avk ∈ {0,1},ϑk ∈ [0,1], ∀k = 1 . . .nres

(2)

where avk is the availability of the resource (1 available, 0 not available) and ϑk

its quality (1 good functioning, 0 not functioning). For the two PS considered the
evaluation of the efficiency has been carried out on the basis of three main factors:

• availability of the communication between sensor and robot (1 = available, 0 =
not available)

• availability of an actual measurement (1 = received, 0 = no new measurement in
the last n time steps)

• quality of the last measurement (1 = good and reliable, 0 = bad and/or unreliable)

The quality of a measurement is evaluated by taking into account three more factors
that mostly influence a camera:

• luminosity of the environment
• noise of the measurement
• working range of the sensor

The membership functions associated with each of these three factors are shown in
Figure 5. Once the values of luminosity, noise and range have been fuzzified, they
are evaluated with very intuitive rules like for example
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If (Noise is High) or (Range is Too far) or (Illumination is Low) then (Quality is Low)
If (Noise is Low) and (Range is Good) and (Illumination is High) then (Quality is High)

After the defuzzification process a value of the quality between 0 and 1 is obtained
and the corresponding efficiency is weighted with the affinity in order to obtain the
utility ν . The so evaluated values are used for combining the measurements mhead
and mhand relative to the two sensors by the following fusion strategy:

m = k1 ·mhand + k2 ·mhead (3)

with

k1 =
νhand

νhand +νhead
, k2 =

νhead

νhand +νhead
(4)

5 Experimental Results

In order to validate the proposed concept, some experiments have been conducted
on the robotic platform at Fraunhofer IITB. As test scenario the grasping of a blue
cup has been investigated. The head camera used is a Mega-DCS Megapixel Digital
Stereo Head from the company Videre Design. Based on its hardware a pattern
matching algorithm for the localization of the goal object has been implemented.
The algorithm delivers a new position with a frame rate of 15fps. The hand camera
works with a frame rate of 30fps thanks to a marker-based tracking.

Figure 6 shows the efficiencies of the two sensors during the approach towards
the goal object. The time scale has been stretched in order to better appreciate the
variations of the presented values. Both efficiencies are influenced by the noise in
the measurements and by some false or completely missed measurement (i.e. at 20
seconds for the hand camera or at 21 seconds for the head camera). Except for these
variations, the head camera efficiency remains constant during the analyzed time
interval because the object is not moving and therefore the working range of the
camera is not changing. Only at the end of the task, while the hand is grasping the
object, is the head camera no longer able to localize it and its efficiency sinks to
zero (at ca. 32 seconds). On the contrary, the closer the hand camera comes to the
object, the better its working range becomes and its efficiency grows accordingly till
the optimal value of 1 has been reached. At a certain instant (at ca. 23 seconds), the
hand camera is too close to the object and its efficiency begins to sink once again. In
the last grasping phase, shortly before the object has been reached, the localization
is no longer reliable as shown also by the extreme fluctuations in the efficiency.

On the basis of the calculated efficiencies, the robot is able to emphasize by (3)
the control strategy based on the currently optimal sensor depending on the actual
situation. In the presented example the approach is started stressing in the control
loop the action of the stereo camera. In the central phase of the task the hand camera
provides measurements with a higher quality and therefore its weight gets bigger.
In order to avoid a blind grasping phase at the end of the approach (where the hand
camera is no more able to localise correctly the object) the robot has to switch back
again to the head camera.
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Fig. 6 Sensor efficiencies during the grasping task.

(a) Occlusion of hand camera (b) Occlusion of head camera

Fig. 7 Unexpected situations during the task execution.

Also in case of unexpected events like for example the presence of an obstacle
(Figure 7(a)) or the occlusion of the view due to the motion of the arm (Figure 7(b)),
the values of the efficiencies of the two sensors and of their associated PS can be
used in order to overcome such situations by activating some correction in the plan.
In the two presented situations, a vertical and a lateral motion can be respectively
executed for overcoming the obstructions. In Figure 8(a) and Figure 8(b) the effi-
ciencies of the two PS and the cartesian trajectory of the robot TCP during a sce-
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(a) Estimated efficiencies

(b) Cartesian trajectory

Fig. 8 Approach with several occlusions of the cameras.

nario with several occlusions are respectively shown. Firstly, four occlusions of the
hand camera have been simulated. The correspondence between the lowering of the
availability (in this time interval no measurements are received) and the value of
the efficiency is clearly observable. The robot reacts with vertical motions until a
new measurement is available. Switching off the hand camera (at ca. 45 seconds)
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leads the robot to choose an execution by means of the stereo camera, although its
optimal range was not yet reached. Finally, the stereo camera was shortly occluded
three times and the robot moves laterally until it has again free field of view. Some
isolated peaks in the two efficiencies are visible as in the previous experiment.

6 Conclusion

In this paper a vision-based control concept for a smart five-finger hand of a hu-
manoid robot has been presented. It relies on two cameras: a miniaturized camera
embedded in the robot hand for close range localisation and a stereo camera in-
tegrated in the robot head for wide range observation. For the dynamic fusion of
close and wide range measurements a fuzzy-based decision-making algorithm has
been developed. The experimental results of different fusion strategies have been
presented and discussed.
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Learning an Object-Grasp Relation for
Silhouette-Based Grasp Planning

Nicolas Gorges and Heinz Wörn

Abstract. This work addresses the problem of experienced-based grasping of un-
known objects. A relation between objects and grasps is learned based on example
grasps for a set of given objects. This machine-learning approach is applied to the
problem of visual determination of grasp points based on a given silhouette of an
object. The approximated function allows computing a grasp quality for any object-
grasp combination. For the dimension reduction of the object silhouettes, a combi-
nation of image normalization and principal component analysis is used. A Support
Vector Regression is used to learn the object-grasp relation. For the evaluation, the
objects are grasped with a two-finger gripper and an imprint of a planar object on a
tactile sensor matrix is used as an imaging method.

1 Introduction

In order to succeed in his daily activities, a household robot has to manipulate ob-
jects which were made for the human. Such a natural task for a human being is a
more difficult procedure for the robot. The robot has to find a proper grasp position
for the robot hand with respect to the object’s shape and position. This works well
if the object is known and the robot can choose a grasp from a grasp database, as
introduced in [1].

A common approach for handling unknown object is the visual determination of
grasp points using geometric properties of an object. In [2] the shape of an object
is represented by the morphological skeleton and the contour of the object. The
generation of grasp candidates and the calculation of their qualities are based on
heuristics provided by the user. A machine learning approach is introduced in [3]
where a description of an object and a grasp is mapped on a quality measure. Here,
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the shape of the object is represented by a superquadric and the training data is
automatically generated and evaluated in a simulation environment.

We want to extend the machine learning approach to the visual determination of
grasp points and show that this approach is applicable to a real grasping scenario.
Instead of using heuristics, we let the robot learn how to determine proper grasp
points. For gaining a set of example grasps, the human shows the robot how to grasp
an object. Then, the robot performs an abstraction of this knowledge and finally
applies it to grasp known and unknown objects.

The abstraction of given object-grasp examples is made by the approximation of
a function f which maps the object parameters O and the grasp parameters G on a
quality measure q: f (O,G) → q ∈ [0..1]. Then, given a description of an unknown
object, the task is to find a corresponding grasp G which maximizes the function f .

In this work, an imprint of a planar object on a tactile matrix[4] is used to obtain
a silhouette of the object to be grasped. A two-finger gripper is used for grasping, as
described in [5].

2 Object Description

In general, an object silhouette can be obtained by

1. a single view of a camera using foreground-background segmentation
2. an imprint of a planar or a cylindrical object on a tactile sensor matrix
3. a palpation sequence of an object’s surface with a gripper - constrained to a plane

How the object silhouette was obtained is only important for the transformation
from object coordinates to robot coordinates.

The proposed procedure for gaining an object description goes as follows:

1. At first, the silhouettes of several test objects are acquired. The images are di-
vided into a training and a test set.

2. Each object silhouette is normalized according to its position and orientation.
3. The normalized training data is used for a principal component analysis. A di-

mension reduction is applied to each normalized image using only a subset of the
obtained principal components.

2.1 Object Normalization

The normalization of the object concerning the object’s position and orientation is
based on a moment analysis. The process of object normalization is shown in Fig. 1.
As the data of the tactile sensor matrix corresponds to a two-dimensional planar
image, we analyze these images using moments up to the 2nd order [6]. The two-
dimensional (p + q)th order moment mp,q of an image is defined as the following
double sum over all image pixels (x,y) and their values f (x,y):
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Fig. 1 Process of object normalization.

mp,q =∑
x
∑
y

xpyp f (x,y) p,q ≥ 0 .

The moment m0,0 constitutes the total area of the object imprinted on the sensor.
The centroid xc = (xc,yc)T of this area can be computed to

xc =
m1,0

m0,0
,yc =

m0,1

m0,0
.

Using the centroid, the object center is shifted to the image center and hence the
object is normalized regarding its position. Furthermore, the centroid is needed to
calculate the higher order moments, the so-called central moments μp,q:

μp,q =∑
x
∑
y

(x − xc)p(y − yc)q f (x,y) p,q ≥ 0 .

The 2nd order central moments can be used to compute the object’s orientation given
by the angle θ between the principal axes and the sensor coordinate system. The
object’s orientation can be readily computed by

θ =
1
2

arctan
2μ1,1

μ2,0 − μ0,2
.

To normalize the object with respect to its orientation, the object is rotated by θ
around the image center.

2.2 Dimension Reduction

A principal component analysis (PCA) is used for dimension reduction. Therefore,
any image matrix I of the size w×h can be written as a vector V of the size s = w ·h:

I =

⎛
⎜⎝

I11 · · · Iw1
...

. . .
...

I1h · · · Iwh

⎞
⎟⎠⇒ V =

(
I11 . . . Iw1 . . . I12 . . . Iw2 . . . Iwh

)T

Given a set of image vectors Vi of n normalized images, the mean vector μ and
the covariance matrix K of size s× s are computed to
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Fig. 2 Relation between
the grasp description and
the actual grasp with the
gripper.

μ =
n

∑
i=1

1
n

Vi, K =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

(Vi − μ)(Vi − μ)T .

The principal component analysis of K results in s eigenvaluesΛi and the accor-
dant eigenvectors γi, which span the orthogonal eigenspace Γ = (γ1, · · · ,γs). This
eigenspace describes the highest variance between the images. The s × s-matrix,
with each eigenvector as a column, is reduced to a s×d-matrix E by taking only the
first d eigenvectors with highest eigenvalues. Given any image in vector presenta-
tion V and the reduced eigenvector matrix E the image vector is reduced to a vector
k of size d: k = ET V. The vector k is used as the final object presentation.

3 Grasp Description

3.1 Evaluation Platform

The robot we will use as our first test bed is a 7 degrees of freedom (DOF) humanoid
manipulator and is composed of PowerCubes by amtec robotics in a modular fash-
ion. For sensing, it is equipped with tactile sensors as an artificial skin on the arm
(see [7] for details) and a 6DOF force/torque sensor at the wrist. On the force-
torque sensor we mounted a two-finger gripper. The latter is actuated electrically
and equipped with tactile sensors. The robot control software runs under Linux and
builds on the freely available Modular Controller Architecture (MCA) as a software
framework [8].

The sensor modules we use for the gripper (Weiss Robotics, type DSA 9335)
provide a spatial resolution of 3.8mm with 28 sensor cells. They are organized as
4 × 7 matrices. Using 4 modules (2 on each gripper finger), our gripper thus is
equipped with 112 sensor cells. The tactile sensor pad we use as an imaging method
for the object’s silhouette (Weiss Robotics, type DSAMOD-6 [9]) provides an image
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(a) Imprint of a text marker (b) Imprint of a key

Fig. 3 Representation of good and bad grasp samples. Green arrows describe positive, red
arrows describe negative examples. The starting point of the arrow describes the grasp posi-
tion of the gripper (x und y). The length of the arrow describes the initial opening position of
the gripper d. The angle α corresponds to the orientation of the gripper.

resolution of 12 × 16. A more detailed description is available in [4]. Fig. 2 shows
the setup of the evaluation platform with the gripper and the tactile sensor pad.

3.2 Grasp Parameters

As a two-finger gripper is a relatively simple version of an artificial hand, only a few
parameters are needed to describe a grasp. The 4 required parameters are:

• The position of the gripper, given as the center point (x,y) of the gripper in
image coordinates.

• The orientation of the gripper regarding the x-axis of the image coordinate
system, given by the angle α .

• The pregrasp position of the gripper’s fingers used for approaching the object,
given by d. For grasping, the distance is decreased until the tactile sensor system
of the grippers reports a tight grip.

A similar representation could be used for any other hand performing a precision
grasp with two or three fingers. The final grasp representation is given by G =
(x,y,α,d)T .

3.3 Generation of Training Data

In this work, the user is requested to mark two points on any object silhouette. The
first point represents the first two grasp parameters, the position (x,y) of the gripper.
The angle of the line given by the two points represents the orientation α of the
gripper. The distance between the two points provides the pregrasp position of the
gripper’s fingers. For visualization, a good grasp is represented by a green arrow
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and a bad grasp by a red arrow, as shown in Fig. 3. The intensity of the color refers
to the quality of the grasp.

The grasp of an object should fulfill the following criteria:

1. The object must be grasped close to the object’s center of gravity — for planar
and cylindrical object close to the centroid of the silhouette.

2. The fingers should not collide with object while approaching.
3. The object should not be moved while grasping the object.

A positive grasp example does fulfill all criteria above. A negative example does not
fulfill the first or the second criteria.

3.4 Registration of the Sensor Pad

To finally grasp an object based on the imprint on the tactile sensor matrix, the
transformation between the image plane of the tactile sensor and the robot’s coor-
dinate system is required. The sought transformation T allows to transform each
grasp point Pi = (x,y)T to the coordinate system of the robot Ri = (X ,Y,Z)T with
T ·Pi = Ri. The transformation matrix T is obtained by solving the following system
of equations:

TP = R ⇔ T = RP+ = RPT (PPT )−1

with P as a set of tactile sensor points and R as a set of corresponding tool center
points. At least 3 point correspondences are required. In the general case, the system
of equations is overdetermined. This can be solved by computing the pseudo-inverse
P+, if P has maximum rank. To calculate the needed transformation, a collection of
point correspondences is acquired. Therefore, a stick is pinched between the jaws of
the gripper. By the means of a zero-force control, the gripper is aligned perpendic-
ularly to the sensor pad and the robot arm is moved towards the sensor pad until the
top of the stick touches the sensor pad. With the presence of a contact, the coordi-
nates of the contact point on the sensor pad as well as the position of the tool center
point are stored. This procedure is repeated several times until the required amount
of point correspondences is collected. For the given setup, the mean square error of
the transformation is 1.6mm.

4 Object-Grasp Relation

The proposed procedure for learning an object-grasp relation goes as follows:

1. For each training image, adequate grasps are provided manually. Positive and
negative examples must be given. Currently, a binary decision is made — a pos-
itive sample is labeled by 1 and a negative sample by −1.

2. Now, a training set of object-grasp relations (O,G,Q) is given with O as the
reduced and normalized representation of an object imprint, G as the grasp pa-
rameters and Q ∈ {−1,1} as the quality of this relation. By the means of this
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training set, a function is approximated which maps an object-grasp pair onto a
quality measure. In this work, a Support Vector Regression is used to approxi-
mate the target function.

4.1 Support Vector Regression

Support Vector Machines (short: SVM)[10] are a method of machine learning. One
of its advances is the separation of non-linearly separable data by a linear func-
tion using the kernel-trick. The assumption is that data, being projected to higher-
dimensional hyperspace, can be linearly separated. The samples closest to the hy-
perplane are called support-vectors. The Support Vector Regression (short: SVR)
works analog to the SVM. Instead of finding a hyperplane, which separated the
training data, a hyperplane is sought, which interpolates the positive training sam-
ples best. The benefits of the SVM are preserved.

4.2 Finding Grasps

Given any object-grasp combination, the previously computed SVR can be used to
provide a corresponding quality. To find the best grasp for an unknown object, the
grasp search has to be discretized. Therefore, grasp candidates have to be generated
and finally be tested. Due to the good speed performance of the SVR, thousands of
grasp-objects combinations can be easily tested. The dataset is built by generating

(a) Bad result (b) New dataset (c) Improved result

(d) Bad result (e) New Dataset (f) Improved result

Fig. 4 Procedure for assisted generation of training data: The SVR gives an suboptimal result
(a), the user adds a new dataset (b) and the SVR gives an improved result (c). This is repeated
for every sample ((a)-(f)) until an adequate dataset has been generated.
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several anglesα and pregrasp positions d for each object pixel. The step size of these
parameters and therefore the resolution of the discretization can be easily adjusted.

4.3 Assisted Generation of Training Data

Obviously, the result of the SVR depends on the given set of grasp examples. To help
the user with the generation of the training data, an additional step is introduced. At
first, the user generates a first set of training data and a first SVR is trained. Then,
for each image of the training dataset, the best grasp is sought based on the trained
SVR and visualized. The user has to evaluate the given object-grasp pair. If the
result is not satisfying, the assumed best grasp is taken as a dataset for a bad grasp
and the user is prompted to add a new dataset. By repeating this procedure with the
all training images, the user easily adds new training grasp samples.

5 Evaluation

The performance of the SVR depends on several factors. The first factor is the in-
put dimension. The 4 grasp parameters are already the minimum size. Therefore, a
variation of the input dimension is only possible by changing the number of object
parameters given by the number of principal components used for the dimension
reduction of the images. Another aspect is the number of used training samples and
the resulting success rate.

5.1 Realization

For the evaluation, 41 training and 50 test examples were given. The samples were
taken from 17 different objects — 10 objects were used for training while the re-
maining 7 object were used for the testing. The setup as introduced in Chapter 3.4
has been used.

The input resolution of the images is 12 × 16. During the normalization proce-
dure the images are scaled by factor 2 and finally reduced to a dimension of 8 and 12
respectively. The first two experiments start with 164 training samples which were
generated by the user without any assistance. Then, the user is assisted while gen-
erating further samples until a final set of 464 grasp samples in the first and 362 in
the second experiment are generated. For the third experiment, the user starts with
a small set of 10 training samples and finally gains 178 samples.

For the implementation of the SVR, a matlab version[11] of SVMlight was used.
SVMlight[12] is implemented in C and provides fast algorithms for solving opti-
mization problems of the SVR. Here, the RBF-Kernel (Radial Basis Function) was
used. This has been used for several non-linear problems[3]. For the generation of
grasp candidates (cp. Ch. 4.2) only 2 angles, 0◦ and 90◦, were used due to the object
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Table 1 Results of the evaluation: exemplary, three experiments are shown. Each experiment
consist of several testruns. With each testrun of the same experiments the amount of training
samples is increased. The experiments differ by the amount of eigenvalues used for the object
presentation and the number of training samples.

Testrun Number of First amount of Final amount of Good Acceptable
number Eigenvalues training samples training samples grasps grasps

1 8 164 164 50 % 60 %
2 8 164 326 76 % 86 %
3 8 164 396 82 % 88 %
4 8 164 464 76 % 86 %
1 14 164 164 22 % 22 %
2 14 164 236 64 % 70 %
3 14 164 298 78 % 78 %
4 14 164 362 72 % 74 %
1 8 10 94 66 % 84 %
2 8 10 132 67 % 69 %
3 8 10 178 66 % 74 %

normalization and the symmetry of the gripper. An orientation of 0◦ or 180◦ represent
the same grasps. The pregrasp position were set to 5 lengths between 2 and 10cm.

5.2 Results

Based on the previously stated grasp criteria (cp. Ch. 3.3), the found grasp can be
assigned to three categories:

1. A good grasp fulfills all requirements.
2. Moved while grasping fulfills all requirements except that the object has been

moved while closing the gripper.
3. A bad grasp fulfills none of the requirements. It might also happen that no grasp

is found for a given object.

The results of the evaluation are presented in Table 1. It shows the success rate of
grasping the test objects with respect to the dimension of the object description and
the amount of training samples. The good grasps build a subset of the acceptable
grasps. It shows that the training data of each experiment has been increased with
each new testrun. The proposed strategy provides acceptable results. Almost 90%
of the object could be grasped by the means of the SVR trained in the first experi-
ment. The additional step of increasing the training set by evaluating the SVR has
been proven as a reliable method. All experiments haven shown that with every new
testrun and an increasing amount of training data the success rate increases.
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6 Conclusions

This work combines visual determination of grasp points with a machine learning
approach. A Support Vector Regression was used to learn the relation between an
object and a grasp. The learned function provides for any combination of object and
grasp parameters a qualitative measure. Together with a descritization of the grasp
search space, an adequate grasp can be sought for a given object. The approach was
applied to a two-finger gripper. The imprint of planar objects on a tactile sensor
matrix was used as an imaging method. The performance of the approach could be
improved by assisting the user while providing the grasp examples. The user can
add new examples which directly result from the errors of the SVR. Consequently,
the amount of objects to be successfully grasped could be increased.

Although the evaluation scenario addresses a rather simple case of grasping, the
results show it is possible to grasp known and unknown object based on experience
and a learning approach. Future work should include a comparison of this learning
approach to a grasping approach using heuristics. Furthermore, future work has to
prove that this learning approach is applicable to more complex grasping scenarios.
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Efficient Parallel Random Sample Matching for
Pose Estimation, Localization, and Related
Problems

Daniel Kubus, René Iser, Simon Winkelbach, and Friedrich M. Wahl

Abstract. This paper introduces a parallel variant of the Random Sample Matching
(RANSAM) approach leading to a very time and memory efficient enhancement
of the traditional Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC). This improvement ex-
ploits the theory of the birthday attack whose mathematical background is known
from cryptography. The RANSAM technique can be applied to a wide field of ap-
plications, for example, localization in mobile robotics and object pose estimation
in automated assembly. Standard computers feature multi-core processors nowa-
days – hence a considerable speedup can be obtained by distributing selected sub-
tasks of RANSAM among the available processors. Primarily, this paper addresses
the parallelization of the RANSAM approach and the selection of the quality func-
tion that evaluates the validity of a matching – since each application scenario and
sensor setup requires an individually appropriate quality measure. Apart from gen-
eral performance results, experimental results regarding a special application – pose
estimation with tactile sensors – are presented.

1 Introduction

In various robotics applications, matching several sets of points, also known as point
clouds, is a mandatory capability. The matching problem is often defined as follows:
Given two sets of points A and B, find a translation t and a rotation R resulting in
a maximum overlap of these two sets of points. Typical applications can be found
in mobile robotics [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6], computer vision [7], and medical robotics [8].
Moreover, matching algorithms can be employed to recognize objects or to estimate
their poses based on tactile (and vision) information [9, 10, 11]. These features are
especially relevant in flexible assembly and service robotics applications.
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One of the most popular matching algorithms is the Iterative Closest Point (ICP)
algorithm [12]. This approach minimizes the squared distance between points of two
point clouds by iteratively computing a homogeneous transformation (R, t) between
the sets of points until convergence. It has been proven that ICP converges to at
least a local minimum. The computation of the transformation matrix requires iden-
tifying point-to-point correspondences. The generation of these point pairs requires
significant computing resources. Langis et al. [13] proposed a parallel version of the
ICP algorithm which they called pICP. They assume a system with C processors.
The data set is subdivided by a parent process and distributed among C child pro-
cesses which calculate the local correspondences and partial sums. The results are
sent back to the parent process which generates the global cross-covariance matrix
that is essential for the transformation. Langis et al. observed a compelling speedup
compared to the original ICP technique. Nüchter [1] utilized pICP in his approach
to the Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) problem in 6D. The imple-
mentation of pICP was optimized by using the OpenMP framework. A SICK laser
scanner is applied to generate 3D scans, which are matched incrementally by pICP.
A parallelized version of the GraphSLAM method (LUM) [14] – called pLUM – is
then employed for global relaxation. A maximum speedup of 1.92 and an average
speedup of 1.25 could be observed on a dual core machine.

Johnson et al. [16] introduced spin images for efficient object recognition. In
their work a spin image is assigned to each surface point of the object that is to be
matched. It comprises a 2D accumulator array which conveys the geometrical rela-
tionship of adjacent surface points. This approach is capable of detecting occluded
objects in cluttered scenes but a remarkable preprocessing effort is necessary for
generating the spin images of the model library.

Another very popular approach to matching problems is the Random Sample
Consensus (RANSAC) method proposed by Fischler et al. [15]. It randomly gener-
ates a set of hypotheses by matching a minimal portion of both point sets and rating
each hypothesis by counting the number of points which could be matched. Tanaka
and Kondo [6] localized a mobile robot by incrementally building a local map which
is matched to the global map by the RANSAC method. Lowe et al. [4, 5] also apply
RANSAC for localization by matching features extracted from a camera image to a
set of features stored in a data base.

In this paper we describe a parallelized variant of the Random Sample Matching
(RANSAM) approach introduced by Winkelbach et al. [7] which is an efficient en-
hancement of the RANSAC technique[15]. This approach exploits the theory of the
so-called birthday attack known from cryptography [17] and determines an upper
bound for the probability of a collision in a hash table. This technique has originally
been developed for solving the 3D-puzzle problem [7], e.g., matching a set of frag-
ments of a broken object. The approach has successfully been applied by Westphal
[8] in medical robotics for estimating the relative pose of two bone fragments of a
broken femur. In [2] a mobile robot is localized by matching the current observation
to a map of the environment. In [3] a solution to the SLAM problem is proposed
where a set of local maps is connected to a topological map. The RANSAM tech-
nique is part of the loop-closing detection system. Apart from matching problems,
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RANSAM and pRANSAM may also be applied to recognition problems since each
matching result includes a quality estimate. Thus, sensor data may be matched to
several objects and the obtained quality estimate may be used to decide which ob-
ject has been sensed. In addition to introducing a parallel variant of RANSAM, we
address the problem of finding a quality function which is suitable for the target ap-
plication. For instance, localization of mobile robots requires a different measure of
matching quality than pose estimation of objects with tactile sensors while the rest
of the pRANSAM algorithm remains unchanged. To demonstrate the performance
of pRANSAM and the influence of the contact criterion on matching performance,
a concrete application scenario – pose estimation with tactile sensors – is presented.

This paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we briefly review the original
version of the RANSAM method and introduce the parallelized variant of the algo-
rithm – called pRANSAM. In Section 3 we focus on selecting/designing an appro-
priate quality function, which strongly influences the performance of the approach.
In Section 4 general performance results and especially pose estimation results with
tactile sensors are presented. Limitations of the current pose estimation approach as
well as future work are addressed in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Brief Review of the RANSAM and the pRANSAM
Algorithms

In the following we will give a brief summary of the original RANSAM algorithm
and introduce the parallelized variant called pRANSAM.

2.1 The RANSAM Algorithm

Let A = {x1, ...,xm} and B = {y1, ...,yn} be two arbitrary sets of points given w.r.t.
a world frame W . The matching operation works as follows. First, three points
xi,x j,xk ∈ A, i, j,k ∈ [1,m] are sampled randomly. These points form a triangle and
define a 3D relation rel(xi,x j,xk) determined by the side lengths of the triangle.
This relation allows the points to be stored in a three dimensional hash table denoted
by RA:

RA[rel(xi,x j,xk)] = (xi,x j,xk) (1)

Subsequently, the same process is repeated for set B: three points yp,yq,yr ∈
B, p,q,r ∈ [1,n] are drawn randomly and stored in a second hash table RB:
RB[rel(yp,yq,yr)] = (yp,yq,yr). This process is alternatingly repeated until a colli-
sion occurs, i.e.,

rel(xi,x j,xk) = rel(yp,yq,yr) (2)

In this case a pose hypothesis to compute the relative transformation between A
and B is obtained. The run-time complexity to compute the first hypothesis is O(n)
where n is the size of the hash table (assuming the computation of rel to be unique
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given a concrete point triple, only 1.2 ·
√

n point triples need to be processed until
a collision occurs [17]). This process converges to O(1) because the hash table is
continuously filled with new relations. A pose hypothesis H can be obtained by
computing the centroid of each triangle defining two transformation matrices whose
position vectors correspond to the centroids. The transformation from W to the
centroid of the triangle of A is denoted by W T A. Similarly, the transformation to the
triangle frame of B is denoted by W T B. Now each point xl ∈ A is transformed using
the following equation:

xl
′ = W T B ·W T A

−1 · xl (3)

After this matching operation the quality of the hypothesis is checked. In principle,
this can be done by checking for each point of A whether the distance to its closest
point in B is below a threshold ε . Hence, an appropriate measure of quality would be

Ω =
∑|A|

i=1 contactB(xi)
|A| . (4)

The contact evaluation function contactB is discussed in detail in Section 3. If the
value of Ω either exceeds a predefined threshold Ωth or a maximum number of
iterations is reached, the computation of hypotheses is aborted. The computation
of Ω can be speeded up considerably by an extrapolation [7]. Instead of checking
each point for contact, a confidence interval within which the actual value lies with
a probability of 0.95 is defined by:

Ω ≈ ∑k
i=1 contactB(xi)

k
± 1.96

2 ·
√

k
(5)

The points considered in this extrapolation are drawn randomly. If the upper bound
of the interval is lower than the quality of the current best match Ωbest , the check is
cancelled. Note that correct hypotheses might be discarded due to the randomized
structure of the extrapolation technique; but this behavior does not influence the av-
erage quality of the matching result since a large number of hypotheses is checked.

2.2 Parallel RANSAM – pRANSAM

To accelerate matching or object recognition processes, either application-specific
optimizations of the RANSAM algorithm may be implemented, which can signifi-
cantly speed up the algorithm as discussed below, or the RANSAM algorithm may
be distributed to C processing nodes. In contrast to the original RANSAM algorithm,
pRANSAM exploits the advantages of systems with multiple processing nodes. The
implemented approach to concurrent RANSAM features T = C threads, each thread
performing point sampling, collision detection, and hypotheses checking.

Fig. 1 shows its structure. Each thread Θi fills one of the two relation tables,

checks for collisions, and evaluates hypotheses AH(Θi)B = W T (Θi)B · W T (Θi)A
−1

representing transformations between the two sets (resp. point clouds).
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Fig. 1 Principle of pRANSAM: The left part of the figure shows the two relation tables RA
and RB and two groups of threads entering point triples; the right part shows two 3D fragments
of our robotics lab that are to be matched. In contrast to threadΘτ+1, threadΘ2 has detected
a collision after writing a point triple to RA. The corresponding hypothesis AH(Θ2)B is then
evaluated byΘ2.

After each completed hypothesis evaluation, a thread checks whether the qual-
ity Ωi,curr of its current hypothesis is higher than that of the best hypothesis and
overwritesΩbest as well as AHB,best , if necessary.

For pRANSAM important characteristics concerning the optimal distribution of
threads to processing nodes and the dependency of the average matching time on
the distribution of the points in the sets can be derived. The central findings are:

• In case of T threads, the maximum success probability and hence the minimum
average matching time is obtained by assigning T

2 threads to fill relation table RA

and T
2 threads to fill relation table RB; regardless of the sizes of the sets or other

characteristics.
• The theoretical average number of matchings per time Σmatch increases linearly

with the number of cores C in the system. As a matter of fact, experimental results
even show superlinear speedups.

• Both, average matching time and average matching quality strongly depend on
the geometrical properties of the point sets, e.g., matching a small segment of a
map to a complete map need neither take less time nor yield a more precise result
after a certain computation time than matching two maps of similar sizes.

Details on the aforementioned characteristics are contained in [19].
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3 Selecting an Appropriate Hypothesis Test Function

Depending on the target application, different quality measures should be applied to
evaluate the quality of a pose hypothesis. The matching quality function is defined
as a function

Ω = f (AHB,A,B) → IR ∈ [0,1] (6)

In the original RANSAM approach, the quality of a hypothesis is assessed by the
ratio of points of set A that are in contact with a point of set B to the total num-
ber of points in set A, cf. Eq. (7). To determine whether two points are in contact,
their Euclidian distance is regarded. If the Euclidian distance is below a predefined
threshold εh, the points are said to be in contact. This measure, however, may be
suboptimal in various applications. For instance, it may be beneficial to consider

• a negative contribution if a point is not in contact, i.e., a penalty,
• a fuzzy threshold for the evaluation of the contact state,
• the confidence in a measured point to weight its influence on matching quality,
• a combination of these heuristics.

In several application areas real-time capability and low matching times are key
requirements while accuracy is of secondary importance. Since the execution time
per matching depends on the input data, the state of the random number generator,
scheduling issues, etc., a time limit for a matching operation has to be specified to
employ pRANSAM in soft real-time applications.

As pRANSAM provides a quality measure, each matching may be evaluated
w.r.t. its plausibility. Occasional low-quality matchings may be compensated by em-
ploying probabilistic filters or context information. Generally, the average number of
iterations and thus the average matching time may be reduced by modifying the con-
tact criterion. Instead of a hard decision (cf. Eq. (7)) whether points are in contact,
a simple fuzzy-like approach (cf. Eq. (8)) for contact evaluation may be employed.
Let Δ = |y j − x′

i| denote the distance between a transformed point (cf. Eq. (3)) and
its closest point in set B.

contacthard
B (xi) =

{
1 Δ < εh

0 Δ ≥ εh
(7)

contact f uzzy
B (xi) =

⎧⎨
⎩

1 Δ < εh
εs−Δ
εs−εh εh < Δ < εs

0 Δ ≥ εs

(8)

As can be seen in the next section, the average matching time can thus be reduced
while at the same time maintaining accuracy.

4 Experimental Results

This section presents general performance results of our matching approach focus-
ing on the dependency between matching accuracy and matching time. Moreover,
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a concrete application scenario is regarded: Estimation of object poses using tactile
sensors in the context of automated assembly. The first subsection describes the ex-
perimental setup. In Subsection 4.2 general performance results are presented while
Subsection 4.3 focuses on pose estimation results obtained with tactile sensors.

4.1 Experimental Setup

A system running Windows XP SP2 equipped with an Intel Core 2 Quad Q9300
processor (256KBytes L1-Cache, 6144KBytes L2-Cache) working at 2500MHz, an
ASUS P5Q-E motherboard, and 2 GB of RAM with a clock rate of 1066MHz has
been employed. The code has been optimized for speed using standard compiler
options of the Visual Studio 2003 tool chain.

The tactile sensing system employed in the experiments of Subsection 4.3 con-
sists of a Schunk PG70 electric parallel jaw gripper and two Weiss Robotics tactile
sensors DSA 9205 with a DSACON32-H sensor controller. The gripper offers po-
sition, velocity, and current control at a rate of approx. 1kHz. The tactile sensor
matrix consists of 6 by 14 tactile elements and has a spatial resolution of 3.4mm
in both directions. The measuring range of the sensors is 250kPa. Fig. 2 shows the
experimental setup.

Fig. 2 Experimental setup
with two sample objects
O1 and O2 as well as the
gripper G and the jaws with
the tactile sensors S.

4.2 General Matching Performance

To demonstrate the general performance of the pRANSAM approach, CAD models
of O1 and O2 as well as a map of our lab Mlab have been matched against themselves.
The map is based on scans of a Sick LMS 200 laser range finder with a typical
accuracy of ±15mm. If the matching is perfect, AT B,best should be the identity ma-
trix. Therefore, the translational σt and rotational σα standard deviation between the
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Table 1 Matching performance depending on contact thresholds.

Object εh εs Avg. matching time Percentage σα σt

O1 1.0mm – 484.33ms 100% 1.78◦ 1.09mm
O1 1.5mm – 340.81ms 70.4% 3.21◦ 1.48mm
O1 1.0mm 2.0mm 416.71ms 86.0% 2.12◦ 1.19mm
O1 1.0mm 3.0mm 375.19ms 77.5% 2.58◦ 1.31mm
O1 1.0mm 5.0mm 343.79ms 71.0% 2.86◦ 1.58mm

O2 1.0mm – 289.23ms 100% 1.31◦ 1.11mm
O2 1.5mm – 164.50ms 56.9% 1.31◦ 1.21mm
O2 2.0mm – 77.66ms 26.9% 3.37◦ 1.74mm
O2 1.0mm 2.0mm 243.59ms 84.2% 1.14◦ 1.14mm
O2 1.0mm 3.0mm 193.58ms 66.9% 1.37◦ 1.18mm
O2 1.0mm 5.0mm 135.15ms 46.7% 1.59◦ 1.36mm

Mlab 1.0mm – 42.58ms 100% < 0.00001◦ 0.45dm
Mlab 1.5mm – 30.52ms 71.6% < 0.00001◦ 0.69dm
Mlab 4.0mm – 21.86ms 51.3% 8.05◦ 1.85dm
Mlab 1.0mm 2.0mm 36.75ms 86.3% < 0.00001◦ 0.54dm
Mlab 1.0mm 3.0mm 35.37ms 83.1% < 0.00001◦ 0.58dm
Mlab 1.0mm 5.0mm 33.06ms 77.6% < 0.00001◦ 0.61dm

resulting AT B,best and the identity matrix as well as the average matching time to
reach a given quality threshold (ΩO1 = 0.8, ΩO2 = 0.8, and ΩMlab = 0.9) serve as
performance measures. Table 2 shows the matching performance for the above men-
tioned data sets. If no εs is given, the hard contact criterion (Eq. (7)) is employed;
Eq. (8) is used otherwise . The ’percentage’ column shows the matching time with
the respective parameter set related to the maximum matching time for this object.
The models of the objects consist of NO1 ≈ 80.000 and NO2 ≈ 23.000 points respec-
tively. The lab map depicts an area of approx. 250m2 and contains NMlab ≈ 18.000
points. To evaluate the matching performance, Σtr = 500 matching trials have been
executed with each parameter set.

As can be seen, the matching time can be reduced significantly by increasing the
contact thresholds εh and εs respectively while at the same time only marginally re-
ducing the matching accuracy. However, if the contact threshold is selected too high,
matching may fail completely. In the case of the lab map, selecting εh = 4.0mm leads
to occasional 180◦ rotations of the map, and hence to the high σα . Regarding O2, se-
lecting εh = 2.0mm leads to an abrupt increase of σα . Generally, the selection of an
appropriate threshold strongly depends on the characteristics of the employed data
sets and hence the objects and the sensors. If occasional matching failures can be
tolerated, e.g., if probabilistic filters are employed, high thresholds may nevertheless
be selected.
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4.3 Application Scenario – Pose Estimation with Tactile Sensors

This subsection first addresses problematic characteristics of the employed tactile
sensors and then presents pose estimation results obtained with pRANSAM and the
tactile sensors.

4.3.1 Peculiarities of the Tactile Sensors

The employed Weiss Robotics tactile sensors DSA 9205 show some undesired char-
acteristics which render their application difficult for pose estimation. Especially the
following characteristics deteriorate the quality of the matching results:

• Hysteresis: Even if texels are not loaded to their maximum value, the sensors
show a significant hysteresis.

• Mechanical low-pass effect of the sensor cover: The sensor elements are covered
with an elastic rubber layer and a second polymer layer of several millimeters.
Due to these layers, a considerable low-pass characteristic of the spatial impulse
response can be observed.

• Deviation between sensors: Although both sensors experience exactly the same
force when an object is gripped, the integral of the texel values differs remarkably
between the sensors.

To further improve the input data for pRANSAM and hence the matching perfor-
mance, these issues will be addressed in future work.

Fig. 3 Matching results for tactile sensor data. The top plot shows the point cloud obtained
by sampling O2 with the tactile sensors. The bottom plot depicts a typical matching result.
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Table 2 Pose estimation results using tactile sensor data.

Object εh εs Avg. matching time Percentage σα σt

O2 1.0mm – 265.93ms 100% 0.77◦ 4.06mm
O2 2.0mm – 29.24ms 11.0% 2.01◦ 4.86mm
O2 3.0mm – 5.35ms 2.0% 35.16◦ 27.01mm
O2 1.0mm 2.0mm 236.16ms 88.8% 0.76◦ 4.03mm
O2 1.0mm 5.0mm 89.86ms 33.8% 0.94◦ 4.04mm
O2 1.0mm 10.0mm 31.55ms 11.9% 1.11◦ 5.24mm

4.3.2 Pose Estimation Results

The tactile sensor data has been obtained by sampling the object surface at different
locations. To reach a desired force per texel, a PID controller is used to control the
position of the gripper jaws based on the deviation between the desired average force
per element and the actual average force applied to the sensor elements considering
constraints on the maximum load per element.

To evaluate the performance of the approach, ground truth data is required. The
object has been placed on the table and the relative transformation to the gripper ref-
erence frame has been determined. Subsequently, the object surface has been sam-
pled with the tactile sensors and its pose has been estimated using the pRANSAM
approach. Fig. 3 shows the point cloud based on the tactile sensor data in its orig-
inal orientation as well as a typical matching result. Table 2 shows performance
measures of the achieved matching results. Again, the ’percentage’ column shows
the matching time with the respective parameter set related to the maximum match-
ing time. The translational and rotational standard deviations have been calculated
based on Σtr = 500 matching trials. Similar to Subsection 4.2, the fuzzy contact cri-
terion reduces average matching time while at the same time maintaining σα and
σt . As can be observed, a threshold of εh = 3.0mm leads to a considerable increase
of the standard deviations σα and σt . When the issues addressed in Subsection 4.3.1
have been solved, a matching performance with sub-texel accuracy is expected; the
current translational standard deviation w.r.t. to the ground truth pose is approx.
120% of the texel width.

5 Limitations and Future Work

Currently, the application of the pose estimation approach is limited to (nearly)
plane-parallel rigid objects since arbitrarily formed surfaces lead to pressure profiles
that cannot be interpreted correctly due to the ambiguity between partially loaded
texels and curvature influences. Moreover, the pose of nearly symmetric parts with
differences that cannot be resolved by the tactile sensors may not be estimated cor-
rectly due to the ambiguity arising by symmetry. Apart from trying to resolve the
ambiguity problem whether a partial load on a texel results from the curvature of
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the object or a partial coverage of the texel, a differentiation between surface points
and points on the edge of the object will probably improve matching performance.

Currently, subsequent matchings are merged using the relative transformation of
the robot between gripping poses. Small pose variations when gripping the object,
however, are currently neglected which may generally deteriorate matching accu-
racy. Probabilistic filters will be employed to mitigate this influence. Moreover, the
object surface is sensed sequentially instead of first sensing distinctive features to
reduce the number of hypotheses and thus the number of necessary grasps and the
matching time.

6 Conclusion and Outlook

The presented parallel approach to random sample matching features a roughly lin-
ear to super-linear speedup compared to the conventional approach (depending on
the number of processing nodes and the operating system). The computational costs
of pRANSAM can be decreased by employing a fuzzy contact evaluation function
instead of a hard contact criterion while at the same time maintaining matching
accuracy. Regarding our application scenario, acceptable pose estimation times be-
tween 32ms–265ms depending on the envisaged matching accuracy have been ob-
tained. Therefore, pRANSAM is an interesting approach for applications requiring
a high number of matching operations per time. For example, pRANSAM facilitates
real-time pose estimation or object recognition using laser range finders, tactile sen-
sors, etc. in assembly or service robotics applications or localization tasks in mobile
robotics.
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Automated Robot Assisted Fracture Reduction 

Ralf Westphal, Simon Winkelbach, Thomas Gösling, Markus Oszwald,  
Tobias Hüfner, Christian Krettek, and Friedrich M. Wahl1 

Abstract. The preferred treatment of femoral shaft fractures nowadays is the 
minimally invasive technique of intramedullary nailing. However, besides its ad-
vantages, this technique also has a number of drawbacks like the frequent occur-
rence of malaligned fracture reductions and high X-ray exposures, especially to 
the operating team. The aim of our research is to overcome these shortcomings by 
utilizing 3D imaging and surgical navigation techniques in combination with a  
robot assisted reduction procedure. Even though telemanipulated reductions as de-
veloped in our earlier work can achieve high accuracies for simple fracture types, 
we show how reductions of more complex fractures can benefit from the devel-
oped automated methods by ensuring high reduction accuracies and attaining gen-
tle reduction trajectories. We outline a system, which automatically computes the 
desired target poses of the fragments from 3D imaging data and focus on the  
algorithms, which plan reduction paths complying with soft-tissue constraints. In 
addition we propose how to automatically execute these plans by means of hybrid 
(position and force/torque) controlled skill primitives. In a feasibility study we  
finally show the applicability of this approach. 

1   Introduction 

With approximately 37 per 100,000 persons per year, fractures of the human thigh 
bone, the femur, are a very frequently encountered injury. The minimally invasive 
surgical operation of intramedullary nailing has prevailed as a standard technique 
for a definite stabilizing treatment in those fractures [1, 2]. Due to its minimally 
invasive nature and the rigid implant, this technique has a number of benefits like 
a very low incidence of surgery induced infections and high union rates [1-3]. Be-
sides its advantages, this technique also has a number of drawbacks, which are 
well-known in clinical practice and revealed in the open literature. Malalignments 
of the fracture segments, with significant rotational deviations of more than 10° or 
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shortenings of the leg by more than 2cm, is the most significant one which has a 
high impact on functional biomechanics [2, 3]. The high radiation exposure to the 
patient and especially to the operating staff, with average X-ray image intensifier 
usage between 158 and 316 seconds [1, 4], is a second well-known problem. 

By utilizing and combining modern and emerging techniques like 3D imaging 
for a detailed and precise fracture visualization, surgical navigation for an interac-
tive tracking of fragment motions, and robotics for a powerful yet well-controlled 
fracture manipulation, the aim of our research is to develop and evaluate methods 
to increase the quality and reliability of such operations and at the same time 
achieve improvements in ergonomics, e.g. by reducing the amount of the sur-
geons’ X-ray exposure and relieving the surgeons from the exhaustive task of 
manually moving the fragments, sometimes requiring more than 400 Newton [5]. 

1.1   Motivation for an Automated Fracture Reduction 

In our previous work, we developed and extensively evaluated different types of 
telemanipulated fracture reduction procedures by means of a robot attached to the 
distal (knee-side) fragment. Starting with 2D telemanipulated reductions using 
CCD cameras emulating X-ray imaging [6], continuing with a 2D system based on 
real X-ray images evaluated in cadaver studies [7], we finally developed our cur-
rent 3D telemanipulator system [8, 9]. Utilizing a joystick with haptic feedback as 
input device, a special methodology of human-robot interaction was developed, 
which allows for an intuitive and efficient telemanipulated robot control to solve 
the complex fracture reduction problem. This has been achieved by reducing the 
six degrees of freedom (DoF) reduction to an iterative process of several but sim-
pler sequential three DoF interactions. The haptic feedback of forces acting in the 
operation field, which are measured by a force/torque sensor mounted at the ro-
bot’s hand, turned out to be an invaluable information for the surgeons to perceive 
the strain on soft-tissue and therefore support a gentle reduction procedure. 
Evaluation test series on exposed – or dry – bones as well as on human specimens 
demonstrated the applicability of this approach. We could show that telemanipu-
lated reductions based on 3D imaging data can achieve high accuracies while of-
fering an intuitive robot interface to surgeons at the same time [8, 9]. 

However, for complex fracture types, without a direct connection between the 
two major/outer fragments, the achievable accuracies degrade. As smaller frag-
ments of complex fractures (cp. Fig. 2. right) can not be tracked by the surgical 
navigation system, the surgeon has no direct intraoperative visual feedback of the 
surgical situation on the whole. Apparently, the accuracy degradation is therefore 
due to the fact that the transformation between the two major fragments, and espe-
cially the size of the fracture gap, has to be guessed by the surgeon. In order to 
overcome these limitations of telemanipulated methods, we propose in this contri-
bution a (semi-)automated reduction procedure. By automatically, virtually solv-
ing the 3D puzzle for all fragments, i.e. computing the correct poses of all bone 
parts, the target transformation between the two major fragments can be deter-
mined. A subsequent path planning step leads to an automated reduction  
procedure performed by a robot, taking geometrical information as well as 
force/torque-measurements into account. As a result, this leads to an accurate and 
at the same time gentle reduction procedure. 
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1.2   Related Work 

Although robot assisted fracture reduction has been described conceptually early 
in 1995 by Bouazza-Marouf et al. [10], until today no commercially available so-
lutions exist for supporting any fracture reduction procedure by means of a robotic 
system. Only a few research groups world-wide are working in the field of robot 
assisted reduction of femur fractures. However, to our knowledge no algorithms 
about automated planning or automated robotized executions of reduction trajecto-
ries have been published so far. 

Warisawa et al. from Tokyo, Japan, are developing a fracture reduction robot, 
which follows the principle of orthopedic traction tables (i.e., an operating table, 
which allows the application of a constant and adjustable pull). Mounted to the  
patient's foot, their robot performs – or more precisely: supports – the reduction 
procedure of the femur via the knee joint [11]. Seide et al. have been conducting 
extensive research in developing a fracture reduction robotic system based on a 
parallel kinematic (hexapod) [12]. Xie et al. are also working on a research project 
utilizing a parallel kinematic robot mounted to the patient’s foot as substitute for 
an orthopedic traction table and furthermore plan to take soft tissue interaction in-
to account during the planning step of reduction paths [13]. 

 

                       

Fig. 1 Automated fracture reduction based on intraoperative 3D imaging, surgical naviga-
tion, and automated computation of target poses as well as automated execution of  
reduction paths. 

2   Methods 

The process of automated fracture reduction (cp. Fig. 1 bottom row) consists of 
three consecutive steps, which will be described in the following subsections.  
After acquiring a 3D voxel image of the fracture region, the fragments are seg-
mented, surface models are reconstructed in 3D and the desired target poses of the 
fragments are computed. Next, a path to the target poses in compliance with soft 
tissue constraints is computed, which finally is decomposed into simple robot  
motion commands. 

Set-up 
Phase 

Planning /
Execution

Phase 
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2.1   Computation of the Target Poses 

The desired target poses are computed from surface models of the fragments in 
3D. Therefore, the 3D voxel image is segmented and surface models are recon-
structed using a marching cube algorithm. The basic principle behind computing 
target poses is trying to get as much matching fracture surface of two fracture 
segments in contact as possible. Concepts and implementations for solving such 
3D puzzles are described in detail in [14-16]. These algorithms use a fast random 
sample matching algorithm to generate a large number of randomly distributed 
pose hypotheses, which are efficiently evaluated against a surface matching qual-
ity criterion. A subsequent ICP step might be used to further optimize these solu-
tions.  The results of these computations are not the absolute poses of the fracture 
segments, but the anatomically correct relative transformation between the two 
major fracture segments (between the proximal (hip-side) and distal (knee-side) 
fragments), denoted as target

DIST
PROX T  (cp. Fig. 2). 

For complex fractures with more than two fragments, the complete 3D puzzle 
has to be solved applying these algorithms pair-wise for matching and overall 
evaluation of all fragments. Even though only the outer fragments are finally repo-
sitioned and therefore moved by the robot, the complete puzzle including all small 
fragments in-between has to be solved virtually during the planning step in order 
to yield the correct target transformation between the main fragments. 

A final evaluation of achievable computation accuracies in large scale test  
series using real human bones is still subject of future work. However, first tests 
using a virtual manual reposition as reference revealed satisfying pose accuracies 
of about 1mm and 2° in mean [16]. 

 

 

Fig. 2 From the initial poses of the fracture segments (top row), the required relative target 
transformation target

DIST
PROX T  is computed (bottom row). For simple fractures (left) the target 

transformation can be obtained by matching the fracture surfaces of the two fracture parts. 
For complex fractures (right), the whole 3D puzzle including all fracture segments has to 
be solved. 
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2.2   Computation of the Reduction Paths 

In order to adjust the target transformation, a path from the current to the target 
pose of the distal fragment has to be planned in compliance with anatomical con-
straints. In order to minimize the risk for additional soft tissue trauma, this path 
has to (a) minimize the required forces and (b) to avoid unnecessary movements. 

A typical initial fracture situation is a lateral overlapping of the fragments. As 
shown in Fig. 3a, the amount of distraction required to move the fragments into 
the right position, depends on the direction from which the fracture region is ap-
proached. In order to minimize forces induced by the surrounding soft tissue, the 
amount of distraction should be minimized. In order to reduce the amount of re-
quired distraction, it might be favorable to move the distal fragment around the 
proximal one, as illustrated in Fig. 3b. On the other hand, the path of the distal 
fragment should be kept as short as possible. A suitable cost function for comput-
ing an appropriate approach direction to the fracture region, weighting distraction 
against additional motions, turned out to be the following: 

min
)()(

)( →
+
⋅+⋅=

ba
DbRa

C
ωωω                                   (1) 

where ω  specifies the approach direction as an angle, by which the distal fragment 
has to be moved around the proximal one (cp. Fig. 3b). )(ωR  is a cost function for 

the amount of rotation, which can be expressed by a Gaussian, )(ωD  is a cost 

function for the required amount of maximum distraction for a given approach di-
rection ω . a  and b  are weighting factors for both components. 

The computation of the maximum distraction )(ωD , required to move into the 

fracture region from a given approach direction ω  assumes that the three rota-
tional DoFs of the two main fracture segments are aligned correctly. Practical ex-
periences showed that this precondition can be fulfilled within a first step of the 
 

      
  

Fig. 3 (a) A simplified 2D example to illustrate the necessity of computing appropriate ap-
proach directions. In the left part an unfavorable approach direction is shown, which would 
result in a huge distraction. The approach direction shown in the right part is conspicuously 
better, minimizing the required distraction. (b) Three different approach directions, ex-
pressed as angle ω , for moving the distal fracture segment (outer silhouette) into the frac-
ture region of the proximal fracture segment (inner silhouette). 

(b) (a) 
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Fig. 4 Z-buffer computation for the proximal (top) and distal fragments (bottom). 

reduction process. Given this assumption, the amount of required distraction can 
be computed utilizing a Z-buffer like approach. Two Z-buffers are generated along 
the axes of the two fragments as shown in Fig. 4. 

Next, the Z-buffers of the two fragments are moved over each other from every 
possible approach direction ω  and the maximum distraction expressed by the 
maximum added value of corresponding/overlapping Z-buffer elements is stored 
for that particular approach direction. This process is visualized in Fig. 5. A  
detailed description of this approach can be found in [8]. 

For complex fractures with more than two fragments, the motion planning and 
execution in general is considerably easier, as usually no contact between the two 
major fracture segments occurs during fracture reduction. Therefore the first step 
of the reduction path planning is to determine whether there is an overlap of the 
two main fragments in the initial and goal poses. If not, no further planning is re-  
quired and the target motion can be performed on a straight path. However, a  
 

 

 

Fig. 5 For a given approach direction ω  the Z-Buffer of the distal segment (upper) is 
moved pixel by pixel over the proximal (lower) one towards its center. Three samples are 
shown here along that path. For every step the amount of distraction is computed resulting 
in the left diagram. The maximum value of this computation is stored in the right diagram 
for all approach directions ω , resulting in the cost function relating approach directions to 
distractions. 
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precise biomechanical modeling of the fracture region with all of the smaller  
fragments and the surrounding soft-tissue might be a reasonable extension to the 
concepts presented in this paper and therefore are subject of further research. 

2.3   Execution of the Planned Reduction Paths 

Using the same set-up as for the telemanipulated reductions described above, the 
robot moves the knee-side fragment to which it is rigidly attached in order to ob-
tain the computed target transformation between the two main fragments. In the 
first place, the path to the target pose is executed in such a way that collisions  
between the two major fragments are avoided as described in the previous subsec-
tion. Due to limited segmentation accuracies and unpredictable soft tissue influ-
ences during the reduction process, in some cases a fragment motion might not be 
executed as planned. In such a case an alternative motion command, based on the 
available sensor and on the 3D model data, has to be generated and executed. Fur-
thermore, an intuitive and efficient human machine interface (HMI) for communi-
cating the planned path to the supervising surgeon, who must always be able to 
modify this path if needed, has to be developed. In order to meet both constraints, 
the reduction path is decomposed to a sequence of small robot motion commands, 
called skill primitives (atomic robot motion commands providing the specification 
of sensor-guided and -guarded robot motions in multiple DoFs) [17]. Utilizing 
such skill primitives, the fracture reduction algorithm benefits from the following 
two advantages: 

• Intuitive supervision: The reduction process can be supervised intuitively by a 
human operator, i.e. a surgeon. 

• Discrete planning space: The state space, in which the planning algorithm is 
working, is discrete and limited, allowing to efficiently weight the prospects of 
execution success for the available motion commands. 

These primitives are pushed on an execution stack in reverse order of execution 
(cp. Fig. 6), so that the first primitive to be executed (the correction of rotational 
malalignments) is executed first, followed by a motion of the distal fracture seg-
ment to the correct approach pose for the computed approach direction. On the 
bottom of the stack (and so executed last) the target motion with an optional addi-
tional distractive motion is placed. 

Now the commands on this stack are executed one after another in the follow-
ing way (cp. Fig. 6 and 7): The top most primitive is proposed to the surgeon who 
can accept this command or alternatively select a different skill primitive for exe-
cution. When the skill primitive was successfully executed, it is removed from the 
stack and the new top most one is scheduled for execution. However, the execu-
tion of a skill primitive might fail for the mentioned reasons. Whenever a skill 
primitive fails, it will not be removed from the stack. Instead an evasive skill pri-
mitive automatically will be proposed and pushed on the stack. This new skill 
primitive will be responsible for removing the cause of the previous skill primitive 
execution failure. The evasive skill primitive is computed in the following way: 
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Fig. 6 The automated execution of the skill primitive execution stack. (1) The top-most ele-
ment of the execution stack is executed. When the execution finishes successfully (2), the 
skill primitive is removed from the stack and the new top-most one is scheduled for execu-
tion (3). When a skill primitive execution fails (4), possible alternative motion commands 
are weighted (5) and the one with the highest vote is pushed on the stack and scheduled for 
execution (6). If the execution of this new evasive motion command succeeds (7), the pre-
viously failed command is executed again (8) until finally the stack is empty (9). 

Let SP  be the set of all available skill primitives and SPs∈  be one skill 
primitive in this set. When selecting an evasive motion skill primitive 

evasives , one 

has to search for the skill primitive with the maximum prospect of success rating 
according to the following equation: 

)5.0),',((maxarg:evasive
m

SPs
fssPs ⋅=

∈

                               (2) 

Where 's  is the skill primitive, whose execution just failed, m  is the number of 
how many times the skill primitive s  has already been marked as failed on the 
stack, and ),',( fssP  is an empirically derived a-priori probability of the skill 

primitive s  for a given previous skill primitive 's  and a failure reason Ff ∈  of 

's . In our current implementation, f  can have the occurrences 

{ }tforce_limice,interferenF =: . 
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2.3.1   Interference Detection 

The skill primitive execution is continuously monitored and guided by data from a 
force/torque sensor mounted at the robot’s hand, and an optical navigation system, 
tracking the motions of the two major fragments. If acting forces or torques  
exceed predefined thresholds or if executed robot motions don’t result in the ex-
pected changes in the relative transformation between the two fragments, the skill 
primitive execution is stopped. 

Given 
DIST

PROX T  as relative transformation between the two major fragments 

and a commanded robot motion c , we denote the resulting desired change in the 
relative transformation as 

desd . The actual change of this transformation as meas-

ured by the navigation system is denoted 
actd . The amount of interference 

ji  as 

complement of the effectiveness of a commanded robot motion, with j  being one 

of the n  controlled DoFs, is described as follows: 

],1[|1 nj
d

d
i

j

j

des

act

j ∈∀−=                                            (3) 

 

Fig. 7 Architecture of the automated fracture reduction planning and control system. The 
module “Motion Planner” computes the approach direction and appropriate skill primitives, 
which are suggested to the surgeon. The “Motion Controller” module generates the robot 
motion commands and continuously monitors the execution, stopping the execution when 
system parameters are about to be exceeded or situations are detected, which are likely to 
avert a successful execution. 
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Because of complex soft tissue interactions and noisy measurements from the 
navigation system, usage of equation 3 directly results in unstable/unreliable  
interference predictions. Therefore a model selection algorithm based on two in-
dependent Kalman filters is proposed here. Each Kalman filter describes the linear 
motion model of the relative transformation change resulting from a given robot 
motion command. The first Kalman filter 

1K  represents successful motions, 

which are almost unaffected by soft-tissue interactions; the parameters for the mo-
tion model have been obtained from cadaver experiments, while parameters for 
the error matrices are obtained from measurements from the navigation system. 
The second filter 

2K , representing failed motion commands, is parameterized very 

similar to the first one except for the motion model, where the influence matrix of 
the control parameters is set to zero, therefore describing motions which are al-
most completely prevented due to soft-tissue influences. During reduction, both 
Kalman filters are executed in parallel. Interferences are detected, when the error 
values of 

2K  are smaller than those of 
1K  in several (for example ten) consecu-

tive control cycles. More details on the parameterization of the filters can be found 
in [8]. 

3   Experiments and Results 

In order to evaluate the automated reduction procedure, we performed reductions 
on formalin embalmed human specimens with intact soft tissues and measured the 
achieved accuracies and execution times. To measure achievable accuracies, we 
first recorded a reference transformation of the intact bone geometry with our  
optical navigation/tracking system by means of dynamic reference bases (DRBs) 
attached to both ends of the unbroken bone. Subsequently the bone was broken in 
the mid-shaft and the reduction was performed. A more detailed description of this 
set-up can be found in [8, 9]. So far, the automated reduction was tested on one 
fractured bone in one human specimen. This fracture was reduced five times, start-
ing from different initial poses applying the algorithm presented in this paper. In 
order to focus this evaluation on the performance of the robotized target motion 
and path planning, the unbroken reference transformation and not an automatically 
computed target pose was used to guide the reduction procedure. All five fracture 
reductions during the experiments were finished successfully without any inter-
vention by a human supervisor. The target pose was reached with a very high 
mean accuracy of about 1.19mm and 0.16°. The reduction times were also very 
satisfactory with an average of 4:13 minutes. Based on the computed approach di-
rection, all fracture reductions were achieved along an almost ideal path without 
any or with only few evasive motions. 

4   Conclusion and Outlook 

It was shown that an automated fracture reduction is possible when using the 
techniques presented in this paper. The performance of the automated reduction is 
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very satisfactory with respect to the achievable reduction accuracy and the proce-
dure execution time. Compared to clinically achievable results, the performance of 
our automated reduction procedure is potentially a considerable improvement. 
From the first tests presented here, which have the character of a feasibility study, 
one can conclude that automated reduction achieves conspicuously higher reduc-
tion accuracies when compared to telemanipulated fracture reductions. And most 
remarkably, the variance in accuracy and operation time is much smaller when 
compared to the telemanipulated approach. Therefore, the automated fracture re-
duction has the potential to become a reproducible surgical procedure leading to a 
reliable and high reduction quality. 

The next steps in further developing and evaluating our automated reduction 
procedure is to perform extensive test series on fresh – i.e. un-embalmed – human 
cadavers, which, in contrast to embalmed specimens, have the advantage of hav-
ing a soft tissue situation very close to that of living and perfused tissue. This al-
lows us to finally evaluate robot assisted, and especially automated reduction pro-
cedures in a set-up very close to real surgeries. 
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Path Planning for Robot-Guided Endoscopes in
Deformable Environments

Markus Rilk, Friedrich M. Wahl, Klaus W.G. Eichhorn, Ingo Wagner,
and Friedrich Bootz

Abstract. In this paper we present novel concepts that allow to plan time optimal
paths under velocity constraints for an endoscopic robot acting in deformable envi-
ronments. These environments are described by means of a simplified biomechan-
ical model stored as a 3d volume. It permits the estimation of forces and torques
caused by soft body deformations. Moreover, the parameters of the model are dy-
namically updated when structures are removed during an endoscopic surgery. All
objectives of the path planning task are mapped to velocity constraints. In order to
find an optimal path within the 5d configuration space of the endoscope, we propose
a pivot point constrained global path planning in 3d employing fast marching and
relax the pivot constraint afterwards for a 5d local optimization.

1 Introduction

In recent years, Functional Endoscopic Sinus Surgery (FESS) has been established
as one of the most important standard techniques in the field of ear, nose and throat
medicine. However, the major disadvantage of this technique is that the surgeon has
to hold the endoscope himself. This results in unsteady endoscopic images during
long surgeries caused by tiredness of the surgeon or in frequent instrument changes,
e.g. between a knife to cut away tissue and a sucker to remove this tissue and
blood. Since this is also true for other endoscopic surgeries like laparoscopy, robotic
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systems are in development able to guide the endoscope during an endoscopic
surgery (some of these developments are listed in [1, 14, 17]). Our ultimate aim
in Robot Assisted FESS (RAFESS) is that the robot guides the endoscope during a
surgery as autonomous as possible. One of the main challenges is the close prox-
imity of critical regions like brain, eyes and carotid artery to the workspace of the
robot, which, of course, is not allowed to collide with these structures. Therefore,
the motions of the robot should be restricted as much as possible without loosing the
flexibility needed to satisfy the demands of the surgeon. Part of these requirements
are that (1) the tip of the surgical instrument is always in the center of the endo-
scopic view, (2) the surgeon has enough free space to operate his instruments, (3)
the motions of the robot harmonize with the motions of the surgeon, (4) the robot
can automatically clean the camera lens, and (5) the surgeon can direct the robot to
specified locations (e.g. on the basis of CT data).

Especially the last two points require a sophisticated path planning algorithm. In
contrast to most industrial applications it has to deal with soft structures. And due
to the limited space in the (para-)nasal cavities, the robot has to deform some of
these soft structures in order to lead the endoscope to the desired region of interest.
The amount of these deformations should be restricted in such a way that the risk
of an injury is minimal for the patient. Furthermore, as some of the hard and soft
tissue structures are removed during a surgery, dynamic data structures are required.
Despite the advances in soft body simulation [12, 18] and handling by flexible robots
[3, 13], to the best of our knowledge, up to now no general path planning algorithm
is available working under these conditions at interactive response times.

In this paper we present an important step towards path planning in deformable
environments. We show how deformations can be modeled by a simplified biome-
chanical model and how they can be integrated into the planning process. Further-
more, we derive constraints that can be intuitively defined by the user.

The paper is organized as follows: In chapter 2 we show how to model the envi-
ronment for motions of the endoscope within (para-)nasal cavities. How the robot is
allowed to move in RAFESS is described in chapter 3. A path planning algorithm
is presented in chapter 4. Some first experimental results are given in chapter 5.
Chapter 6 summarizes the contributions of this paper and indicates further research.

2 Model of the Mixed Hard / Soft Tissue Workspace

In RAFESS the robot moves in a complex and dynamic environment that includes
the inner structures of the patient’s head, the complete body of the patient, the act-
ing surgeon, a moving medical assistant, different hardware devices and so on.
Especially w.r.t. human-machine interaction it is very important to model the en-
vironment as secure as possible without limiting the robot motions too much. In our
work we distinguish between the interior and exterior environments. The interior
environment desribes the inner structures of the patient’s head whereas the exte-
rior environment includes all other structures mentioned before. In this paper we
concentrate on modelling the interior environment.
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The (para-)nasal structures are very complex and the properties of their materi-
als differ strongly from most materials involved in industrial robotics. In medical
robotics we have to deal not only with hard materials like bones, but also with soft
tissues that have to be deformed by the robot because of the limited space available
to navigate an endoscope. Hard structures and other critical regions (e.g. brain, eyes)
can be treated as prohibited zones for the endoscope held by the robot. Contacts with
soft structures can not be avoided during navigation. But the amount of deformation
should be limited so that the risk of injuries is minimal for the patient. Furthermore,
some of the hard and soft structures are removed during a surgery. The model of the
environment has to be flexible enough to allow for these dynamic changes.

Prior to FESS a computer tomography (CT) scan is taken from the patient’s head.
These CT data can be used by a preprocessing tool to generate an initial 3d model of
the interior environment. Currently, we use a semi-automatic segmentation as shown
in [19]. The initial 3d model is subsequently converted into a (planned) biome-
chanical FEM model. This allows for offline simulations of soft body deformations
caused by endoscope motions. As a result, we get simulation data (e.g. describing
maximum allowed deformations) that can be used to initialize the parameters of a
simplified biomechanical model. In contrast to the FEM model, the simplified model
has to be suitable for online path planning.

In the following, we propose a simplified biomechanical model that does not need
any numerical simulation steps. Instead, on the basis of our model it is possible to
directly compute the distances to obstacles and the forces acting on the endoscope
for any configuration. In Fig. 1 the idea is roughly illustrated. We assume that soft
tissues can be divided into several independent rods of isotropic linear elastic ma-
terial and that deformations along the axis of the rod obey Hook’s law given in the
following form:

F = E Aε (1)

F and A denote the resulting force and the cross-sectional area of the rod respec-
tively. The material parameter E is the modulus of elasticity and is assumed to be

Fig. 1 Soft structures are divided into rods of isotropic linear elastic material. (a) Initial state
of the simplified biomechanical model. (b) Restoring forces are estimated with the help of
springs.
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known. The dimensionless strain ε is the ratio between the length l of the deforma-
tion and the initial length l0 of the rod.

Our simplified biomechanical model is represented as a 3d volume (typical size
is 2563) with the following properties defined for each voxel:

1. τ ∈ {HARD, SOFT, FREE}: Type of the voxel.
2. ρ ∈ { f alse, true}: Is the voxel marked as removable?
3. kSOFT : Index of the nearest SOFT voxel.
4. kHARD: Index of the nearest HARD voxel.
5. ε ∈ [0,1]: Describes the amount of deformation (strain).
6. E: Modulus of elasticity as a measure of the stiffness [N/mm2].

A voxel is classified as either (1) HARD structure (also including prohibited zones),
(2) SOFT structure, or (3) FREE space (air). Moreover, non-critical voxels of type
HARD and SOFT can also be marked as removable. Instead of storing the Euclidean
distance dSOFT to the nearest SOFT voxel and dHARD to the nearest HARD voxel
directly, we use the indices kSOFT and kHARD for an efficient distance calculation
as suggested by several authors (see [8] for an overview). In order to estimate the
strain in an efficient and robust way, we use an isotropic diffusion process within
the adjacent SOFT voxels:

εi,t+1 =
1
7

(
εi,t + ∑

j∈N(i)
ε j,t

)
(2)

If a voxel j in the 6-neighbourhood is of type HARD, then ε j = 0; if it is of type
FREE , then ε j = 1. Initially, εi,0 is set to 0.5. The modulus E does not have to
be defined for each voxel individually, but by doing it this way we gain additional
freedom and we can directly look-up the value.

Next, we will explain how to estimate a restoring force vector F caused by a
small sphere probe located at position c = (x,y,z)T with radius r. Let n be the voxel
nearest to the center c. Thus, the force vector can be estimated by

F = −ε(n)E(n)r2 π
∇ε(n)

||∇ε(n)|| (3)

For the magnitude of F Eqn.1 is used. The direction of F is calculated by the nor-
malized spatial derivative of the strain. In order to estimate the resulting force of a
more complex object, we decompose the complex object into several overlapping
spheres, calculate the forces for each sphere individually and sum them up after-
wards (also taking into account the overlapping areas). For some objects this might
be not the optimal method, but considering the simple shape of an endoscope and
how the endoscope interacts with the soft structures, we are confident that this is a
good approximation. Additionally, we estimate the torque vector τ from the calcu-
lated forces.

It was important to us to keep the computational complexity and memory require-
ments for a single voxel low, because we are planning to implement the proposed
3d model on a GPU. Given our current CPU implementation, we anticipate that one
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iteration step over all voxels will take a few milliseconds on a fast GPU for a 2563

grid. In each iteration step we update the distances (indices) and the strain based on
the information in the 6-neighbourhood.

3 Configuration Space of the Endoscope

In this chapter we define an appropriate configuration space for RAFESS and derive
kinematic and velocity constraints. Some of these constraints are based on the as-
sumption that while a path planning request is executed no structures are removed.
In the following, we are only interested in the part of the robot relevant for path
planning within the (para-)nasal cavities. This is the front of the endoscope that can
be precisely modeled as a cylindrical shaft.

3.1 Configuration Parameters

The pose of the endoscope can be described by a 6d vector (three rotations and three
translations). Since rotations around the symmetry axis of the endoscope do not
change anything w.r.t. collision detection, we can reduce the 6d configuration space
to 5d (three translations and two rotations). In endoscopic surgeries the endoscope
and the surgical instruments are inserted through small openings. Let us preliminary
assume these openings to be fixed and so small that the endoscope can only be
moved in such a way that the symmetry axis of the endoscope always passes through
the center of the opening. In this case the 5d configuration space is further reduced
to 3d (one translation and two rotations). The center of the opening is usually called
pivot point, entry point or invariant point; we will use the first term in the following.
In RAFESS we have to consider a pivot region not only a pivot point. This motivates
the following definition of the configuration of the endoscope also shown in Fig. 2:

q = (l, a, b, α, β ) (4)

This definition has the advantage that the user can constrain the parameters in an
intuitive way. For example setting (a, b) to (0, 0) results in the 3d configuration
space mentioned above.

3.2 Kinematic Constraints

We have tracked the endoscope poses in real FESS surgeries. Based on this, we
could derive the following kinematic constraints:

l < 80mm, |a| < 8mm, |b| < 4mm, |α| < 45◦, |β | < 30◦, (5)
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Fig. 2 The parameters of
q are defined as follows:
l is the distance between
the tip and the intersection
point of the endoscope axis
and the pivot plane, (a, b)
is a displacement vector
within the pivot plane, α is
the rotation angle around
the z-axis (yaw), β is the
rotation angle around the
y-axis (pitch).

Environmental constraints are given by checking the configurations for possi-
ble collisions. For this purpose we need a geometrical model of the endoscope. As
mentioned before, the front of an endoscope is exactly described by a cylindrical
shaft. Given some volume data with distance values to the obstacles, it is straight-
forward to sample the cylindrical shaft along the symmetry axis of the endoscope
with spheres. Depending on the distance δ between the sphere origins, we loose
some accuracy here (see also Fig. 3), but we have the great advantage that a single
distance query runs in O(m), where m is the number of spheres. For a configuration
q = (l, a, b, α, β ) each sphere si is described by the equation

si =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

x
y
z
r

⎫⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎭=

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

cos(α)cos(β )λ
sin(α)cos(β )λ + a

−sin(β )λ + b√
(0.5δ )2 +(0.5D)2

⎫⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎭ (6)

with
λ = l − (i− 1)δ (7)

The first three parameters (x,y,z)T of a sphere define its origin in workspace. The
last parameter r is its radius and is constant for our application. Based on this we
can define the distance function d(s) in the following way:

d(s) = d(x,y,z,r) = max(d(x,y,z)− r, 0) (8)

Fig. 3 Front part of the
endoscope sampled with
spheres.
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Before we define the conditions for a configuration to be free, we have to consider
some important points in FESS. We do not want to come into contact with any
hard structures. Moreover, the tip of the endoscope (sphere s1) is not allowed to get
in touch with soft structures, too, because the lens might get covered with blood
resulting in a loss of image quality. Thus:

q is f ree ⇔ dSOFT (s1) > 0 ∧ dHARD(si) > 0 ,∀ i ∈ [1,m] (9)

3.3 Velocity Constraints

So far we could plan a shortest path between given start and goal configurations
using classical path planning approaches (see e.g. [9]). But this is not desired in
RAFESS, because of sensor inaccuracies, dynamic constraints of the robot and lim-
ited allowed soft body deformations. A straightforward way would be to include all
objectives in one common cost function and then find a path with minimal costs. The
disadvantage of a general cost function is that sometimes parameters are hard to bal-
ance, because an intuitive formulation is missing. Therefore, we map the objectives
discussed above to velocity constraints for a given configuration and then plan a time
optimal path under these constraints. Two constraints are defined in the following:
First, a strictly kinodynamic constraint [2], accounting for unavoidable collisions
due to limited dynamics of the robot, and second, a force/torque constraint, which
limits the maximum allowed deformations.

Since the maximum possible de- and acceleration of the robot is limited by q̈max,
it needs some time and space before coming to a halt. Using Newton’s laws of
motion we estimate the covered distance in Euclidean space for every sphere si:

d(q,si) =

√√√√( q̇2
l

2 q̈l

)2

+
(

q̇2
a

2 q̈a

)2

+
(

q̇2
b

2 q̈b

)2

+
(
λi

q̇2
α

2 q̈α

)2

+

(
λi

q̇2
β

2 q̈β

)2

(10)

This is a conservative approximation of the dependencies exactly described by the
Jacobian matrix. λi is the same value as defined in Eqn. 7 and is used to calculate the
arc length. Assuming q̇ = φ q̇max and q̈ = q̈max, we calculate the minimum velocity
scale factor φ ∈ [0,1] so that the estimated distances are smaller than the distances
to the obstacles for all spheres:

φ =

√
min

(
1,

min(dHARD(s1), dSOFT (s1))
d(q,s1)

,
dHARD(s2)

d(q,s2)
, ...,

dHARD(sm)
d(q,sm)

)
(11)

In order to limit the forces/torques and thus the amount of deformation, we define
the following velocity scale factor:

ω = min

(
Fmax − min(||F||, Fmax)

Fmax
,
τmax − min(||τ||, τmax)

τmax

)
(12)
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If forces and torques are zero, ω = 1 indicates that no reduction of q̈max is needed.
On the other hand, a value of ω = 0 excludes configurations due to forces and
torques above the given limits Fmax and τmax. These limits can be set globally or
locally, just as needed.

Both scale factors are combined within the resulting velocity bounds vector:

v = (vl , va, vb, vα , vβ )
T = min(φ , ω) q̇max (13)

4 Velocity Constrained Path Planning

Given velocity constraints, we want to find a path γ(s) that minimizes the cumulative
travel cost from a start configuration x0 to a goal configuration x1. The minimum
cumulative cost at x is defined as

T (x) = min
γ

∫ x

x0

F(γ(s))ds (14)

In our case T (x) is the minimum time needed to reach x. We use the definition of
[5] to formulate the cost function F with a metric tensor M in the following way:

F(γ(s),γ ′(s)) =
√
γ ′(s)T M(γ(s))γ ′(s) (15)

Given the velocity bounds vector v, we can concretize M as the inverse of a diagonal
matrix with diagonal entries (v2

r ,v
2
a,v

2
b,v

2
α ,v2

β ), which gives us in contrast to [4] an
anisotropic cost function F .

Global path planning in 5d is a computational expensive task. In these cases
probabilistic methods have been successfully applied. The RRT framework (e.g.
[7]) allows for fast single path queries and also enables an elegant integration of
kinodynamic constraints at the expense of more dimensions [11]. But in RAFESS
we have to deal with many narrow passages that are a problem for RRTs. Further-
more, we are not looking for the first path found, but for a (near) optimal path. In
this case, the PRM framework (e.g. [10]) has the advantage that we can preplan a
roadmap before the surgery starts. In addition, the difficulties with narrow passages
can be solved with a preferred sampling along the medial axis as proposed in [20].
Though, we would need many samples in order to get an optimal path and these
samples need to be updated during the surgery. Therefore, we investigated another
promising approach.

In RAFESS the translation within the pivot plane is quite limited and the kine-
matic constraint arising from collisions of the endoscope tip (sphere s1) with ob-
stacles can always be fulfilled for (a,b) = (0,0) and sufficient freedom for α and
β . Thus, it makes sense to constrain the 5d path planning to a 3d problem with the
endoscope axis fixed at the pivot point. In 3d efficient deterministic approaches are
available. One of them is the fast marching method of [15]. According to [15] the
level set T (x) = t is the set of all points in R3 that can be reached with minimal
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travel time t, and the minimal time paths are orthogonal to the level curves; hence
we have

∇T (x)T M(γ(s))−1∇T (x) = 1 (16)

If M is the identity matrix multiplied with a scalar, this eikonal equation reduces to
the isotropic version

‖∇T (x)‖ = 1/v (17)

with the local speed value v. The standard fast marching method can be used to solve
this equation for all T (x) in R3. If F is anisotropic (Eqn. 16), we have to switch to
methods proposed in [4] or [16]. A special case occurs, if M is a diagonal matrix
(this is also true for our case). Then the standard fast marching is applicable with a
slight modification [16]. After the fast marching, we get the optimal path from x1 to
x0 by following the gradient of T (x) with respect to the inverse metric M−1.

In our current implementation the search space is divided into a regular grid;
this is not strictly necessary for fast marching methods. We do not precompute the
constraints for all configurations, but instead we calculate them on demand, as our
environment is dynamic and configurations are only processed once. This is a prop-
erty of fast marching, since it works like a wave front (narrow band) that propagates
always outwards with positive speed. In RAFESS the free space is very limited, of-
ten resulting in a small narrow band. Another very nice property of fast marching is
that the user can easily setup more constraints to limit the search space. For exam-
ple, we could use a heuristic that ignores configurations far away from the straight
line segment connecting x0 and x1.

Our global 3d path planner delivers a (near) optimal path for the case of (a,b)
frozen at (0,0). Now we want to relax this limitation and optimize the path in 5d
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Fig. 4 Shows the computed scale factors and relative forces/torques along the upper path vis-
ible in Fig 5. (Left) For the range s ∈ [0, 0.12] the endoscope is allowed to move at maximum
velocity. Between s = 0.12 and s = 0.6 the velocity is reduced due to dynamic constraints.
From s = 0.6 on, the velocity is primarily bounded by the estimated forces. (Right) Between
s = 0.86 and s = 1 forces are dropping, because deformations nearby the pivot point are relax-
ing and opposing forces are summing up to zero. At s = 0.9 the torques are rapidly increasing
due to forces nearby the tip of the endoscope applied to a long lever.
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locally. We represent the path as a sequence of configurations; this sequence could
also be converted into a B-spline representation. A straightforward way is to use
a gradient descent scheme for optimizing T (x1). This has to be done in a careful
way to keep the distance between two neighbouring configurations below a certain
threshold and assuring fast convergence. Another option would be, to directly use
T (x) as a navigation function within a motion controller, which would allow for an
elegant way to react to sensor events (e.g. force torque sensor values too high).

5 Experiments

Up to now, we have done most of our experiments in a special 2d scenario, in
which we have set b and β to constant zero. The concepts remain the same, but the

Fig. 5 Two planned paths of our 2d experiments. HARD structures are white and SOFT
structures are dark gray. Only every tenth endoscope pose is drawn. (Top) The endoscope
moves from outside into the upper right cavity. (Bottom) The endoscope moves from this
position into the lower cavity.
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testing is a lot easier. Our toolchain allows us to create arbitrary 2d environments like
the one in Fig. 5. In this example the environment was of size 512x256 pixels and
the configuration space had a resolution of 512x32x256 (l,a,α). The run time for a
path planning request was at about one second for the worst case (single threaded,
E6600 CPU, unoptimized code). In all tested environments so far, the path planning
worked as expected: The paths were smooth with a good balance between limited
deformations and straight driving to the goal. In Fig. 4 the computed scale factors φ
(Eqn. 11) and ω (Eqn. 12) together with the estimated forces/torques are given for
one of the planned paths. Although the resulting forces and torques are good indi-
cators for deformations, not all critical situations might be detected in our current
implementation, because the forces/torques, which are individually estimated for
each sphere by Eqn. 3, can cancel each other. Therefore, we are investigating other
constraints that directly use these individual forces/torques. A detailed performance
analysis especially for the 3d case and a comparison between estimated forces and
measured ones will be part of future publications.

6 Conclusion

Motion planning in deformable and dynamic environments is a highly demanding
task. Our proposed novel concepts are an important step in that direction. The pre-
sented simplified biomechanical model is easy to implement and is well suited for
GPU processing. How it compares to FEM and other models is still an open ques-
tion; but we are confident that at least for small deformations the accuracy will
be enough for our demands in RAFESS. It might even be possible to approximate
non-linear behaviors, since the modulus of elasticity can be altered for each voxel.
Furthermore, the derived velocity constraints are intuitive and integrate nicely into
an eikonal solver framework. On a CPU the fast marching algorithm is very elegant,
but it is a bit too slow for our demands in 3d. Therefore, we are also looking at good
heuristics and other methods like the eikonal solver proposed in [6], which allows
an efficient implementation on a GPU.
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An Unmanned Helicopter for Autonomous
Flights in Urban Terrain

Florian Adolf, Franz Andert, Sven Lorenz, Lukas Goormann, and Jörg Dittrich

Abstract. This work summarizes a multi-disciplinary research project, focusing on
key enabling techniques towards true autonomous flight of small, low flying VTOL
UAVs. Research activities cover the flying testbed, a simulation and testing environ-
ment, as well as integrated components for onboard navigation, perception, planning
and control. Promising results and feasibility demonstrations in flight tests underline
the successful domain specific enhancements of approaches based on aeronautical
engineering, computer science and mobile robotics. The current approaches pave
the way towards further research in improved flight control performance and more
system autonomy when a-priori mission uncertainties increase.

1 Introduction

Potential mission scenarios for small, low flying UAVs involve agile navigation in
urban environments. Today, such UAVs are dependent on interference-prone data
links to an operator. Inherent problems like increased latency and reaction time, as
well as degraded situational awareness can endanger the success of a mission. Fur-
thermore, a challenging problem is to safely maneuver a UAV in three dimensional
autonomous flight, low above the ground and unknown, uncontrolled airspace.

Hence, the project ARTIS (Autonomous Rotorcraft Test bed for Intelligent Sys-
tems) aims at maximized onboard information processing and decision-making in
cooperation with operators. Thus, the ARTIS project uses a small helicopter plat-
form due to its agile maneuverability, vertical take off and landing capability, and
feasible payload capacity for sufficient computational power and necessary sensors.

A number of research projects underline the potential of such helicopter-based
VTOL UAVs. Various applications like structure inspection [17], reconnaissance
[32], search and rescue [12] or operational aspects [22] have been developed.
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Advanced flight control [30, 20] as well as onboard perception and decision mak-
ing [12] are presented in this context. Machine vision in particular, either tightly
coupled or loosely coupled to flight control, shows its potential for 3D mapping
[17, 30], navigation [8, 24, 11] and target tracking [32]. Furthermore, flight tested
results in [28, 30] highlight research directions in reactive obstacle avoidance and
global path planning. To our knowledge, only a few papers (e.g. [17]) describe their
efforts in testing before flight.

ARTIS is devoted to autonomy in flight by integrating research contributions to
the aforementioned challenges. The helicopters are equipped with avionics for on-
board sensor fusion and flight control, highlighted in section 2. In section 2.1 a
flight control concept is presented. The three dimensional environment perception
and situational awareness is shown in 2.2. Approaches for onboard decision mak-
ing are shown in section 2.3. Furthermore, the methodology for the transition from
simulation to flight tests is presented section 3. A research outlook concludes the
current project status.

2 The Intelligent Unmanned Aerial System

As presented in [9], the helicopter UAV midiARTIS was used for the initial auto-
mated flights. Later, the larger helicopter maxiARTIS has been developed to improve
endurance and payload capacity. Both helicopters (Table 1) follow a modular avion-
ics concept inspired by [10]. Sensory equipment comprises DGPS, inertial sensor
and magnetometer for navigation, sonar altimeter for landing, wireless data links,

Table 1 The ARTIS flight test vehicles.

midiARTIS maxiARTIS

first flight 2003 2006

rotor diameter 1.9 m 3 m
engine 3.5 kW combustion engine 5 kW turbine engine
endurance 15–20 min 30–45 min

empty weight 6 kg 15 kg
avionics weight 4 kg 4 kg
experimental payload 2 kg 6 kg

flight control computer Intel P4 mobile 1.4 GHz, QNX OS
image processing computer Intel P4 mobile 1.4 GHz, Linux OS
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manual remote control and video data links, a telemetry module and a flight con-
trol computer. Additionally, a variety of cameras or laser sensors can be installed
and connected to a dedicated image processing computer. The computers and the
camera are mounted on a flexible bearing to be exchanged easily.

Its role as a flying testbed enables the evaluation of a variety of approaches to
adaptive flight control, vision-based navigation, environment perception and on-
board decision making.

2.1 Flight Control

Helicopter dynamics are in general nonlinear, time varying. Together with the mod-
eling uncertainties the state estimation based on light and simple sensor systems
and the fundamental changing dynamics between hover and forward flight condi-
tions the control design becomes quite challenging.

Various methods have been developed to focus on the robustness to sensor noise,
parameter uncertainties, and unmodeled dynamics while determining the feedback
gains. To tackle nonlinear dynamics, presently, a nonlinear control method com-
monly used in conventional aircraft control is gain scheduling. In this method,
linear models are approximated and referenced corresponding to different flight
conditions. As a result of changing flight conditions, different feedback gains are
calculated to increase robustness and stability. Used together with a standard feed-
forward control technique adequate closed loop properties can be achieved.

As a consequence of quickly changing flight conditions due to agile maneuvers,
the feedback gains must be changed appropriately. Often gains are scaled with re-
spect to specific states, for instance dynamic and barometric pressure. For stability
reasons, the gain determining states must not change faster than the dynamics oth-
erwise oscillations may be excited. In addition, a complex feed-forward control is
required for sufficient command following.

As a special case of global linearization the method of Feedback Linearization
[31], also known as Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion (NDI), may be an attractive alter-
native to the gain-scheduling approach. A state transformation based on the deriva-
tion of the output equations leads to a “new” system with linear feedback dynamics.
This simplifies the feedback gain determination because only one set of gains is re-
quired (Fig. 1). In addition from feedback perspective the approach decouples the
dynamics and leads in consequence to simple state or output feedback structures.
Unfortunately, this method seems very sensitive to unconsidered actuator dynam-
ics, delays, and parameter uncertainties. Therefore, considerable extensions e. g.
Pseudo-Control-Hedging (PCH) [18, 19] were developed.

Based on a simplified linear model [7] and the inversion using Feedback Lin-
earization, respectively, the control law becomes feasible for hover flight conditions.
As expected, the dynamics alter with increasing flight velocity and the controller
performance decreases considerably as the control law was intended for hover con-
ditions. Adaptive extensions are applicable to compensate rapidly for these changes.
The most promising method of on-line adaptation is based on a single hidden layer
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neural network proposed by [25]. Several applications confirm the universal adap-
tion capabilities [20, 16, 23, 15, 21]. On-going research will lead to fault-tolerant
control systems for a wide spectrum of applications in highly uncertain environ-
ments and hence supports the reliability of autonomous systems.

2.2 Machine Vision

Environmental sensors are used in addition to navigation sensors and they are re-
quired for robotic applications like obstacle detection. Cameras are used since they
are lightweight, passive and energy-efficient in contrast to laser range finders or
radar systems. To process the images on-board in real-time, ARTIS is equipped
with a dedicated image processing computer. The cameras are linked to the image
processing computer via a IEEE 1394 link and the DCAM programming interface.
A large variety of cameras is used, e.g. classical monochrome or color industry cam-
eras or stereo cameras with integrated FPGA-based disparity image generation. The
image processing computer is connected to and time-synchronized with the flight
control computer for data exchange.

One of the first vision-based applications was the automatic search for a moving
ground pattern presented by [4]. An identifiable pattern is fixed on a R/C car to be
moved. A downwards-pointing camera is installed at the helicopter and the known
pattern is searched in the images. The relative pattern position is estimated by pho-
togrammetric transformations and with that, the helicopter is instructed to fly to a
coordinate exactly above the pattern. Flight experiments show successful pattern
identification and vehicle following.

2.2.1 GPS-Loss Compensation

Navigation and control is usually based on GPS/INS position and attitude infor-
mation. If the GPS connection is lost, the position is estimated by integrating ac-
celeration measurements. Without GPS, the position bias increases very fast, and a
stabilization or accurate navigation cannot be guaranteed anymore. To cope with
that problem, [24] presents a vision-based navigation filter for ARTIS. It is de-
signed for stabilized hovering and navigation with limited GPS connectivity. As in
the pattern tracking setup, a camera is pointing downwards. Texture features of an
arbitrary planar ground are tracked. By combining the 2D image feature movement
with altitude information (e.g. sonar or altimeter-based) and the three attitude angles
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Fig. 2 Flight test results of
the vision-based navigation.
Comparison of estimated
position with unfiltered
GPS-based reference (left)
and the error between filter
output and reference (right).

(IMU-based), all six degrees of freedom in the vehicle pose are obtained when GPS
localization is not available. Due to the relative vision-based positioning, drift errors
occur like in an inertial measurement system. Nevertheless, the error is significantly
reduced. Results (fig. 2) show that it is possible to hover without GPS information
and to navigate with an error of only one meter per minute flight time.

2.2.2 Mapping and World Modeling

To plan or update trajectories in unknown urban environments, obstacles must be
recognized with sensors and integrated to metric maps. A stereo camera is used for
sensing obstacles. It is small, passive and energy-efficient and qualified for distance
measurement on a UAV in daylight conditions.

The stereo-based mapping algorithm by [3] combines grid and metric feature
maps to use the advantages of both map types. Occupancy grid maps sample the
space into occupied and free cells and they are best qualified for sensor fusion, i.e.
to reduce noise, integrate multiple images or even multiple cameras or vehicles.
They are built incrementally and new sensor data is inserted just in time. Then,
clusters of occupied cells are regarded as single obstacles and inserted to the feature
map. A global map is built from these features in order to get an output for an
obstacle avoidance application. To achieve a compact representation of arbitrary
object shapes, the cell clusters are approximated by polygonal structures. In a real
scene like a city, objects can have any ground shape from the top view but it is most
likely that they have vertical walls. With this assumption, the cell clusters of 3D
objects are approximated with one or more bounding prisms. In addition to that, the
ground plane height is estimated via simplified Hough transform. Figure 3 shows
the helicopter flying in an urban environment and a map created by the described
algorithm. The ground is successfully detected. The houses and the gap between
them are also recognized.

The resulting prism-based object map is sent to the flight control computer that
can calculate a collision-free flight trajectory around the obstacles in the map and
instructs the helicopter to fly that path. Map updates are sent regularly so that the
trajectory planner can consider previously unknown objects.
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Fig. 3 Example of a created
map. Urban outdoor envi-
ronment (left) and resulting
3-D map of the scenario
(right) with ground planes,
bounding prisms and the
flown trajectory.

2.3 Decisional Autonomy

A mission management system aims on risk and workload reduction of the opera-
tor. This section highlights the decision making techniques that assist the operator
before and during a mission.

2.3.1 Mission Execution

The work in [2] describes a control architecture that achieves hybrid control by
combining the main ideas from the behavior-based paradigm [6, 13] and a three-tier
architecture [5]. The former reduces the system modeling complexity for composite
maneuvers (e.g. land/take off) as a behavior module that interfaces with the flight
controller (Figure 4). The latter has the advantage of different abstraction layers that
can be interfaced directly such that each layer represents a level of system autonomy.
The Sequence Control System implements the sequencing layer of this architecture.
It is open with respect to its interfaces to other onboard components (e.g. the visual
world model shown in 2.2.2). Events and commands send by a remote operator or an
onboard component can be integrated into the system in a “plug-and fly” fashion. A
remote operator can send direct commands on different abstraction levels, ranging
from controller supported joystick control towards execution of mission plans. The
solutions to more complex mission problems and events (e.g. loss of the data link)
are delegated using a sequence of commands specified as a context-free language.

Fig. 4 Exploration mis-
sion shown in context with
the control architecture:
High-level behaviors uses
task specific planners (De-
liberate Layer), behaviors
are compiled into plans
(Sequencing Layer), and
movement primitives (Re-
active Layer) interface with
the flight controller.
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More system autonomy increases responsibility for more critical tasks. To assure
a safe operation of the Sequence Control System, the system is characterized by
multiple techniques. In [29] an event-based decision logic is modeled as a State
Chart. It is verified against path-, transition- and state-coverage tests. As shown in
[2], the validity of commands (e.g. from ground control station, smart sensors) is
validated online with respect to priority and plausibility. As a result, the system
allows a robust, deterministic high level control of UAVs. It allows an operator to
command a UAV at different levels of autonomy.

2.3.2 3D Path Planning and Task Optimization

UAV operators have an intrinsic need for reduced mission planning complexity
when specifying collision free paths and mission tasks (e.g. object search within
a given area). Given the onboard control system described in the previous section, it
is possible to execute mission plans. This planning system automates the translation
of user specified sets of waypoints into a sequence of parameterized behavior com-
mands. The path planner searches collision free paths in obstacle-constrained three
dimensional space whereas the task planner determines a near optimal order for a
set of tasks. Moreover, a task planner can solve specialized problems, e.g. speci-
fying the actual waypoints for an object search pattern within an area of interest.
The mission planner in [1] uses a multi-query strategy, based on a polygonal obsta-
cle representation, a search graph (“Roadmap”, [26]) for 3D path planning and Ant
Colony Optimization[14, ] for the task ordering of heterogeneous agents. In this task
planning context two concepts, either minimum spanning-trees or a heuristic solu-
tion, are used to resolve potential conflicts before the order of tasks for each UAV is
optimized. The synthesis of these planning approaches contribute to the long term
research goal of ARTIS, to coordination multiple, heterogeneous agents [9]. More-
over, the work in [27] addresses path optimization of non-linear path geometries
(e.g. splines) while global path searches remain graph queries in linear metric space
(e.g. visibility graph or road map-based connections). The proposed approach de-
termines which nodes to remove from the effective path (“shortcuts”) and where

Fig. 5 Mission with non-
linear flight segments, a
search area task and a hori-
zontal inspection circle.

Spline-based flight segment

Circle around object

Search Area

3D World Model of DLR Braunschweig

Landing
Start
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path segments need additional nodes (“smoothing”). As a result the mission planner
allows to plan three dimensional, safe and unobstructed paths quickly while opti-
mizing task assignments and task orderings for multiple UAVs (Fig. 5).

3 From Simulation to Outdoor Flights

This section describes the development process for prototype testing in simulation
towards flight testing. New approaches to flight control and mission management
are developed and tested in a Matlab/Simulink environment . This Software-in-the-
Loop test simulates the vehicle dynamics, emulates sensor inputs and interfaces to
the ground control software via virtual wireless data links. Results from this proto-
typing phase share the same code basis from simulation to flight test. The integrated
hardware and software is tested Hardware-in-the-Loop (HITL) before the flight.
The UAV and the flight control equipment are exactly the same as it is used later in
flight. Sensor inputs and actuator outputs are connected to a real-time environment
(Fig. 6) that simulates the aircraft flight mechanics and emulates all sensors. Thus
it is possible to test the GNC (Guidance, Navigation and Control) software and the
operators control interface under realistic conditions. Furthermore, scenarios can be
simulated that currently cannot be performed in real flight tests, e.g. due to law or
resource constrains.

The vision behavior and its interaction with the flight control is tested in HITL.
The image processing is setup in its own testing rig. Cameras capture images that
are generated by virtual 3D scene (Fig. 7) which is projected on one screen for a
monocular camera and on two for a stereo camera. The loop is closed by connecting
the vision simulation to the flight controller.

Fig. 6 The Hardware-in-
the-Loop Setup.

Fig. 7 Vision Simulation
Setup.
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Promising results in simulation enable flight tests on one of the ARTIS vehicles
introduced in section 2. A safety pilot with manual R/C control, real data links and
real sensor inputs make the difference to the setup tested in HITL.

4 Summary

This paper presents the current status of the unmanned helicopter project ARTIS
and its two flying test beds. The challenges of autonomous flight near the ground
in urban environments are addressed by a set of multi-disciplinary approaches that
cover fields in adaptive flight control, vision-based compensation of GPS loss, ob-
stacle mapping, motion planning, and onboard decision making. The project reached
a maturity stage in operator-supervised autonomous missions. The development in-
frastructure allows rapid development and testing of new approaches. It includes
software- and hardware-in-the-loop simulations using the original avionics includ-
ing vision. All presented approaches are flight tested under realistic operational con-
ditions.

In theory, high level control problems in the presented UAV domain, like path
planning or performing waypoint navigation maneuvers, cannot be considered to
be solved. Integrated architectural concepts can rarely be observed in flight tests.
Showing the multi-disciplinary challenges of bridging theory and practice is the
goal in this paper and will be an important future research aspect within ARTIS. All
research directions covered in this work allow improvement to achieve the vision of
fully autonomous mission scenarios. Future approaches need further adaptivity for
the flight guidance systems, flexible mapping, obstacle avoidance, online planning
capabilities and a specification of more complex mission goals.
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Interaction of Altitude Control and 
Waypoint Navigation of a 4 Rotor Helicopter 

Tim Puls, Hannes Winkelmann, Sönke Eilers, Matthias Brucke, 
and Andreas Hein1 

 

Abstract. The motivation for the investigation of the interaction of a altitude and 
position resp. waypoint controller is the demand for Unattended Aerial Systems 
(UAS) capable to fulfill e.g. surveillance task in contaminated or in not accessible 
areas. This paper deals with the development of such altitude controller and a 2D 
position controller based on GPS data for Unattended Aerial Vehicles (UAV), 
which are able to hover above a given destination as well as to navigate between 
waypoints. In addition, these controllers are designed to let a four rotor UAV fly 
with the maximum possible speed taking into account that the UAV must not low-
er the cruising altitude in an uncontrolled manner. 

The introduced controllers were implemented in Matlab/Simulink as well as on 
a target system for testing and verification purposes. Various simulations and ex-
periments are provided explaining and proving the functionality of the described 
controller. 

1   Introduction 

It is foreseen that there will be a future market for intelligent surveillance and 
superring robots, capable of discreetly penetrating confined spaces and maneuver-
ing in those without the assistance of a human pilot tele-operating the vehicle. 
Thus, the development of small autonomous aerial vehicles for outdoor and urban 
applications, which are able to perform agile flight maneuvers, is of significant 
importance. Such vehicles can also be used in environments where direct or re-
mote human assistance is not feasible, e.g. in contaminated areas or in urban 
search and rescue operations for locating earthquake-victims or establishing ad-
hoc networks. Especially the abilities to hover above a given fixed position and to 
maneuver with high agility at low speed are essential for the mentioned applica-
tions. For this reason we decided to use a four rotor vertical takeoff and landing 
(VTOL) helicopter to cover these applications instead of fixed-wing aircrafts. 
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1.1   Problem Description 

Besides the challenge of simply keeping such systems in the air due to their inhe-
rently unstable and nonlinear behavior, which is described in [1], one of the main 
problems is the ability to maneuver and hover autonomously without the interac-
tion of a human pilot. Thereby it is desired to have a controller capable of hover-
ing and maneuvering without having to switch between flight modes. Additionally 
the controller must be capable of handling constant wind as well as heavy blasts. 
Furthermore it must be taken care of that the UAV does not lower below the 
commanded altitude. This may occur when the attitude of the UAV is too  
angular and therefore the maximum thrust of the motors is not sufficient enough to 
lift the UAV. This effect becomes even more significant when wind attacks it 
from the direction the UAV is heading to, resulting in an additional loss of alti-
tude. Yet, flying at maximum speed is desired due to the limited endurance of 
VTOL systems. 

2   State of the Art 

In [4] and [5] the control and navigation principles of classical fixed wing aircrafts 
are well described, including problems such as waypoint navigation and zero cross 
track angle control. But these solutions cannot be directly adapted to 4 rotor heli-
copters due to the different configuration of 4 rotor helicopters and due to the 
problem that a four rotor helicopter is an under actuated system (see [1]). 

There are many papers regarding modeling and control of 4 rotor helicopters 
such as [6], [7], [8] but these papers mainly deal with different types of attitude 
controllers and not with position controllers. 

Some work was done in [9] with respect to an attitude and altitude controller 
for indoor applications. In addition, a PID-position controller was developed and 
tested that was able to hold an indoor position within a range of 40cm. 

In [10] a position controller based on monocular vision has been implemented 
and tested indoors. The quad rotor helicopter was able to hover above a position 
within a range of around 1m.  

In [2], the ability of combining the Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) with the 
Global Positioning System (GPS) to get proper position information is described, 
and how a VTOL system can be stabilized via GPS and without GPS. Yet, how to 
navigate between different waypoints is completely left out. 

[11] deals with trajectory planning of a 4 rotor helicopter in GPS-denied envi-
ronments. A Belief Roadmap algorithm was used to plan trajectories in indoor  
environments.  

In [12] a semiautonomous “position hold” algorithm and waypoint navigator is 
presented. Nevertheless, this controller does not take into account the problems 
that a UAV could, e.g. be pushed away from a track or can lose height while on 
transition. This controller is also not designed to fly at the maximum possible 
speed. 
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3   Target System 

Fig. 1 shows a photograph of the 4 rotor helicopter presented in real flight used to 
test and verify the developed position controller.  

This aerial vehicle consists of an airframe, which is made out of fiber glass, 
carbon and Kevlar. Its design focuses on low weight, stiffness, and on protecting 
the environment from the fast rotating and sharp rotor blades. The dimensions of 
the airframe are 110 cm x 110 cm x 20 cm. Due to the take-off weight of approx. 
3 kg the system is equipped with four motor rotor combinations that are able to lift 
up to 1.7 kg each. Thus, the system is able to carry an additional payload of 1kg 
and still has enough thrust to maintain its agility. A motor rotor combination con-
sists of a brushless motor, a suitable rotor and a motor controller. 

 

 

Fig. 1 Aerial robot GUARD® M [14]. 

3.1   Sensors 

The system is equipped with many sensors in order to measure and calculate the 
current pose of the UAV, particularly three gyroscopes for the angles φ, θ, ψ 
three accelero-meters for x, y, z and three magnetic field sensors. These sensors 
are mainly used to detect the attitude of the system. Due to their inherent inaccu-
racy and drift these sensors are not sufficient to calculate the position in all three 
dimensions, so that additional sensors are necessary. Hence we use a barometer to 
correct the calculated height and a GPS receiver to detect the position. Due to the 
fact that this paper is not about the question of how to detect and calculate a  
precise geodesic position via GPS (see [2], [3]), it is adequate to use the raw GPS 
data for test purposes. 

3.2   Attitude Controller 

The attitude controller developed in [1] for the angles φ (roll), θ (pitch) and ψ 
(yaw) was implemented on the target system with little changes concerning an  
additional integral part to handle production tolerance in a proper way. Due to the 
fact that a four rotor helicopter is an under actuated system this attitude controller 
is the base of the described position controller because every position change leads 
to an adjustment of the roll and pitch angles φ and θ. 
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4   Altitude Control Algorithm 

This section focuses on the altitude control algorithm. In Fig. 2, a flow diagram of 
the algorithm can be seen. Some descriptions in this figure are grayed out. These 
parts are explained in the Outlook chapter. This control sequence is being calcu-
lated with the same frequency as the attitude and position controller. In this case it 
is 120 Hz. The control algorithm can be divided into 8 parts, which are described 
in the following sections.  

 

 

Fig. 2 Flow diagram of height controller. 

4.1   Part 1: Calculation of Height Difference 

In the first part the height difference  is calculated, with  , where  
is the current and  the desired height. 

4.2   Part 2: PI-Controller 

This value  is used as input for a slightly adapted PI-controller. The difference 
to a classic PI-controller lies in the way the integral part is calculated (see Part7). 
In detail the value  is computed with 
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It is important that at the beginning  must be initialized with a value that 
is sufficient to hover, so that it is not needed to build up the integral from zero. 

4.3   Part 3: Ground Effect 

To overcome the ground effect of the helicopter it is necessary to add an addition-
al part to the controller which has to change the behavior of the controller while 
flying near ground (i.e. distance of half rotor diameter). This part was not imple-
mented during the simulations and experiments and therefore it is not  
described here. (see Outlook chapter) 

4.4   Part 4: Damping 

In this part of the controller two different kinds of damping are added to the prior 
calculated value . A velocity and an acceleration damping.   

The velocity damping is essential to provide the UAV from oscillating and the 
acceleration damping is able to counteract abrupt altitude changes due to blast for 
example. 

4.5   Part 5: Angle Adjustment 

In part 5 the current angles φ and θ are taken into account. As soon as φ and θ are 
not equal zero the thrust vector is not pointing exactly up so that  has to be in-
creased to achieve the same lift. For that reason is adjusted in the following 

way.    

4.6   Part 6: Thrust Adjustment and Limitation 

In this part the prior calculated value  is limited to a maximum as well as to a 
minimum. This is necessary for two reasons. At first a limit is needed due to the 
fact that there must be enough thrust left in both directions to let the attitude con-
troller work properly and second especially the lower limit is useful to provide the 
UAV to become instable while sinking too fast due to the downwash of the own 
rotors. But as described in Part5 the thrust has to be increased while flying with 
angles not equal zero the maximum limit is increased in the same way. 

4.7   Part 7: Calculation of Integral Part 

In this part the integral part of the PI-controller is calculated. But in comparison to 
a classic I-controller the coefficient  is not constant. Dependent on  the coeffi-
cient  is higher while moving away from  and smaller while moving towards 

. That leads to the fact, that wind changes can be handled fast without the risk of 
getting an unstable behavior. 
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4.8   Part 8: Limit Sink Rate 

At last the sink rate  is limited due to the fact that it is not acceptable to lower a 
given height . But on the other hand it should not take too long to reach the  
desired height. For that reason the maximum allowed sink rate  is adjusted con-
cerning the current height difference  in the following way.  , 
where h and b are parts of a linear equation, with 0  0. The maxi-
mum and minimum sink rate has to be limited to proper values. 

As soon the sink rate  lowers , will be increased with  
.  

5   Position Control Algorithm 

This section focuses on the 2D position control algorithm. In Fig. 3, a flow dia-
gram of the algorithm can be seen, which is able to cover all requirements  
described above.  

 

Fig. 3 Flow diagram of position controller. 
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As described above the maximum thrust that is allowed in order to regulate the 
altitude is limited, so that there is still a thrust reserve for the attitude controller to 
be able to work properly. From there on, this maximum allowed thrust determines 
the maximum velocity the UAV can achieve or the wind the UAV can withstand, 
along with the maximum allowed attitude angles. 

In the following description of the controller the current yaw angle (azimuth 
angle) of the helicopter has been disregarded. Nevertheless the current yaw angle 
has to be taken into account when computing the new roll and pitch angles. 

The control algorithm can be divided into 6 parts. In this paper only the  
relevant parts concerning track flight and height control are described. A full  
description of the controller can be found in [15].  

5.1   Part 1: Bearing and Distance Calculation 

In the first part the bearing angle ω (with respect to the geographic north) and the 
distance d (in meters) from the current position to the destination are being calcu-
lated. These two values are directly computed from longitudes and latitudes  
provided by the GPS receiver (see [13]). 

5.2   Part 2: Proportional Controller 

In the second part the new desired roll and pitch angles φ and θ are calculated. The 
attitude is computed proportionally out of the distance with respect to bearing. This 
is the normal way of determining the attitude and was used during test flights. 

The last step of Part 2 is the limitation of the attitude angles. The fact that the 
roll and pitch angles do not exceed a determined maximum value, is a fact that has 
to be taken care of. If the angles exceed this value they will be scaled down pro-
portionally to the maximum allowed value under preservation of bearing. This 
maximum value determines the maximum velocity of the UAV but if the maxi-
mum angle is too large the available thrust is not sufficient enough to keep the  
altitude, so a suitable tradeoff has to be found. 

5.3   Part 3: Counteract Height Loss 

In part 3 a possible height loss is being counteracted. If the current altitude drops 
below a determined height , the roll and pitch angles, calculated by the propor-
tional part in part 1, are reduced simultaneously with the same factor. The factor 
increases proportionally regarding the negative altitude error. The result is that the 
orientation of the UAV becomes more and more horizontal and the altitude in-
creases again. Another effect is that the velocity decreases while adjusting the 
height error. That leads to the fact that during simulcasts position and height 
changes the height difference has to be handled preferentially. 

It has to be mentioned that the procedure to counteract height loss is done be-
fore the integral part is added to the new angles. It can happen that due to wind the 
integral part was build up significantly. If now the UAV should change its height 
the integral part should be preserved otherwise the UAV would be moved with the 
wind until the desired height has been reached. 
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6   Simulations 

Several simulations on Matlab/Simulink have been performed prior real flight 
tests. This chapter presents the results of these simulations. The flight dynamics of 
the 4-rotor-helicopter has been implemented using Matlab/Simulink [1]. The  
C-code of the presented control loop was embedded into this simulation environ-
ment, so that after a successful validation the microcontroller could be pro-
grammed with only minor modification left. 

6.1   Altitude Control 

In Fig. 4 the result of the height controller without position modification is shown. 
 

Fig. 4 Simulation - altitude  
control - 100m. 

 

 
 

It can be seen that due to the sink rate limitation it takes longer to lose height 
than to gain height and that the sink rate reduces in the end of descending. In addi-
tion the reduction of the sink rate leads to no overshot. 

6.2   Track Flight with Altitude Control 

In Fig. 5 a simulated flight of a 320 m track is demonstrated.  
 

 

Fig. 5 simulation – 320 m track flight –  
position. 

 

Fig. 6 simulation - 320 m track flight – 
height. 

This simulation was done once before the associated experiment (Fig. 9) to  
figure out whether the controller would work in general. With a post- inclusion of 
the weather conditions on the day the experiment took place, a better comparison 
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between simulation and experiment has been won. In Fig. 5 one can now see the 
simulation within the proper wind conditions. The UAV was programmed to 
change height and simultaneously to fly 320 m directly southbound and back to 
the starting point with a constant wind from the north at a speed of 2-3 m/s. As 
expected the wind leads to increased velocity when flying southwards and to the 
fact that the UAV overshoots the destination in the south more due to the faster 
velocity and the wind. In Fig. 6 the corresponding altitude course is demonstrated. 
It can be seen how the integral part of the controller works and that even during 
angle modifications the current altitude is nearly constant. 

6.3   Track Flight with Simultaneous Altitude Change 

In Fig. 7 the resultant trajectory of a simultaneous position and altitude modifica-
tion is illustrated. 

Fig. 7 Simulation - track flight with 
simultaneous altitude change. 

 

 
 
The UAV was supposed to fly from the starting position sp (height: 20m) to the 

target position tp (height: 50m and 70m away from sp). The behavior that the 
UAV does not fly directly (white line) to tp is grounded in part 3 of the position 
controller. Here one can see that it is the preferred task of the UAV to hold resp. 
reach the desired altitude before heading towards tp. 

7   Experiments 

This chapter provides the results of the experiment. To do so, the already imple-
mented controller in Matlab/Simulink was ported to the ARM7 controller on the 
UAV and the same test scenarios were flown, as during the simulations. However 
it must be said that due to the fact that the wind conditions in higher altitudes can 
badly be measured properly in all places, the actual wind conditions were  
measured on ground. 

7.1   Altitude Control 

In Fig. 8 an experiment of the above mentioned 100m altitude simulation is  
demonstrated. 
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Fig. 8 Experiment - altitude  
control - 100m. 

 

 
 

It can be seen that the result of the experiment matches nearly the result of the 
simulation. The following experiments were based on this altitude controller. 

7.2   Track Flight with Altitude Control 

In Fig. 9 the real progress of the same 320 m track flight as described above is 
shown. 

 

 

Fig. 9 Experiment – 320 m track flight – 
position. 

 

Fig. 10 Experiment - 320 m track flight – 
height. 

The chronological sequence of the experiment in comparison to the simulation 
is nearly the same. The only difference can be found in the fluctuating velocity 
and height while flying form one waypoint to the other. This is first grounded in 
blasts and second due to the angle of approach the UAV must take to change  
position the UAV is pushed down by the airstream. 

7.3   Track Flight with Simultaneous Altitude Change 

In Fig. 11 the experimental trajectory of a simultaneously altitude and position 
modification is shown. 

As in the simulation it can be seen that the UAV first tries to gain the target 
height before heading toward the target position. Due to the measured tailwind 
during the experiment of approximately 3m/s the dent in the trajectory as well as 
the greater overshooting at the target position compared to the simulation can be 
explained. 
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Fig. 11 Experiment - track flight 
with simultaneous altitude change. 

 

 

8   Conclusion 

In this paper a control algorithm has been introduced that is able to cover all the 
requirements that are necessary to operate a VTOL UAV. The developed control-
ler were simulated and tested successfully in outdoor experiments. With these  
controllers the 4 rotor helicopter is able to fly with the maximum possible speed 
without the risk of losing height during track flight. 

The experiments were executed based on the data of the GPS receiver. Never-
theless this algorithm is sensor-agnostic and can be operated with any sensor  
providing the required data. 

9   Outlook 

During the simulation and experiments we became aware of some improvements 
that are already marked as gray descriptions in Fig. 2. 

As described in part 3 of the height controller the ground effect has to be han-
dled properly when flying with distances under half rotor diameter to ground.  
Under this circumstance it is required to add out the increased thrust due to the 
ground effect to prevent instable behavior. 

Another problem could occur if the UAV should simultaneously change its alti-
tude and position and the wind changes significantly during the ascending. Due to 
part 3 of the position controller the UAV would be moved away with the wind 
then. But this problem has never become important during experiments and could 
be counteracted by divide the simultaneous altitude and position modification into 
two sequent phases. 
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Cooperative Autonomous Helicopters for Load
Transportation and Environment Perception

Konstantin Kondak, Markus Bernard, Fernando Caballero, Ivan Maza,
and Anibal Ollero

Abstract. This paper summarizes research of the authors on cooperation of au-
tonomous helicopters. Particularly, the paper presents results of the joint load trans-
portation by means of multiple autonomous helicopters that was experimentally
demonstrated for the first time. Furthermore, the paper presents the developed coop-
erative perception system and its experimental validation by tracking of a fireman.
The paper also includes the description of decision making and mission planning
architecture for execution of complex tasks and its validation in experiment with
sensor node deployment by using two autonomous helicopters.

1 Introduction

The interest in small-scale UAVs has been steadily increasing for the last ten years.
The ability to operate in dangerous environments and reduced system and operation
costs are two main reasons for that. Small-scale autonomous helicopters attract at-
tention due to their vertical take off, landing and hovering capabilities. They have
excellent manoeuvrability and can get very close to the objects. Due to this charac-
teristic there is a wide range of possible applications from close range observations
to the environment manipulation, e.g.: filming and taking still pictures, installation
of the communication equipment or sensor nodes, taking probes of the soil. The
increased interest to small-scale autonomous helicopters led to several more or less
mature one-helicopter-systems in research labs and on the market, see e.g. [13].
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The usage of multiple cooperative autonomous helicopters can have important
advantages for the applications and should be considered as a next step in the de-
velopment of technologies for small-scale UAVs. These advantages result from the
possibility to take sensor data readings from different positions at the same time and
to increase the load transportation capability by using multiple coupled helicopters.

This overview paper is devoted to main technologies for control, coordination
and environment perception for systems composed of multiple autonomous small-
scale helicopters. These technologies were developed and implemented by the au-
thors with the focus on disaster managing and filming scenario. The development
has been conducted in cooperation between TU Berlin (TUB), AICIA, a tecnol-
ogy transfer association of the University of Seville, and the Center for Advanced
Aerospace Technologies (CATEC) in Spain. The developed technologies have been
integrated into a system, which can be configured by the operator for different tasks
based on environment perception and load transportation, e.g. sensor node deploy-
ment, objects and persons recognition/tracking, close range filming. The number of
used helicopters can be configured depending on the mission. This system will be
a part of the AWARE-platform [1] which has been developing in the framework of
AWARE project founded by European Commission.

In this paper we present main concepts and algorithms as well as the results of
real integrated flight experiments. Section 2 is devoted to the new application field of
autonomous helicopters: load transportation. In Sect. 3 the cooperative perception is
considered. A general framework based on stochastic information filter for percep-
tion by multiple sensors of different types is presented. The usage of the framework
for perception with multiple autonomous helicopters opens the way for implemen-
tation of intelligent sensor moving strategies in order to increase the recognition
probability and the state estimation precision of the tracking objects. The decision
making and mission planning architecture for execution of complex tasks and its
validation in experiment with sensor node deployment by using two autonomous
helicopters are presented in Sec. 4. In Sec. 5 conclusions are made.

2 Load Transportation

We have been developing an automatic control system which allows the usage of
one or multiple small size helicopters for slung load transportation. The number
of helicopters should be configurable depending on helicopters capabilities and the
load to be transported. At the beginning of our research the small size helicopters
were considered only as experimental platform to study the slung load transportation
problem and to verify the algorithms in real flight experiments before adapting them
to full size helicopters. Later, it was realized that even for a slung transportation
system using small size helicopters many real world applications exist, e.g. taking
a sample of an unknown (possibly toxic or contaminated) fluid and installation of
sensor networks in disaster areas.

Theoretical research on load transportation was concentrated on two
configurations, using one [8, 15] and two coupled helicopters (so called twin lift
configuration) [12]. For the systems with more than two helicopters almost nothing
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has been published; the authors found only one reference [5] where the modeling of
such system is studied.

Due to the complexity of a slung load transportation system and unavoidable sim-
plifications in modeling and system analysis, the validation of the developed control
algorithms in real flight experiments is a very important, but unfortunately also a
very difficult task. The authors only have knowledge of two (semi) autonomous
slung load systems using full size helicopters: The Kaman K-MAX helicopter was
modified for fully autonomous operation and used for slung load transportation [15],
and a guidance system called “iSLD-IVC” (iMAR Slung Load Damping based
on inertial stabilized vision control) developed by iMAR GmbH and the German
Aerospace Center DLR. In the last system, the control loop is not directly closed,
but the output of the controller is presented to the pilot using an artificial horizon
instrument.

For small size UAVs, the group of Aalborg University did interesting research on
modeling and control of slung load systems, see e.g. [6, 4]. The work was verified
using a single small size helicopter. In their approach a camera is used to observe the
motion of the load. Regarding coupled autonomous slung load transportation using
two or more full/small size helicopters (at least to the knowledge of the authors) no
experiments have been performed by other groups.

2.1 Modeling and Controller Design

For modeling we consider the general case where n helicopters are connected to
one load. To get the dynamical equations of motion we used the Kane-method. The
appropriate definition of generalized coordinates, speeds and motion constraints al-
lows to generate the equations for systems with an arbitrary number of helicopters.
Each additional helicopter adds one motion constraint (the length of the rope does
not change during the time). The resulting equations are used for control design as
well as for simulation. For more on modeling see [10, 3]. The aerodynamics of the
load and ropes are currently neglected, but will be considered in future work for
flights with high velocity.

The general scheme of the proposed control algorithm for one or several heli-
copters coupled with the load is composed of two loops: the outer loop for transla-
tion control and inner loop to control the orientation of each helicopter, see Fig. 1.

The input of the control scheme in Fig. 1 is the desired trajectory x∗(t) for heli-
copters or for the load. The translational motion of each helicopter is controlled in

Fig. 1 General control
scheme for control of cou-
pled helicopters.
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the outer loop by controller Rtrans. Using the deviations from the desired trajecto-
ries the controller Rtrans calculates for each helicopter i the forces Fi which should
be generated by its rotors. The helicopter i can realize the force Fi by adjusting the
absolute value of the main rotor lifting force FMR

i3 and adjusting the orientation of
the main rotor plane or fuselage q∗

i{1,2}. The desired orientation of the main rotor

plane is controlled in the inner loop by controller Rori. The values FMR
i3 and q∗

i{1,2}
are calculated using algebraic relations in block F−1.

In practical cases the rope can not be connected to the center of mass of the he-
licopter and the force in the rope produces torques imposed on the helicopter fuse-
lage. Therefore the influence from the load or from the other helicopters transmitted
to the helicopter fuselage by the rope, makes the orientation control a challenging
task [9, 10]. The developed approach for control of coupled helicopters is based on
following three ideas:

• The design of the orientation controller (for each helicopter) accounts for the
complete dynamics (translational and rotational) of the whole system, all cou-
pled helicopters and the load. This is required due to the strong mutual coupling
between translation and rotation of each helicopter and the load.

• The design of the translation controller is based on simplified model and accounts
only for the translational dynamics of the whole system. In this simplified model
the helicopters are modeled as mass points which can produce forces in direction
perpendicular to current orientation of the main rotor plain.

• The usage of the force sensor in the ropes simplifies the design of orientation
controller and makes it robust against variations of system parameters and dis-
turbances.

The usage of the force sensor in the rope is a key issue in the proposed controller
design. The force measured in the rope can be easily recalculated into resultant
force and torque acting on the fuselage from the rest of the system (the orientation
of the rope is measured by two encoders in the cardan-joint, see Sec. 2.2). These
two values are used in the feedback loop of orientation controller. The usage of the
force sensor signal in the feedback loop has three main advantages:

1. the closed loop system becomes very robust against variation of system parame-
ters and disturbances

2. the orientation controller for such complicated systems becomes quite simple
3. the orientation controller does not depend on the number of helicopters connected

to the load.

As we have shown in [10], the rotation dynamics for a single helicopter, repre-
sented by two rigid bodies for the fuselage and the main rotor, can be expressed by
the following equations:

T MR
1 + K12u2 + K11u̇1 = 0 (1)

T MR
2 + K21u1 + K22u̇2 = 0 (2)
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Where T MR
1,2 are the torques generated around the longitudinal and lateral axes of the

fuselage, u1,2 are rotation speeds of the fuselage and the coefficients Kxx are con-
stant parameters of the helicopter and of the main rotor speed. We assume here that
the influence of the rotation around the vertical axis (rotation speed u3) on u1,2 is
small and can be considered as disturbance. This assumption is true if u3 is hold
on zero or on constant values using additional tail rotor controller with a time con-
stant much smaller compared to the time constant of the orientation controller for
u1,2. Equations (1, 2) are coupled through u1,2. This coupling leads to oscillations
(for the parameters of typical small size helicopter) once the system has been stimu-
lated. The scheme for the control of roll and pitch angles q1,2 for a single helicopter
is shown in Fig. 2, where the gray block denotes the model of helicopter rotational
dynamics and kinematics. The controller is composed of blocks Q−1, D and two
feedback loops with gains Ku, Kq for rotation speeds u1,2 and orientation angles
q1,2 respectively. The rotation dynamics described by Eqs. (1), (2) are represented
in Fig. 2 by the block W. The block D of the controller is used to decouple the
plant between T MR

1,2 and u1,2. The decoupling can be performed by means of known
techniques from linear control theory, e.g. using matrix composed of compensating
transfer functions. This orientation controller shows a good performance and robust-
ness in simulation and real flight experiments with different types of helicopters as
we have shown in [9, 10].
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Fig. 2 Scheme for the orientation control.

The rotational dynamics of a helicopter coupled to the load by means of a rope
are strongly influenced by the motion of the whole system. To account for this in-
fluence, block D should be replaced by the inverse rotational dynamics D̃ not of a
single helicopter, but of the whole system (considering both, the rotation and trans-
lation of each helicopter). With this new block D̃, the orientation controller for he-
licopter coupled to the load shows equal performance as the orientation controller
with block D for a single helicopter without load in case for nominal values of all
system parameters. The simulation experiments have shown that, unlike in the case
of a single helicopter, the orientation controller with inversion block D̃ for coupled
helicopter is very sensitive to variation of the system parameters (5−10% variation
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could be critical). To overcome this problem, we proposed to use a force sensor in
the rope. The force Fr, measured in the rope, will be used to calculate the influence
on the rotational dynamics of the coupled helicopters from the remainder of the sys-
tem. This influence is expressed by means of torque Tr = Fr × pr−cm, where pr−cm

is the position vector connecting rope attaching point r and helicopter CoM. The
resulting orientation controller is composed of the orientation controller for a sin-
gle helicopter and the compensator block C, see Fig. 2, where Tr is calculated and
subtracted from torques calculated in D. The usage of the compensator C allows us
to decouple the control of each helicopter from the rest of the system and to use the
same controller independent of the number of helicopters coupled together via the
ropes. More details of the presented controllers can be found in [2, 3, 9, 10].

2.2 Experimental Results

The load transportation system has been used several times in different experi-
ments, as stand alone system as well as a part of AWARE platform. In Fig. 3
two load transportation tasks are shown. The picture on the left with one heli-
copter transporting the load was taken in Utrera (Spain), April 2008. The first
successful experiment was conducted by the authors in Berlin, November 2007
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J3gmzn0bSa4). The picture on the right with
three helicopters transporting the load was taken on our test ground near Berlin, De-
cember 2007 (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tl6DYWNe9ac). For these flight
experiments three identical helicopters were used: take off mass 12.5kg, 1.8m main
rotor diameter, operated at 1300rpm. The helicopters are equipped with a multi-
UAV modular autopilot system developed in TUB group. The rope is attached to
the helicopter by means of the Load Deployment Device (LDD) which is mounted
between the landing skids and equipped with two encoders integrated in the cardan-
joint for measurement of the rope angles as well as with force sensor to measure the

Fig. 3 Single and multiple UAV slung load transportation.
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Fig. 4 Motion of the load (1kg) during transportation using one helicopter (left) and motion
of three helicopters transporting one load of 4kg (right).

rope tension. Due to the equipment attached to the helicopters the pay load of each
machine is approx. 1.5kg.

In the first experiment one helicopter transported a load of 1kg using a rope of 5m
length. Fig. 4 (left) shows part of the system state during this experiment. All coor-
dinates are given in an ground fixed frame with the origin at the helicopter take-off
position. Coordinate x3 represents the helicopter altitude. Until the load was dropped
the coordinates x1,2 show the position of the load and after the load dropping, the po-
sition of the helicopter itself. The dropping is indicated by a vertical slashed line. The
gray line denotes the desired position given to the controller. We consider the perfor-
mance of the controller as quite good, despite the stormy weather conditions on that
day. Even with steady wind of 30km/h and wind gusts up to 40km/h the controller
was able to stabilize the helicopter and damp upcoming oscillation of the load.

In the second experiment a load of 4kg was transported by means of three heli-
copters. In this experiment ropes with a length of 13m were used. The helicopters
were arranged as a equilateral triangle on the ground, with a distance of 8m between
the helicopters. In Fig. 4 (right) the coordinates of all three helicopters during the
whole flight are shown. The coordinates of the helicopters are shown in different
ground fixed frames, which have the same orientation, but different origins (take-off
position of each helicopter), therefore there are no offsets between the helicopter
trajectories. The load was lifted when the helicopters reached approximate 12.4 me-
ters. The weight of the load was not considered in the controller and therefore a
small disturbance in the x3 trajectories can be observed at the moment the load was
lifted from the ground as well as during strong acceleration in x1,2-direction. A posi-
tion error of each helicopter in hovering was approx. ±0.3m During the whole flight
the triangular formation of the helicopters with a precision of about ±0.3 meters and
the load was moved very smoothly.

3 Cooperative Perception

The main purpose of the Perception System (PS) is to build and update a consis-
tent representation of the environment. A fully distributed probabilistic framework
has been developed in order to achieve detection and tracking of events using the
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Fig. 5 XY estimation provided by the ground camera (GCN-2) and the helicopter (FC), and
centralized estimation. The path is divided in two parts, going (left) and return (right).

sensors provided by the AWARE platform: visual and infrared images from UAVs
and ground cameras, scalar measures like temperature, humidity, CO or node sig-
nal strength from the Wireless Sensor Network (WSN). It allows reducing the net-
work bandwidth requirements on data transmission and dividing the processing load
among different perception nodes. As a result, the scalability of the whole system
will be improved. In addition, the ability of separately process the information in-
creases the robustness of the architecture.

Then, the whole PS system is divided in several software instances called per-
ception sub-systems (PSS), each attached to an AWARE platform element such as
UAV-cameras (see later Fig. 6), ground cameras, and WSN. Each of them processes
locally the environment information (images, sensors, ...) in order to reduce the
amount of data transferred through the network. All the PSSs share their beliefs
about specific events. The variety of events to be detected and tracked by the PSS is
large but a common representation based on a probabilistic representation has been
considered [14, 11]. The events are related with the real world by means of their
position and velocity in a global coordinate frame. This information is always ac-
companied by the error estimation represented as an information matrix. In order to
disambiguate among different events located in the same place (or close), general
information about the event is also included: mean color, histogram, intensity and
received signal strength indication (RSSI) when available. Finally, in order to fuse
the different estimations, an Information Filter has been applied due to its properties
for distributed implementation. Please note that there is no centralized instance for
information processing in the system.

3.1 Experimental Results on Cooperative Fireman Tracking with
UAVs and Ground Cameras

A fireman tracking experiment was performed using a helicopter and a ground cam-
era. In Fig. 5 the evolution of the estimation provided by each PSS entity, helicopter
and ground camera, is shown. Notice how both estimations converge to the central-
ized computation. Moreover, the estimated standard deviation with respect to the
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centralized estimation have similar values, so the decentralized approach is working
properly.

A further analysis of the data shows an offset of approximately 1m in the esti-
mations in both, centralized and decentralized filters. This error is mainly generated
by uncertainties in the orientation of the camera in the helicopter. Although the yaw
and roll angles given by helicopter are accurately estimated, the pitch angle was
manually estimated by using an inclinometer with errors around 3 degrees. These
errors are directly translated into errors in the fireman position estimation that leads
to the previously mentioned offset.

Finally, it could be interesting to compare these results with the estimations pro-
duced by the system when UAVs are not included into the equation. Particularly,
we have compared with the estimations provided from the RSSI of the nodes of a
wireless sensor network when the fireman carry a node and several nodes are lo-
cated near the path followed by the fireman. We could see that the experiments with
the UAV had smaller errors and the main reason could be the characteristics of the
information provided by the UAV with respect to the WSN estimations. In general,
if the targets are visible, UAVs will always provide more information than a WSN
because, on one hand, UAVs can measure the object from several point of views
increasing the triangulation capability and, on the other hand, the information pro-
vided by the sensor network, although well bounded, is affected by a considerable
noise that can degrade the global estimation. However, WSN can be used when the
target is not visible from the cameras, as for example, when the firemen carrying a
node enters into a building in which a wireless sensor network has been installed.

Fig. 6 Global overview of the distributed UAV system architecture.
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4 Decision Making Architecture

The AWARE subsystems will have to coordinate and to cooperate to achieve a global
mission. The tasks that will be achieved by the AWARE platform involve coordina-
tion, mainly for sharing space, and cooperation, for example for the surveillance
at different altitudes or from different viewpoints of a same area, or when an UAV
plays the role of a radio re-transmitter from/to other UAVs and the central station.

The global picture of the AWARE distributed UAV system based on proposed
architecture is shown in Fig. 6. In each UAV, there are two main layers: the On-
board Deliberative Layer (ODL) and the proprietary Executive Layer. The former
deals with high-level distributed decision-making whereas the latter is in charge of
the execution of the tasks. In the interface between both layers, the ODL sends task
requests and receives the execution state of each task and the UAV state. For dis-
tributed decision-making purposes, interactions among the ODLs of different UAVs
are required. Finally, the Human Machine Interface (HMI) software allows the user
to specify the missions and tasks to be executed by the platform, and also to monitor
the execution state of the tasks and the status of the different sub-systems. It should
be mentioned that distributed task allocation is supported by the platform. This fea-
ture might be necessary in situations where large numbers of entities have to interact,
where direct communication with a central station is not possible, or where the local
dynamics of the situation require timely reaction of the UAVs involved in it.

4.1 Multi-UAV Mission Involving Deployment of Sensor Nodes:
Experimental Results

The objective of the experiment was to deploy one sensor node from one heli-
copter (UAV_2) in a given location to repair the connectivity in a wireless sensor
network [7], whereas a second helicopter (UAV_1) supervised the operation with
an on-board camera (http://www.aware-project.net/videos/videos.shtml). Then, the
AWARE platform user specified the following tasks to be executed:

• task_1: deploy a node in the waypoint wp_1 after task_2 is completed (the
goal was to repair the connectivity of the network deploying a node in wp_1).

• task_2: visit waypoint wp_2 to monitor the wireless sensor network area.
• task_3: During the node deployment, this operation should be also monitored

with the camera from wp_2.
• task_4: After node deployment, the network area should be monitored again

from wp_2.

As the user did not allocate those tasks manually, the distributed task allocation
process was started from the HMI software. The negotiation involved the CNP man-
ager modules (see Fig. 6) of UAV_1 and UAV_2, and due to the different devices
on-board each UAV, task_1was allocated to UAV_2 (bids with infinite cost for the
other tasks) whereas the rest of tasks were allocated to UAV_1 (bids with infinite
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cost for task_1). The CNP manager module operation is based on the Contract
Net Protocol, the implementation details for the algorithms are presented in [16].

During the mission, the interface with the executive layer was the task manager
module (see Fig. 6) which sent particular tasks to execution. Moreover, the depen-
dencies between tasks of different UAVs are also handled by the task manager with
the assistance of the synchronization module. On the other hand, the plan merg-
ing modules did not detect any conflict between the planned 4D trajectories of the
UAVs.

Finally, it should be mentioned that this experiment represents the first test of the
AWARE platform integrating the helicopters and the wireless sensor network in a
node deployment mission.

5 Conclusions

The cooperation of multiple autonomous helicopters has many possible applica-
tions for detection and monitoring activities as well as for environment manipu-
lation. This paper presents a challenging application: the transportation of a load
by means of cooperation of multiple autonomous helicopters. For the first time the
load transportation with three coupled helicopters could be demonstrated. Further-
more, the paper presents a fully distributed cooperative perception method based
on the application of the Information Filter to integrate measurements from differ-
ent sensors, e.g. cameras on-board helicopters, cameras on ground and a wireless
sensor network. The above skills are integrated into the decision making and plan-
ning architecture of the AWARE platform. The application of the proposed methods
in a multi-UAV mission involving the autonomous deploying of sensor nodes is
also presented including experimental results. On-going work work will be con-
centrated on increasing on-board intelligence for dealing with unforeseeable events
from environment. The new functionalities integrated into AWARE platform will be
demonstrated next May 2009 in Utrera, near Seville (Spain).
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Robot on the Leash — An Intuitive Inexpensive
Interface for Robots Using the Nintendo Wii
Remote

Sven Olufs and Markus Vincze

Abstract. This paper presents an easy-to-use interface that takes the robot on a
virtual leash: using the Nintendo Wii Remote the user can go towards target places
while pointing at the robot. Using the inbuilt infrared camera and accelerometers
and a couple of LEDs on the robot, the robot will follow the user. We show how a
Particle Filter and an IMM Kalman can be configured such that simple hand gestures
with the Wii make the robot follow the user’s intention. The robot leash interface
has been tested with 12 volunteers who are interested in new technology but have
never controlled a robot. The result is that most users could within a few minutes
show the robot the first three places in a home environment. Given the little cost
of the interface (about $50) the proposed robot leash is a promising human robot
interface.

1 Introduction

In this paper we present an inexpensive interface (total hardware costs less than
$50) for mobile robots that is easy-to-use and fun-to-use. Instead of considering the
robot as a mere piece of technology, we consider the robot as a pet. For instance, we
control the robot like a dog, i.e. by a virtual leash to guide it and by using simple
gestures. Commands for a robot can be ”stay”, ”follow”, ”bring xy” etc. In practice
the recognition of spoken words or the visual detection of the user & gestures is
quite hard. We equip the user with dedicated hardware that simplifies the recognition
process: the Nintendo Wii Remote.

Sven Olufs · Markus Vincze
Automation and Control Institute, Technische Universität Wien,
Gußhausstraße 27–29 / E376, 1040 Wien, Austria,
e-mail: {olufs,vincze}@acin.tuwien.ac.at
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The Wii Remote (approx $40) is a quite interesting device for human robot in-
terfaces, because it is inexpensive and equipped with an infrared camera. The main
idea is to equip the robot with patterns of infrared beacons (custom build approx
$10) that are used to calculate the relative pose to the user. An additional sensor
in the Wii allows also tracking the pose when no beacons are visible. If the robot
has a basic understanding of the environment and its pose, we can also extend the
interface with ”pointing to things” for manipulation.

This paper is organised as follows: The next Section gives a brief overview of
the Related Work. This is followed by a description of the Concept of the Interface.
In section 4 the Nintendo Wii is presented. Sections 5 and 6 present the technical
details of our implementation as well as the Experimental Setup. Experimental re-
sults are presented in Section 7. Finally, we discuss the results and the approach in
Section 8.

2 Related Work

Our interface is based on the idea that for interaction we identify the position of
the user and the direction he/she is pointing. The related literature propose many
approaches, for example vision based ones: Waldherr et al. [1] proposed an vision
based gesture interface that is able to detect and recognize up to four gestures (Left,
Right, Turn, Stop, etc). It is based on colour tracking for human identification and
a neuronal network for gesture detection. The user must stand face to face with the
robot. The direction of pointing is indirectly obtained using the gestures. Instead of
neuronal networks, Isard and Blake [2] used active contours to track hand gestures
and the human silhouette with a multi hypothesis system in camera images. In con-
trast to [1] it is able to detect the orientation of the fingertips, but not to detect the
arm of the user.

Another approach is the usage of external devices. The easiest device are buttons
or touch screens. In this case, the pose of the user is not important. Recent robot
projects like Minerva [3] have shown that such interfaces are suboptimal: Due to their
technical nature they were not understood by most of the audiences. Kemp et al. [4]
used a laser pointer to point to things that the robot shall grasp. The robot is equipped
with an omnidirectional camera with an appropriate filter for the wavelength of laser
i.e. only the laser beam is visible in the image. An additional stereo camera detects
grasping points on the objects. Corrales [5] used an opportunistic approach like [6]:
the user wears a jump suit that is equipped with gyroscopes and accelerometers. The
position of the user is known through an external localisation system.

The use of the Wii as robot interface has become quite popular in the last years.
Rehm et al. [7] uses the accelerometers for gesture recognition, while Connolly [8]
used the accelerometers for robot arm control.Please note that the use of IR-Cameras
and beacon is quite popular [9] in the Augmented Reality Community. The method
is vice-versa to our approach: Multiple external ir-cameras are used and the user is
equipped with beacons. The matching of the beacons is commonly done with the
well known 3 point or 4 point algorithm.
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3 Concept of the Interface

The main idea of the interface is to guide the robot through the environment on a
leash like a dog, i.e. to show it around in an unknown environment: the robot is
guided to a position through straining at the leach. The use of the Wii Interface
and robot is easy: The user takes a position in front of the robot and points the
Wii to the centre of the robot. The relative pose of the user is detected using the
infrared beacons on the robot and the Wii’s infrared camera. The robot tries to keep
a constant distance (1.2m) to the Wii by moving forward or backwards. For instance,
a distance of 0.8m will result in a backward motion of the robot (pushing). The
robot also tries to keep the angular orientation to Wii. That is, the robot will turn
left when the user moves the Wii to the left. This allows the user to guide the robot
through the environment by walking ”in front” of the robot. Once the environment
is learned (or a-priori known) we can assign nodes in the environment and send the
robot to the nodes through gestures. The nodes are also learned through gestures.
Using nodes simplifies the use of gestures due to the fact that the user does not
have to do ”precise” pointing all time. Now we use can use another application of
the interface i.e. ”point to things” that the robot shall manipulate. This is possible
because the robot knows its position in the environment and can detect and track
the user by means of the Wii remote. Please note that manipulating does not always
mean to grasp objects: For instance, if the user points the remote at a lamp, it can be
switched on/off, or pointing at TV set can be used to change the channel. To enable
this, the robot would dispose of a device to remotely control appropriately euipped
power plugs or be integrated into a home automation system.

4 Nintendo Wii Remote

The Nintendo Wii Remote is a commercial product that is used as wireless Bluetooth
input device or ”game pad” for the Nintendo Wii video game console. Figure1 de-
picts the Wii Remote. It has been available since spring 2007 worldwide and it is
inexpensive. It assumes a one-handed remote control-based design instead of the tra-
ditional gamepad controllers. The remote has extra sensors for measuring the relative
movement and rotation of the controller in 3D Space via 3-axis accelerometers. The
sensor is located in the centre of the remote. Nintendo and AiLive Inc. offer a gestures

Fig. 1 Wii Remote Sensors.

IR Camera

3-axis Accelerometer
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recognition software development kit that uses SVN and neuronal networks. The re-
mote also features a simple actuator: the ”rumble kit” for tactile feedback. Further-
more, it contains a CMOS ”PixArt Multi-Object Tracking” infrared camera that is
able to simultaneously track up to four infrared beacons. Nintendo uses two active
infrared beacons to initialise the 3D pose of the controller in a 2D Plane (the beacons
are usually placed below the screen connected to the Wii game console). The sensor
has a resolution of 80x60 pixels and is able to detect blobs at this resolution.

5 Technical Implementation

Our technical implementation is inspired by the Nintendo Wii video game console:
It is based on the concept that the user actually points to the desired position on the
screen with the input device itself instead of controlling the console via a joystick
or mouse. This is done using pose estimation via triangulation using two active a-
priori known beacons. We use a different setup to obtain the position of the controller
in 3D by extending the beacon setup itself to 3D. We equip the robot with a-priori
known beacons with specific unique pattern on each side of the robot that is easy
to distinguish (see Figure 5). We use two kind of infrared beacons: directional light
source beacon and quasi point like light source beacon with a angle of beam of 30
degree and 180 degree respectively. Both types of beacons are made of fife infrared
diodes that are aligned in quasi star like orientation. The quasi point like beacons uses
an additional prism to extend the angle of beam. We use this two kinds of beacons
due to the Remote can only detect four light sources and a typical infrared diode has
a angle of beam approx. 16 degree. Experiments have shown that a mixture of both
beacons types improves the overall robustness of the system up to 80 percent.

The pose is estimated by applying a variant of Markov Chain Monte Carlo filters
to the data: the Monte Carlo Localisation (MCL). The position of the robot is repre-
sented by a set of n weighted particles. Each particle contain a ”believed” position
with an assigned probabilityπ . The pose of the robot is estimated by using the obser-
vations as a likelihood function of the believed poses/states while MCL attempts to
maximise the likelihood of the beliefs. MCL uses the sensor readings of the infrared
camera, accelerometers readings and the a-priori known visibility information of
each beacons to estimate the pose of the Wii. It is assumed that even a point-like

visible quasi point like beacon

visible directional beacon

invisible quasi point like beacon

invisible directional  beacon

Fig. 2 Technical Implementation of our Approach.
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beacon is not visible through the robot body itself. The MCL framework provides
a framework that is able to deal with outliers and provides also a framework for
tracking using sensor and motion models i.e. even if no sensor data is available. The
Wii remote is able to track and detect up to 4 light sources i.e. so the beacons and
other light sources that emits light in the infrared spectrum (normal lamps does).
Due to this limitation it is not feasible to use the well known 3 or 4 point algorithm
or RANSAC for pose estimation. Experiments have shown that approx 2.1 beacons
are visible using the Wii interface; In 31% no (true) beacon was visible in the field
of view of the camera.

5.1 Monte Carlo Localisation

As all Bayesian filters, MCL methods address the problem of estimating the state
x [10] of a dynamic system. The implementation requires two things: the motion
model and the sensor model. The motion model is used to integrate the actions u to
the current pose/state while the sensor model integrates the observations. The usual
MCL algorithm works recursive in four different stages: (1) first, in the prediction
stage the motion model is used to integrate the actions u to all particles e.g. the
particles are simply moved. In the following stage (2) the observations are used to
update the weight π of the particles. Next (3) the weight of all particles is normal-
ized to one. At last (4) the particles are resampled to get the posterior distribution.
Technically the resampling discards particles with low weights and moves it to a
specific (random) particle with a high weight. In our implementation we move to
position of the new ”offspring” particle in respect to the weight of the parent parti-
cle i.e. a low weight of the parent particle will result in a relative high translation.
The next section gives the used models that are needed to implement MCL.

5.2 Motion Model

The motion model p(xt |xt−1,ut−1) represents the effects of action ut−1 on the Wii’s
pose (here xt ) in respect to the pose in the last time step. We expect that the Wii
is moved by rotation and translation. Our kinematic model assumes the rotational
center in the elbow joint of the user, see Figure 3. This assumption enables us to

Fig. 3 Wii Remote
Kineamtic model.
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obtain to rotational speeds of roll, pitch and yawn from the accolometers. In exper-
iments we figured out that this assumption ussally holds true: In 90 % of all cases
the remote was used properly. To obtain the rotational and translative speeds some
addinal work is needed.

5.2.1 Accelerometer Data Processing

An accelerometer is measuring acceleration and gravity induced reaction forces.
One can see that the acceleration can be easily obtained if the influence of the grav-
ity is known. In the case the Nintendo Wii the influence of gravity on the remote is
not known due to missing sensors which measures rotational speeds e.g. gyroscopes.
We use the particle filter system itself to compensate this: The believed pose (includ-
ing orientation) of each hypothesis is used to guess to guess the gravity individually
for each particle. Due to the theory of particle filters particles [11] with a proper
pose (and orientation) will survive in the sample set and populate the resample set.
In theory the set will convert to ”good” values after several (> 3) time iterations if
beacon are detected. Finally the acceleration can be obtained simple vector algebra.
As next we have to extract the rotational and translative part from the processed ac-
celeration of the Wii. The problem here is that a direct mapping is not possible from
a three dimensional vector. For instance the absolute angles of pitch and roll can be
easily obtained if the remote is not moved i.e. using the accelerometers output as
gravity vector. In the case of a (fast) moving Wii we can only obtain the rotational
and translative parts with a certain probability. We use the length of the 3-axis vector
axel of the raw accelerometers data to calculate the probability τ with a weight func-
tion τ = gaussianFunction(a|1g−|axel||,μ ,σ). The parameters a,μ ,σ are learned
with ground truth data. Due to spread of standard factory models the learning pro-
cess is necessary for all new (not yet unused) Wii remotes. Finally we translate the
angles of pitch and roll into rotational speed values.

5.2.2 IMM Kalman

We use the standard Interacting multiple model (IMM) Kalman [12] filter as frame-
work for our motion model. The IMM framework provides for multiple models by
allowing distinct process noise models for each of the underlying motion models.
The extension to extended Kalman filters with IMM is straightforward. We use two
independent models in our implementation: a model for a moving remote and a model
for a non-moving Wii, both first order for translation and rotation. Each particle uses
own individual IMM Kalman filters instead of a global IMM filter for all particles.

5.3 Sensor Model

The Sensor Model is the heart of the MCL. It reflects the probability of measur-
ing yt if we assume that the state of the Wii is xt . In our case yt is the data ob-
tained from the camera sensor. Let m be the number of observations coming from
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the camera Ψ = {Ψ1, ...,Ψm} and k be the number of the a-priori known beacons
Ω = {Ω1, ...,Ωk}. Each Ψ reflects a possible sensor reading of Ω so first a data
association is needed. Unfortenatly the problem of a optimal association is NP-hard
with known solutions like combinatorial optimization approach e.g. MHT (Multiple
Hypothesis Tracking) [13, 14] or sequential Bayesian approach e.g. JPDAF (Joint
Probabilistic Data Association Filter) [15]. Due to the fact that we use a multi hy-
pothesis tracking system above, it is not needed to track all data associations over
time. We use an exhaustive search algorithm (O(n2)) in each time step instead. The
algorithm works as follows: First aΨ ×Ω matrix of the Euclidian error of all pos-
sible combinations ofΨ1...m and Ω1...k is calculated. The Euclidian error is the min-
imal distance of the projected view ray ofΨi|xt to the point Ωl|xt . Note that Ωl|xt

is ∞ if the beacon is not visible from xt due to occlusion of the robot itself or an-
gle of beam of the beacon itself. Now the algorithm searches the smallest error in
the matrix and assigns the sensor data i exclusively to the beacon j: Ψ j

i . We use
the following model to calculate the likelihood: p(yt |xt) = ∑m

i=0 p(Ψ j
i |xt)p(Ω j|xt).

Here it is also assumed that all observations are independent from each other. Here
p(Ψi|xt) calculates the probability of every observation with respect to the believed
pose (of the particles). In contrast to the approach in literature [16] we are summing
up the probabilities instead of multiplying them. This enables a lower sensitivity of
(few) ”bad” observations to the probability. p(Ω j|xt) reflects the probability that the
beacon Ω j is visible from an specific angle i.e. xt . We use a gaussian weight func-
tion using the angle depending on the type of beacon (quasi point or directional).
The likelihood function p(Ψi|xt) is defined as p(Ψi|xt) = c2

c2+B(Ψ j
i ,xt)

2 . The function

is very similar to the squared error function for errors B(Ψ j
i ,xt) ≤ c and is bounded

above by a constant for larger errors, thus the influence of outliers onto the estimate
is bounded. We do not use a squared error function due to it is not robust with re-
spect to outliers. In our implementation we choose c ≈ 50. B is a function which
returns the Euclidian error from the matrix ofΨ j

i .

5.4 Initialisation and Pose Estimation

For initialisation the user has to point the Wii remote steady to the centre of the
robot. This ensures that sensor data is available and reduces the state space during
initialisation. Yaw is zero and roll and pitch can be read out of the accelerometers.
The initialisation of the system itself is done in good old Monte Carlo fashion: All
hypothesis are randomly distributed in the state space on the x/y/z axis. In analogy
to traditional Monte Carlo approaches our pose is obtained by building the weighted
average of all particles. In the case of no available sensor information of the camera
the motion model is only applied to the particles. Here the particles are just moved
and not resampled. Due to drift of the sensors we use an additional damping factor
of 95% for the motion model if no camera data is available.
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6 Experimental Setup

For our experiments we use a quasi-holonomic mobile robot (Fig. 4) ”James”. With
a payload of 150 kg, the platform has a maximum speed of 5km/h. We mounted
four quasi point-like ir- beacons and three directional ir- beacons on James. All
beacons are visible if the remote is places in front of the robot and points to its
centre. The quasi point-like on top of the setup are 170 degrees visible from the
front of the robot. This is due to construction issues of the robot itself. The other
quasi points like beacons on bottom are almost visible from all sides of the robot.
The MCL prototype is implemented in Matlab on a Laptop with 1.6Ghz Pentium
M. and runs with 5Hz with 40 particles in the normal use and 200 particles in the
initialisation phase.

Fig. 4 Implemention of
the interface on our robot
James.

quasi point like beacon

directional beacon

7 User Trails and Results

The main concept of the evaluation is to let a volunteer to guide the robot to three
specific spots in a test living room (Fig. 5) in a specific order (1 to 2, 2 to 3 and 3 to 1)
as fast as possible using the Wii interface. After a short instruction the volunteer had
to guide the robot without any help of the instructor. For the sake of simplification
we place the robot at spot no 1 as start spot for all trails. The environment itself
and spots are identical for all volunteers. The test environment consists at of two
rooms with a driveable area of 15m2. The room on the left-hand side is a typical
living room with at two seating-accommodation; The right room is a workroom.
The room layout offers enough space for three non overlapping ”spots of interest”:
1) A start spot that is easy to access1. 2) A second spot2 that is difficult to reach
and to leave. 3) A third spot3 that is close to solid furniture and provides a (partial)
different type of ground surface e.g. carpet.

1 min 1.5m to the margins.
2 0.2m - 0.3m to the margins left and right, min 1.5m to the front.
3 max 0.3m to the furniture in front, 0.5m-1m left and right.
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1

2

3

Fig. 5 Panoramic view of the used test environment.

The different margins of each spot are defined on purpose. The first spot is easy
to give the volunteer a chance to get a ”feeling” for the interface and robot. The
second spot requires advanced navigation skills to move the robot through corridor.
The narrowness of the corridor has also another purpose: It is too tight to fit a human
and robot at the same time. This prevents the volunteer to pass the robot while it’s
moving though the corridor. As a side effect the volunteer has only two chances1
to leave the place with the robot: The robot must be turned 180 degree or ”pushed
back”. The idea behind spot three is similar to the previous one: The place does not
offer enough space in front of the robot for the volunteer to reach the spot. At least
1.2m free space to the furniture would be needed to reach the spot. Please note that
the user must be in front of the robot. It is on purpose that the user has to ”move
around / move behind” the furniture first. In our setup we used a small coffee table
on a carpet. The alignment of the carpet relative to the spot is again on purpose: The
robot has to turn to the left to reach the start position; it is likely that at least one
wheel1 runs on the carpet while the other wheels still run on the regular ground. In
our setup the carpet provides a much better grip than the (slippery) normal ground.

We asked a group of 12 volunteers to use the Wii interface for evaluation. The
mean age of the group is 30 years old (i.e. 21-38). Almost all volunteers consider
themselves ”open to new technologies”. First, every volunteer was instructed who
to use the interface and the robot, by the typical learning-by-doing approach. Then
the user had to control the robot to all spots in the specific order 1 to 2,2 to 3 and
3 to 1 with no help from the instructor. All volunteers were able to guide the robot
through the environment with ”almost” no touching of the environment during the
first run. Table 1 shows the time for the fastest run per volunteer. The time for a
touch panel and joystick interface are provided for the sake of completeness. One
can see that the average time is in good company with the touch panel and joystick
interface. As expected the corridor of spot no. 2 was the most difficult part of the
environment. No user tried to ”push back” the robot to leave the spot and move to
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Table 1 Results of the User Trails. The fastest run per volunteer is counted.

User No time (s) User No time (s) User No time (s) User No time (s)
1 574 4 267 7 130 10 177
2 153 5 118 8 129 11 92
3 188 6 255 9 80 12 86

Wii Interface Average time 187s
Touchpanel Interface Average time 120s
Joystick Interface Average time 192s

spot no 3. All tried to turn the robot ”on-spot”. The two different types of ground
was no problem for the most users. In fact all users were surprised that the robot
reacts total different with two types of ground with different grip (see above). Two
volunteers underestimated the speed of the robot and hit slightly the corridor of
spot no. 2. 10 of 12 liked to interface, the rest was unsure. The interface was well
accepted by 11 of 12 users.

8 Conclusions

In this paper we presented an approach for an inexpensive interface for Robots using
the Nintendo Wii Remote. It is build from inexpensive hardware i.e. the Nintendo
Wii Controller and a couple of infrared LEDs. The needed computational power for
computation is manageable and adjustable trough the number of hypothesis. First
implementations of the leach (the robot & Wii was connected through a leach) have
shown that a real leach is inefficient: The leach was almost wrapping the robot after
a short amount of time. It turned out that a virtual-leach is much easer to handle, but
it is difficult to understand. One user complained the missing haptics-feedback of the
virtual leach compared to a real leach which is a clear drawback of our approach.
Another drawback is the limited precision of the accelerometers inside the Wii.
Slow motions (< 1.5 cm

s ) are not recognized by these sensors. We plan to extend our
approach by the usage of cyclic switch on/off ir-beacons running at different a-priori
known frequencies e.g. 1Hz and 0.33Hz to improve the robustness to false positives.
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Robot Basketball:
Ball Dribbling — A Modified Juggling Task

Georg Bätz, Marion Sobotka, Dirk Wollherr, and Martin Buss

Abstract. Ball dribbling is a central element of basketball. One main challenge
for realizing basketball robots is to achieve the stability of the periodic dribbling
task. We show that the dribbling problem is closely related to robot juggling
problems that are well-studied. To this end, the paper introduces a hybrid (discrete-
continuous) dynamical model for ball dribbling that provides the basis for the de-
sign of reference trajectories and controllers. Furthermore the paper discusses local
stability and parameter sensitivity in particular in comparison to juggling. Theo-
retical results are experimentally validated for ball dribbling using an industrial
robot. Force/torque-based tracking and vision-based tracking are compared. For
both tracking approaches, dribbling for multiple cycles is achieved. The vision-
based approach performs better as compared to the force/torque-based approach,
in particular for imprecise estimates of the coefficient of restitution.

1 Introduction

The control of rhythmic tasks has been a very active research area over the last
25 years. Besides robotic walking, there are also numerous works that investigated
other rhythmic tasks, which are commonly summarized with the term juggling.
Buehler et al. [1] coined the term for tasks that require interaction with an object
or multiple objects that would otherwise fall freely in the earths gravitational field.
These tasks generally constitute nontrivial dynamic environments. Their dynamic
properties change intermittently subject to excitation from the robot. For juggling
tasks, the continuous motion of the actuator is used to control the continuous motion
of the ball through an intermittent contact.

Although the dribbling task is, to some extent, comparable to the extensively
studied classic juggling task, there are significant differences concerning feasible
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period-one motions, local stability, sensitivity towards parameter variations, and the
dribbling task is an interesting example of a rhythmic task to be studied. The remain-
der of Sec. 1 gives an overview on research in robotic juggling and summarizes the
contributions of this paper.

Holmes was the first to investigate the motion of a ball bouncing vertically on a
sinusoidally vibrating table [2]. He found that for sufficiently large excitation ve-
locities and a coefficient of restitution close to one, the system exhibits a variety of
irregular non-periodic motions in addition to the expected harmonic motions. Ba-
pat and coworkers [3] followed up the work of Holmes, focusing on the sinusoidal
motions which led to stable periodic collisions. Their results showed that with sen-
sorless sinusoidal actuation, the actuator acceleration at impact has to be negative in
order to obtain a stable period-one orbit.

Buehler et al. investigated the stabilization of juggling tasks [1, 4, 5]. In their
work they considered the trajectory control of a puck, which is constrained to lie on
a plane turned into the earth’s gravitational field. As control input they used a bar
which is actuated around a revolute joint. They proposed and experimentally verified
the mirror algorithm to control the system [1]. It should be noted that the mirror
algorithm requires permanent tracking of the ball. Rizzi and Koditschek successfully
applied the mirror law to spatial juggling of two balls with a three DoF robot [6,
7, 8]. Following the work of Buehler et al., Lynch and Brogliato have proposed
stabilizing feedback laws for the planar juggler [9, 10].

Atkeson, Schaal, and coworkers investigated robotic juggling with emphasis on
the aspect of learning control [11, 12, 13] and as benchmark model for neuroscience
studies [14, 15]. Atkeson and Aboaf demonstrated in [11] that task-level learn-
ing improves the performance of a juggling robot. The system practiced the task,
monitored its own performance and adjusted its aim to perform the task for more
cycles. Schaal and Atkeson presented an open-loop sinusoidal actuation to obtain
stable fixed points in the juggling task [12]. In their experimental setup, they used a
one-joint robot with pantograph linkage to maintain a horizontal paddle orientation.
In [13, 14], Schaal and Atkeson further explored the implementation of robot learn-
ing for the juggling task. Based on their earlier results they successfully predicted
the human behavior for the task [15].

Sepulchre and Gerard [16] introduced the stabilization problem of dynamical bil-
liard in the plane similar to the one of Lehtitet and Miller [17]. Dynamical billiards
are part of the mathematical theory of particle trajectories within a closed reflective
boundary. The system consists of a point mass moving in the plane under the influ-
ence of a constant gravitational force and colliding elastically with two intersecting
edges which can be actuated to rotate around their intersection point. Ronsse and
Sepulchre studied different types of actuation and investigated the importance of
timing the control feedback [18, 19, 20]. They also investigated feedback control
strategies for the bouncing ball system and discussed the influence of the impact
acceleration on the robustness of the system to parameter uncertainties [21].

An example of robot dribbling was presented by Shiokata et al. for experimental
evaluation of a high-speed vision system [22]. For the experiment, a ping-pong ball
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and an actuator with four DoF were used. In their experiments, the dribbling motion
could only be maintained for a few cycles (appr. 1 s).

Introducing dribbling as a modified juggling task, this paper presents the follow-
ing contributions: First, a hybrid system model for the dribbling task is derived. The
model provides the basis for the theoretical analysis of the task. Second, the control
design and the selection of feasible reference trajectories to generate a periodic drib-
bling motion are discussed. The discussion is based on the existing solutions for the
juggling task. Third, a comparison between the dribbling task and the classic jug-
gling task is presented. The comparison considers feasible period-one motions, local
stability and sensitivity to parameter variations. Fourth, an experimental evaluation
of the control design three dimensional space is presented. For the experiments, two
different ball tracking modalities have been considered.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 2, the hybrid system
model is derived. The control design and the selection of reference trajectories are
discussed in Sec. 3. The comparison between the dribbling task and the classic
juggling task is presented in Sec. 4. The experimental evaluation of the dribbling
task is shown in Sec. 5. Finally, a conclusion and outlook can be found in Sec. 6.

2 System Model

This section introduces the model of the dribbling system. The model will provide
the basis for the theoretical analysis in Sec. 4. As a reference, Fig. 1 shows the
notations which are used in the paper. For the derivation of the system model the
following assumptions were made: First, the ball is considered as a mass point.
Second, an inelastic collision model with instantaneous transitions, described by
the coefficient of restitution, is used [23]. Third, rotational ball velocity is negligible.
Fourth, the model considers only motion along the vertical z-axis. For modeling,
the hybrid state model (HSM) approach is used as it offers a framework for systems
with discontinuous trajectories and discrete states [24]. The hybrid state vector ς(t)
is composed of the continous state x(t) ∈ R

n and the discrete state xd(t) ∈ Z,

ς(t) =
(
x(t), xd(t)

)T ∈ R
n × Z. (1)

External inputs are divided into continous u(t) ∈ R
m and discrete ud(t) ∈ Z

control inputs. For a constant discrete state xd, the system is modeled by ordinary
differential equations ẋ = fxd

(x, u, t). Transition surfaces si (x, u, xd) = 0 deter-
mine the occurence of a discrete event and jump maps ϕi (x, u, xd, t

−) determine

Fig. 1 Notations and coor-
dinate axis for the dribbling
task (left) and the classic
juggling task (right).
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the hybrid state ς+ immediately after the event. A detailed description of this hybrid
modeling framework can be found in [25].

The hybrid state model is now used to derive the system model for the dribbling
task. The state x(t) = (pb, vb)

T summarizes position and velocity of the ball. The
state of the actuator u(t) = (pa, va, aa)T summarizes position, velocity and ac-
celeration of the actuator. The actuator state is denoted by u(t) as it will later be
considered as control input. Due to the assumption of instantaneous impacts, there
is only one discrete state xd(t) = 0 denoting that the ball is in free flight. Collisions
with the actuator (ground) occur if the corresponding transition equation sa (sg) has
a zero crossing. Then, the velocity and the discrete state are reset

sa(x, u) = pb − pa ς+ = ϕa

(
ς−, u

)
=
(
p−b , −cr,av

−
b + (1 + cr,a) va, 0

)T
sg(x) = pb ς+ = ϕg

(
ς−
)

=
(
p−b , −cr,gv

−
b , 0

)T
(2)

where cr,a denotes the coefficient of restitution for the actuator impact and cr,g the
coefficient of restitution for the ground impact. For the free flight, the continuous
dynamics are described by the gravitational acceleration g = 9.81 m/s2 with

ẋ = f0(x) = (vb, −g)T . (3)

The transition graph for the ball dribbling setup is depicted in Fig. 2. For the classic
juggling task, the continous dynamics are also described by (3). In contrast to the
dribbling task there is only the transition map ϕa (ς−, u) which describes impacts
with the actuator, see (2). Based on the model of the dribbling task, the first-return
map of the system can be derived. The state of the ball immediately after the impact
with the actuator x(tk+1) = x[k+1] as a function of the state in the previous period
x(tk) = x[k] and the impact times t[k] and t[k + 1] is given by

pb[k + 1] = pb[k] + vb,gi (t[k + 1] − tli) − g

2
(t[k + 1] − tli)

2

vb[k + 1] = −cr,a (vb,gi − g (t[k + 1] − tgi)) + (1 + cr,a) va[k + 1] (4)

with the abbreviations vb,gi for the ball velocity immediately after the ground impact
and tgi for the time of the ground impact

ẋ = f 0(x)

sg = 0

ς+ = ϕg

(
ς−
)

sa = 0

ς+ = ϕa

(
ς−
)

Fig. 2 Transition graph for the ball dribbling setup: The solid box represents the discrete
state free flight, the dashed boxes represent the jump maps for the collisions with the actuator
and the ground respectively.
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vb,gi = cr,g

√
v2

b [k] + 2gpb[k], tgi = t[k]+
1
g

(
vb[k] +

√
v2

b [k] + 2gpb[k]
)

. (5)

It should be noted that impact time t[k+1], position pb[k+1] and velocity vb[k+1]
are influenced by the control law. The first-return map (4) provides the basis for the
theoretical analysis in Sec. 4.

3 Control Design

The control structure has two main modules: ball tracking and robot trajectory gen-
eration. In the first module, tracking of the ball is performed either force/torque or
vision based, see [26]. In the second module, a continuous time reference trajec-
tory for the actuator is generated based on the tracked ball position. For successful
dribbling, the generated trajectory has to result in a periodic dribbling motion. Such
periodic solutions are characterized by fixed points in the state space of the first-
return map (4).

For a period-one motion, the steady-state solutions of the system (4) are charac-
terized by a constant ball position p∗b and velocity v∗b after impact with the actuator
and a constant period T ∗ between two actuator impacts:

p∗b = pb[k + 1] = pb[k] = h∗ v∗b = vb[k + 1] = vb[k] (6)

where h∗ = p∗b is the dribbling height.
For the classic juggling task, different solutions have been reported in literature

to realize stable period-one motions: A sinusoidal trajectory

pa(t) = A sin(ωt + φ0) + p0 (7)

has been proposed, which does not require any sensory feedback [2, 12]. A mirror
law which requires permanent tracking of the ball,

pa(t) = (−(1 − cr)/(1 + cr) − κ (E∗ − E(t))) pb(t) (8)

has been discussed in [1, 5, 6, 7, 8]. Here, E∗ (E(t)) denotes the desired (actual)
ball energy. The mirror law is not dynamically feasible for the dribbling task as
the discontinuity of the ball velocity at ground impact would require infinitely large
joint torques. A trajectory based on the state-feedback

pa(t) = pa[k + 1] + va[k + 1] (t − t[k + 1])+
aa[k + 1]

2
(t − t[k + 1])2 (9)

for t[k] < t < t[k + 1] has been proposed in [20, 27]. For the three controls,
end effector position p∗a and velocity v∗a at impact are determined by the desired
period-one motion. The end effector acceleration, in contrast, is a free parameter
influencing the local stability, see Sec. 4.2. A reference trajectory analog to (9) is
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used for the dribbling task as it represents a dynamically feasible reference trajectory
and offers a direct adjustment for aa.

For the experiments, the spatial character of the task is considered: Based on the
tracked ball position pb,act(t), the xy-position px,a(t), py,a(t) and the orientation
oa(t) of the actuator are adjusted to compensate deviations ex(t) and ey(t) from the
desired horizontal position [26].

4 A comparison of the Classic Juggling and the Dribbling Task

The comparison of the classic juggling and the dribbling task considers feasible
period-one motions (Sec. 4.1), local stability (Sec. 4.2), and sensitivity to parameter
variations (Sec. 4.3) for both tasks.

4.1 Feasible Period-One Motions

For the juggling task, the actuation impact occurs at z = 0 whereas for the dribbling
task, the actuation impact occurs at z = h and an additional, autonomous impact oc-
curs at z = 0. Consequently, for the juggling task, the ball trajectory of a period-one
motion is unambiguously defined by its energy level E∗. For the dribbling task, in
contrast, an infinite amount of feasible period-one motions exist for a given energy
level E∗ because of the additional second impact. By varying the dribbling height
h, the ratio between potential and kinetic energy at impact with the actuator can be
changed and can thus influence the resulting motion of a certain energy level. This
characteristic is illustrated in Fig. 3 where feasible period-one motions for the two
tasks are depicted for a fixed energy level. Due to the energy loss on the ground, a
period-one motion for the dribbling task is characterized by two energy levels: E∗′

and E∗. However, as these energies are related through E∗ = c2
r,gE

∗′, one energy
suffices to describe the energy level of the motion. In the following, the energy after
the ground impact E∗ will be used.

Fig. 3 Period-one motions
of the ball for a fixed en-
ergy level E∗: the unique
solution for the juggling
task (left) and two feasible
solutions for the dribbling
task (right).

tt

pbpb hmax

4.2 Local Stability

The stability of periodic orbits through impact control can be rephrased as the
fixed point discrete-time stabilization of the corresponding Poincaré map. For the
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dribbling task, the Poincaré map is given in (4). The difference equation has an
asymptotically stable fixed point x∗ if all eigenvalues of the linearization are strictly
within the unit circle [28]. A quantitative comparsion of periodic solutions at differ-
ent energy levels can be realized through topologic orbital equivalence (TOE) [15].
The scaling relation

d :=
{
pb = e2p′b; vb = ev′b; va = ev′a

}
(10)

fulfills the requirements of TOE for (4) (e > 0). With this equivalence, it is sufficient
to compare the local stability of the tasks for one common energy level E∗. This
leads to a distinct result for the juggling, whereas the stability of the dribbling also
depends on the chosen dribbling height h∗.

Fig. 4 shows the magnitude of the absolute maximum eigenvalue as a function of
the impact acceleration for values of cr in the range cr ∈ {0.6, 0.8}, see [3, 12].
For the analysis of the dribbling task, it was assumed that cr = cr,g = cr,a.
Fig. 5(a) shows the magnitude of the largest eigenvalue as a function of the im-
pact acceleration for values of cr in the range cr ∈ {0.6, 0.8} for a fixed dribbling
height h∗. Fig. 5(b) shows the magnitude of the absolute maximum eigenvalue as a

Fig. 4 Classic juggling task:
Magnitude of the absolute
maximum eigenvalue of
the period-one motion as
a function of the actuator
acceleration for the juggling
task with E∗.
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Fig. 5 Dribbling task: Magnitude of the absolute maximum eigenvalue as a function of the
actuator acceleration for different values of (a) cr respectively (b) h∗ at a given energy
level E∗.
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function of the impact acceleration for values of h∗ in the range h∗ ∈ {0.8 m, 1.0 m}
for cr = 0.7. For both the dribbling and the juggling task, the actuator acceleration
at impact has no influence on the shape of the period-one motion (see Sec. 3). How-
ever, the acceleration of the actuator has a significant effect on the stability of the
system. For both tasks, there exists a (negative) acceleration range in which the
largest eigenvalue is constant. In addition, the results for the dribbling task imply
that for a given energy level E∗, local stability can be increased by reducing the
dribbling height h∗.

4.3 Sensitivity to Parameter Variations

For the comparison of parameter sensitivity, a variation of the coefficient of restitu-
tion cr has been chosen. Such a variation could reflect a rotational velocity of the
ball, which has been neglected in the model. In Fig. 6, the relative change of the ball
velocity vb[k +1] at the impact point is shown if the coefficient of restitution for the
k-th impact varies by 0.1. Fig. 6(a) shows this effect for the classic juggling task,
Fig. 6(b) for the dribbling task. In both plots, the relative change is given as a func-
tion of cr. As can be seen, the dribbling task has a higher sensitivity to parameter
variations. In addition, the sensitivity is a function of the steady-state impact height
h∗ = p∗b , which is not the case for the juggling task. And, more important, only for
the classic juggling a return to the impact point p∗b is guaranteed.
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Fig. 6 Relative change of vb[k + 1] in percent as a function of cr when cr varies by Δcr =
0.1.

5 Experimental Evaluation

For the experimental evaluation, a six DoF Stäubli RX90B industrial robot with
open control architecture is used. The robot is equipped with a six DoF force/torque
sensor and a circular plate (r = 0.17 m) at the end effector. In order to implement
own control concepts, a PC-based controller works in parallel with the robot’s own
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0.50 s 0.66 s 0.82 s 0.98 s 1.14 s 1.30 s 1.46 s 1.62 s

1.78 s 1.94 s 2.10 s 2.26 s 2.42 s 2.58 s 2.74 s 2.90 s

Fig. 7 Experimental snapshots of vision-based dribbling with initialization by human opera-
tor (sequence from 0.5 s to 2.9 s, time duration between two snapshots 0.16 s).

control unit. The configuration, calibration, and supervising of the robot is still per-
formed with the original architecture. The control, however, is passed over to the
additional PC, which runs Matlab/Simulink in a real-time Linux (RTAI) environ-
ment. For the motion control of the robot, a computed torque feedforward controller
in combination with a decentralized PD controller is used. The design of the ref-
erence trajectory for the actuator in z-direction is based on the results of Sec. 4: a
trajectory based on state-feedback analog to (9) with negative acceleration at impact
is chosen. The dribbling height is set to h∗ = 0.9 m at an energy level that would
allow h∗

max = 1.2 m.
With the force/torque sensor, dribbling for 5 to 10 cycles is achieved. The per-

formance strongly depends on a precise estimate of the coefficient of restitution.
As the end effector itself is moving and vibrating during the impact, the measured
relative forces/torques are noisy which complicates the estimation of vb[k]. Another
decline in performance arises from the fact that the desired end effector orientation
is calculated based on the xy-position of the last impact. Consequently, an increase
of the horizontal position error during the current dribbling cycle is not considered.

Fig. 8 Tracked ball po-
sition pb(t) (vision-
based) for the desired
impact position p∗

b =
(0.62 m, 0.00 m, 0.90 m)T .
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With the vision system, dribbling for multiple cycles (> 15) is achieved. To ini-
tialize the task, the ball is held in a human’s hand and then dropped into a specified
area of the robot workspace. Fig. 7 shows a sequence of snapshots, Fig. 8 the tracked
ball position during the first seconds of a dribbling task.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper discussed a robotic dribbling task. To this end, an overview on research
in robotic juggling was presented. Based on the hybrid system model and the dis-
crete dynamics of the dribbling task, local stability of period-one motions and the
sensitivity to parameter variations was analyzed. The dribbling task was compared
to the classic juggling task: As a conceptual difference between the two, it was
shown that for a given energy level E∗, there exist an infinite amount of period-one
motions for the dribbling task whereas the period-one motion of the juggling task
is uniquely defined. It was shown that the dribbling task has a higher sensitivity to
parameter variations than the classic juggling task. Also, for a varying coefficient of
restitution, the return to the fixed point p∗

b is not guaranteed for the dribbling task
which is in contrast to the classic juggling task. A state-feedback control was exper-
imentally evaluated based on two different sensor modalities. For both approaches,
dribbling for multiple cycles was achieved. For the vision based approach, the coef-
ficient of restitution is adapted based on the tracked ball position pb,act(t). For the
force/torque-based approach, an experimentally determined, fixed value for the co-
efficient of restitution was used. Hence, this approach is more sensitive to parameter
variations.

For the goal of a robotic basketball player, ball dribbling has to be realized for
changing environmental conditions. To this end, future work will extend the system
model with a more detailed impact model including a rotational ball velocity. Also,
the next step in the theoretical evaluation of feasible control laws, a region of attrac-
tion analysis, will be investigated. In addition, experiments will be conducted evalu-
ating dexterous dribbling tasks with varying height and varying horizontal position.

Acknowledgements. The first author gratefully thanks the German National Academic
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Research on Exoskeletons at the TU Berlin

Christian Fleischer, Konstantin Kondak, Andreas Wege, and Ingo Kossyk

Abstract. We present an overview of the work devoted to exoskeletons which has
been performed for the last seven years at TU Berlin. Three different types of ex-
oskeleton devices have been developed: hand and finger exoskeletons for rehabilita-
tion, a leg exoskeleton for motion support, and an arm exoskeleton for multimodal
human-computer interaction. The research has been focused on different types of
control strategies and algorithms as well as on the implementation of applications.
The main part of this work is devoted to using electrical muscle signals for the con-
trol systems. We present the concepts for design and application, review the main
algorithms and show experimental results and first experience with applications.

1 Introduction

Exoskeletons are actuated mechanical constructions attached to the human body.
The possibility to influence the human motion makes this kind of robots fascinat-
ing research objects with a huge potential for practical applications. The range
of possible applications is wide: motion of human limbs along predefined tra-
jectories (e.g. locomotion of fully paralyzed patients), pure force enhancement,
intelligent assistant (e.g. assembly assistance) as well as immersion into virtual
reality [16, 5, 13, 21].

The level of control intelligence required for an exoskeleton for the above men-
tioned applications is very high: Due to the direct contact between the mechanical
construction and the human body the system should have the same level of ”motion
intelligence” as the human. Therefore, the development of a universal controller for
such devices is difficult due to lack of basic approaches. Even the control along fixed
predefined trajectories is complicated because human limbs have to be modelled if
a high performance control with high gains is required. Furthermore, mechanical
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constructions become complicated for non-restricted applications (support for the
whole body). The realistic approach to further developments is to choose particular
applications and to develop specialized mechanical constructions and controllers.
Most controllers for clinical applications are based on the evaluation of muscle sig-
nals to incorporate human activity directly into the control loop with different ap-
proaches on how to evaluate those signals [2, 4, 11, 29]. Most other applications
(e.g. force support for factory workers, rescue teams, soldiers) use dynamic models
of interaction forces [12, 20] or input from additional devices and sensors [17].

For our research three fields of application were chosen: a hand exoskeleton for
rehabilitation support after hand surgeries, a leg exoskeleton with an actuated knee
joint for support/force enhancement and an arm exoskeleton to be used as a haptic
device with a large workspace for immersion into virtual reality. We have laid the
focus on the development of the controllers and have chosen constructions with
some restrictions on the human motion to be able to assemble the devices in a short
time and at moderate costs. Despite the motion limitations the constructions allow
us to investigate the desired applications without considerable drawbacks.

The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 the hand exoskeleton for reha-
bilitation support after hand surgeries is presented. The purpose of this device is
to move the fingers of a patient in order to restore motor capabilities of the hand
after surgery and to avoid post-surgery complications. One important issue of the
controller development was the realization of high gains in a system with unknown
variable parameters and big unmodelled disturbances caused by human interaction.
The successfully realized approach is based on the application of sliding-mode con-
trol. In section 3 the exoskeleton for the lower extremities with an actuated knee
joint is presented. This device is supposed to be used for force enhancement of el-
derly or support for disabled people. The research with this device was focused on
the application of electrical muscle signals (EMG) for control. The main issue of the
realized controller was the usage of those signals directly in the control loop to al-
low flexible and spontaneous movements. In section 4 a perspective on the ongoing
work related to the arm exoskeleton for immersion into virtual reality with haptic
feedback is presented. In section 5 the work is concluded.

2 Exoskeletons for the Hand

Two devices were developed. Both were designed with the focus on the support of
rehabilitation and diagnostics after hand surgeries or strokes. The first device – the
hand exoskeleton – is equipped with many sensors and utilizes a complex linkage to
exert forces on joints of the hand. It was mainly used for the development of control
algorithms. The second device – called finger exoskeleton – supports only a single
finger, but features an improved mechanical construction and was developed with
focus on safety and usability during clinical trials. Figure 1 shows both devices.
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Fig. 1 Developed exoskeleton devices. Left: hand exoskeleton with 20 degrees of freedom.
Right: finger exoskeleton with improved mechanical construction and 3 degrees of freedom.

2.1 The Hand Exoskeleton

The hand exoskeleton supports flexion, extension, abduction and adduction of all
major joints of each finger, resulting in 20 supported degrees of freedom. The palm
is free of mechanical elements to allow interaction with the environment. The fin-
gers are moved by a construction of levers actuated through pull cables guided by
flexible sheaths and driven by DC motors. Pulleys at the levers allow bidirectional
movement. Finger joint angles are measured by Hall sensors which are integrated
into the mechanical construction. Angles of the axes at the motor units measured by
optical encoders correspond to the angles measured by the Hall sensors. Because of
varying tension in the connecting cables both values for joint angles deviate. Five
force sensors integrated between the levers and finger attachments measure forces
during flexion and extension at the finger tip. Surface EMG electrodes measure mus-
cle activity at ten locations at the forearm.

2.2 The Finger Exoskeleton

The finger exoskeleton supports three degrees of freedom for one finger with a range
of motion of 90 degrees for the proximal finger joints. The improved mechanics with
circular arc joint is more compact and allows a smooth and ergonomic movement of
the finger without additional supporting joints at the sides of the finger joints. The
device was designed with the focus on reliability and safety for the use during clini-
cal trials. The safety measures include a medical power supply, slip clutches to limit
the motor torque and a watchdog monitoring the microcontroller responsible for the
control loop. The safety of the system is certified and clinical trials are scheduled.

The circular arc joint joints are composed of several arcs which can move against
each other. They work similar to a telescopic joint with the difference that the guide
is along a circular arc and not along a line. The arc joint is placed above the finger
joint so that the center point of the circular arc is in one place with the revolving
joint of the finger. The movement of the joint occurs in both directions by using a
cable driven mechanism with two cables. When combining three circular joints for
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the finger exoskeleton, it is possible to get along with four pull cables, similar as for
the human hand: one for extension and three for the flexion.

Compared to others, this construction is simple and robust. A similar construction
was used for the proximal joint force support for an extravehicular glove [28]. In
contrast to us they utilize an ultrasonic motor attached to the hand base which moves
a steel belt along a circular guide. But by using our cable driven construction it
becomes possible to use other actuators and control the distal joints.

2.3 Control Methods for the Hand and Finger Exoskeletons

The hand exoskeleton supports three control modes: trajectory control, force con-
trol, and EMG control. Due to the lack of sensors the finger exoskeleton supports
only trajectory control. The first control mode allows following trajectories deter-
mined by the therapist. This allows repeating exercises reliably with a high accu-
racy. The challenge was here to achieve the required motion accuracy despite strong
disturbances caused by patient interaction. The developed controller was based on
application of a sliding-mode high gain controller described in [15]. The second
control mode uses force sensors to determine the motion of the exoskeleton. The
force control uses force sensor readings to calculate the desired motion with an
open-loop admittance control scheme. During this control mode the exoskeleton
follows the motions of the hand. But the force sensors cannot distinguish between
internal and external contact forces. Therefore, they are insufficient to measure
the human motion intention during contact with the environment (e.g. grasping),
which is common during rehabilitation. Integrating more force sensors to distin-
guish between internal and external is not practicable for the hand exoskeleton due
to the constricted space. Details of construction, sensors and control algorithms are
described in [26].

Details: EMG Control for the Hand Exoskeleton

EMG sensor data can be used to control the hand exoskeleton. Those signals rep-
resent the human intention better than using only force sensors. However, there are
several difficulties in their application. One problem is that only a subset of all mus-
cles responsible for the hand motion can be measured by surface EMG sensors.
Therefore, it is not possible to use the EMG signals alone to control arbitrary mo-
tions in all supported degrees of freedom. Force contributions of muscles that are
not measured are derived from the other muscle signals by assuming a specific hand
movement. The second problem is that captured EMG signals are superimposed
by the signals of nearby muscles. This problem can be reduced by utilizing blind
source separation algorithms. Figure 2 depicts the several computing steps of the
EMG control scheme used for the hand exoskeleton.

Due to the limitation of space only the extrinsic muscles of the forearm are
measured. The following sensor locations were selected for measurement: M. flexor
digitorum superficialis near wrist (two electrodes), M. flexor policis longus (one elec-
trode), M. flexor digitorum superficialis middle section of forearm (one electrode),
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Fig. 2 Scheme of the EMG
control for the hand ex-
oskeleton device. After
EMG signal acquisition
blind source separation is
used to partially separate the
superimposed EMG signals.
After rectification and low-
pass filtering an additional
decomposition step is used
to assign the signals to dif-
ferent degrees of freedom.
After applying a threshold
the signals are translated
to forces which are used
to generate a trajectory ex-
ecuted by the underlying
position control.

and M. flexor digitorum superficialis upper section of forearm (one electrode) at the
palmar side. M. Extensor digitorum (three electrodes), M. Extensor pollicis longus
(one electrode), and M. Extensor indicis (one electrode) at the dorsal side.

The blind source separation algorithm used was chosen for low latency, to pre-
vent problematic delays. The signals are filtered by a weighted low-pass differential
filter. The inverse demixing matrix is then approximated by an iterative algorithm
described in [10] (EASI). By using these algorithms a separation of about 1.5dB for
neighboring sensors can be achieved. After the blind source separation the signals
are still partially superimposed.

Additional filtering steps are: rectification, low-pass filtering and another decom-
position step. This step is implemented to achieve muscle signal decomposition for
the different degrees of freedom. The goal is to achieve a one degree of freedom
control for each finger. To accomplish this a single extensor and flexor signal for
each degree of freedom are separated by a simple linear demixing algorithm. Dur-
ing calibration several movements for each finger have to be performed to determine
a demixing matrix. During early experiments it turned out, that it is problematic to
separate the muscle signals from the ring and little finger: therefore movement of
these fingers is expected to be coupled. Another limitation is that the wrist should
not be moved as the muscle signals change for different hand postures.

As only a few muscles responsible for the motions of the hand are measured
an accurate biomechanical model to translate the muscle activation signals is not
possible. Instead a very simple model is implemented, where each finger is in its
relaxed position when no muscle activation is measured. Depending on the muscle
activation a linear force is calculated and the fingers are moved as if acting against a
constant friction. The generated trajectory is then executed by the underlying posi-
tion controller which is based on sliding mode control and therefore very robust for
parameter variations and varying loads. By using the EMG control algorithm it was
possible to control the hand exoskeleton in four degrees of freedom, more details
and results of this algorithms are shown in [27].
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3 Lower Extremities

The focus of the research with the lower extremity exoskeleton is to investigate con-
trol schemes which allow the exoskeleton to recognize and support the intended
movements of the operator. The human-machine interfaces which the schemes de-
pend on are designed to cope with the abilities and limitations of certain categories
of users. We have investigated the following schemes:

1. The torque amplifying scheme evaluates muscle activities of the operator and
adds a linear amount of torque to the supported joint through the actuator. The
main means of information transportation are electrical muscle signals (EMG).

2. The model-based approach is designed to allow the system to control the postural
stability of the operator with the exoskeleton. The interface is based on evaluation
of muscle signals and information about the movement, posture and environment.

The exoskeleton used for those experiments covers thigh, shank, and foot of the
right leg (refer to figure 3). The knee joint is driven by a linear actuator consisting
of a DC motor and a ball-screw. The ratio of the transmission is chosen in such a
way that the power is sufficient to give support with up to 150Nm in the knee joint
and allows slow walking [6]. Six electrodes are embedded in the thigh brace and
record signals from knee flexor and extensor muscles from the skin. Those signals
together with the knee angle are sent to a single board computer which the operator
is carrying on his back. All signals are digitized with 1kHz and downsampled to
100Hz for model computation. The resulting values are passed to a low-level control
loop which runs with 1kHz to provide sufficient control signals for the actuation.

Fig. 3 Leg exoskeleton
(without the portable PC):
The knee joint is driven by
a linear actuator. Knee and
ankle angles are measured
with Hall sensors and EMG
sensors are embedded in
the thigh brace to measure
muscle activity. PWM Amplifier

Linear Actuator

Reference Electrode

Emergency
Button Hall Sensor

Force Sensor

61mm362mm

EMG Electrodes

3.1 EMG-Based Torque Amplifier

This control scheme is based on the evaluation of electrical signals which are emit-
ted by the muscles upon their activation as shown in figure 4: Inside the body model
a Hill-type muscle model derives the neural activation of the muscle from its EMG
signal, converts this activation into a muscle fiber force and finally into the torque
the muscle is producing around the knee joint [8]. Among other details, this muscle
model includes the computation of the neural activation based on [23], the active
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Fig. 4 The EMG signals
are recorded with electrodes
attached to the thigh and are
evaluated through a body
model that computes an
estimate of the operator’s
torque contribution. The
result is multiplied by a
support ratio and passed
to the torque controller
that sets the signals for the
actuator appropriately. This
system acts as an amplifier
of the operator’s torque.
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and passive force components as a function of the muscle fiber length and the mus-
cle and tendon pathway along the skeleton as described in [30, 3]. This is performed
for all six recorded muscles. The resulting sum of the torques gives an estimation
of the operator’s own torque contribution to the movement. This value is multiplied
by a support ratio and used as the target value for the PID torque controller of the
actuator.

In addition to the control scheme, we have developed a new calibration algorithm
for the model parameters which is described in detail in [6]. This calibration has to
be performed whenever the exoskeleton is put on, because some characteristics of
the operator depend on the current body state (e.g. moisture on skin).

The torque amplifying scheme puts the user in full control of the exoskeleton,
allows flexible movements and spontaneous reactions to circumstances in the real
world. But the user has to be able to react to the movement that results from the
combined effort of his / her own muscles and the actuator torques in a coordinated
manner. The operator has to be in full control of his / her own muscles, although they
may be too weak to fulfill the intended task. Intended applications are for example:
carrying aids for factory workers or force support for elderly people.

3.2 Model-Based Controller

This approach is based on computation of a rigid body model of the human with two
legs and a torso. The joint angles and velocities of the corresponding limbs are mea-
sured with the aid of a second, light-weight orthosis for the other leg and the torso.
The sensor values are fed into the inverse computation of the model which gives
an estimate of the torques the operator is producing with his muscles in the joints,
except for the supported knee joint where the movement is defined through the ac-
tuator. In this joint, the torque of the operator is derived from EMG signals [7]. The
biomechanical model then predicts the movement that will result in the next period
of time (10–20ms in advance, refer to figure 5). The stability controller [14] applies
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Fig. 5 The model-based
control scheme: The biome-
chanical model predicts the
motion by evaluating the
movement and muscle ac-
tivity of the operator. This
prediction is modified to en-
sure postural stability before
the result is passed to the
PID position controller of
the actuation.
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torques to the joints so that the zero moment point does not leave the footprint of the
operator’s foot that has floor contact (similar to control of biped walking robots).

The focus of the model-based approach is to give support to extremely handi-
capped people who are not able to balance themselves, but have a certain degree of
control over their own limbs. The exoskeleton should be used during rehabilitation
or at home. While it is not possible to control postural stability with an exoskele-
ton that supports only the knee joint, this algorithm nevertheless gives interesting
insights in problems related to this approach.

3.3 Experiments and Discussion

The most successful experiments have been performed with the force amplifying
scheme. For the first time, a lower extremity exoskeleton has been controlled with
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Fig. 6 Stair climbing experiment with a support ratio of 0.5: The movement can be performed
smoothly and the actuator contributes half of the estimated operator’s torque (0◦: straight leg,
negative angles: knee flexion). At t ≈ 3.8s the foot is raised over the first step and at t ≈ 4.5s
lowered onto this step. After that the not-supported leg climbs the second step and at t ≈ 8.8s
the foot of the supported leg is raised over the third step, before it is put down again at t ≈ 9.5s.
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a sophisticated biomechanical model evaluating EMG signals which fuses results
from different international research groups. Such an experiment is shown in fig-
ure 6, where the stair climbing movement is supported with a ratio of 0.5. It can be
seen that the resulting movement is smooth while the exoskeleton is contributing a
significant amount of torque. More experiments are presented in detail in [6, 8].

The model-based approach revealed some fundamental problems which could
not be solved up to now: The model prediction is too inaccurate to allow the actuator
to contribute significant amounts of torque in a robust manner, preventing similar
real-life experiments as detailed in [7]. A much more complex sensor setup with
information about the operator and the environment would be necessary but this
contradicts the idea of a flexible and mobile system.

4 Work in Progress: Arm Exoskeletons for Multimodal
Human-Computer Interaction

The ongoing work in our laboratory for multimodal human-computer interaction
is focused on the development of a system for virtual reality with haptic feedback
based on light weight arm exoskeletons. The key features of this system are a high
degree of immersion into the computer generated virtual environment and a large
working volume. Existing solutions for mobile haptic displays combine a grounded
haptic device like the Sensable Phantom with a mobile robotic platform and control
strategies to place the platform in an optimal manner to the user in order to maximize
the workspace. These solutions suffer of drawbacks like the limited reactiontime and
speed of the mobile platform and the control strategies [22, 9]. Our approach aims
at a wearable haptic device and thus avoids these drawbacks. The high degree of
immersion will be achieved by multimodal human-exoskeleton interaction based on
haptic effects, audio and three dimensional visualization. The large working volume
will be achieved by a lightweight wearable construction which can be carried on
the back of the user. The first prototype of the mechanical construction is shown in
figure 7.

Fig. 7 First prototype for
arm exoskeleton with three
actuated degrees of free-
dom. The design objectives
were: the reduction of the
weight and increasing of the
working volume.

By reducing the weight of the arm exoskeleton in order to make it wearable, the
degree of stiffness of the mechanical constructions is getting limited. This will also
limit the stiffness of the contact forces in the haptic modality. Due to the reduction
of the devices weight it is also very difficult to actuate all degrees of freedom of
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human arm motion with a wearable mechanical construction. Therefore the arm ex-
oskeleton will only have three actuated degrees of freedom. Lack of high stiffness
as well as non-actuated degrees of freedom make it difficult to reproduce interac-
tions with rigid objects in virtual environment realistically. The drawbacks of bad
stiffness of a lightweight wearable mechanical construction can be compensated by
elaborated control to some extent. The integration of additional actuated degrees of
freedom into the exoskeleton arms would increase weight and reduce the working
space of the mechanical construction.

In our research work we plan to achieve a compensation of the above mentioned
drawbacks by utilizing the subjective perception of the user. Earlier research has
shown that there is a great potential for this approach to improve the degree of
immersion in a virtual environment [24, 19, 1, 25, 18]. The elaborated control of
three actuated degrees of freedom in each arm should create the subjective feeling
of high fidelity interaction. This interaction will be enriched by sound and visual
effects. Development of algorithms for appropriate combination of these modalities
for reproducing different interaction effects is the first of three main research fields
of our laboratory for multimodal human-computer interaction. The second research
field is related to the control of mechanical constructions with bad stiffness in hap-
tic applications. Efficient algorithms for visualization, collision detection and force
rendering in large three dimensional virtual environments is the third research field.
The research conducted in these three fields is focusing on specific applications. At
the moment we are developing particular effects for a game and for putting a virtual
production line into operation.

5 Summary and Conclusion

During the last seven years we have performed research with promising results in
the area of exoskeleton devices. Especially the developments for human assistance
(load carrying, haptic guidance) and rehabilitation offer an interesting perspective
for future research and applications.

Acknowledgements. We would like to thank Professor Hommel for supporting this work
over all the years.
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Hard- and Software Architecture of a Small
Autonomous Underwater Vehicle for
Environmental Monitoring Tasks

Christoph Osterloh, Marek Litza, and Erik Maehle

Abstract. This paper presents the design of the hardware and software architec-
ture, the selected sensors, sensor data processing and first experimental results for
a small autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV). The robot was designed as an in-
expensive autonomous platform for collecting environmental data in inshore and
coastal waters, stand-alone or in swarms. The utilised thrusters allow the AUV a
high range of speed, and its light sensor and echo sounder a detection of obstacles.
A microcontroller is used as the main processing unit. The software is distributed
over specialised tasks scheduled by a small Real Time Multitasking Kernel. Based
on the integrated sensors an avoid and submergence behavior are presented.

1 Introduction

The quality of waterbodies is essential for the health of people living in its neigh-
bourhood. In the EU Water Framework Directive (WFD 2000/60/EC) the European
countries commit to achieve ’good quality’ of all EU inshore and coastal waters
by 2015 [1]. To control the quality, suitable monitoring methods are required. Here
automatic systems can save costs compared to e.g. divers collecting data or human
operators working on remotely operated vehicles (ROV) [2]. Beyond stationary sen-
sor networks AUVs are used for such environmental monitoring tasks.

In the majority of cases only a single vehicle is used, thus it takes a long time
to scan a large area. A large coordinated swarm of AUVs could solve this task in a
more time efficient way. Furthermore, the exact localisation of a single AUV can be
improved due to informations from its swarm neighbors [3]. The natural redundancy
of a swarm allows higher fault-tolerance, even in case of a complete breakdown of
one vehicle. Otherwise a swarm can collect a lot of redundant data and thereby
improve its quality.
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But even small of-the-shelf AUVs like [4] are relatively expensive and still un-
prepared for cooperation in large swarms or teams. For this purpose we present in
this work a small inexpensive AUV MONSUN I (MONitoring System and Under-
water Navigation Robot) specialized for coordinated environmental monitoring and
suitable for beeing used in a team.

The expandable design allows it to carry different sensor sets and adjust to dif-
ferent tasks. In contrast to the Serafina project [5] we will equip our AUV also with
a ballast diving system for static diving. Thus the robot will be able to lay on the
ground and collect data with minimal power consumption. This and the a high band-
width of possible speeds allows the vehicle to achieve different tasks in an energy
efficient way.

Apart from recognizing obstacles by photosensors, a camera for identifying team
members is integrated. Studies and simulations in [6] and [7] have shown that a basic
swarm behavior like flocking are already possible without explicit communication
only by the recognition of other robots and obstacles.

The following section contains information about the hardware components and
architecture of the AUV. Section 3 describes the robots software architecture and its
behaviour. The experiments and its results are shown in Section 4 followed by the
conclusions.

2 Hardware Architecture

2.1 Mechanical and Electrical Systems

The hull of the AUV has a length of 55cm and a width of 10cm (without motors). It
is made of glass fibre reinforced plastic(GRP), and is divded in three parts (Fig. 1).

The front part has a viewing panel for the integrated camera. Five ultrabright
white LEDs (25000mcd) are arranged around the viewing panel, which are used for
distance measurement by the light-sensor.

Fig. 2 shows the boards of MONSUN, which are mounted on an aluminium
frame, one above the other. Underneath the CMUCAM 3 camera module (Fig. 2(a)
1.), which is placed on top of the boards, the communication- and navigation board
(Fig. 2(a) 3.) is located, including the motor controller for the thrusters (Fig. 2(a) 2.),
the Bluetooth-module (Fig. 2(b) 7.) and the gyroscope cube (Fig. 2(b) 8.). Among
the main processing unit (Fig. 2(a) 4.), a board for the servo-motor controller for the
fins, the accelerometers and an SD card slot are arranged (Fig. 2(a) 5.). The bottom-
most board (Fig. 2(a) 6.) contains a second microcontroller for the echo sounder as
well as power converter and a bus converter for the light sensor that is attached be-
hind the viewing panel. Additionally there is a further SD card slot for the camera.
Above the SD card slot, a small board for the echo sounder is mounted.

This arrangement was chosen to prevent long cable route and many connectors.
The frame containing the boards can be assembled outside the AUV and fit in as
one part. At the backside of the retainer a programming interface as well as a serial
interface is located to reprogram the main processing unit while the boards are still
incorporated within the hull.
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Fig. 1 The AUV MONSUN has a length of 55cm and a width of 10cm (without the thrusters).
Part (1) contains the boards and the camera, part (2) the batteries and balast for balancing and
the stern part (3) the servo motors for the rudders and elevators. The motors are housed in
part (4).

(a) Boards of MONSUN in the side view.
1. The CMUcam 3
2. Motor controller for the thrusters
3. Communication and navigation board
4. Ethernut board (main processing unit)
5. Logging, SD20 and navigation board
6. Fishfinder board

(b) Boards of MONSUN in the plan view.
1. The CMUcam 3
7. Bluetooth modul
8. Gyroscope cube

Fig. 2 Side and plan view of the boards of MONSUN.

The power supply unit with accumulators and power converters is located in the
15cm long middle part. Additionally there is place for two piston tanks for static
diving, which momentarily is used to store balast for balancing.

In the stern part there are three servo-motors for the four movable fins. Further-
more, there are antagonistic weights to counteract the high weight of The AUVs
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front section. By connecting these three part by aluminium bayonet-mounts, the
hull is pressure-resistant up to a depth of 10m.

The main thrusters of the AUV are reversible electric motors with 43mm pro-
pellers, which generate 7N of thrust and high range of speed. Therefore fast rota-
tions with a small turning radius are possible, beside the commonly used forward or
backward motion.

To steer the course and for dynamic diving we mounted four movable fins at
the stern hull of the AUV. While the two rudders are connected by a linkage and are
steered by one servo-motor, the two elevators are separately controllable. The servo-
motors have a torsional moment of 30NCM and a control speed of 0.16s/60◦. Using
the rudders it is possible to adjust small course changes and work against drift. The
elevators allow dynamic diving as well as adjusting of possible inclinations in the
water.

In order to avoid the generation of PWM signals for the motor and servo contol,
we use a SD20-servo-controller, which is connected to the control-platform by the
Inter-Integrated Circuit Bus (I2C). This allows 126 discrete positions in both direc-
tions for each servo-motor, as well as 126 diskrete speed steps in both directions for
the thrusters.

The electronic is supplied by two series-connected 7.4V LiPo-batteries with
5.4Ah. Supply voltages for the controller platform and sensors of 8V , 5V and 3V

Fig. 3 Busnetwork connection hardware components to the ATmega128.
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are provided by potential transformers. The power supply is switched on in a con-
tactless way with a solenoid in the rear part of the AUV.

As controller platform we use an Ethernut-Board 2.1B [8]. This board applies
an 8Bit ATmega128 running at 14.7456MHz with 128KB flash memory and 4KB
SRAM and provides another 512KB banked SRAM and 512KB serial flash mem-
ory. Fig. 3 shows the connections of the different components and sensors to the
ATmega128.

2.2 Sensors

The AUV MONSUN contains various sensors which can be divided into (1) posi-
tioning and navigation of the AUV and (2) assessment and storage of data.

For navigation unter water it is important to know the position, orientation, pitch
and roll of the AUV. Moreover, to measure the distance to the ground and to detect
obstacles are crucial features.

To track the position, orientation, pitch and roll of the AUV, we use a small Iner-
tial Measurement Unit composed of a cube, on which three inexpensive ADIS16100
gyroscopes are located. These gyroscopes have a resolution of 0.24 ◦/s, a full-scale
range of ±300 ◦/s and a bandwidth of 40Hz. Each gyroscope is equipped with a
temperature sensor with a resolution of 0.14K/LSB. The gyroscopes are connected
to the main processing unit by the serial peripheral interface (SPI). Additionally, we
use a three-axis LIS3L02AS4 accelerometer, which has a user selectable full-scale
of 2g or 6g. It is capable of measuring accelerations over a maximum bandwidth
of 4.0KHz for the X and Y axis and 2.5KHz for the Z axis. The sensor is adjusted
to 2g and the outgoing voltage is sampled and digitized with the internal 10Bit
Analog/Digital converter of the ATmega128 with a frequency of 20Hz.

To measure depth, we use a Freescale MPXH6250A series pressure sensor with
high temperatur accurancy. It has a range from 3.0 to 36psi. The voltage output
of the pressure sensor is connected to the A/D-converter of the ATmega128. The
resolution of 10Bit enables an accuracy in depth measurement to 2.5cm.

The recognition of obstacles underwater is more difficult than in the air due to the
characteristics of the water. In [10] some light-to-frequency sensors are employed.
To solve this problem we use a TAOS TSL2561 light-to-digital converter that trans-
form light intensity into a digital signal output equipped with an I2C interface. The
integrated A/D-converter has a resolution of 16Bit. The light-sensor ist combined
with the five ultrabright white LEDs (25000mcd) in front of the AUV.

Because of the short range of the light-sensor of about 60cm we integrated
an echo sounder for distances above this value. Therefore we use a Fishfinder
Humminbird SMARTCAST RF45E. This module has a sonar coverage of 90◦, and
is able to measure depth from 60cm up to 30m. The measuring accuracy amounts
about 4cm. Additionally it is possible to estimate the size of the objects by the length
of the returning signal.

The piezo of the fishfinder is mounted in the front part of the AUV in an angle of
45 ◦ to the longitudinal axis. This allows a detection of obstacles in front of or under
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Fig. 4 Position and opening
angle of the Echo Sounder
in MONSUN.

the AUV (Fig. 4). Ordinarily, the fishfinder is a wireless sensor, which sends his data
up to 30m to the receiver. In order to process the data in the AUV, we removed the
antenna and tap the sensor data before the transmission unit to compute the distance.
This is done by a separate microcontroller (ATmega168), which acts as a slave and
is connected to the main processor by the I2C Bus.

With the integrated CMUCAM 3 camera it is possible to take pictures from
the AUV point of view. The filenames of the pictures contain the system time of
the main processing unit, so pictures can be synchronized with the logging data.
The camera is controlled by the main processing unit over a serial interface.

During a mission collected data concerning the position, behaviour and visual-
ization need to be stored. For this purpose a SD card was integrated into the AUV.
Data are stored in a text file, such that the records can be read out later. Additionally
it is possible to send the records via Bluetooth to a receiver. Fig. 5 shows the struc-
ture of a log file entry. Every five seconds the stack consumption of the individual
tasks is written. Subsequently, the data of the acceleration sensors, the gyroscopes,
the light-sensor, as well as the echo-sounder follow. Furthermore, actual instructions
for the camera, the system time and the system status are dumped.

Data storage on a SD card is inflexible and does not allow to interfere with the
AUV. At the water surface or close to it, it is possible to circumvent this aspect via a
Bluetooth connection to a base station. MONSUN uses a Class 1 Bluetooth ESD110
module with a range of approx. 100m and transmits data with up to 230Kbps.

STACK: wdog =110 , i n s =17 , cons =6 , t e l e =66 , b r a i n =4 ,
sd =74 , c l o c k =2 , l i g h t =28 , echo =4

DATA
CAM !0
TIME # 0 : 0 : 1 5
ANGLES : −25 ,−41 ,1
GYROS: −16,−17,−1
LIGHT : 0 ,0 ,0 ,255
ECHO: 255 ,65535
STATUS : 3

Fig. 5 Section of the logged data. The first two lines show the stack consumption of the
running tasks. The next lines contains the instructions for the camera and the global system
time. Among this, data of different sensors as well as the actual system state are stored.
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3 Software Architecture

The Software Architecture of MONSUN can be divided into six major units. The
first part is the sensor unit, including the accelerometer and the gyroscopes, the light-
sensor, echo sonar and pressure sensor for measuring depth and detecting obstacles.
Although the sensors belong to one group, every sensor has his own task. The second
unit are the actors. The servo and motor controller are part of this group. The third
unit consists of the Inertial Navigation System (INS). The communication modules
with the RS232 and Bluetooth interface represent the fourth part. The fifth unit is
responsible for logging the sensory data for eventual analyses. The last unit is the
high level control block of the AUV, including the main control unit and the behavior
unit.

Each of these tasks and sensors has different requirements in view of execution
time and periodicity. Therefore, AvrX, a Real Time Multitasking Kernel written for
the Atmel AVR series of micro controllers, is applied [9]. The Kernel is written in
assembly language and has a size of approximately 700 words and is compatible
with Gnu GCC and IAR compilers. AvrX contains approximately 40 functions for
Tasking Management, Semaphores, Timer Management, Message Queues, Single
Step Debugging support an FIFO support with synchronization.

4 Behaviour

MONSUN possesses different autonomous behaviors to avoid and submerge obsta-
cles. Fig 7 shows a simple avoid behavior. When detecting an obstacle by its light
sensor, MONSUN accelerates backwards and turns thereby around clockwise for
about 90 ◦ and then dives on.

Fig. 6 The six parts of the Software Architecture of MONSUN.
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Fig. 7 The simple avoid behaviour of MONSUN. After detecting an obstacle, MONSUN
accerelates backwards, turns around and dives on.

Fig. 9 shows a submerging of a recognised obstacle. Since currently MONSUN
can submerge only dynamically, it accelerates backwards, also in order to prevent
a collision with the obstacle while drifting. Afterwards, MONSUN dives by set-
ting the fins and a strong acceleration forwards. If the lower end of the obstacle is
recognised, the fins are set straight. After passing the object the emerging process
begins. Its length depends on the time of submerging, in order to achieve the desired
submerged depth again.

To verify the scenario shown in fig. 8, we performed a test run. The sequence was
filmed and tracked afterwards on the computer.

Fig. 9(a) shows the distance covered over time. As one can see, the obstacle was
recorgnised at about second 3.25 and MONSUN accelerates backwards. At second
4.5 the thrusters change their direction and accelerate forwards to submerge the
object.

Fig. 8 Abstract representation of the programmed submergence scenario. MONSUN recog-
nises the obstacle (1), steers backwards (2) and dives under (3) it to the original depth (4).
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(a) Distance covered over time of a submergerce scenario. Phase
(1) shows the forward motion and regognition of the obstacale,
phase (2) the backward motion and phase (3) the submergence.

(b) Depth covered over time of a submergerce process. Phase (1)
shows the forward motion and regognition of the obstacale, phase
(2) the backward motion and phase (3) the submergence.

Fig. 9 Submergence scenario of MONSUN. Data were assessed by tracking the movement
of MONSUN.

Fig. 9(b) shows the depth covered over time. After detecting the obstacle, the
fins are placed upwards. This causes the dip of the front part in the interval of time
3.25-3.75s. Because of the changing direction of the thrusters the front part of the
AUV turns up briefly at time 5.0s before submerging the object.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we presented the basic of a swarm competend AUV: MONSUN I. We
have reported the hardware and software architecture and have shown, that MON-
SUN is capable to react to its environment by avoiding and submerging objects and
obstacles. The high range of speed allows the fast reaching of a location as well
as slow speed mobility for investigations. By recognising other team members it is
(generally) possible to manage simple tasks without an explicit communication in
the swarm.

The actual disadvantage of MONSUN I are mainly the choise of the some of its
sensors and its hardware packaging. Some analog sensors, as for example the gyro-
scopes and acceleration sensors are too inaccurate for an exactly determination of
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the current position. The used hardware packaging makes it very difficult to replace
individual components.

6 Future Works

To avoid the drawbacks of MONSUN I, we currently redesign our AUV. The next
generation MONSUN II incorporates an improved hardware and software architec-
ture based on more accurate sensors and a modular packaging. More sensors for
environmental measurement will be integrated as well as a piston tank for being
able to collect data laying on the bottom of waters without using the thrusters.

For a better identification of the team members an improved camera unit is used.
By additional light signals at the side and the rear end of MONSUN II, a better
recognition of the team members and a relative positioning will be possible. In order
to allow explicit communication between the team members, we are developing a
small underwater modem. By this the robots will be able to exchange necessary
environmental information or status messages among themselves coordinating the
swarm more effectively.
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